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15.3 UNDERCOOLING DESIGN EVENTS - INTRODUCTION

J Of particular importance to the safe operation of the CRBRP is the
determination of the response characteristics of the reactor to a group of
postulated undercooling events. The reactor response to these undercooling
events-is characterized, in this section of the PSAR, by the resulting fuel
rod hot spot cladding temperature. For these accident events either,
1) the resultant fuel rod cladding temperature will be presented, or 2) it
will be shown that the primary or secondary Plant Protection System trip will
shut down the reactor before resulting plant temperature changes can be
transported to the core. The impact of these Accident Events on Plant Systems
and components is less severe than the events presented in the Plant Duty
Cycle List. Plant components have been designed to provide 30 year life for
the Plant Duty Cycles.

611 51 Based on the discussion presented in Section 15.1.2
a measure of the severity of these events can only in-part be ascertained by
the resultant cladding temperatures of any one event. The true severity of
the event on the cladding integrity is a function of the sum total of all the
accumulated strains imposed on the cladding during its lifetime. Therefore,
the severity of any event should be evaluated on a case by case basis using,
the cumulative damage function. In order to perform the evaluation process,
the transients generated in this section are first compared to the guidelines

& 1152151 established in Section 15.1.2 and when necessary to the umbrella transients
described in Section 4.2. If the accident transient falls within the time
and temperature confines of the umbrella event, the conclusion can be made
that the design life and safety objectives of the fuel assemblies has been)• conserved. If however, the resultant cladding temperatures exceed the

6 1152•I I guidelines limits of Section 15.1.2 then supplementary analysis is required
to determine the severity of the event.

The following is a list of the Thermal-Hydraulic initial conditions
used for the accident events presented in this section;

Thermal Hydraulic Conditions

Thermal Power (MWT)
Primary Flow (LB/Sec/Loop)
Primary.Hot Leg Temperature (OF)
Primary Cold Leg Temperature (°F)
Intermediate Flow (LB/Sec/Loop)
Intermediate Hot Leg Temperature (OF)
Intermediate Cold Leg Temperature (°F)
Hot'Spot Clad Midwall Temperature (OF)

975**
3842 "
1015*

750*
3555
956*
671*

1365

*These values include an additional 20'F over their normal value to allow
for instrument error and control dead band allowance.

**Power uncertainties are discussed in Section 4.4 for 3 loop operation.

)
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Supplementing the above parameters, the following additional
conservative assumptions and conditions were used for the analysis;,

1. Maximum Decay Heat - The decay heat for the end-of-cycle
condition corresponding to long term power operating history
at full power was used. This included an added 25% conservative
2a bias to cover uncertainties. The purpose was to provide
maximum post-trip heat input to provide a conservatively high
prediction of core maximum temperature and a conservative
evaluation of heat input to the decay heat removal system.

2. Most rapid flow coastdown The minimum vendor specified
sodium coolant pump inertia and maximum system pressure drop
are combined to generate a conservatively fast rate of flow
reduction following a coolant pump trip. The purpose of
this assumption is to provide a minimum prediction of net
reactor coolant flow during the period from pump trip to the
time of reaching pony motor flowrate. This results in
minimum heat removal from the reactor during this period
and hence a conservative maximum prediction of core
temperature.

3. Full power thermal hydraulic design condition operating
points - The full power thermal-hydraulic rated condition
is at 975 MW reactor power. The thermal-hydraulic design
operating temperatures have been conservatively increased byý
20°F to allow for instrument error and the control dead band.
The purpose of this assumption is to assure the most conserva-
tive prediction of severity for the events analyzed. The
additional temperature bias for instrument error increases
the conservatism of predicted reactor temperatures.

4. Shutdown Rod Worths with Maximum Worth Single Stuck Rod - The
rod worth used to predict post trip negative reactivity
insertions are the design expected values for the primary
shutdown system control rods and the minimum expected values
for the secondary shutdown system control rods (see Section

s11 15.1 for further details). For both sets of control rods,
the single most reactive control rod is assumed to be stuck in
the withdrawn position. The purpose of thisassumption is to
provide a realistic minimum prediction of shutdown' reactivity
and hence the slowest rate of power decrease. This provides a
conservatively high prediction of reactor temperatures after
shutdown.

5. A conservative 200 millisecond delay between the trip signal
and the control rod insertion was used for these analyses.
In Section 4.2.3 of the PSAR the requirement for the
scram speed is that this delay be less than 100 milliseconds.
The additional 100 plus millisecond delay over the required
value results in higher clad temperatures and thus a worse
condition.

15.3-2
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6. Since the highest power fuel assembly and smallest Doppler
c.efficient occur at. the beginning-of-equi librium cycle (BOEC)
the transients..are analyzed for this particular worst period
in core life. With burnup, the power generation. and steady
state temperature decrease (flows are constant) in the fuel
assemblies and consequently, the temperatures due to the
transients would decrease.

7. Three sigma (3a) hot channel factors were used for all the
analyses... The temperatures shown are at the midwall of the hot
rod cladding at the highest temperature position both axially

and. circumferentially on the fuel rod (position is under

wi re-wrap).

In addition to the above conservative initial conditions assumed for

the undercooling event analysis, additional conservatisms have been applied

and are described under the specific cases presented. Also noted are those

special cases for which the conservative assumptions stated above are not

applicable.

The following is a Summary Table of the events considered in this

section. Table 15.3-1 identifies; 1) the event, 2) the maximum midwall clad
temperature resulting from a primary or secondary scram, and 3) comment on
the severity of the event.

52
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TABLE 15.3-1

UNDERCOOLING EVENTS

Max. Clad Temp.*
Primary Secondary

Scram Scram
Section

No.

15.3

15.3.1

15.3.1.1

Event

Undercooling Design Events

Anticipated Events

Loss of off-site electrical
power

Comments

15.3.1.2 Spurious primary pump trip

15.3.1.3 Spurious intermediate pump
trip

15.3.1.4 Inadvertent closure of one
evaporator or superheater
module isolation valve

15.3.1.5 Turbine trip

15.3.1.6 Loss.of normal Feedwater

15.3.1.7 inadvertent actuation of the
sodium/water reaction system

15.3.2 Unlikely events

15.3.2.1 Single primary pump seizure

1410OF

13900 F

<1365'F

1630OF

1445OF

<1 365'F

<1365°F <1365°F

Primary shutdown within upset umbrella.
Temperature spike associated with secondary
shutdown is considerably less severe
than the umbrella transient (See
Section 1.5.3.1.1)

Within the umbrella

Core sees only normal trip

Core sees only normal trip

Temperature decreasing continuously

Core sees only normal trip

Core sees. only normal trip

Within the umbrella

N

<1 365°F

<1 365OF

<1365°F

14000F

<1365°F

<13650 F

<13650 F

.1470°F



TABLE.15.3-1 ý(Continued)

Section

L1

No. Eventý

15.3.2.2 Single intermedite loop
pump seizure

15.3.2.3 Small water-to-sodium leaks
in steam generator tubes

15.3.2.4 Failure of the steam bypass

system

15.3.3 Extremely unlikely events

15.3.3.1 Steam or feed-line pipe break

15.3.3.2 Loss of normal shutdown
cooling system

15.3.3.3 Large sodium/water reaction

15.3.3.4 Primary heat transport
system pipe leak

15.3.3.5 Intermediate heat transport
system pipe leak

Max. Clad
Primary
Scram

<13650F

Temp. *
Secondary

Scram

<13650F Core sees

<1365 0 F <1 365OF

<1365°F <1365"F

Core sees only normal trip

Core sees only normal trip

=Comments

only normal trip

<1365'F

<1 365 0F

<1365°F

no effect

no effect

<1 365°F

<1 365°F

<13650F

no effect

no effect

Core

Core

sees

sees

only normaltrip

only normal trip

Core sees only normal trip

No effect on reactor core or primary
system temperatures or pressures

Core temperatures would not increase

*Fuel pin cladding midwall temperature (under wire wrap)

V V

0-''

U



15.3:1 Anticipated Everles

15.3. 1.1 Loss :of• Off-"S ite Electrical Power

15.3.1.1.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The off-site power supply to the 13.8.KV buses is available from the
generating switchyards and the reserve switchyard both of which are powered by
outside sources as described In Chapter 8.0. Hence, the postulated loss of
power would result only from simultaneous, multiple failures.

The loss of all off-site power trips all primary and Intermediate sodium
pumps, commencing a flow coastdown, It also initiates starting of the
emergency diesel generators. Action of the Plant Protection System (PPS)
trips the controlrods thus limiting core over temperatures from reduced flow.
The emergencydlesels.provide power to the primary and Intermedlate sodium
pump pony, motors and SGAHRS Auxiliary Feedwater. Pumps for decay heat removal..
To provide conservati-sm in. the analysrs, the most rapid core flow coastdown
was assumed, by usingthe, mlnlmum pump rotati ngki netic energy and the maximum
primary, system flow resistance specified -in the design.

The action of thePrImary and Secondary Shutdown Systems (SDS) are as fol-lows:
a. Primary trip - Loss of electrlcal power. tripoccurring in 0.5 seconds.

) The 0.5 second delay includes measurement and trip function lags.

b. Secondary trilp -Flux-Total Flow trip occurring 2 seconds after loss
:of electr Ical pumping ýpower. Th Is I ag incl udes tIme for the f I ow to
coastdown as well as the measurement lags.

15.3.1.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The loss of off-site electrical power event was analyzed with the DEMO
computer code. The overall results of the analysis are summarized In Figures
15.3.1.1-1 and 15.3.1.1-2. As shown, the Primary PPS loss of electrical power
trip limits the maximum core hot spot temperature to 1410 0 F.

In the event the primary shutdown system does not operate, Figure 15.3.1.1-1
shows that the secondary shutdown system limits the worst case clad hot spot
temperature to 16300 F. .While the translent temperature exceeds the-design
basis emergency transient envelope temperature by 30 0 F, the time above the
normal operating temperature Is only 6 second as compared to 150 seconds for

A- -- ie



the design basis transient (see Figure 15.3.1.1-3). Consequently, the
cladding damage due to the transient Is less than that due to the design basis
transient for which, as shown in Section 4.2, cladding integrity limits are
sat isf ied.

The capability of the CDF procedure to conservatively predict the results of
Fuel Clad Transient Test-(FCTT) Is demonstrated below. The range of the FCTT
temperatures and fluences considered exceeded the data base of the FURFAN CDF
computer code.o Despite this, theýCDF analyses conservatively gredicted the
test results with peak cladding tempertures2 In excess of 1900 F, and cladding.
fluence exposures In excess of 3 x 10 n/cm

The quantitative criteria in terms of Temperature versus Time for transient
events which do not affect cladding Integrity is shown iJn Figure 4.2-31. The
shape of the emergency transi-ent considered I n this pl otf envelopes the loss of.
off-sIte electrical power with scram by the secondary PPS. event., The-mInimum
cladding lifetime is determined.by the intersection of the peak transient
cladding temperature versus -time. curve and the transient limit curve with
maximum design temperatures and maximum uncertainty in properties. Note that
the maximum peak cladding temperature occurs at. beginnilng-of-l Ife, and the
cladding temperature increment due to the transient Is assumed constant
throughout if e. .Thus, for an emergency transient with a maximum, peak
cladding temperature of 1630F,. the: peak clad temperature versus time .curve
woul li:i I le paralI el to and 300F above the peak2 clad temperature versus t lme
curve shown in Figure :15.3.1.1.--4. The intersection of this curve with the
minimum transient limit curve gives a cladding lifetime of 450 days or 35.
days less than the,1600°F peak cladding temperature transient. I ,all
calculatIons involved .in generating FIgure 15.3.1.1-4,1 cumulative claddi!ng
damage Is continuously accounted for in the cladding property considerations.

It should benoted that the anticipated time temperature curve for the loss of
off-site electrical power is considerably less than the time envelope used to
develope the translent limit curves. Therefore, the above loss of 35 days
due to the addl.tlonal 309F Is believed to be an overestimate of the transients
actual effect. "This not withstanding, the designh lifetime based on the above
analysis for the loss of offsite power is-still In excess of the, 411 day:goal
lifetime.

As discussed earl ier, the most ,real IstIcacl ly severe combiUnation ýof
possibili•ties .allI owed In.-the desIgn specifications were selected to analyze
this event. Flgure 15.3 1.1 .2 shows the effects of a possible longer f low
coastdown, '-enhanced secondary control rod dynamics,, and using '!minimum:
required" Instead of "expected" primary control rod shutdown rates. Lower
possible core flow-resistances and higher pump rotating kinetic energies,
decrease-the core hot spot temperature 10 F for a primary PPS trip and 15°F
for the secondary shutdown system trip. Additionally, Increasing the. initial
secondary control rod insertion rate to match the primary rates decreases the
clad temperature 35 F for the secondary trip.
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The effect of using "minimum required"'primary control rod shutdown
rate values instead of the "expected" values (both having the highest worth
rod assumed to be stuck), is also shown in.Figure 15.3.1.1-2. As indicated

611 in Section 15.1 the core temperatures described in this chapter for the
primary system have been based on the expected rates of shutdown worth
which give the more realistic evaluation of the transient. The secondary
rod insertion rates used are the minimum rates. -Figure 15.3.1.1-2 shows,
the hot spot cladding temperatures for the two cases. As can be seen,
.there would be about a 10'F increase from using the minimum rates. Thus,
using minimum instead of expected primary rod insertion rates does not
significantly change the nature of or effects of the transient.

15.3.1.1.3 Conclusions

The loss of off-site electrical power results in a simultaneous
loss of sodium pump power and the consequent reduction in core.flow. The
primary shutdown system limits the clad midwall hotspot temperature to
1410 F. In the unlikely event that the primary .shutdown.. system does not
operate, the secondary shutdown system limits the hot spot midwall clad

521temperature to 1630 F. This is an acceptabl result because analysis of
the transient has shown that the cladding-damage (cumulative damage function)

511 does not exceed the limit.for an emergency event.

Amend. 61
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1.5.3.1.2 Spurious Primary Pump Trip
N

) 15.3.1.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A spurious trip of a primary sodium pump may occur in one of two
forms:

a. An A.C. bus. fault in which both the primary loop sodium pump
and the intermediate loop sodium pump on the same loop are
tripped simultaneously, or

b. A malfunction only in the single primary pump or its circuits
causing only that pump to trip.

In the first case, the trip function for the primary Plant
Protection. System (PPS) is based on the pump electrics (electrical feeder
undervoltage coil.or equivalent). For the second case, the measured primary
pump speed to intermediate pump speed is used as the primary PPS trip. In
both cases, the measured primary flow to intermediate flow ratio can operate
the secondary PPS trip.

Results of the pump trip transient are affected by the rate of flow
coastdown after the pump trip. Hence, they depend on the rotating kinetic' energy of the pump and motor and on the loop flow resistance. Pump inertias
corresponding to the range of rotating kinetic energies specified for.pump
design, along with a range of core pressure drops, have been examined to
establish the most limiting cases.

The actions of the primary and secondary shutdown systems in the pump

trip event are summarized as follows:

a. Bus fault (both primary and intermedite pumps tripped)

Primary Shutdown System - pump electrics
Secondary Shutdown System - flow ratio

b. Primary pump trip

Primary Shutdown System - speed ratio
Secondary Shutdown System - flow ratio

15.3.1.2.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The DEMO code was used for analysis. The results of the most
limiting cases for both the bus and pump faults are shown in Figure 15.3.1.2-1.
As can be seen in the figure, the pump fault causes a more severe transient
than the bus fault when the primary shutdown system operates. The reason for
this is that the pump electrics trip Which acts for a bus fault, occurs
very rapidly compared to the speed ratio trip which acts for the pump fault.' The maximum hot spot midwall clad temperature with a primary trip for the
more severe event is 1390 0 F, 60OF below the guideline limit for an
anticipated fault.

15.3-11



The secondary shutdown system utilizes the flow vratio tr.ip for both
a bus and pump fault. Thus, the bus fault, which results in a flow coastdown
of both primary and intermediate loops, produces the more limiting transient. -)
The secondary bus fault curve shown in Figure 15.3.1.2-1 corresponds to primary
and secondary pump kinetic energies which more nearly match the primary and,
secondary flow coastdownsi This produces the longest delay of the flow ratio
trip. The maximum hmt spot midwall clad temperature with the secondary trip
is 1430'F, 170'F below the guideline limit for an unlikely event.

a The protective action and consequences of a sequ ntial loss of flow
are bounded~by the cases of 1) Loss of ail rimary pumps Tloss. of

*offsite power Section 15.3.1.1) and 2) Trip of 1 primary pump (Section
15.3.1.2).

As discussed in Section 15.3.1, protection for this combined class
of loss of flow accidents is provided by the following trip functions:

Primary Shutdown System
Primary Pump Electrics
Flux-Pressure
Primary to Intermediate Speed Ratio

Secondary Shutdown System
Flux-Total Flow
Primary to Intermediate Flow Ratio

A study of the sequential loss of flow has been conducted. In this
study the sodium pumps in one HTS loop were tripped at time t=O. The
remaining pumps were tripped at a later time T. The delay T was.
varied from zero (identical to the loss of offsite power in 15.3.1.1)
to 2.6 seconds (identical to the single primary pump trip in
this section. A limiting analysis was done assuming only the

secondary shutdown system. The intermediate pumps were tripped with
the corresponding primary pump. This delayed the flow ratio trip
producing the more limiting case.

The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 15.3.1.2-2. For a
sequential loss of the remaining pumps from zero to 1.25 sec
(O<T<1.25) the flux-flow function provides the trip. The peak
temperatures are the same as for the loss of offsite power case. For
1.25<T<2.6 sec. the primary to intermediate flow function trips the
0-flow function. This results in lower maximum temperatures for
larger T. Since the flow ratio function provides shutdown at 2.6 sec.
for 1 loop loss of flow, a sequential pump trip at T>2.6 sec. is not
meaningful.

It should be added that in any case a reactor trip occurs. whii'6
substantial flow exists in the primary loop with the lowest flow.
Consequently, without considering the check valve dashpot and acoustic.
filtering in the IHX and reactor.vessel, there is no. opportunity.for 25
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I
a check valve slam to cause a hydraulic disturbance which could
initiate the trip of other pumps.

In summary, the consequences of sequential loss of flow are bounded

by loss of offsite power event (all pumps tripped simultaneously)

and the trip of 1 primary pump.

15.3.1.2.3 Conclusions

Action by either the primary or secondary shutdown systems

is sufficient to prevent excessive core temperature and protect

the reactor in case of the spurious trip of a primary sodium coolant pump.

Either system shuts the reactor down early enough to terminate the initial

core temperature rise within the limits identified for an operational

incident, i.e., no loss of fuel lifetime.

)

)
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15.3.1.3 Spurious Intermediate Pump Trip

15.3.1.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

As described under the primary pump trip, Section 15.3.1.2, trip
of an intermediate sodium coolant pump might result from either a pumpbus
fault or a fault in the pump drive itself. The former case would also trip
the primary pump and has been covered in Section 15.3.1.2.

For a spurious trip of the intermediate pump caused by a pump fault,
the intermediate flow will coast down to that supported by the pump pony
motor. This will reduce heat removal from the intermediate side of the IHX.
However, a reactor trip signal generated by either the primary or secondary
Shutdown System will shut down the reactor before any temperature change
can be transported back to the reactor. Consequently, the event as it occurs
at the reactor and in the heat transport system is similar to a conventional
plant trip except for the affected loop IHX, primary cold leg piping and
steam generators. For these components, the resulting transient is within
the design basis umbrella.

The following protective functions apply for the intermediate
pump trip:

a. Primary - Primary to Intermediate pump speed ratio
b. Secondary - Primary to Intermediate flow ratio trip.

15.3.1.3.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The pump trip analysis was conducted using the DEMO Code. Clad
hot spot temperature resulting from the analysis is presented in Figure
15.3.1.3-1. For shutdown either by the primary or secondary PPS trip
functions, no increase in core temperature is produced. The heat transport
system experiences normal trip temperature.

15.3.1.3.3 Conclusions

In the event of a spurious trip of a single intermediate sodium
coolant pump, either primary or secondary trips will occur rapidly. These
trips will shutdown the reactor before the plant temperature changes can
be transmitted back to the core. Hence, the resulting core and heat
transport system temperature transients are similar to those resulting from
a conventional plant trip.

15.3-14 Amend. 8
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15.3.1.4 Inadvertent Closure of One Evaporator or Superheater Module
Isolation Valve

15.3.1.4.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The water side of each superheater module is provided with an inlet
and outlet isolation valve and each evaporator with an inlet isolation valve.
It is possible thata spurious signal or an operator error will close one
of these during normal operation. The consequences will then depend on
which of the valves is closed, as summarized in the following table:

TABLE 15.3.1.4-1

POTENTIAL EVENTS

Valve Closed Result

Superheater exit.

Superheater inlet

.9 "

Evaporator inlet

Loop steam flow to header ceases. Steam. is
relieved through superheater exit safety valve.
Reactor and plant trip should follow from
steam/feed flow mismatch.

Loop steam flow to header ceases. Superheater

dries out and its'sodium exit temperature increases.

Steam is relieved through drum safety Valves.

Reactor and plant trip should follow from
steam/feed flow mismatch.

Inflow will cease to the affected evaporator module
and it will dry out (with reversed flow into its
exit prevented by the exit check valve). Its
sodium exit temperature will rise.

Water inflow to the remaining module in the loop
will increase.and'tend to increase its load. Its
sodium exit temperature will decilease.

The net sodium exit temperature will be the mixed
stream from the two modules but will increase on
dryout of the affected module.

The effective evaporator surface decrease will
lower the.drum pressure and reduce the steam flow
to the header in the affected loop.

A reactor and plant trip should follow from PPS
action (high IHTS cold leg temperature trip at
720 °F) in approximately 10 seconds.
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The action of:the Plant Protection System (PPS).in the above events!
is as follows:

Primary Trip - Steam.feedwater flow ratio
High IHX primary outlet temperature

Secondary.Trip High evaporator outlet temperature

In all of the above cases, the reactor is shutdown by PPS action
before the steam-generator originated temperature transient.reaches the
reactor inlet and no core: fuel. or clad safety problem is created. Post-
shutdown decay heat removal will be .available through ,the unaffected loops
(with some heat removal capability remaining. in even the affected loop).

15.3.1.4.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The :reactor i.s assumed to be operating at rated conditions when.
oneof the isolation valves in one steam generator water/steam side is
inadvertently closed. The reactor is scrammed by one of the trips discussed
in the previous section. After the reactor scrams, the core flow rate and
the resultant core temperature are those for a normal scram for the first
several minutes until the temperature transient due to the hot sodium from
the affected steam generator module reaches the core.

For the limiting case of an evaporator module inlet isolation
valve failure (maximum Sodium temperature increase), the maximum hot
channel core exit coolant temperature that occurs when the hot sodium
reaches the core is more than 400'F below the normal operating temperature.
If the evaporator sodium exit temperature trip is assumed to be inoperable,
the reactor would be shutdown by the primary cold leg high temperature
trip. The resulting core outlet coolant temperature in the hot channel
would be about 40'F above the normal operating temperature.

The core coolant temperature transient for the inadvertent closure
of a superheater isolation valve is less severe than that discussed above
for the evaporator assuming a reactor trip on the steam-feedwater flow
ratio trip. If the steam-feedwater flow ratio trip fails to shutdown the
reactor following a superheater isolation valve closure, the increase in
evaporator sodium exit temperature would not cause an immediate trip on
either intermediate or primary high cold leg temperature. If it is
conservatively assumed that the operator does not manually scram the reactor,
the reactor would be scrammed by a delayed high temperature trip at 750'F
in the intermediate cold leg after one or more transit times around the loop
(transit time is about 2 minutes at rated flow). The increase in core inlet
temperature would be less than 30'F (one-third of the increase in primary
cold leg temperature at the time a trip on high intermediate cold leg
temperature occurs). The resulting increase in core temperatures above
normal operating temperatures would be less than 30'F.

.15.3-17



15.3.1.4.3 Conclusion

Core temperatures following inadvertent closure of a steam generator
module isolation valve are initially the same as a normal trip assuming a
reactor shutdown from first level trips. Perturbations in core temperatures
during the trip transient from these events are insignificant. These events
are included in the overall plant duty cycle list that provides the basis
for the thermal transient design conditions for the reactor and the main heat
transport system.

Core temperatures for this failure assuming a reactor shutdown on
second-level trips remain within the limits discussed in Section 15.1.2 for
an anticipated event with failure of the first level trip.

1
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15.3.1.5 Turbine Trip

15.3.L5.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A turbine trip can be initiated from a number of causes in the steam
plant and/or electrical generating system; for example, a mechanical failure,
in the large rotating components, loss-of lube oil pressure, manual trip, or
simply a spurious turbine trip signal..

In the normal case where a reactor trip does not follow from the
turbine trip, the heat removal from the steam plant becomes less than the
heat generated in the reactor, and a potential reactor undercooling event
results.

To accommodate this and other load loss events, the plant design
incorporates an 80% steam bypass capability (at rated pressure) vested in
four turbine bypass valves.

The following actions occur in the turbine trip transient:

a. The turbine trip initiates immediate closing of the
turbine inlet valve.

b. The turbine trip initiates opening of the steam bypass. The
dump becomes fully open at 3 seconds after the trip. (In
the analysis, appropriate lags are included in the steam
bypass to represent dump controller and sensor lags and valve
actuation time).

c. The normal reactor control system will initiate a reduction
in reactor power at 3% per minute in response to the change
in steam demand.

Theabove actions will bring the plant to a new operating point
with load based on steam bypass. There will be sufficient time in this
operating mode to bring the reactor to a safe and controlled shutdown.if
desired.

15.3.1.5.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The analysis was performed using the DEMO code. Figure 15.3.1.5-1
shows the results of this analysis. As shown in the figure, no significant
clad temperature transient results. Also shown in the figure are the"
reactor vessel and core inlet temperature transients.. These transients
show that there are no significant inlet temperature transients imposed

.on the reactor core as a result of the turbine trip without reactor trip.
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Two hundred seconds after the turbine trip occurs, the reactor power has.:

decreased to 90% and is decreasing at 3% per minute. This power reduction rate.

)• will continue to a new, operating point with load based on steam bypass where

sufficient time will exist to bring the reactor to a safe and controlled

shutdown when desired.

The blanketing event conoerning the radiological consequences of the

accidents involving turbine trip Involves assuming a complete rel-ease of the

activity associated with the steam-water system. A complete, simultaneous

release to the atmosphere of the activity associated with the deaerator,

condenser hotwell, condensate and feedwater piping, condensate storage

tank and steam generator loops has been assumed.

The radiological.consequences of this postulated release were based on

the presence of the maximum calculcted tritum in the evaporated water

at an activity of 0.25 pCi/gm. The assumed release results inma conser-

vatively calculated 2 hour site boundary dose of 100 mrem - approximately

99 mrem associated with a whole body dose and 1 mrem due to beta skin

•dose. The associated dose is less than 1% of the requirements of lOCFRlOO- 25

15.3.1.5.3 Conclusions

As shown in the above analysis, the turbine trip without reactor

trip .does not produce any significant transients within the reactor. The

reactor power will be reduced in a controlled manner to a new operating

point based on steam dump from which the reactor can be shut down if desired.

Radiological consequences of any transients and accidents producing a

turbine trip with and without the assumption of a loss of offsite power • 1

would be within the results reported and well within 1OCFRIO limits. 2
. ..- 25
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15.3.1.6 Loss of Normal Feedwater

15.3.1.6.1 Identification of Causes

:Loss of normal feedwater flow could occur in either a single loop
(e.g., malfunctions of a feedwater-control or isolation valve in one loop)
or in all three loops. Loss of normal feedwater to all loops would result
from failure of one of the feedwater pumps or its power supply train. In
this section, total loss of all feedwater is conservatively considered as
a bounding case for this event. Upon loss of normal feedwater flow, the

49 reactor is tripped by the steam-feedwater flow ratio trip and SGAHRS is
activated. Since the event is initiated by a loss of the feedwater pumps,
the steam bypass system is not available and the steam line pressure will
increase rapidly, causing the safety relief valves at the superheater exit
to open. Since loss of off-site power de-activates the main circulating
water pumps and the main condenser, bypassing of dump steam to the con-
denser Is not considered. Upon SGAHRS initiation, the SGAHRS vent valves
are opened. As system pressures decline, the safety relief valves close
and the SGAHRS vent valve controls the steam drum pressure, The auxiliary
feedwater from SGAHRS supplies make-up water to maintain steam drum level
during the portion of the transient when steam is being vented to theatmosphere. The low steam drum level trip provides a backup SGAHRS
activation signal to the steam-feedwater flow ratio trip,

The protected air-cooled condensers (PACC's) are activated by the
same signal which activates the auxiliary feedwater pumps and the PACC's
continue to remove a portion of the heat load delivered to the steam gen-
erator system by the intermediate system. When that heat load (the sum of
both reactor decay heat and plant stored heat) decreases to the level at
which the PACC's can fully dissipate it, the SGAHRS vent valves close,
steam venting ceases and auxiliary feedwater control valves are closed.
The PACC's continue to remove reactor decay heat and plant stored heat in

17 a closed loop fashion for as long as required.

15.3.1.6.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The reactor is assumed to be operating at 115% of rated power when
the normal feedwater supply is lost to all threeloops. The reactor is scrammed
by the steam-feedwater flow ratio trip. It is convenient to separate this event
into short-term and long-term effects when considering its consequences. During
the initial part of the transient, the main area of concern is the thermal trans-
ient experienced by the core and the main coolant system. For longer times,
the adequacy of the SGAHRS to provide the required cooling is the most important
consideration.

I Amend. 49
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The thermal transient experienced by the core for either the first orsecond level trips described above is essential-ly the same as for normal planttrip. The only difference between the effects of the two incidents will bethat the loss-of-feedwater case will produce lower evaporator Na outlet tem-peratures than the normal trip, due to the injection of a greater quantity of7 highly-subcooled water from the protected water supply into the drum. Thiseffect will eventually be seen at the core as a lower inlet temperature thanfor the normal trip case.
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Pony motors are assumed to be operating at conservatively high flows
71 • for this incident (primary flow at 10% and intermediate flow at 12% of design
) value).* To evaluate the adequacy of SGAHRS for this incident, the analysis

discussed in Section 5.6.1.3.9 was repeated for the same initial conditions.**:

Results are similar to those shown in Figures 5.6-1 through 5.6-3 with
the following differences:

o The peak heat load on SGAHRS for this case is significantly less
than that for the loss-of-power case (Section 5.6.1.3.9):

Loss-of-feedwater ..... ........ ....... 16.0% of rated

Loss-of-power ...... ................. 22.8% of rated

o The lower heat load produces a smaller peak AFW flow requirement
and corresponds to a higher minimum Na temperature:

Peak AFW vented Mi Evap.
(lb/sec/loop) (ft 3 ) Na Outlet (0F)

Loss-of-feedwater . . 35.8 2790 579

Loss-of-power ...... 51.0 3130 .425

The design basis event for sizing of the PWST (see Section 5.6.1.3.9)
provides a tank with 9591 ft 3 which includes a volume of 5580 ft 3 for venting.

) Since this is considerably more than the venting requirements of the transient
discussed above a large margin in the protected water supply is available for
this event.

15.3.1.6.3 Conclusion

Core temperature following the loss of the normal feedwater supply is
equivalent to the temperature following a normal plant trip, and large margins
are available in the active systems required for auxiliary cooling. The reac-
tor and heat transport systems are designed to accommodate this event.

• Recirculation water flow is assumed to be maintained at 100% of initial
flow, since power remains available.

** "Stretch" conditions (115% power, high temperature) are conservative for
evaluation of SGAHRS performance.

17
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15.3.1.7 Inadvertent Actuation of the Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure

Relief System

15.3.1.7.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure Relief System is designed to
minimize the consequences of a large sodium-water reaction by separating
the reacting components as quickly as possible and removing them and their
reaction products from the system. This is accomplished by dumping the
water/steam side of the affected steam generator to a water dump system,
while draining the intermediate loop sodium to a sodium receiving tank.
Rupture discs are employed at each module on the sodium side of the system
which are broken by any overpressure resulting from a large sodium-water
reaction. On the water/steam side, isolation valves are provided at the
inlet of each evaporator and at the inlet and outlet of each superheater
module. In addition, power-operated dump valves are connected inside the
isolation valves on the modules. The dump valves are located at the inlet
and outlet of each evaporator module and on the outlet of the superheater
module.

A spurious actuation of the water/steam side of this system, without
the corresponding dump of the intermediate sodium, immediately stops heat
removal on the steam side of the affected loop but leaves the sodium
circulating to transport the resulting temperature transient back to the cold.
leg components, IEX and reactor inlet. The following sequence of actions
would occur:

a. The Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure Relief System actuation
signal initiates closing of water/steam isolation valves on
each steam generator module and opening of water/steam
dump valves at the evaporator inlet and power relief valves
at the evaporator and'superheater outlets.

b. The superheater is dried out and depressurized very rapidly.
Heat transfer falls off and the superheater sodium exit
temperature begins to increase. This increase is subsequently
transported to the evaporator sodium inlets.

c. The contents of the evaporators are dumped within 15 seconds
or less. The initial liquid content of the evaporators is
largely dumped; however, some flashing into steam takes
place, removing additional heat from the sodium. The
protection system action trips the reactor on steam feed flow
mismatch plant; hence, intermediate sodium pumps are coasting
down. The combination of reduced sodium flow and heat
removed'by the steam initially causes the sodium temperature
leaving the evaporators to decrease slightly.

d. When the evaporator dryout occurs, heat removal is greatly
decreased and the evaporator sodium exit temperature begins
to increase toward the hot leg temperature.
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The action of the Plant Protection System in this event is the
following, -

a. Primary - Steam flow-feed-flow-mismatch trip.

b. Secondary - Intermediate sodium cold leg temperature trip.

Either of the above trips will cause a reactor shutdown well before
the temperature transient resulting from.the-water/steam isolation and dump
can be transported back to the reactor inlet. Consequently, no reactor clad
or fuel damage is involved with this event and the event is instead
considered in the plant duty cycle for its thermal stress effects on the
steam generator modules, IHX, cold leg components and reactor vessel inlet
nozzles.

15.3.1.7.2. Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The analysis was performed with the DEMO Code. To assure a
conservative analysis, the following have been applied:

a. The evaporator inlet dump valve area has been increased three
times its design area.. This increase also contributes to a
conservatively fast sodium temperature transient and is
expected to cover any uncertainties in future design changes
in the dump system.

b. The transient is initiated from the 975 MWt full power
thermal-hydraulic design operating condition.

c. Credit has been taken for only 75 percent of the tube metal
heat storage in the heated sections of the units for its
effect on slowing the temperature changes. No credit has been
taken for heat storage in the shell or structure metal, nor
for stagnant sodium or metal heat storage in the unheated
sections. In addition to insure worst case transients on all
cold leg components, no credit has been taken for the pipe
mass or any mixing which may occur in the pipes.

d. In the case shown, the pony motor was operated iR the affected
loop to produce conservatively fast temperature rates on the
intermediate cold leg sodium temperature.

The isolation and dump causes the steam generator module pressures
to fall rapidly to atmospheric (dump system back pressure is here assumed
to be atmospheric to produce a conservatively fast blowdown). The drum
has been isolated and its pressure remains high. The-evaporator sodium
exit temperature initially decreases, then rises when dryout occurs,
eventually approaching hot leg temperature. The reactor, due to transport
delays (more than 1.50 seconds at pony motor flow), does not immediately
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see the temperature changes, so that when the reactor trip occurs (less than W

4 seconds), the transient at the reactor is the same initially as a conven-
tional trip. The temperature transient originating at the evaporator outlet
will subsequently be transported back to the IHX and then to the reactor C)
inlet. By that time, however, the reactor has been shut down. The-resulting
reactor clad hot spot temperature is shown in Figure 15.3.1.7-1. The reactor
inlet temperature begins increasing at about 190 seconds as a result of the
cold leg temperature transient which occurs earlier at the evaporator outlet.
The final reactor inlet temperature as a result of this transient will not
jeopardize the core. This transient is included in the design bases of the
plant.

15.3.1.7.3 Conclusions

The inadvertent dump of the water/steam side of a steam generator

by spurious actuation of the Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure Relief System
produces a large-magnitude temperature transient at the evaporator sodium
outlet. The reactor, however, is shut down before any of the resulting
temperature transient is transported to it. Since two unaffected loops
remain available with pony mot6r flow, decay heat removal is available
after shutdown.

0
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./ Figure 15.3.1.7-l.a Temperatures of Pertinent Parameters as a Function of
Time After Inadvertent Actuation of the Water/Steam Side
of the Sodium/Water Reaction Pressure Relief System.
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15.3.2 Unlikely Events

15.3.2.1 Single Primary Pump Seizure

15. 3.2.1.1 Identification of Causes and Accident. Description

The seizure of a primary sodium coolant pump is an unlikely event
consequential to a mechanical failure in the pump, pumpdrive or pump
motor. The resulting pump speed transient could occur at a rate that ranges
from that similar to a normal pump coastdown to one that is nearly instan-
taneous, depending on the nature of the mechanical failure. This analysis,
to assure conservative results, assumes that the pump impeller speed
decreases instantly to zero.

A variation on the pump seizure transient is determined by whether
or not the check valve closes in the affected loop after the pump seizure.
Normally, the check valve will be expected to close. In the more unlikely
event that it does not close, a flow reversal will occur in the affected
loop, causing a larger decrease in reactor core flow.

The following Primary. and Secondary Shutdown System (SDS)-actions

are applied in the pump seizure analysis:

a. Primary. Tripb

I The basic primary trip for the seizure event is based on
the measured speed ratio between primary and intermediate
pumps. This trip provides a very rapid PPS actuation.

b. Secondary Trip

The secondary shutdown system trip for the pump seizure
event is based on the measured flow ratio between the
primary and intermediate coolant loops.

15.3.2.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The analysis was performed'using the DEMO Code. Cases with and without
check valve failure were examined. Since it if not anticipated that the plant
will be operated at steady state conditions in excess'of 975 MWt (100% of
power) the Nuclear Steam Supply System was analyzed at the peak (most adverse)
power condition (100%) with appropriate margins for plus and minus error
band and for the most pessimistic combination of pump capacities, pressure
drops and heat transfer characteristics.

The West correlation, which follows is used for the CRBRP fuel assembly
analysis:

3 8 0.865.0Nu 4 + 0.33 (P/D) 3 8 (Pe/100) 0 8 6 + 0.16 (P/D)

where:

Nu = Nusselt number
P/D = Pitch to diameter

Pe = Pelect number 25



This correlation and the basis for its selection are discussed
in Reference 1. Undertainties in the heat transfer correlations are'fully
considered in the design through the use of hot channel factors. The un-
certainty values are given and discussed in detail in Reference 2. 25

As shown in Figure 15.3.2..1-1 actioo of thS primary shutdow8 system
trip limits clad midwall temperature to 1400 .F, 200 F below the- 1600 Fguide-
line for an unlikely event. In the event• that the primary PPS trip fails.
the secondary' flow ratio trip limits the clad midwall temperature to 1470 F.
This temperature, is also within the guideline limit for maximum clad tem-
perature. Both of these temperatures are for the case with check valve in
the affectedloop failed open. However, the trip, times for the primary
0.05 sec.) and the secondary (0.65 sec.) shutdown systems are small enough
that check valve failure does not affect the clad over temperatures.

The reactor inlet plenumacts as a large attenuator for any hydraulic
shock waves entering.the plenum from any of the piping loops. Our calculations
show that less than two percent of any shock wave entering from one loop will be
transmitted through the plenum to either of the other loops.. The most severe
shock wave conservatively postulated would be a check valve slam for
which the shock magnitude is 50 psi. The impact on an unaffected
loop would be less than 1 psi. The effect of such a small hydraulic
perturbaiti6n on the operatton of the remaining pumps is considered 16
incons;equential.w

15.3.2.1.3 Conclusions

Results for the primary seizure transient, even with instantaneous
pump stoppage and check valve failure, show that both the Primary and
Secondary shutdown systems prevent clad midwall hotspot temperatures from
exceeding the guideline limits for an unlikely event.

Reference:

1. "Heat Transfer Correlation for Analysis of CRBRP Assembl i es",
WARD-D-0034, April, 1974.

2. "CRBRP Assemblies Hot Channel Factors Preliminary Analysis",
WARD-D-0050, October, 1974.
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15.3.2.2 Sinqle Intermediate Loop Pump Seizure

15.3.2.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The seizure of an intermediate sodium coolant pump is an unlikely
event; the potential causes are exactly analogous to the primary loop case
in Section 15.3.2.1.

The results as seen by the reactor are less severe than the primary
seizure since core flow is not directly affected and a relatively long time
is required for temperature perturbations to be transmitted back to the
reactor inlet. Flow in the intermediate heat transport system decreases to

18natural circulation.8

The same shutdown system actions are applied in the intermediate
pump seizure analysis as were applied for the primary pump seizure.

a. Primary trip - The speed ratio trip which is based on the
measured speed ratio between primary and intermediate pumps
in each loop.

b. Secondary trip - the flow ratio trip which is based on the
ratio of measured primary to intermediate flow in each loop.

15.3.2.2.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The intermediate pump seizure analysis was performed using the)• DEMO Code.

Results presented in Figure 15.3.2.2-1 for the maximum hotspot
clad midwall temperature show that for actuation of either the primary

.or secondary trip, the core temperature does not exceed its initial steady-
state value. The intermediate pump seizure, however, does result in a rapid
decrease in the heat removed from the IHX (and delivered to the steam generator)
in the affected intermediate loop. Consequently, the IHX outlet temperature
rises on the primary loop side in the affected loop. This rise in tempera-
ture is inconsequential to the reactor core, since the reactor is shut down
before the change at the IHX is transported back to the reactor inlet.

The other two heat transport systems operate normally to remove
heat at pony motor flow after the trip and coast down, and the affected
heat transport system continues-to remove heat with its intermediate loop
at natural circulation. As a result, the heat transport system undergoes
temperature transients that are not significantly different from those
of a normal scram except for the affected loop. The transients within the
affected loop are enveloped by the umbrella, transients.

15.3.2.2.3 Conclusions

The intermediate pump seizure event does not cause significant core
or heat transport system temperature transients for either the primary or the
secondary shutdown system trip function actuation.

N 8
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15.3.2.3 Small Water-to-Sodlum Leaks in Steam Generator Tubes

15.3.2.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The probabil ity of a tube leak in the steam generators is expected to be quite
small as a result of careful design supported by development and testing of
the steam generators. However, the Steam Generator Leak Detection System,
described in Section 7.5.5, has been provided to allow operator action to
limit the consequences of a small leak in a steam generator tube.

The water-to-sodium leak detection system is designed to alert the ogerator to
the existence of very small leaks, as small as approximately 2 x 10 lb.
water/sec. For Initial very small leaks which can be real istical ly expected
(up to about 5 x 10 lb. water/sec.), the reactor will be shut down normally
followed by a controlled cooldown and depressurization of the affected steam
generator. The affected IHTS loop would then be drained to allow repair of
the steam generator.

However 5 In the unl ikely event of a small leak exceeding approximately
5 x 10 1lb. water/sec, the operator may elect to scram the reactor and

Isolate and blowdown all three steam generator modules in the affected loop.
The operator would also drain the affected IHTS loop, resulting in flow
stoppage In that loop.

15.3.2.3.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

It Is assumed that the reactor is operating at rated conditions when aleak
occurs In a steam generator of0such a nature tthat the operator elects to
manually shutdown the reactor, 'isolate and depressurize the water side of the
affected loop, and drain the sodium side of that loop. Dynamic analyses have
not been completed for this event; however, the primary system response can be
conservatively bounded by assuming that all heat removal capabil ity is
Instantaneously lost In the IHX of the affected loop at the time when
intermediate flow stops. The IHX primary outlet temperature increases rapidly
to the primary inlet temperature. Core flow rate and the resulting fuel
cladding and core coolant exit temperatures are identical to those for normal
scram until the hot sodium from the affected IHX reaches the core. This Is
calculated to occur about 60 seconds after reactor scram, assuming a normal
flow coast down. The hot sodium from the affected loop mixes with the sodium
from the other two loops in the reactor vessel inlet plenum. Assuming perfect
mixing in the core Inlet region, the core Inlet temperature increases about
90°F. If this increase in core temperatures 60 seconds after scram Is
conservatively added to the hot-channel coolant exit temperature for the
normal scram, the hot-channel clad temperature would increase from about



810'F to 900°F." This increase in temperature would be somewhat larger ifincomplete mixing occurs in the reactor vessel inlet plenum. However, evenfor the extreme assumption of zero mixing,*the hot-channel-coolant 'temperature could increase a maximum of only 265 0 F to about 11250 F, stillwell below the normal steady-state;-operating value.The"•core exit
temperatures would then decrease as the reactor was cooled by the operableloops.,.

If it is assumed that this event occurs following operation withthe maximum undetected intermediate-to-primary sodium leak rate there willbe insignificant radiological release. Leakage of primary sodium intotheIHTSJs prevented by pressurizing the IHTS such that a pressure differentialacross the6 IHX (intermediate-to-primary) of at least 10 psi exists during "
plant operation. "This pressure differential coUld be lost during the sodium...dumping process and it is" possible that pri mary. sodium could enter the IHTS.Leak rates of approximately 6 gph will be detected during normal operation(Sectionw7.5.5) and therefore only small amount of primary sodium couldbe introduced into the IHTS during the pump coast down. This small, amountof primary sodium would mix with the intermediate sodium and either remainin the non drainable sections of the IHTS, steam generators, and IHX, or bedrained to the sodium dump tank. Over pressurization of this tank isprevented by -either the equalization line or the pressure relief-valve, thegases vented through "this s'ystem 'will•' be the inert gas displac'd by the"sodium entering. the dump tank.ý` No sodium will :be released in this process,and the radiological consequences of this event are insignificant.

2215.3.2.3.3 Conclusion

Core temperatures following a steam gener•ator tube leak are wellwithin the normal 'operating temperature range for the fuel and core.Residual heat removal• is provided by' the operable loops. This event isincluded in the overall plant duty cycle list that provides the basis forthe thermal transient design conditions for the reactor and the main heattransport system.

6
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15.3.2.4 Failure of the Steam ByDass System

15.3.2.4.1 identification of Causes and Accident Description

The, turbine steam byipass• system regulates the floW of steam? -to the main
condenser following a turbine trip to malntain steam pressure at 1450 psig.
The system contains four bypass valves.

A failure of a bypass valve to open following a turbine trip, may result In a
pressure increase in the steam system to the power relief' valve set point.
The temperature tran6sient at: the core for this event is conservatively bounded
by failure of all the bypass valves to open. In the event of a failure ;of allbypass valves to open,- the main condenser would be unavailable forec0ol ing,
Flow in the mai n steaml ne would be interrupted resulting in a rapid increase
in pressure until the power relief valves at the superheater exists opened.
The reactor would be scrammed by any one of the three steam-feedwater flow
ratio trips.

When the avaiilable normal feedwater supply: Is exhausted, the Steam Generator
AuxilI ary Heat Re'ovaýl System (SGAHRS) woul d be activated by, the low drum
level trip and feedwater provided by the auxil iary feedwaýter pumps (see_
Section 5.6)., A backup .trip is provided by low steam dr .1im level. that occurs
after the normal feedwater supply Is exhausted.

A failure of the bypass system valves to the open position would result In
i-• increased steam flow to the condenser. The action of the shutdown systems

would depend upon initial power level and the magnitude of the bypass flow.
In the limiting case, at full power with the failure of all valves open, the
steam-feedwater flow ratio quickly trips the plant.

15.3.2.4.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

A turbine trip with the plant operating at rated conditions is assumed to
occur accompanied by a complete failure of the steam bypass system to operate.
The steam line pressure Increases and the superheater power relief valves open
and blow steam to the atmosphere. The reactor trips on low steam-feedwater
flow ratio in about two seconds. The resulting core temperatures are very
similar to those for a normal trip from full power. After the normal
feedwater supply has been exhausted (greater than 20 minutes) the Steam
Generator Auxil iary Heat Removal System (SGAHRS) Is actuated on low steam drum
level and automatically maintains drum water level. The event is
conservatively bounded by the Loss of Normal Feedwater (See Section 15.3.1.6).

I
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If the reactor is assumed to trip on low drum level (rather than
one of the three steam-feedwater flow ratio trips), the event is also
similar to the Loss of Normal Feedwater. Long-term core temperatures for
SGAHRS. operation are very simi.lar to. those for a normal. shutdown, since
the steam generation system, design .to remove plant heat using SGAHRS
after a reactor trip, maintains the cold leg. temperatures near their normal
values.

A failure resulting.from the bypass valves. failing open is bounded
by the casetof all the bypass valves fai ling open at power.: In this event
the reactor would be quickly tripped by any one.of the6three steam-
feedwater fl ow ratio tri ps. The' resultaint thermal transients are
conservatively bounded by a main steam line break (see"Section 15..33,1)

15.3. 3. Conclusion,

Core temperatures following inadvertent opening-of or failure
to open a steam bypass valve are similar to a normal trip. These events
are incl.uded in the overall plant duty cycle list.that provides the basis
for thbe thermal t'ransient design conditions for the reactor and the main
heat transport systems.

0



15.3.3 Extremely Unlikely Events

15.3.3.1 Steam or Feed-Line Pipe Break

15.3.3.1. 1 Identification-of, Causes and-Accident Description

The breakage of a.steam or. feed pipe In the steam generator system is
considered an extremely unlikely event. If such a break should occur, the
resulting accident might have one of several forms, depending on where the
break is located in the system, Its size and whether or not It is insolatable.
It should be noted that a reactor trip by the Plant Protection System will
shut down the reactor before any of the steam system temperature changes have
been transported back to the reactor core (at pony motor speed approximately
150 seconds) hence no problem results with immediate reactor safety. The
event instead Is considered in the plant design for its effect on plant
component service life through thermal-translent-induced stress.

The plant has Incorporated design features to protect against the steam line
break. For instance the Superheater Outlet Isolation Valve and Superheater
Bypass Valve In each loop are active valves and will close within 3 seconds
following a steam line break. Closing of these valves in the failed loop will
prevent blowdown of more than one loop through the postulated pipe break. The

D valves in the failed loop will close by either a Low Superheater Outlet
Pressure (< 1100 psig) or a High Steam/Feedwater Flow Mismatch. When a high
steam/feedwater flow ratio occurs, the Superheater Outlet Isolation Valves and
Superheater Bypass Valves in the other two loops will close. A detailed) description of the Outlet Steam Isolation Subsystem (OSIS) is presented In
Section 7.4.2. The superheater Outlet Check Valve provides additional back-up
to prevent blowdown but is not relied upon in any analysis. The Superheater
Bypass Valve Is normally closed during operation.

In the event of failure of an active valve to close, the Superheater Outlet

and Bypass Valves in the other two loops preclude their blowdown.

Breaks at the following locations have been investigated:

a. Main steam line rupture.

b. Steam line from a superheater to the main steam header.

c. Saturated steam line between the steam drum and the superheater.

d. Feedline break.

e. Recirculation line break.

The saturated steam line break has been selected as the most severe thermal
transients of the events presented above. Analysis results for this event are
presented in Figure 15.3.3.1-1. All of the above cases are summarized as
follows:

9
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Main steam line rupture:

Asteam break at the main steam I,•der would, If not isolated, produce a
severe cold leg temperature transient in, all I,.three loops consisting of a
down transient due to Initial excess cooling followed by an up-transient
after dryout. it Is not plausibl.e, -however, to assume.that Isolation
would fall to occur In all three loops, hence for case (a) automatic
Isolation was assumed at three seconds with Isol:atlon Initiated by the
Plant Protection System (PPS). I

15.3-38a Amend. 74



Once the superheater outlet Isolation valves close, the plant achieves a
new operating point based on steam toad through the safety valves and
hence no other excessive plant temperatures are produced. As noted below,
a reactor shutdown Is Initiated by the PPS base"on elther the primary
shutdown system (steam/feed flow mismatch) or secondary system (Low Drum
Level), terminating high power operation before excessive loss-of water
Inventory. Either the high steam-to--feedwater flow ratio or the Low Steam
Drum Water Level Trip also activates the steam generator auxilI lary heat
removal system (SGAHRS) as noted below and discussed in Section 5.6. All
three loops would provide heat removal from the core. With the superheat
steam lIne Isolated, pressure In the steam system will build up to the
relief setpoint. The drum water level will drop due -o steam venting and
the low steam drum water- level trip will then activate SGAHRS If It has
not been activated earl ler In the transient by the High Steam to Feedwater
Flow Ratio.

Rupture In a Steam Line Between a Superheater and the Main Steam Header:

This event results from a break occurring In the superheater exit steam
line upstream of the Isolation valve. A similar event follows fracm a
break downstream of the Isolation va.jve (including a break In the main
steam IlIne) If the Isolation valve falls to close. For these cases.t Isoalaton can still. be, effectively accomplished by the superheater Inlet

Isolation valve, either by manual Initiation or automatically when steam
drum pressure falls below 500 psig. Consequently, a break In the
superheater-to-header ilne has an effect similar to the preceding main
steam line break case, but Its effects are Ilimited to a single loop.

Saturated Steam Line Break:

In the saturated steam line break, case (c) above, the break may be
located such that loss of water In the affected steam drum cannot be
prevented. Isolation valves on the modules could still be closed, but
safety valve outflow will still lead to module dryout. Consequently, no
credit is taken for isolation In these cases.

As steam Is removed from the system by the break, increase'd flashing of
water Into steam within the steam generator occurs, removing additional
heat and causing the sodium temperature Initially to decrease at the
evaporator exit. A plant shutdown, when Initiated by low steam feed flow,
will cause coastdown of the Intermediate sodium pump, and hence will
arnplify the Initial decrease In evaporator exit temperature.
Subsequently, when most of the moisture has been discharged from the steam
generator, both evaporators and superheater will dry out, and the
evaporator exit sodium temperature will Increase to approach the
Intermediate hot leg temperature. The cold leg temperature Increase will
eventually be transported back to the reactor Inlet, after being conducted
through the IHX of the affected loop. Due to extended transport delays at
pony motor fie-rates, the temperature Increase

Amend. 74



will not reach the reactor for 150 seconds or more, considerably
after the time at which the reactor was safely shutdown by either
the primary or secondary trip functions. These event results
are presented in.Figure 15.3ý.,1-1.

Because the initial sodium temperature decrease followed by.
temperature increase produces the widest total span of temperature
transient, this case has been selected as most limiting. The
earlier primary PPS trip function is also applied since it
produces a larger initial decrease in evaporator sodium exit
temperature. It should be noted that a later SDS trip, while
producing a sodium temperature transient of smaller span, may
Cause a larger temperature rate-of.change. This result, however,
is bounded by the'water/steam side isolation anddump event of
Section 15.3.1.7.

Feed Line Break:

A break in a feed line between a steam drum and the feed line
check valve willI have consequence (i.e., dryout) in the affected
loop similar ýt6 the: preceding case but" less' severe in' terms of
total span of the sodium temperature transient. ý(A break. upstream
of the check valve causes a loss of normal feed to all units and
is covered by Section 15.3.1.6). Since the feed line break
initially discharges'liquid from the drum for the most part,
less energy is absorbed in changing liquid into steam. Consequently,
the initial evaporator sodium exit temperature down-transient is
small. The evaporator sodium exit temperature up transient follows
dryout as above, but temperature rates are bounded by those of
the water side~dump. of Section 15.3.1.7. Normal feedwater flow in
the other two loops will stop because of lowfeedwater system.
pressure. The normal feedwater isolation valves will close and
SGAHRS will be activated by a.high steam-feedwater flow ratio
signal. Core cooling will then be provided by SGAHRS in the two
unaffected loops.

Recirculation Line Break:

A large break in a recirculation line quickly discharges the
contents of the affected drum, similar to the feed break case.
It also leads to rapid dryout of the evaporator modules, since the
evaporators can discharge directly back to the break (with exit
check valves closed). As a result, the initial evaporator sodium
exit temperature down-transient is small. The dryout up-transient
for this temperature is at a rate similar to that for the water-side
dump found in Section 15.3.1.7.



An alternate location for this break Is at the exit of one evaporator
module. Closureof; the other: IsolatIon valves, Including the Inlet valve C)
on the affected'module, wouldIlead to-a dryout of the generator similar to
previous- cases. If the inietisolsa'tion valve on the module does not
close, the contents of the drum would be dumped through the affected
module, producing a severe temperature down-transient on that module. The
rermlning module will dry out and Its resulting -increase In sodium exit
temperature will mix with'that from the faulted module to attenuate the
net Intermediate cold leg temperature tansient.

For the steam and feed break cases, theO fol lowIng conditions have been appl led
to assure a conservative analysis:'

a. The largest possible break size Is" assumed, correspnding tothe full

gu I I I otl Ine severance of "the pi pe Invol ved.

b. The earliest PPS trip Is used to predict the largest span for the
sodium temperature translent for cases In which the Intermediate cold
Ieg temperature is consldered.

c. The transients werlerun- froma starting poaint at the 1121 ?4/t reactor

power design condition (stretch power)..,

d. Credit has not been taken for heat storage in shell and structural
metal in active or unheated parts of the; modules In m.itIga.-tng the
thermal translents. CrediOt was taken only, for 75% of the tube metal
In the heated part of the ,modules.

e. No Isolation was, performed on the affected unit durIng the drum to
superheater break, feed break and recirculatlon Aline break cases and
the steam generator was allo wed to go to full dryout.

The action of the Plant Protection System (PPS) 'In the above cases Is the
following:

Primary Shutdown System

a. Reactor and plant trip - steam-feedwater flow ratio

Secondary Shutdown System

a. Reactor and plant'trip - high evaporator outlet temperature

0
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The following actions are also initiated based on the parameters

identified:

9 a. Superheater steam isolation high steam to feedwater ratio

b. Feed isolation - low drum pressure

c. SGAHRS initiation - steam-feedwater flow ratio

An alternate secondary PPS reactor and plant trip on low drum
level is also. available.

It should be noted ihat in keeping with the previous comment
concerning a more conservatively wide span of sodium temperature transient for
the earlier trip, the primary shutdown system function has been •pplied in cases
for which the intermediate-cold leg sodium temperature was being considered.
With a trip by either the primary or secondary, the reactor was safely
shutdown well before the time that the steam-generator-originated
temperature transient reached the reactor inlet.

15.3.3.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The break in a 14" saturated steam line between the steam drum and
•superheater has been selected as the most severe of the above cases. The
analysis was performed using the DEMO Code. Results of this analysis are
presented in Figure 15.3.3.1-1. For this case, the superheater exit check
valve closes and the superheater dries out. The superheater sodium exit.
temperature then approaches the intermediate hot leg temperature. The
evaporator sodium exit temperature initially decreases to 504°F as the break
removes energy from the steam generator, then after dryout also increases to
approach the intermediate hot leg temperature.

As shown in Figure 15.3.3.1-1, the resulting temperature transient
does not reach the reactor inlet until after 150 seconds has elapsed. The
reactor has been shutdown and the reactor temperature just after the
shutdown is the same as that for a conventional reactor trip.

The steam or feedwater line break will result in the release of
large quantities of steam and water. If this release is into one of the
cells in the steam generator building a rapid pressurization will occur until
the cell venting rate balances the release rate. Venting capacity and
protective measures are provided, as necessary, to limit the internal cell
pressure and prevent structural failure or mechanical damage which could
result in propagation of the event to adjacent loops in the HTS required
for decay heat removal.
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15.3.3.1.3 Conclusions

Action of the Plant Protection System to shut down the reactor
prior to the *transport of steam-generator-originated temperature transients
to the reactor core will preclude the possibility of core damage from thesteam line or feed line break event as longas intact loops are availableto remove reactor decay heat.- Core temperatures following large steam orfeedwater pipe breaks are only slightly perturbed from those that occur
during a normal scram.. As a result, none of the above transients.have
direct consequences to core safety. Long-term cooling after shutdown
from these events is provided by the normal shutdown.cooling system
(steam bypass) or SGAHRS. The severe cold leg temperature transientsproduced for some of the breaks, however, must be considered in the designbases for plant components.
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15.3.3.2 Loss of Normal Shutdown Cooling System

15.3.3.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Loss of normal shutdown cooling will occur following loss of the
main condenser, since the heat sink for the normal shutdown cooling mode
is provided by the main condenser. Other conditions that affect the ability
of the main condenser to provide shutdown cooling include loss of normal .
feedwater (Section 15.3.1.6), failure of the steam bypass system (Section
15.3.2.4), and main steam line pipe break (Section 15.3.3.1). In theevent of a loss of the condenser, the reactor will be scrammed. Since the
steam bypass system is prevented from operating in the event of loss of
condenser, a loss of condenserwould result in a sequence of events similar
to that for failure of the Steam Bypass System (Section 15.3.2.4).

15.3.3.2.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The consequences of a loss of condenser are slightly less severe
than that for the failure of the steam bypass system (Section 15.3.2.4)
since a reactor trip occurs somewhat earlier in the transient. Core
temperatures are similar to those for a normal scram.

15.3.3.2.3 Conclusions

Core temperatures following loss of normal shutdown cooling are
similar to a normal trip.

.
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15.3.3.3- Large Sodium-Water Reaction

15.3.3.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A large leak in a steam generator tube will result in injection of
high pressure steam and/or water into the IHTS sodium. The resul-ting
sodium-water reaction (SWR) will generate higher than normal pressures and
temperatures in the IHTS. As discussed in Section 15.3.2.3, Steam Generator
Tube Leak, the probabil-ity-of a leak in a tube in the steam generators is
expected to be quite small as a result of careful design supported by
development and testing of the steam generators. However, a leak detection
system, described in Section 7.5.5, has been provided to allow operator
action to limit the consequences of a leaklin a steam generator tube. The
leak detection-system will alert the operator to the existence of a leak
rate as low as 2 x 10-5 lb. water/sec. For initial leak sizes which can be
realistically expected (up to about 10-2 lb. water/sec.) there will besufficient time for operator action to limit damage to the steam generator
and to prevent a significant increase of the leak rate. Should a leak occur
of such magnitude that operator action as described above is not effective,
the Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure Relief Subsystem (SWRPRS) will provide
sodium side pressure relief by operation of the rupture discs in the IHTS
so that integrity of the IHTS piping and components, e.g., pump and the
Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) will be maintained. No operator action
is required for the SWRPRS to perform its design function. A description
of the SWRPRS is given in Section 5.5.

Large leaks might occur due to sudden rapid propagation of a large
flaw in a tube. In this event, the leak could develop in a very short time
and in the limit could approach the instantaneous double ended guillotine
failure assumed. A second mechanism for developing a large leak is through
wastage from'a small leak. The latter mechanism is believed to have the
higher probability of occurrence. An estimate of the time required for the
development of a significant leak due to wastage can be obtained from the
results of small SWR leak development and wastage data. Leaks in the range
of 10- 6 to 10-3 lb/sec have been observed to self-enlarge as indicated in

5 9 1Figure 15.3.3.3-1. A leak of the order of 10-b lb/sec could over the
period of several hours suddenly increase in size to the order of l0-J to
10-2, lb/sec. A leak of this magnitude, directed through a drilled hole (an
idealized, conservative leak geometry) onto an adjacent target (representing
an adjacent steam generator tube) has been observed to cause wastage rates
on the target of l to 5 mils per second (Ref. 1). At these wastage rates,
failure of a steam generator tube adjacent to the leaking tube could occur
within-about twenty seconds. Definitive data on the ultimate leak size
resulting from wastage failure does not exist, however, wasted areas
exhibit configurations ranging from cone shaped craters to irregular and
diffuse wastage regions. The area of the failure in the adjacent tube wall,
if the wast-d area is cone shaped, would be small relative to a double ended
failure area. If the jet emanating from the original leak is diffuse (as
opposed to a concentrated jet) the resultant leak area on the adjacent tube
could be larger but would not be expected to approach that of a double ended
guillotine.
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Based on the foregoing discussion, the largest expected steam
generator failure is the double ended.guillotine failure of a single tube..
However, as explained in detail in Section 5.5.3.6, a more severe event hasbeen postulated to ensure adequate design margin. This DBL is defined as
an Equivalent Double Ended Guillotine,(EDEG) failure of a steam generator
tube which is followed by two additional single DEG failures, spaced at 22
1.0 second intervals, for a total of 3 DEG. This sequence is super-
imposed on a system which has been pressurized by an undetected moderate
sized leak to just below the rupture disk burst pressure.

59 The injection of water into sodium results in high IHTS pressure
pulses from the sodium-water reaction. This pressure is relieved by the
rupture discs in the SWRPRS. Sodium reaction products and hydrogen are
expelled from the IHTS into the SWRPRS where hydrogen is separated from
the particulate and liquid matter. The hydrogen is vented to the atmosphere
through a flare stack and liquid and particulate are contained in the reaction

I91products separator tanksunder an inert atmosphere. Operation of the rupture
discs automatically isolates and depressurizes the water side of the steamgenerators to limit damage to the system.. The remaining sodium in the affected
IHTS loop would be drained by operator action.

The action of the Plant Protection System (PPS)*in this event is
the following:

a. :Primary Shutdown System - Trip on steam flow - feed flow mi.smatch.
b. Secondary Shutdown System - Trip on sodium water reaction.

Either of the above trips will cause a reactor shutdown well before
the temperature transient resulting from the water/steam isolation and dump

.can be transported back to the reactor inlet. Consequently, no reactor clad
or fuel damage is involved with this event.

Details of the resultant pressure pulses and their impact on the
adjacent steam generators, IHX and pump can be found in Section 5.5.3.6 of
this PSAR. This includes evaluation of various sizes of failures, including
discussions of the probable development sequences of-various. leaks, up to and
including the DBL in the evaporator and the superheater modules:

15.3.3,3.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences
The analysis of the effects of the DBL on the steam generators and

.ssociated components in the IHTS and SWRPRS will be carried out using the
59lTranswrap computer code, as discussed in Section 5.5.3.6.

The impact of this event on the reactor core is similar to the
event analyzed in Section 15.3.1.7 (Inadvertant Actuation of the Sodium-
Water Reaction Pressure Relief System) by the DEMO Code. The reactor,
due to the long transport delay associated with this event, does not
immediately see the temperature changes, so that when the reactor trip
occurs on steam-flow - feed flow mismatch (less than 4.0 seconds), the
transient at the reactor is the same initially as a conventional trip.
The core hot spot temperature will decrease quite rapidly and remain below
normal operational temperatures throughout the course of the accident event.



7)If it is assumed that this event occurs following operation with
the maximum undetected intermediate-to-primary godium leak rate,. the
possibility of a radiological release resulting from venting of the sodium.
water reaction products must be considered. Leakage of primary sodium
into the IHTS is prevented normally by pressurizing the IHTS such that
*a pressure differential across the IHX (intermediate to primary) of at
least 10 psi exists during plant operation. This pressure differential
could be lost following bursting of the SWRPRS rupture discs and it is

I possible that primary,.sodium could enter the IHTS. During normal operation
591.(Section 7.5.5). peak rates in excess of approximately 6 qph will be detected.

and therefore only small amcunts of primary sodium could be introduced
into the IHTS during the depressurization transient.

Section 15.6.1.5 looks at a more severe incident in which the 24
inch IHTS pipe is severed between the IHTS pump and the IHX. This results
in immediate IHTS depressurization and all IHTS sodium spilled onto the cell
floor along with 1.4 pounds of primary sodium leaked across the IHX. This
1.4 pounds of primary sodium represents -a conservative envelope of the amount
that can be leaked across the IHX durinq the SWRPRS actuation event. Regardless
of the locatlion.(suoerheater or.evaporator) of the sodium-water reaction, the

5 type of initiating leak, and the number of secondary tube failures in the
sodium-water reaction incident will result in less primary sodium entering
the IHTS. This is true because for the sodium-water reaction, there is no
sudden depressurization of the IHTS as occurred when the 24-inch pipe was
severed.

Primary sodium that leaks across the.IHX may be transported to the
SWRPRS tank if there is sufficient flow available to move sodium from the
IHX to the superheater inlet. The maximumIHTS sodium available to transport
primary sodium is calculated by summing: (1) the integral of pump flow as a
function of time for pump coastdown and (2) expansion tank and pump tank cover
gas expansion down to 28 psia (minimum pressure to elevate IHTS sodium up to
IHX inlet). This is very conservative since during pump coastdown,'some of
the sodium flowing.from the-expansion tank and pump tank will. probably reverse
at the pump inlet and will flow towards the evaporator-exit rupture disc.
The sodium that flows-in this direction will not be available to transport the
primary sodium.,

The primary sodium that reaches the superheater inlet is assumed to
react with the water/steam and be swept into the SWRPRS tank. All primary
sodium particles are assumed to be airborne and are swept up and stack with
the hydrogen gas. The separator will remove approximately.95% of these
particles but 5% will escape to the atmosphere as the hydrogen gas is burned.
As a result of the burning of the hydrogen gas, the sodium particles will be
carried to heights much higher than the actual stack height. From references
3 and 5 the effective release height may. exceed 1000 meters depending on wind,
velocity and quantity of hydrogen gas burned. For conservatism the effective
release height is assumed to be 300 meters (Reference 3). Reference 4 contains
procedures for calculating centerline doses at various distances from the
point source (puff release) and for various effective release heights. The
X/Q values calculated here are consistent with site meteorology and an effect-
ive release height of 300 meters.

22 3
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The site boundary dose was calculated using the following conservative
j assumptions:

1. Pasquill stability type A and wind speed of 1r m/s (CRBRP
frequency,3.5%). This is the meteorological type that
yields thelargest dose at site boundary for an effective
release height of 300 meters.

2. No radioactive decay during transport time from IHX to site
boundary.

3. Inhalation rate for exercising man (3.427 x l10 lung
fraction/sec).

The results of these calculations show that with 1.4 pounds of
primary sodium reaching the SWRPRS- tank, the site boundary whole body and
lung doses are 0.006 mrem and 0.04 mrem, respectively. This is much less
than the 1OCFR20 short term limit of 2 mrem. Bone dose is about 50% that
for lung dose. Therefore, the radiological consequences of a sodium-water
reaction with. a leaking IHX will not exceed IOCFR20 limits at the CRBRP
site boundary. 22

The off- site radioactivity consequences of venting the tota~l
water/steam inventory in a steam generator loop are given in Section
7 7 1 .2.5.2 of'the CRBRP Environmental Report. As given in that section,
the maximum off-site skin and whole body doses for the postulated total
release of the water/steam inventory are 7.2 x 10-5 and 6.3 x l0-3 mrem,
respectively. If these rates should be concurrent with radioactivity

..resulting from the leakage of primary sodium into the IHTS and escape of
the primary sodium to the-atmosphere, as calculated above, the total expo-
sure rates will-still be far below IOCFR20 short term limits.

The limit type analyses for the release of radioactivity by.,a
sodium-water reaction, provides the-maximum effects which would result
from radioactivity in the primary sodium leaked into the IHTS, and from
tritium activity buildup in the water/steam. 30
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15.3.3.3.3 Conclusions

26

126

The large sodium-water reaction event generates- sizeable pressure
pulses on the.. 7steam generators-and associated components in the IHTS. As
discussed in Section 5.5.3.5 6 ,thet:consequences of this. event,- are, .withinh the
design" margin of'-the,,. IHTS and- components. The,-reactor, is shutdown before:
any of the:resulting temperature transients are transported :to it. A
large -margin exists between, the potential offsite doses and the. applicable

guideline. limits. Therefore, it is concluded that this event does not
present any safety problems.
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)i; 15.3.3.4 Primary Heat Transport System Pipe Leak

15.33'.4.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Small sodium leaks have occurred several times In sodium testing facilities
and In operating reactors. As a result, PHTS leaks are-considered in the
design and evaluation of the plant to assure that the design has adequate
capabilities from the standpoint of core thermal transients. This particular
section wlll address the PHTS pipe leak as an undercooling event while Section
15.6,1.4 provides a detailed discussion of the PHTS pipe leak and its
consequences wlth regard to cell pressure and temperature traniglents and
radlological effects.

Based on a detailed evaluation of the PHTS piping structural Integrity,
presented In Reference 2 of Section 1.6 of the PSAR, a 4-inch crack was chosen
to establish the design basis leak (DBL) for the functional performance of the
heat transport system (see PSAR Section 3.6.1.1). The maximum leak rate
corresponding to the 4-inch crack Is 8 gal/min. As Indicated In Section
7.5.5.1, the liquidmetal-to-gas leak detection system Is designed to provide
detection capability for leaks as small as 100 gm/hr C 5.3x10m gal/min).

15.3•.3.4.2 Ana~lysis of Effects and Consequences

A 8 gal/min leak would not result In any measurable core transient. An
automatic reactor trip would not be required and adequate time (significantly
greater than 1/2 hour) would be available for the operator to manually
shutdown the reactor. Therefore, a leak from the PHTS Is not a design basis
event for the Plant Protection System. A normal reactor shutdown would be
accomplished following Indications from the leak detection system. The
primary PPS Includes reactor vessel sodium level and flux/pressure trip
functions, that would provide margin capability to scram the reactor in the
event of a'leak signifIcantly greater than the DBL.

Following an Indication of a leak, the reactor would be shutdown and the
coastdown of the pumps would reduce the system pressure. After pump coastdown
(<1 minute), the leak rate would be reduced to a fraction of the 8 gal/mmn
leak rate used for the event because of the pressure reduction 'and the system
would then. continue to drain until static equilibrium of the. fl~uid In the
system Is reached, assuming no operator action to reduce- the amount of sodium
released. The quantity of sodium which could potentially leak from the system
during this period is dependent on the location of the leak and the action
that the operator takes. Once the plant Is shutdown, the leakage rate becomes
so small that the operator would have several days to select a method for
further reducing the sodium leakage. Even If no further action were taken,
the system design (guard vessels and elevated piping) would assure that long
term core cooling would be provided.

P The 8 gal/mi leak rate Is orders of magnitude below the leak rate that could
cause a significant core transient. Conservative analysis Indicates that for
3-loop operation, a translent maximum loss rate of over 50,000 gal/min would
be required for the core sodium temperature to approach the saturation value,

I and thiswould require a rupture of more than 1 square foot at the reactor
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Inlet nozzle. At other postulated primary heat transport system locations,even larger rupture areas would have to be postulatedto challenge core
cooling. Separate best-estimate margin analyses have-demonstrated that even
leaks as large as a'double ended rupture-can be accommodated without a loss of
core coolable geometry. The results of this analysis were confirmed In
Reference 16 of Section 1.6 of the PSAR.

15.3.3.43 -"Qbnc.i.."n:

The Improbable occurrence of., leak, on the order of 8 gal/mn- In the PHTS
piping would.lead to an Inconsequential transient in the reactor. Activation
of several leak 'detectIon systems would result In correctlve actlonincluding

Imanual plant shutdown. The consequences would be limited to an economic
penalty for plant downtime,, sodium cleanup,. and piping repair. Moreover, a

Ileak several orders of magnitude greater than the 8 gal/mmn leak would not
cause hot channel coolant temperatures to approach saturation.
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V15.3.3.5 Intermediate Heat Transport System*Pipe Leak

15.3.3.5.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Sodium leaks associated with the Intermediate Heat Transport
System (IHTS) are being considered on a different basis from the Primary
Heat Transport System (PHTS). Design measures lead the project to believe
that ruptures in the IHTS are of very low probability. However, even
though the same stringent Quality Assurance measures, fracture mechanics
tests and analysis, codes and criteria apply equally to the two systems,
there are some differences that must be taken into consideration. Among
those characteristic that set the IHTS apart from the PHTS is the fact
that a considerable portion of the intermediate system lies outside contain-
ment in an air atmosphere. In such an environment, the piping is subject to
the corrosion rate associated with a sodium leak in an air atmosphere.

Also, the IHTS employs mixing tees as part of the piping config-
uration. At this stage in the design of the IHTS, careful considerations
are being given to these mixing tees to determine the thermal stresses
and mixing induced vibratory loads that could-be expected to occur during
the design life of the component,

Development programs are being formulated to evaluate these two
characteristics of the IHTS piping system. One program has been formulated
to define more precisely the effects of high temperature sodium leaking
from a stainless steel pipe in an air environment. A complete description
of this corrosion program is given in Section 1.5 of this PSAR. The
information obtained from that program will be used in the fracture mechanics
analysis along with information on leak detectability to prove that a
large pipe rupture will not occur in the IHTS piping system.

The second development program concerns the evaluation of mixing
components in sodium under prototypic CRBRP service conditions. Presently
mixing tees are being tested' to establish design criteria at ANL and HNL
(ORNL)'. The data from these programs are not considered critical to establish
the incredibility of Intermediate Pipe Rupture, but are orientedtoward

establishing design bases. Should the results of these tests at ANL and
ORNL suggest further data on mixing tees are required to preclude over-
stressing, the option is available to. extend these programs.

Besides the development programs discussed to insure pipe
integrity in the IHTS piping system, the ability to do regular, extensive
inservice inspection will add to the assurance that pipe integrity can be
maintained.

It is expected that results from the above listed development
programs along with inservice inspection considerations., pipe fabrication
quality assurance measures, fracture mechanics analysis and tests, and
leak detectability will lead to the conclusion that a large pipe rupture
equivalent to complete severance of the pipe is not credible in the IHTS
Piping system. For this reason, and because the necessary design modifica-
tions (indicated below and in Section 1.5) could readily be incorporated at
a late date, an IHTS pipe break has not been used as a design basis event at
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this time. Since the data currently available on the corrosion rate of
stainless steel piping from leaking sodium and on the behavior of mixing
components. under CRBRP service conditions are not conclusive at this time,
it was. determined that a prudent approach to analyzing the potential
problems associated with an IHTS leak was to examine,-the limiting case,
name6ly, a leak of the same magnitude as would result from complete severance
of the pipe. It is fully expected that at a later date, the development
pro.gram examining leaking sodium in an air atmosphere will provide specific
corrosion rates, thus enabling an analysis of this event based on a specific
leak size, rather than the current limiting case approach.

Based on the previous discussion, an evaluation of potential leak
sizes and locations was.carried out for the IHTS.. These evaluations indi-
cate that in terms of themagnitude of the temperature increase in the
primary cold leg of the affected loop, the worst leak size and location
which may, be postulated, is a severance occuring in the 24 inch IHTS piping
between the flow meter and the IHX. Large leaks at this location may not
result in an immediate low flow. trip, as discussed below, allowing reactor
operation to continue for a period.of time without heat removal capability
of the IHX of the affected loop. Stoppage of*IHTS flow due to loss of sodium
and subsequent loss of pump suction after inadvertent opening of dump valves
can also result in conditions similar to those of the worst case large leak
in theAIHTS (Section l5.3..3'5.2).. The dump flows are relatively small, and
no signi ficant temperature transients, occur before cessation of flow.

Large leaks at other locations in the IHTS would be detected by the
.primary-to-intemediate flow ratio trips, causing a reactor trip coincident
with a significant (>20%).•eduction in IHTS flow through the IHX. For,
these cases, core, exit coolant and fuel clad temperatures would, not be
significantly different than for a normal reactor trip and the core would be
cooled by the remaining IHTS loops.

Small leaks at any location in the IHTS would not result in the
large .(300°F maximum) primary cold leg temperature increases discussed in
Section 15.3.3.5.2 before a primary cold leg high temperature t~rip would
cause a reactor shutdown. However, smaller leaks of a specific size and at
a particular location could result in an increase in the primary cold leg
sodium temperature in the affected loop to just below the trip level setting
(120°F above the normal cold leg temperature). This would result in an
increase in core coolant exit temperature. The resultant increase in
primary systemhot leg temperature-, when propagated through the IHX, would
cause a reactor trip from a delayed high temperature trip in the primarysystem cold"-leg. In all cases, post-shutdown cooling of the core would be
provided by the unaffected loops.

For a large leak between 'the flowmeter and the IHX, the increased
pump output (due to reduced flow resistance) might not produce a reactor
trip on low primary-to-intermediate flow ratio, or primary-to-intermediatespeed ratio.. This is a very conserVative assumption because itis expected
that an immediate trip will take place. In the event of no trip, IHTS flow
through the-IHX of the affected loop could be significantly reduced, and
the cold leg primary coolant temperature at the IHX exit would begin to
increase toward the primary hot leg temperature until the high temperature
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primary cold leg trip point (120'F) above the normal primary cold leg
temperature: is. reached.. ý Reactor- trt-p-and automatic trippi.ng of the main
coolant pumps would then occur. Post-shutdown core cooling would be pro-
vi ded by the unaffected loops.

15.3.3.5.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences..

The large leaks in the. IHTS discussed in the previous section
are assumed to occur with the reactor operating at rated conditions. Dy-
namic analyses have not been completed for these events. However, the
primary system response for the worst case large leak equivalent to com-
plete severance of the pipe in the IHTS can be conservatively bounded
by assuming that all heat removal capability is instantaneously lost in
the IHX of the affected loop at the time the leak occurs, i.e., the
intermediate side is instantaneously voided of sodium. The IHX primary
exit temperature increases rapidly to the primary cold leg high temperature
trip level and the temperature of sodium in the IHTS piping near the IHX
rises toward the primary hot leg temperature. A reactor trip occurs about 8one second after the primary cold leg trip point is reached. The main
coolant pumps are automatically tripped, and coast down to pony motor speed.
Core flow rate and the resulting fuel cladding and core coolant exit
temperatures are identical to those for a normal scram, until the hot
sodium from the affected IHX reaches the core. This is calculated to occur
about 15 seconds after reactor scram, using the delay times to scram the
reactor and trip the pumps and assuming a normal flow- coast down rate. The
hot sodium from the affected loop mixes with the sodium from the remaining
loops in the reactor vessel inlet plenum. If the temperature increases in
the affected loop to the initial steady state hot leg temperature (300OF
increase) and assuming perfect mixing in the core inlet region, the core
inlet temperature increases about 1]O0°F. If this increase in core inlet
temperatures 15 seconds after trip is conservatively added to the hot-
channel coolant exit temperatures for the normal scram,. the hot-channel
coolant exit temperatures for the normal scram, the hot-channel coolant
exit temperature would increase from about 830'F to 930'F. This tempera-
ture increase would be somewhat larger if incomplete mixing occurs in the
reactor vessel inlet plenum. However, even for the extreme assumption of
zero mixing, the hot-channel coolant temperature culd.only increase a maxi-
mum of 300°F (to about 11300 F), still well below the normal steady state
operating value. The core exit temperaturems would then decrease as the
reactor is cooled by the operable loops. For the special case of the small 28
leak that results in an increase in the primary cold leg temperature in the
affected loop of less than 120OF (to just below the trip point), the hot-
channel core coolant exit temperature would increase less than 40°F (assuming
perfect mixing at the core inlet). Even for the limiting case leak
condition of zero mixing,, the maximum hot-channel temperature would increase
less than 120°F (from 1340°F to about 1460'F).

15.3.3.5.3 Conc'usions

The hot-channel coolant temperature following the worst case,
equivalent to complete severance of the pipe in the IHTS, remains significantly
less than the normal steady state operating temperature of 1340*F. Inadver- j
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tent opening of intermediate sodium dump valves is included in the overallplant' duty cycle 1liist that provides. the basis for thermal transient designconditions. Since conditions resuting f rom occurrence of.this duty cycleevent can conservatively be the same as those ofithe worst case IHTS largeleak, the reactor and heat transport system are designed to accommodateboth events. For the case of ia." ýsmaller'- lIeak that does not'cause an immediatereactor scram, the max~imum hot-channel coolant temperature of 1380°F ismore than 300°F below the saturated temperature.
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15.4 LOCAL FAILURE EVENTS - INTRODUCTION

Fuel failure is defined as a loss of fuel pin cladding integrity such
that mass transport can occur across the fuel pin boundary. Mass transport
implies the egress of fission gas or fuel and solid fission products from the
fuel pin into the coolant or the ingress of sodium into the pin.

Local fuel failure implies a failure which is initiated within a
single fuel assembly (which in CRBRP, consists of a bundle of 217 fuel pins
surrounded by a hexagonal duct and includes axial blankets and a coolant
orifice).

Pin to pin failure propagation would be defined as a failure in one
pin initiating failure in an adjacent pin. Such propagation may be either
self-limiting, in which case the damage is confined to a region of the pin
bundle, or progressive, with the potential for involving the whole assembly.
Assembly to assembly propagation would be a very remote occurrence of an
assembly with an initial failure initiating damage in a neighbor assembly.

Examples of postulated local failure-initiating mechanisms are excess
power in a single pin, insufficient flow within a fuel assembly, insufficient
fuel pin heat transfer, and stochastic fuel pin failure. These events are
in contrast to those considered in Sections 15.2, Reactivity Insertion Events
and 15.3, Heat Removal Reduction Events, where the entire core is involved
in the power increase or flow reduction.

This section shows that local failures, even if they were to, occur,
could lead only to minor disturbances which would be confined to the fuel
assembly in which they occur. It is demonstrated that the effects of local
failures would remain localized due to inherent characteri'stics of the
sodium-cooled, mixed-oxide-fueled core and due to the ducted design of the
CRBRP core assemblies.

It will be shown that pin-to-pin failure propagation would be very
remote in CRBRP for an initiating event such as stochastic fuel pin failure
or even for the postulated event of a small release of molten fuel or a
postulated local flow blockage in the fuel assembly.

It is even more difficult to find a potentially realistic sequence
of events which could cause damage to a neighboring fuel assembly. It is
concluded that assembly-to-assembly propagation is highly improbable in
CRBRP. The salient points which provide the basis for the position that
local failures remain confined to the assembly in which they are postulated
to occur, are discussed in detail in the following sections.
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15.4.1 Fuel Assembly

15.4.1.1 Stochastic Core Fuel Pin Failure

A stochastic failure is a random pin failure that is unpredictable.
Such a failure could result from a random cladding defect which goes undetected
during manufacturing. Conservati~ve design philosophy provides margins that
minimize stochastic failures.

Stochastic failure of fuel pins is an anticipated occurrence for the
CRBRP and such failures can be accommodated easily. Experiments in support
of FFTF supplemented by supporting analyses have shown that for any postulated
fission gas, release mode, there are no serious thermal effects on adjacent
pins or structures within the core. A transient jet of gas could not produce
cladding overheating sufficient to cause failure of a neighboring pin, and
even a steady jet could not cause failures because of the internal flow
resistance in the failed pin. It has also been shown (Ref. 1 and 2) that. gas
blanketing could not cause significant cladding overheating. Furthermore, a
volumetrically large gas release from a pin could not stop local coolant flow
long enough to cause significant cladding overheating. Based upon experience
with stochastic failures in other sodium cooled plants (Ref. 1), there should
be no adverse mechanical effects from the expected mode of slow gas release
through a small hole. For a postulated burst-release mode through a large
rip in the gas plenum, no mechanical damage to the neighboring fuel pins or
fuel assembly duct would occur. Finally, no adverse long-term effects of fuel
pin failure are expected to occur even if some sodium logging of the fuel
and some l:eaching of fission products would occur.

15.4.1.1.1 Prevention and Detection

The failure of a single fuel pin in a fuel assembly at nominal
steady state full power conditions (975 MW) should not occur during the
lifetime of the pin because of the margins in the design of the fuel and its
cladding. The QA/QC procedures in the manufacturing process assure that the
fuel pin will be fabricated in accordance with the design specifications. As
shown in Section 4.2.1.3, the burnup goal of 80,000 MWD/T peak, hot spot
temperature, fission gas release., cladding wastage and creep rates are applied
simultaneously in the evaluation. To give an indication of the design margin
against failure, the fuel rod peak burnup could be extended to 137,000 MWD/T
for nominal design conditions. Furthermore, it was shown that pin failure
should not even occur during the worst emergency heat removal reduction
transient because the action of the Plant Protection System is sufficient to
prevent failure of even the statistical hot pin i.e., the pin which has the
highest temperatures with 99%.confidence. For a stochastic pin failure to
occur, a defect which goes undetected during manufacturing or a condition
must be present which is outside that expected for the statistical hot pin.
Should stochastic pin failure occur in either a rapid transient as cited
above or a slow transient such as drift outside of the normal power range
operating band, no molten fuel would be present because the transient is
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3: terminated by PPS actfion before incipient melting is reached i n even the
statistica•el .ak poer pin. The probability of the presence of molten fuelW'llbe- discu~sd:fully ini Section 15-.4.1.2 where a postu ated overpower pin
is discu6ssed.

s;tocasic6 c 1A dd in6g fail1ure should not occur, due to' reductiono
heat transf6ri at- the claddig surface. c 1aepoatn aof foriign rnatri"l on
fuel claddi'ng su'r.faces would dnot be expected because mass-trans•brt in sodiumsystems occurs in tie directionof ot surface~s" to cold Surfaces. Thus,
material. in the co6lant .shouid tend to d6posit first ,itn the clold end of the
intermediateheat exchanger. Deposition -at the inilet to ,the c6oire" wou bof
insignfcn osqec ic this is no t a critical locainprcadn
ihtegrity. In gieneal, theb caddiig thiCkhess§ may be reduced by coolant
corrosion in t6e b6i• but no Mt matLrial deposition wll occ r. The thic•nessof thecladding ;is chsen to 'ensure sufficiefit strength t hrbUghot life ,i
spite of the claddiho Wastage process.:, Although the heat tranfer"coefficient "
of the pin outer surfac w improve With Wastage, it is"P o'd con sid .ee" d ii
the analysis abecaisd c l reaction may r6edUce the e•attransfer coefficieit:at the inner cladding surface.,

Stochastic pin ifailUre may occur due to a random cidding defect
which goes unde'tectled during. manufacturihg inspection and/or lOc•lized random
Sthiermal, .hydraulic, or m chanicAl conditions witin the fueli-seiiby. "

SEven though sitochdti c fuel pin failure caninot be pracluded it will
b feasily atccmmod'ated b tih e core i6 th no change in. operati.n and ri no loss in
lifetim. An importit goal of CRBRP is to achieve high burhup and this wil 1) be accomplished with the .expectationh that random pin faili•e s could bccur and
can be tolerateOd,6 as i.1y. Fiss§ion. gas r-eleas'e from; failed fuel w~ill be
de'tecteidby a con~tihuUs,§ o*h-ine; 1 gamrma-iner-gy ggas§ anAl ysis§ systemi (see&

Scionh 7.-5'.4, Fihbl FSailUre Mbhito6ring).

u i failures Which ehibito fission gs re leases ill t
renioved. from.thecore. *The idektified asse1Mbl•y •i Ito b e" bWd to- operatei -
as longas.additional failures wil i hot Ma's k the tac gas location system or
•"obstrct d c~cio. capabi b ities. Because of the developmental nature offailed fuel detection systemis, quantitative requireents ca ihot be d6lihneted
at this time , such requirIiients can best be developed after bvaluai;1ns based
on the preiminii.ary psitibi (and developmht wpork) haVe beeH ,perfrlm:ed. it
is noted that the fisslio pioduct clean-upsystem is designed to acco mmodate
1% failures anid thereby prdvides another- limiit.

The purpose of the developmnt programis to upgrade the perfort ance

of detection and locbatin equipment developed for F id to enable de-
tectidn of ieaker' S i6 the p;rsence of A greater iWIlbe6r of ieak'ers • •and provide location of a larger humber of core assmbies while ac-
• co odatinog a dmgre of simultaneous fuel rod gas 1eakage 25.i

Amend. 25
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The. reactor operational plan. is to operate the reactor with failuresof ýthe. "pin hole type so long ast fuel contact criteria are nt .
exceeded, and the- coer gas activity i's Vwifthin specidf ication. Ifthe. fuel fail ure. rate is within: the detection and location, capabilityof the fuel fa'ilure monitoring .system, the failed :assemblies couldbe removed ýduring: a conveniently scheduled shutdown. Ifa point isreached where prior to a refueling shutdown, subsequent "pin hole."failures will exceedthe detecti.on and location capability of thefaile~dfuel"dn~itoring sysjtem but other criteria (technical speci-.fications) are not exceeded., a decision will-be made on an eco-nom.ic basis whether to shut down the reactor: and remove known-failures or to continue.operation. 1If :the latter course is chosen,.,
-and subsequentd"pin hole" failures occur, locating, all eakers wouldbecome more difficult and time consuming if it becomes necessary todo so. However, such action is, not absoluntely wnecessary unless otherlimiting criteria are reached. Whichever .approach is taken .the fuelcon.tact critria and cover gas activity specification will not beexceeded.

If, theriefore,m the developmen Pv rogram falIs.. o rt u ofn its quantita..objectives, dep edi on actual fuel fadiled rte, one ann averee

i pc tone D evel op m nt of..t hi s l mtd6 i s d p n e t n t e d ve o m n o a p o ri t

imato h muto hton ti -me required to locate and relmoveý
fai 1led Assemblies. could result. w5s

the CRBRoisbeing designed for operationeihliie
failed fuel,-as describedin Chapter 11. Fuel or.blanket rod failures whichexhibi t ý6'nly fission gas releases will not be rem~oved fothecrasty
present no safety probl~em pro~vided that fission ýgas process limits are notex ceeaded. 'Fuel -assembly failures having concurrent or subsequent indications
ýof fuel exposue to sodium beyond a defined limit, are to-be removed..rom thecore. Development of this limit is-dependent on the development of appropriatetechnology up~to a limit consistent with applicable system bases and/or s~afetyo.considerations.-
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15.4.1.1.2 Local Flow Reduction Due to Fission Gas Release

There are several potential mechanisms for adverse effects to
adjacent pins resulting from the thermal effects of fission gas release from
a failed fuel pin. These include flow reversal.resulting from rapid gas
release, gas jet blanketing of a neighboring, pin, and downstream flow
starvation. The flow reduction effects including flow reversal and- downstream
flow starvation will be discussed in the present section, while gas jet
blanketing of a neighboring pin will be discussed in Section 15.4.1.1.3.

With regard to the effect of flow reversal resulting from rapid gas
release, a conservative analysis was done to ascertain how long a fuel pin
'would have to be completely insulated before the, failure temperature (assumed
to be 1600'F as discussed in Section 15.1.2) would be reached. The length
of time required for the cladding temperature toreach a specified failure
point depends on the fuel pin power generation rate in the area covered by
the gas, the size of the area covered, and the rate of cooling by the gas
and any entrained liquid in the gas. An analysis was performed conservatively
assuming that the gas surrounded the pin (3600 angular coverage) totally
eliminating heat removal. Calculations were made for the statistical hot pin
(3D hot channel factors) at 115% power, beginning of equilibrium cycle conditions,
at which time the claddinq temperatures and linear power rating have
their highest values. The heat flux into the cladding was conservatively
assumed to remain constant, even though it would actually decrease as the
cladding temperature increased. The worst location was found to be at an
elevation of 0.75 of the core height, and the time required for the cladding
midwall temperature at that elevation to reach 1600'F was 0.12 seconds after

)• gas insulation for these conservative assumptions.

Similar calculations were made at EOL (End of Life) conditions for
the initial core design (burnup 80,000 MWd/Te) when the gas plenum pressure
would be at its maximum value of about 800 psi. For this case, the cladding
thickness was reduced to 0.010 inch, to allow for corrosion and fretting. For
this case, the time required for the cladding midwall temperature to reach
1600°F was also 0.12 seconds because of the reduced linear heat rating. There-
fore, at least 0.12 seconds of total pin insulation would be required before
the cladding could reach 1600°F and before a further cladding failure might
occur.

High internal gas flow resistances will prevent gas ejettion rates
from a cladding failure in the fuel region from being sufficiently rapid to
cause flow reversal. The most severe case of gas bulk ejection would be for
a large cladding rupture at the bottom of the fission gas plenum region at
end of life. In this case, the only significant flow resistance would be
that across the rupture. The formation of a gas bubble in the coolant and
the transient flow behavior would be governed entirely by liquid inertia
effects. Experiments have been conducted (Ref, 3) and an analytical model
developed to allow evaluation of such an event. The experiment consisted of
a 19 pin assembly with water as the test fluid. The device allowed rapid gas
release and the measurement of inlet and exit flows in the test section. An
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analytical model was developed to allow extrapolation of the effects of rapid
gas release to the 217 pin CRBRP fuel bundles. This model was based on the
experiment and good agreement with the test results was obtained. The
principal assumptions of.the model are the following:

(A)- The fission gas, spreads uniformly over the entire fuel assembly
cross section.

(B) The coolant is incompressible.

(C) The internal pin resistance to gas flow is negligible.

(D) The rupture is so large that its resistance to gas flow is
negligible.

(E) The inertia and frictional effects of the fluid between the
inlet and exit of the assembly are included.

The following parameters were used in the case of interest:

Initial Gas Pressure

Initial Coolant Velocity

Rupture location

1750 psia

21 ft./sec.

Top of upper blanket

)i
The plenum pressure is the EOL value. The results of the cases

analyzed are shown in Figure 15.4.1.1-1. For the case where 10 pins were
postulated to rupture simultaneously, it was found that there was a small
amount of flow reversal but that the lower gas-liquid interface did not
reach the top of the fuel pins. A simultaneous rupture of 20 or more pins
is required for the bubble to reach the fuel region. The calculations
terminated when the upper gas liquid interface reached the top of the assembly.
At later times, it would be expected that the gas.bubble would be rapidly
expelled out the top of the assembly and normal flow would resume. For
simultaneous rupture of between 20 and 217 pins, this occurs in less than
0.05 seconds; for a simultaneous rupture of 10 pins, it occurs in less than
0.07 seconds. Similar calculations were made for the case of a single pin
rupture. For this case there was no flow reversal. For all cases analyzed,
flow reversal and gas blanketing was less than the 0.12 seconds required for
the cladding temperature to reach 1600'F under worst conditiols with complete
insulation. Therefore, even if the break were to occur at the worst location
in the fuel region and the internal gas flow resistance between the gas
plenum and the break were neglected, the cladding on any adjacent affected
pins would not reach the temperature at which further cladding failures
might occur.

Experimental data are available and analytical models have been
developed which show that the gas release rates from a failure in the fuel
region of irradiated fuel pins are too low for downstream flow starvation
or for gas jet blanketing to result in fuel failure propagation. Gas release
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data were obtained from an in-pile failed rod B3B (Ref. 4). This rod was
irradiated in arnatural circulation capsule in the GETR and failed at a
burnup of about 18,000 MWD/Tat a peak power of 22 kW/ft. The, fuel column
consisted of 90% T.D. (0.25 Pu-0.75U)0 2 pellets and was 23 inches long. Gas
void space was 16.8 cm3 , cladding ID was 0.220 inches, and average
as-fabricated cold diametral gap was 2.8 mils. Failure began about'7 inches
below the top of the fuel column. Plenum pressure was 76 psia at the time
of the failure, and total depressurization time was 4.5 hours.

Some additional out-of-piledata were obtained from two fuel rods,
F3B-2 and F3B-4, irradiated in EBR-II to 5.5 a/o burnup at peak powers of
15.7 kW/ft. (Ref. 5). The fuel column consisted of 91% T.D. (0.25 Pu-0.75U)0 2
pellets and was 13.5 inches long. Cladding ID was 0.250 inches and the
as-fabricated cold gap was 3.9-5.0 mils for F3B-2 and 3.8-6.4 mils for F3B-4.
The F3B-2 cladding was punctured in the lower insulator region and the F3B-4
cladding was punctured 2.6 inches below the top of the fuel column.

An analytical model was developed based on the flow resistance in the
fuel/cladding gap (Ref. 6) and showed very good agreement with simulated
fuel pin flow data. This model also-showed very good agreement with the B3B
depressurization data when an effective diametral gap of 0.4 mils was used.
For F3B-2, the calculated effective diametral gap'was 0.4 mils while for F3B-4
it was 0.8 mils. The latter two effective gaps calculated for cold irradiated
fuel rods would be expected to be even smaller during operation.

Another model was developed based on flow through a porous medium
(Ref. 7, 8). This model showed very good agreement with the B3B data for
an effective permeability of about 5.1 millidarcys, and with the F3B-2 data
for a permeability of about 13.7 millidarcys.

These models and experimentally determined effective gaps or perme-
abilities were applied to the CRBRP advanced* design fuel pin at the end of life,
with cladding failure at the bottom of the fuel column. Assuming the gas
plenum and flow path at 1200'F, plenumpressure 1720 psia, and sodium pressure
at bottom of the core 68 psia, the calculated fission gas (xenon) leak rates are:

Equivalent Porosity, Gas flow
Data Gap, mils millidarcys rate, Ibm/sec.

B3B,F3B-2 0.4 - 1.29 x 10-5

F3B-4 0.8 - 10.36 x 10-

B3B 5.1 0.51 x 10-5

F3B-2 13.7 1.36 x 10-5

*Initial fuel pin design is not planned to exceed 80,000 MWD/T burnup or
approximately 1000 psi gas plenum pressures; advanced design refers to the
fuel pin design for equilibrium conditions (i.e., burnups, temperatures,
plenum gas pressures).
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Flow starvation effects were.analyzed for an FFTF fuel assembly which
has a similar core geometry to the CRBRP.(Ref. 9). The model includes
coolant flow reduction resulting from two-phase flow in the accident sub-

-* channel, and conduction between the accident subchannel and the three
neighboring subchannels. Conservatively assuming the gas to be confined to a
single subchannel, it was found that the worst location for the leak was the
bottom of the fuel column, with the maximum temperature occurring at the;top
of the fuel column. The calculations were performed for a subchannel with an
inlet coolant temperature of 600'F and a normal exit temperature of 900 0 F,
for various gas release rates. Scaling these results to the hottest
3a + overpowerequilibrium cycle BOL CRBRP assembly results in a limiting
maximum cladding midwall temperature of 1600'F at an initial gas flow rate of
0.00107 lbm/sec. The maximum leak rate was previously calculated as
0.000104 lbm/sec. based on F3B-4 data, and would be an order of magnitude less
based on the more prototypic B3B data. Thus, there is at least a factor of
10 margin between the acceptable leak rate and the maximum expected leak rate.
These results were conservatively calculated based on BOL temperatures and
EOL pressures. For the initial core design for which the maximum plenum
pressure is expected to be about 800 psia, the margin is about a factor of 50.

The criterion for cladding failure was taken as a midwall temperature
of 1600'F. This limit is a conservative criterion established for FFTF and
based in part on cladding burst tests. However, a principal reason for using
this limit is that data for the material properties of the cladding at
temperatures greater than 1600'F are sparse. There is evidence (Ref. 2 and 10)
that the cladding may withstand considerably higher temperatures during short
term transients without failure occurring.

rutnThe above discussion demonstrates that pin failure propagation
resulting from flow starvation is very unlikely. Furthermore, if neighboring
pins were to fail, the failures would tend to be in the same subchannel as
that in which the initiating failure occurred and so the failures would be
self-limiting. Also, flow starvation failures would occur downstream of the
initiation failure, and therefore, any-propagation would terminate when the
failure elevation reached the top of the core.

15.4.1.1.3 Gas Blanketing of Adjacent Pins

Another potential consequence of fission gas release is gas jet
blanketing of adjacent fuel pins. A summary of some of the ayailable experi-
mental data which provide information on steady gas jet release and blanketing
follows:

The effects of steady state gas jet blanketing of heated fuel pins
have been experimentally determined in a sodium loop using three electrically
heated pins (Ref. 11). The pins (O.D. = 0.23 inch) were arranged in an equi-
lateral triangular configuration surrounded by a triflute shroud which, in
turn, was surrounded by a cylindrical pressure chamber. Wire-spacers
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(O.D. : 0.0602 inch), wrapped around the pins at a pitch of 12 in. were used
for spacing. The wire wraps and the pins were provided with internal thermo-
couples and the angular orientation of the pins was such that the internal
thermocouples faced the central coolant subchannel. For most of the test,
argon, heated to 950'F, was released from a needle (I.D. = 0.023 in.)
protruding through the test section pressure chamber and the triflute shroud,
between two pins.. The end of the needle was adjusted to be at a distance of
%0.056 inch'from the pin upon which impingement took place. The linear power
was 7.1 kW/ft., system pressure was 58 psia, and the ratio of gas plenum to
system pressure, Pg/Ps,.was varied from %I.2 to 14. The tests were performed
at steady state so as to eliminate the effects of flow and temperature
transients. Check runs were also made at a linear heat rating of 14.0 kW/ft.,
needle I.D. of 0.013 inch and 0.033 inch, xenon instead of argon, and a gas
temperature of 1328°F.

Earlier experimental data dealt primarily with gas release under
operatingconditions far into the sonic range. This work showed that for
Pg/Ps > -u3, considerable spray formation takes place at the gas-liquid inter-
face of the gas jet, so that cooling in the impinqement area is predominantly
due to coolant spray (Ref-12 to 16). For Pg/Ps < Q,3 spray formation takes place
to a lesser degree and higher temperature increases are observed peaking at
about Pg/Ps 2 2 and dropping again as the pressure ratio is reduced to
Pg/Ps % 1.2. The maximum cladding temperature increase is about 432°F at a
linear-heating rate of 14.0 kW/ft., and is proportional to heating rate. The
maximum effect'was observed for the hole diameter. of 0.023 inch. For both the
larger and the smaller holes tested, the temperature rise was reduced by about
a factor of 2.

f d Applying these aforementioned data to the CRBRP fuel pin, it was
found that the worst location for gas jet impingement is at an elevation of
about 0.7 of the core height. At the worst location, for the worst hole size
and pressure ratio at equilibrium cycle BOL (Beginning Of Life). conditions at
100% power for steady state gas impingement, the maximum (3a hot channel
factor) local (hot spot under wire wrap) cladding midwall temperature is
approximately at the limiting value of 1600'F. It will decrease more than
200'F at EOL (End Of Life) conditions.

These results are at full reactor power and are very conservative
because they neglect the internal resistance to gas flow. Under overpower
conditions, this very conservative approach yields cladding temperatures
about 1700'F, and therefore, a more detailed analysis was required to
demonstrate that the cladding temperature would not exceed 1600'F even under
3c plus overpower conditions. An analysis (Ref. 2) performed using the
experimentally' determined internal flow resistance for irradiated fuel pin
F3B-4 which gave the highest gas flow rate, as discussed in Section 15.4.1.1.2,
(using the more prototypical B3B data would reduce the gas flow rates by an
additional order of magnitude). Calculations were made for 3c plus 15%
overpower conditions at various locations along the pin length. Cladding
temperatures decrease during the pin lifetime. The time was determined during
the pin lifetime when the local cladding midwall temperature with worst case
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jet impingement dropped to 1600'F. The gas plenum pressure at the time was
used to calculate the gas flow rate to the failure location. For the worst

i hole diameter (0.023 inch) and pressure ratio (P?/Ps = 2), the calculated
flow rate was lower by a factor of ten than the flow rate required to give
clad temperatures greater than 16000 F.

It was also confirmed by using conservative combinations of hole
diameter, pressure ratio and time during pin lifetime that there was always
*at least a factor of 2 margin between the available gas flow rate and that
required for gas jet blanketing to cause failure at 3a plus 115% power
conditions.

These calculations are all based on the internal flow resistance for
irradiated fuel pins, for which the initial fuel cladding gap has closed.

The HEDL-P-20 burnup data show that this occurs prior to 0.31atom percent burnup.
At beginning of life, the gas plenum pressure is high enough for jet
blanketing to occur. However, the hoop stress in the cladding is less than
1000 psi. The jet blanketing transient can last no more than a few seconds
so that the high strength of the 20% CW-316 stainless steel will not be
annealed out. Although yield strength data are not available above 1600°F,
extrapolating the existing data to 1700°F indicates that it is very unlikely
that the neighboring pin would fail at the low cladding stress-existing at
beginning of life.

The preceding analyses were all based on steady state conditions.

A transient analysis was also performed to determine.the effect of the rapid
decay of the plenum gas pressure through the narrow range over which- blan-
keting was significant. It was found that this resulted in the 3a plus 115%
power cladding midwall temperature never exceeding 1600'F.

In summary: Gas jet blanketing is significant over only a narrow
range of hole diameters approximately equal to 0.023 inch. Peak blanketing
takes place over a narrow pressure ratio range of 0I.3 < Pg/Ps < -3. Internal
resistance to gas flow forirradiated fuel pins will-prevent sufficient gas
flow for jet blanketing to cause cladding failure at 3a 115% power conditions.
At beginning-of-life when internal gas flow resistance may be low, the low
cladding hoop stress makes it very unlikely that a pin failure will propagate.
Transient analyses show that an adjacent pin cladding is not likely to reach
the limiting temperature for failure.

If failures do occur, they would tend to be self-limiting as the jets
from subsequent failed pins. would tend to ýe dtrected back to the initially
failed pin.

As indicated above, there is always at least a factor of two between

-the aiailable gas flow rate and thatrequired for failure-due to gas jet blanketing.
Iffailure due to flow starvation effects are considered, there is at least
an order of magnitude margin between the flow available and that required to pot-
entially induce failure (Section 15.4.1.1.2). These conclusions apply for the cases
in which the fission gas release is concentrated on a single pin or a single flow 25
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jchannel. Therefore, if the fission gas from a single failure is dispersed,
the margin between available gas flow and that required to produce unacceptable
consequences must increase thus making a second failure even less likely. Exper-
iments in 19 pin water cooled bundles showed that gas dispersion was fairly
homogeneous across the test section (Reference 68).•. This substantiates for gas
release the observations'from dye injection and sodium nitrate injection ex-
periments (References 69, 70 and 71) that there is significant cross flow and
dispersion in wire wrapped bundles.

If a.second failure-is to result from an initiating pin failure, then
it must'occur in the immediate vicinity of the failed rod. Consideration of
local gas blanketing or jetting of hot gases or flow starvation would indicate
that the hottest portion of pins adjacent to a failed pin would face the
failure pin. Therefore, if a second failure occurs, it would be expected to be
in the same. flow-channel and potential damage would be directed back towards the
initiating failure. In this latter case there is the potential for three
failures in the pins associated with a flow channel. These basic considerations
lead to the conclusion that fuel pin failures tend to be self-limiting.

There is no direct experimental confirmation that additional failures,
if.they should occur, would be self-limiting since all experiments (e.g.,
Reference 72.) and .operation to cladding breach have never resul -ted in a single add-
itional failure due to fission gas rel ease.

15.4.1.1.4 Mechanical Effects of Fission Gas Release on Pins and Duct Walls
Fuel pin cladding failure results in the coolant adjacent to the

rupture being.pressurized. Conceptually, at least, high internal pin
pressure and a large rupture could allow a large pressure pulse to be applied
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to the coolant and fuel pins adjacent to the rupture. A discussion of the
mechanical response of surrounding structures to a limiting-case pressure
pulse follows.

An analysis was performed (Ref. 1) in which the magnitude of limiting
loading for pin rupture was determined. The fuel pin was considered to be
a thin-walled, simple-supported cylinder. This is conservative because the
strength imparted by the supports to the rest of the tube are neglected. The
presence of fuel insidethe simulated cladding and sodium around the cladding
were conservatively ignored. The conservative spatial variation assumed was

axially uniform over the length and P (e) = P cosO for - < < -, and

P. (e) 0 for T< e _ 2 ' i.e., pressure on only one side of the tube. The

pressure was also conservatively assumed to instantaneously rise to Po and to
decay according to P(t) = Poe-N.

The cladding tube could rupture if the buckling moment, M, is greater
than the critical buckling moment, M crit. It was found that the exponen-
tially decaying pressurepulse would cause the applied moment to exceed the
tube critical buckling moment only for high initial pressures and slowly
decaying pulses. Figure 15.4.1.1-2 shows the condition for which the critical
moment could be exceeded. As an example, an initial pressure of 500 psi and
time constant 1.25 milliseconds or larger might cause tube rupture (M > M crit).

The pressure available may be inferred from out-of-pile claddin
burst experiments conducted in connection with EBR-II (Ref. 17,18 and 19). In
these tests, a limited volume of high-pressure gas was released in a standard
EBR-II hexagonal duct. Transient pressures were usually measured inside the
tube and inside the duct which was immersed in a drum of water. Duct
deformations were measured after each test.

One of the conclusions that may be drawn from these tests is that the
ratio of the peak pressure inside the duct to the initial pressure inside the
tubes was usually much less than unity (typically Q0.2). An analytical model
(Ref. 20) was developed in which all of the resistance to gas flow from the
pin was assumed to occur at the rupture. This corresponds to a cladding
failure in the plenum region and is very conservative if a failure in the
fuel region is being considered. The gas bubble was assumed to be spherical
and expanding within an infinite sea of incompressible liquid. This simplified
approach neglects.-the effects of the solid surfaces present. The model showed
very good agreement with the experimental data in determining the peak bubble
pressure, although it predicted more rapid pressure decay after the peak was
reached, presumably because of the neglect of the solid surfaces. The peak
pressure decreased slightly as the rupture area was increased from 0.02 to
0.2 in 2 , and increased slightly as the plenum gas volume was increased from
4.to 26 cm3. The main effect was that of initial gas plenum pressure, and the
relation between peak bubble pressure and initial gas plenum pressure is shown
in Figure 15.4.1.1-3. CRBRP will have a maximum fuel pin pressure of
n800 psia for the initial core design and '1720 psia for the advanced core
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design. Hence, gross cladding rupture in the gas plenum region would generate
peak pressures.of about 180 psi for the initial core design and about 300 psi
for the equilibrium core. 12".... • -. . : . • 2 91

The mechanical strength of the duct was conservatively evaluated.for
the limitingcase of rapid fission gas release. The maximum duct temperature
at end of life is about 1100°F for the initial core desi gn and about

- l10000F for the.equilibrium core. Since irradiation of stainless steel
causes an increase in strength but a loss in ductility, properties of fully 129
i rradiated (%2 x 1023 n/cm2 ). 20% CW 316 SS were used. .'The stress-strain curve
shown in Figure 15.4.1 1-4 was derived (Ref. 21) by extrapolating to.the. goal
fluentce of 2 x 1023 n/cm2 using data from samples irradiated to about
102W2n/cm2 . The material samples were tested at very low strain rates.
(2 x l0- 3 /min.) in the condition considered. Since higher strain rates yield
improvements i.n both ductility and strength of unirradiated CW 316 SS.(Ref. 22)
and as it is expected that similar behavior could occur for irradiated
CW316SS, the stress-strain data used here are.considered to be very con-
servative. It is seen that the ultimate tensile strength and corresponding
strain are 42,000 psi and 1.4%, respectively.

For the present analyses, it is assumed that the ultimate tensile
strengthis the failure threshold for the duct even though reaching the
ultimate tensile strength at the duct surface would not necessarily result

* .in rupture.

The analysis of the structural response of the similar FFTF duct
was performed with the ANSYS code (see Appendix A of this PSAR).

To calculate the strength of the duct to withstand.internal pressure,
a two-dimensional model was constructed using elastic-plastic beam elements.
Assuming spatial uniformityof the internal pressure loading, one-twelfth of.

.. the hexagon was modeled which was comprised of one-half of a duct flat, and
-one-half of a corner. The validity of using a two-dimensional model.was
established by testing a 3-D model with an azimuthally uniform, axially-
rectangular pressure distribution. It was concluded that slightly
con.servative-results were obtained by neglecting the axial dependence of the
pressure distribution. The additional strength from surrounding sodium and
fuel assemblies was neglected although the fuel assemblies may be well- "
coupled by the sodium in the interassembly gaps (nominal gap is 0.14 inch)
durilng rapid dynamic loading.. The, following results were obtained:. (a) .for
a maximum duct temperature of 10000 F, the duct can withstand a steady uniform
internal pressure of about 550 psi and (b) for a maximum duct.temperature of
1200'F, the duct can withstand a steady.uniform internal pressure of about
300 psi. Since the peak duct pressure for the initial core is about
180 psi with a maximum duct temperature of 11000 F, and the peak duct pressure
for the equilibrium core is about 300 psi with a maximum duct temperature
about O100F, duct failure would not occur. -. 29

The deformation of the duct and, in particular, the. deformation at.
the center of the duct wall would be significantly less (less than 0.02 inch
for. the 12000 F case) than the distance between adjacent ducts (0.14 inch) so no
contact would occur between two ducts as the result of a pressure pulse dueto-a.loss of fuel pin cladding integrity. .29

Since the strength of the duct was calculated for an axially uniform
loading and the gas pressure from a
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f a.iIe d pin coul d.onlIy be applied over a very short ax~ial length, a large
,amount of conservatism is built into the calculations.. Again-, it should be.rei te rated. that cladding failure would be ekpected:to result only in small
ruptures, slw -gas release, and. no significant. increase in local coolant.
pressure. Thusi,t th c~onditions,.above are li mi t ing extreme cases and duct
fdilure, therefore, is not expected to occur.

Because. of-the high acoustic velocity in sodium of the order of,
7000 to 8000:ft.,per second, a pressure puilse with a risetine of the order of
microseconds vould be required to develop"a significant pressure differential
across the-:pin:. -The pressure pulse- risetime's found' in the EBR-II. duct. tests..were several hundred m'icroseconds and therefore no appreciable pressure
differential:across the pin'is expected from this mechanism. However,
the case wasi considered of a force actingon avpin as a res l i- of a fission,
gas jet impinging on. thepin Assuming the jetto be deflected at risgho t
.angles, the maximum,, impulse imparted to the adjacent pinsis 0.258 lbm-sec. fora., gas plenum prs sure 1720 psi and 0.120.for angas plenum pressure of 800 psi.
From the re sults, showndin Figure 15.4.1.1-3, and assuming that the maximum
moment with a 'Concentrated dynamic, load at 'the. center of a simply supported
:beam is twice that for the same, load uniformly di~stributed,. it was determined
that. the crticafl bendinymoment is reached for an impu'lse of 0.318 lbm-sec.
This is higher' than the maxiunim' inpul se which can *be imparted to an adjacent

-. n, in e tH or . Th s n ..

pin i eiather ,o the i iia core or in the equi ibrium' c .thu o
a.ddition0a.l pin failures would occur asa result of the mechanical effects of
fi ssi on: gas rel~ease.

Assuming that gas does not communicate with the plenum, the gas
pressure wi thein the fuel columnwould be signieficantlyhigher .than used .
iw deseignse alcul.d e. isationns and the cl additnwoulrd fai1 at 'higher pressures than
those. assumie d for the stochastic pin failure analyses.. This does not
a'ffect theprvius evaluation of steady state gas jet blanketing of the
adjacent inIn ncau that evaluation washmade for the internal pressure which
resulted in themaximum claddimag temperature increase of the adjacent Difl.
Higher pre .ussupres result in lower temperature incr:geases.

For te present case, with the qas nt a higher pressure in a smaller
volume, the transient temperature resulting from gas jet bolanketing of the.
adjacent. pietn a will r be lower than those calculated previously.

affe te s he.maximum an *jet • impulse available from a failedfuel pin isdnot,afeced by 'having the-same mass of gas' a't a higher pressure iný a smalle~r
volnume. Thei , r e.6forIe, t . ahe previous onclusionreported in this section, thatno additionla 'pin ifailures would occur as a result of the'mechanical effects
ofi ssion gas release, is sti.ll applicable.

'It is concluded that, if the fission gas relae i'the fuel -region
does not communicate freely with the gas plenum, the probabilgLy Of cladding
breaches.octrring. would increase, but the thermal and, mechanical effects of
'the. claddi ngs..breach would bea.taccommodated and.wnot refsult in rod to rod.
fats auresperopa•,"atieond

S.inice. claddting breachlucan, be accommodatedwithout rodeto rod fal ureprupagationnormal operation toicesate inPragrfph 4.2.1.1.3.a 8 will. 6

Hihr prsse pot-n lower stemeatued incPrareases.i

not be affected by the assumed conditions.
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15.4.1.1.5 Effects. of Fuel Particle Release

Fuel particle release from failed fuel could:

a. contaminate the primary system with non volatile fission
products, plutoniumand uranium,-and

b. potentially form coolant channel flow blockages which could
result in overheating in the fuel rod bundle. Experience
has shown this to be exceedingly low in probability.

Contamination of the primary system sodium by non volatile fission
products,uranium and plutonium presents .a potential radiation and health
hazard, as well as a cleanup problem. Preliminary indications are that
cladding defects (in the fuel zone region) of 0.1% of the fuel rods during
the. entire 30 year plant life would result in an end of life plutonium
concentration of 0.1 ppm in the primary system sodium.

Section 4.2.1.1 evaluates the reactions between the fuel or blanket
materials and the sodium coolant. These reactions form a product which is
much less.dense than the original fuel or blanket pellets. Fuel-sodium
reaction. products can cause small, partial flow blockages by either
expanding the cladding to a larger diameter or depositing on the outside

7:,
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surface of the fuel rod. The .consequences of a partial flow blockage with-a
heat generating material on fuel rod cladding temperatures is .presented:in
Section 15.4.1.3.4. Effects of a cladding temperature increase on reducing
the cladding lifetime i.s discussed in Section 15.4.1.3.6.

Irradiation experience with mixed oxide fuel pins in LMFBR.'s or
liquid-metal cooled test capsules encompasses more than 21,000-pins. App-
roximately 1% of these pins have failed (Ref. 60). In every case, there was
no evidence of local blockage formation resulting from fuel particle release
through the cladding breach. With few exceptions, the failures have been small
pin-hole failures - intergranular cracks typically several microns in diameter.
Because the potential for fuel release is directly related to the defective
geometry, fuel particle release-has not occurred through such small clad breach
sizes. In an experiment with an intentionally defected pin (with a large hole
size of 0.005 in.) in an EBR-II test assembly, there was no evidence of fuel
release to the coolant upon pin failure (Ref.. 61). Even if it is postulated
that fuel particle release was to occur, the-particle size would be limited
by the breach size, which experience has shown to be on the order of several
microns. Hence the particulates would be much smaller than the minimum dim-
ension of the fuel pin bundle (0.055 in.) unless an atypical major split or
opening is postulated. These particles would be easily swept out of the pin

bundle by the coolant and not become trapped in the assembly.

) One instance where a gross fuel failure has been observed is in the
BR-5 reactor (Refý. 62). In this case, the central pin of a 19 pin assembly
was cracked along its entire length (280mm) on opposite sides of the pin.
The large failure was attributed to excessive burnup for the design of that

particular pin. Even in this exceptional case, although some extrusion of the
fuel into the cracks was noted, there was no evidence of blockage formation
in the flow channel nor was there any damage to the neighbor pins.

Most of the existing data on fuel pin behavior following failure
is for short term consequences (on the order of hours to a few days after the
failure). Experience with fuel performance for long periods after failure
has occurred is quite, limited. Pins containing fuel failures pave operated
in Dounreay Fast Reactor for over 100 days with little or no deterioration
and no evidence of blockage formation (Ref. 63). Failures in Rapsodic and
BR-5 driver fuel have also occurred and the fuel has remained in the
reactor for periods longer than 100 days with no deleterious effects.

.9
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Evidence for the pinhole nature of .stochastic cladding failures in mixed W
oxide fuel pins is presented in References 75 and 76. Table 15.4.1.IT.5-1
summarizes the fabrication details and operatingcOnditions of-the failed

pins described in the references, and the.-conditions:at failure. Further
discussion of each pin failure is include•,below. The,run-to-cladding-
breach tests confirm, that:

1) a cladding breach has no deleterious effect on the assembly
hardware: or on the neighboring fuel pins,

2) the leakage of fission gas through the-breach is slow and
gradual,

3) the fissures appear to form after considerable plastic defor-.
mation of the cladding,

4) there is no evidence that sodium-fuel contact is an immediate
consequence of a cladding breach.

Pin PNL 5-1: Three reactor startups were required to confirm removal
of the assembly with the breached pin. Disassembly revealed no evidence
of failure propagation. Several pins along one sideappearedto be
twisted and the failed pin was one of these. Even after the.failure had
been located by internal pressurization it could not be seen on the outer
surface at a lOX magnIfication. Measurements indicate an inelastic
strain of.1.1% and a cladding thickness reduction of about 3% at the
location of the breach. The nominal cladding temperature was too- low to
account for the observed magnitude of creep and the, observed twisting
is believed to haveresulted in pin-to-pin contact resulting in a hot
spot on the cladding resulting in a local weak spot sufficient to allow
localized creep deformation. However, examination of the neighbor a
pins showed no evidence of deleterious consequences from the failure.
Also no evidence of sodium ingress through the failure was found,--even
though the pin underwent two startups during identification of the
asasembly with the breached pin.

Pin PNL-1-014: The failed pin underwent 46,500 Mwd/MTM burnup in a 61pin
assembly (X093) before reconstitution into the 37 pin assembly PNL-.0
(X193). Failure occured at 63,800 Mwd/MTM. The pins and wire wrap of
the. original assembly showed considerable wear suggesting a loose fit in
the assembly hardware; the least worn pins were used in the reconstituted
assembly. After the location of the failure had been identified by
internal pressurization, the breach could not be-seen on the outet surface..
The fissure.was in a wear mark. Allowing for wear, severe work hardening
and internal intergranular attack, the thickness of unaffected cladding
at the break loCation was rdduced to 0005 inchel. The axial length
of the fissur'e was less than 0.008 ince. Sbncd the uniform inelastic
strain was essentially zero, and the get prossure at failure was low,
it was concluded that sane Anomaly existid in the material in order to
cause the pin-hole fissure. There was f t vident of axial propagation,
sodium ingress or conrBQmane to the neig~hbOr pinS or assembly hardware.

Pin HEDL-N-E-122: Subassembly HEDL-N-E (X191) consisted of 37 pins which re-
ceived pre-irradiation in the 61 pin assembly X096 up to 24,000 Mwd/MTM
burnup. Pin breach occurred at 42,300 Mwd/MTM. Internal pressurization
located the breach at 0.06 inches below the top of fuel column, but it
could not be visually detected from the outside. A region of localized'
ittergranular porosity-and cracking was found (200 arc wide and less than

25
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0.5 inches long). Examination of this region has not been completed, so
the extent of this region cannot be clearly defined. The porosity in-

dicates localized creep deformation of unknown cause but perhaps caused
by higher-than-expected temperatures. It is noted that the breach had
no effect on neighboring pins, neither was there any sodium ingress into
the failed pin nor indication of rapid extension of the initial fissure.

Pin. P-12A-63K: The 19 pins of subassembly P-12AA (X186) were pre-irradiated
in the 37 pin assembly X150 to a burnup of 23,000 Mwd/MTM. The reconsti-
tuted,-assembly included pins with 10, 20 and 30% cold worked 316 stainless
steel cladding and plenum volume to fuel volume ratios of 0.62, 0.82 and
0.98. Cladding breach occurred at a calculated burnup of 35,000 Mwd/MTM.
The 30% cold worked clad pins showed unusual diameter increases, the
increase being proportional to the pressure (i.e. inversely proportional
to the plenum volume). The breach (in the 30%C.•W., 0.62 plenum/fuel ratio
pin) could not be found by internal pressurization and eddy current tests
were used as the basis of further examination. Recrystallization of the
30% C.W. in the vicinity of the suspected breach location was noted.
Maximum recrystallization is adjacent to the hottest channel in the assembly.
The local bulge in the cladding demonstrates a high ductility of the
irradiated cladding, and there is no apparent tendency for the fissure to
propagate. The failure did not impair performance of the neighbor pins,
nor the subassembly.

Pin PNL5-17: The 19 pins in assembly PNL5B (Xll6B) were previously irradia-

ted in the 37 pin assembly X054 to 50,000 Mwd/MTM. Failure occurred at

a calculated final burnup of 140,000 Mwd/MTM after reconstttution.
The failed pin was identified by weight loss (that could be attributed
to fission gas release) and gamma scan. Detailed examination has not

.started and the location of failure has not been identified by visual
examination. This supports previous observations that breaches are
mi roscopi c.

Pin P-12A-lIB: The 19 pin assembly P-12AB (X213) was reconstituted from
the 37 pin P-12A (X150) assembly at 70,000 Mwd/MTM burnup. Pin failure
occurred at 74,000 Mwd/MTM. A delayed neutron signal caused reactor
shutdown after a small increase in -cover gas activity. Severe distortion
of the wire wrap spacers was found permitting contact between the failed
pin and an adjacent pin. Detailed examination is just beginning. The
failure has not been located but a suspect region has been visually
identified in the area of contact with a neighbor pin. There is, never-
theless, no indication of any effect of the failure on the adjacent pin
other than a small area of discoloration. The wire wrap loosening was
caused by a mismatch in neutron-induced swelling between the annealed
316 stainless steel wire and-the cold worked 316 cladding. This is not
expected to occur in CRBRP since 20% cold worked 316 is used for both the
cladding and the wire wrap spacer.

Pin PNL-11-39: The 37 pin assembly PNL-11 (X194) was reconstituted from the
61 pin assembly X107 at a burnup of 46,000 Mwd/MTM. A delayed neutron
signal caused reactor shutdown 50 minutes after the first indication of
failure. Three startups were required to identify that the assembly
with the failure had been withdrawn. At reconstitution of assembly PNL-11
it was noted that there was severe wear of the pins. Those with the
least wear were incorporated into the new assembly. After pin breach it
was determined that the wear had continued. The failed pin was identified
by weight loss (which can be attributed to fission gas) and gamma scan.
Visual examination showed what appeared to be an axial crack in one of the
deep wear marks; this was the only sign of cladding breach. Neighboring
pins show no effects of the breach. Detailed examination has just started.

25



i X106-018: The seven pins in this assembly were originally in the 19
pin assemblies X040 and XO4OA. Assembly X040..was reconstituted as:
assembly XO40A at 3% burnup and seven of the pins from the inside rows
were formed into X106 at 6% burnup. Examination of the failure suggests
that some polyvinyl chloride (PVC3 was inadvertently, included in the
pin during fabrication. This is further supported by the un.likely location
of the failure (near the upper tantalum disk) and the fact that many pins

have exceeded the failure burnup without a breach occurring. The crack
was about 0.0004 inches at the inside surface and about 4.5 microns, at
the outside as estimated from micrographs.

Conclusions: The range of cladding materials, variation, in the mixed oxide
pin conditions and the degree of reconstitution in: the pins .which
failed iend strength to the argument that stochastic breaches will be
small or microscopic failures. Inno case was there, evidence
that the breach impacted the operation of the adjacent fuel pins or
assembly let alone caused pin failure propagation. Even in those
instances where pin-to-pin contact occurred, the initial breach did
not cause failure of the adjacent fuel pins. 25

Based on.this data, our statement that "experience hasýshown this

to be exceedingly low in probability" is considered valid.

10
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In Section 15.4.1.3 it is shown that the. force of flowing sodium

is enough to sweep any reaction products which will fit into a core channel,
out of core. Finally, if excessive amounts of fission products were to enter
the coolant, their presence would be detected by the Delayed Neutron Monitors
and corrective action would be initiated. Therefore, no adverse consequences
are expected for fuel particle release.

15.4.1.1.6 Long Term Effects of Operation with Failed Fuel

In preceeding sections, attention was given to the consequences of
fission gas release and the intermittent escape of fuel particles through the
cladding rupture. In this'section, the possibility of long term effects due
to pin failure will be examined. It will be shown that there is -very little
possibility of any long term adverse effects.

Because of failure of the cladding, sodium could enter the pi~n due
to reduction of gas pressure upon cooldown accompanying reactor shutdown.
Various adverse effects of sodium absorption (or logging) of the fuel has
been postulated as follows:

/
a. Leaching of fission products from the fuel by the sodium and

subsequent deposition in the primary system.

b. Generation of high pressure inside the pin due to sodium
vapor, possibly causing further cracking or disintegration
of fuel.

c. Fuel pin swelling due to fuel-sodium chemical reaction.

If some sodium were to enter the fuel then some fission product
leaching might occur. It would not be expected that the effect on the pin
would be significant. The sodium cleanup system could remove these products
and no significant adverse effects could occur. If the primary coolant
activity became high, the reactor could be shutdown an d the fuel assembly
with the failed pins would.be removed. The generation of sodium vapor
pressure inside the.pin is very unlikely since the pressure can be relieved
by the rupture which allowed the sodium to enter originally. The absence
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of a problem due to vapor formation is-supported by sodium logging experiments
(Ref. 23) in which defects were simulated by 0.00.5 inch diameter holes in the
cladding and fuel cladding gaps were of the order of 0.002 inch to 0.003 inch.
Fuel rods were thermally cycled employing heating rates 200 times faster than
those. expected in bringing a reactor up to power. No evidence of fuel pin
deterioration caused by the sodium was found. There is no reason to believe
that any problem should arise due to sodium vaporization within the failed
pin.

The degree of the fuel-sodium chemical reaction and the extent of
the resultant fuel pin swelling depend primarily on the quantity of oxygen
available for reaction. The secondary effects of temperature and fission
product concentration also contribute. The quantity of oxygen available for
chemical reaction is dependent on the initial fuel fabrication O/M ratio, the
original oxygen impurity level of the coolant, the net oxygen liberated as a
result of fissioning and recombination with fission products, the quantity of
oxygen leached from the fuel into the coolant, and since the reaction occurs
mainly at the fuel surface, the degree of migration of oxygen due to fuel
temperature gradients. It is not expected that fuel swelling of a sodium
logged pin would be a problem in the CRBRP for the following reasons:

a. The swelling should be localized axially near the cladding hole
so any reduction in flow area would be localized and random.

* b. Spacing between pins will be maintained by the wrapper wires.

c. The flow reduction due to random swelling would be small.

) d. The theoretically predicted uniform linear expansion of CRBR
fuel and axial blanket pellets would only be 1.7% and 0.7%AD/D,
respectively, for extreme reaction conditions after a failure
late in life (See Section 4.2.1.1).

However, projected values of oxygen in sodium and fuel or axial
blanket materials are higher than experimental equilibrium values so that:a
stable reaction product might be formed.

With regard to the effect of chemical interaction of sodium and fuel
on the fuel structure,. the compatibility of liquid sodium with mixed oxide
fuel has been studied extensively and found to be a functionwof fuel stoi-
chiometry, fuel density, sodium purity, and temperature. Hypostoichiometric
fuels in contact with clean sodium have been reported to be completely.
compatible. The initial stoichiometry of the CRBRP mixed oxide fuel is
approximately O/M = 1.96. However, the overall ratio may vary along the
radius of the fuel pellet and will vary with time due to the burnup of the
fuel and the creation of the fission products with different affinities for
oxygen. Therefore, it may be concluded that thepresence of sodium in con-
tact with irradiated mixed oxide fuel does not appear to result in

significant chemical damage to the oxide fuel rod.
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While operation with failed fuel: could be deleterious, it is expected
that with proper control and additional testing and development, satisfactory.
operation will be confirmed. Finally, it. should be noted that many fuel pins
have operated in fast reactors for periods up to 2-1/2 years after failure
without reported difficulty or adverse effects on reactor operation
(Ref. 1 and 25).

15.4.1.2 Overenriched Fuel Rod Failure

An overpower rod is one which contains pellets of enrichment higher
than the design value and/or pel-lets of an enrichment intended for a low flux
core region but erroneously loaded in a high flux core region. The possi-
bility that such an overpower rod could actually exist is made extremely, small
through design features in the core components and through-control of the
fabrication of the core components and the fuel material. The methods used
to prevent core loading errors are described in more detail in Section 4.2.1.2.

15.4.1.2.1 Prevention and Detection

Although detailed specifications for the fuel pellets have not been
prepared, it is expected that enrichment specifications and fabricationprocedures will be similar to those1for FFTF fuel as described below.

The main features which prevent loading of overenriched fuel may be
briefly summarized as follows:

Fuel pellets with enrichments differing from normal by more than
about 3z5% are extremely unlikely (probability less than 10-4)
because of the stringent tests and overchecks required during
fabrication (Ref. 26 and 27).

Pelletsare loaded at the vendors' sites into cladding with end
caps which have mechanical keys to prevent insertion into the
wrong fuel assembly. (See Section 4.2.1.2.3.)

Each fuel assembly inlet nozzle has a "discrimination post" which
positively prevents it from properly seating in a core region in

'which it could be undercooled. (See Section 4.2.1.2.3,)

In addition, before a fuel assembly is inserted into the core, the
enrichment and flow orifice type are determined by the In Vessel Transfer
Machine (IVTM) byinterpretation of the identification notches in the
handling socket that are arranged in a unique pattern for each fuel assembly.

It is extremely unlikely that several of these measures would fail
concurrently thus resulting in an overpower fuel rod. The probability that
a defect in the fuel due to improper fabrication could go undetected has
.been estimated at less than one chance in a thousand (Ref. 28).. Since.
the probability of a rod having anenrichment error of over 3.5% is less
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1bthan 3 x 10-, the probability of thi's occurrence without detection is about
3 xI0-6.,.. However, even if all'of the above measures fail to prevent loading of

overenriched fuel into the core and rod failure occurred,*the failure
would be detected and monitored by several methods.

Fission gas'.released from a failed fuel rod into the cover gas
plenum is detected by the Cover Gas Monitoring System.

Tag gas released from a failed fuel rod is analyzed, by the Cover
35I .Gas Tag System Mass Spectrometer.

Primary cool.antsodium transported past the delayed neutron
monitoring system located in the outlet piping, is continuously
monitored to detect delayed neutrons emitted by the decay of
radioactive fuel material in the sodium.

15.4.1.2.2 Consequences of Pin Over-Enrichment

An analysis discussed in Section 15.4.1.2.2.1 demonstrates that pins
with maximum credible over-enrichment placed into a peak power location may
not fail immediately under severe conditions but are marginal for long-term.
operation and are likely to-fail during normally expected transients. The
study with over-power as a parameter shows at what level the fuel melting is
reached and the extent of the molten zone. Based on the P-19 data correlation,
discussed in"Section 4.4•.2.6, the CRBRP statistical hot pin requires an.over-
power of greater than 25% to reach the fuel incipient.melting point. P-20
data for low burnup pins indicates even greater margins by approximately 20%.
Thus, almost 45% margin exists after very low burnup. Figure 15.4.1.2.2-1
illustrates the first small amount of melting. If the power level were held
at this level, the molten fuel would drain downward-in the central void and
resolidify. At higher power levels, a range is reached where some fuel:which
melted near the midplane will remain molten even after draining toward the
bottom of the void. This situation is also illustrated schematically in
Figure 15.4.1.2.2-1. Since the neutron flux is much lower at the bottom of
the core (%O.7) compared to that at the midplane (-l.22), the overpower level
required to maintain fuel in the molten condition is much higher than that
required to reach incipient melting at the core midplane. ýHereafter, this
condition will be called "stable molten fuel" to indicate that fuel has
relocated and although some has solidified, some is still molten.

15.4.1.2.2.1 Threshold Power for Stable Molten Fuel

Fundamental to the study of an overpower pin is knowledge of the.
amount of molten fuelwhich might exist as a function of power. These
variables depend upon fuel thermal parameters such as the conductance of the
fuel/cladding gap, the thermal conductivity of the fuel, (which depends. on
its density and microstructure), the melting temperature, and fuel
restructuring. .Molten fuel is assumed to slump to the bottom of the central
void where some of it may again solidify and thus reduce the molten fuel
inventory. The volumetric increase which accompanies fuel melting is

44 neglected in the calculation.
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There.is. experimental evidence to support the basic assumption
44j that the molten fuel wilil undergo slumping. Post-irradiation examination.

of the EBR-II.P-19.pin showed evidence of slumping after the pin was
taken to about 20 kW/ft. maximum linear power (this is 40% above the max.
pin power). Evidence for the formation of fuel bridges has also been

44 found. These are illustrated in Figure 15.4.1.2.2-1.

To find the power level at which molten fuel could exist in an
equilibrium state in the form of a pool at the bottom of central void.

441 (stable molten fuel), a calculation was performed using the following
parameters to ensure that the molten fuel, inventory calculation was
pessimistic:

Fuel Melting Temperature at EOL 4850°F

Gap Conductance = 1100 BTU/HR.-Ft. 2 -°F

Redistributed Fuel-Cladding Volume =0

.Fuel Thermal Conductivity Correlation is according to the code
.. "LIFE" (see Appendix A)

The model. used assumed that fuel slumping could occur when.the
solidus temperature is r 8 ached. The solidus tem8erature depends on the
burnup and is about 5000 F at BOL and about 4850 F at EOL. The calcula-
tion used the latter value to maximize the possible amount of molten0
fuel. -The fuel cladding gap conductance used was 1100 BTU/Hr. -Ft.. - F
based on P-19 pin data. The fuel-cladding gap will decrease and close
as the fuel undergoes restructuring, swelling, cracking, and other effects
as it is cycled throughout its life, and it will come into contact with 9
the. cladding, thus improving the. fuel-cladding gap conductivity. Inaddition, the volume that existed initially between the fuel pellets and
the cladding reappears as a void in the center of the fuel .pellet and/o.r
as porosity,'in the outer "unrestructured region". The proportional
division between the additional amount of central void and porosity in
the outer region is not known. However, the larger the amoirnt of Void.
added to the central. cavity the.. lower.the fuel temperatures would be,
thus, the most.pessimistic assumption is that none of the. fuel-cladding"
gap void appears in the central cavity (0% gap redistribution), and
that it is all manifested. as porosity (perhaps as cracks) in the unrestruc-
tured region. The fuel thermal conductivity correlation used in these.
calculations was a conservative one compared to the one presently
recommended.
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Using the conservative parameters discussed above, it was found that the cal-
culated threshold power for stable molten fuel was about 16.8 kW/ft. at the
axial midplane (Figure 15.4.1.2.2-2). Since the expected value of maximum
power for the peak power pin in the.core at 975 MWT.is 12.5 kW/ft., this
corresponds to. an overpower margin of.34%. These results arein agreement with
FORE-IIW..and NICER code check calculations.. These codes use EBR-II P-19
results, and are described in Appendix A.

To illustrate some of the conservatism of the parameters chosen to
evaluate the threshold of stable molten fuel, it is noted that, if after
restructuring has occurred, the entire fuel-cl.adding gap has redistributed
to the central voidý(lOO% gap redistribution), the threshold midpl.ane power,
level required for stable molten fuel. would be about 19.2 kW/ft. or an over-
power of nearly 50%. In addition, the P-20 test data-indicate that an
additional margin to melt of about 2.0% exists at low burnups. It was cal-
culated that a fuel pin with outer region enrichment placed into the inner
region of the core would generate 45%-more power than a normally. enriched pin,
(1.45 x 12.5 kW/ft. = 18.1 kW/ft,. peak). Allowing for the usual power margin,
a maximum linear power of 20.3 kW/ft, would be estimated for the pin misplaced
into the peak location. At this loading Figure 15.4.1.2.2-2 indicates that
without gap redistribution over 20% of~the fuel mass will be molten, and about
8% with fully redistributed qap. Test data show that under short term,
steady stateconditions, fuel pi;ns can operate with 25% to 30% 7f the cross 113
sectional area molten without failure. Thus, a postulated fuel pin loading 13
error will not lead to immediate failure but there is less safety margin to
withstand transients. However, the P-20 power to melt data indicates the margiln
to failure may be higher than assumed-in this report. .

The6 implicatic of long term operation of fuel with ,mel ti.ng can be'
examined.in the light of experimental evidence obtained with oxide fuel
(References. QOO1.332-l and QOO1.332-2). Reference QOOL.332-l describes
experiments. in which as much. as 37.5% volume fraction of fuel melted.
without cladding -failure.. Al though extended operation did not occur in
these experiments because their purpose was to measure fission gas release,
it was demonstrated- that significant melting could occur without cladding
failure. 'Reference QOO1.332-2 refers to irradiati-on tests during whichý
mixed oxide fuel was operated with substantial molten fuel. -Volume frac-
tions of molten fuel. up to 27% are reported.- Irradiation-proceeded up
to burn-up levels between 3.5 and 3.7 atom percent.. Post-irradiation
examination showed. that two of the elements that operated at rati~ngs
over 22 Kw/ft failed. 'The five others, ranging from :19.6 to` 21.4 Kw/ft
performed without failure. Post irradiation assessments indicated -that
the central void in the elements was filled with molten fuel at the end'
of irradiation. This is due to thermal expansion and Volume expansion
on"melting of the fuel. It is also reportedthat during irradiation,
the temperature of the fuel was cycled through the melting point 57 times.
The experience described above, along with other experience with melting
such as in Reference Q001.332-3, supports the conclusion that center
melting is likely to be without consequence in oxide fuel.

There are no on-going tests which are specifically designed to obtain
further data on operation of fuel with center melting. The experimental
results quoted, along with the information in Section 15.4.1.2.3 (which
indicates that release of molten fuel from a pin would not result in
assembly-to-assembly failure propagation), provide confidence that the
consequences of an overpower pin are acceptable.



15.4.1.2.3 Thermal Effects of Postulated Molten Fuel Release

Despite the above analysis, it was assumed that cladding failure of
an overpower pin could occur with the consequent release of molten fuel. The
likelihood that the liquid fuel would be released-in the form of a jet which
would hiti a neighboring .pin is again remote, because the fuel would be frag-
mented when hitting the molten sodium (See. Section 15.4.1.2.4). Data
compiled from numerous tests (Ref. 29) show resulting particles to be mainly
in the range of 0.004 (100 microns) to 0.04 (1000 microns) inches. These canbe swept out at sodium velocities of 2 feet per second, since they are smaller
than the channel size (%0.07 inch). Nevertheless, analyses were made
assuming that fragmentation does not occur and that fuel will solidify on
colder metal surfaces.

If molten. fuel is postulated to contact a duct wall, the duct surface
temperature would increase rapidly. The resulting temperature difference
across the duct wall would induce high thermal stresses. Whether this
would lead to mechanical failure of the duct depends on a number of para-
meters, including the duct cold wall temperature (on the opposite surface
from that in contact with the fuel), the pressure differential across
the duct wall. and the temperature differential across the duct wall.
Figure 15.4.1.2.3-1 from Reference 67, shows this relationship.
Failure is assumed to occur when the ratio of the moment to the ultimate
plastic carrying capacity, C equals 0.9. 25

The full pressure developed by the pump at full flow is approximately
155 psi. The pressure differential across the duct wall varies with
axial location, but would be less than 155 psi at all locations. It can
be seen (by slight extrapolation) that for a pressure differential less than
155 psi, melting is the probable failure mechanism for cold wall tempera-
tures less than 1050*F. For higher cold wall temperatures, mechanical
failure could occur at a lower duct AT than would cause duct melting. 25

A. Flow Reduction Effects

It was pointed out that molten fuel undergoes fragmentation when it
contacts liquid sodium. Once fragmentation occurs, rapid heat transfer from
the particles to the sodium becomes possible with rapid heating of the coolant
and rapid cooling of the particles. If the coolant saturation temperature is
exceeded, sodium vapor will form and the coolant channel pressure may

p
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increase. Since the coolant in CRBRP is far below the saturation temperature
of 1900'F. (based on the pressure at the fuel mid-plane), released molten fuel
could be quickly fragmented and solidified without sodium boiling. Since
inter-channel mixing is very good in the pin bundle, the coolant temperature
in the channels surrounding an overpower pin is increased very little (<50'F)
and the coolant temperatures to which molten fuel might be exposed range-from
800°F to about 1300'F for rated conditions. Since molten fuel is more likely
to exist (if anywhere) below the core midplane, the coolant temperature,
which it would contact would be near 1000 0F.

However., based on TREAT power excursion tests, there is considerable
evidence that if molten fuel is released from alý Di'n,,. the heat exchange between
the two liquids is rate-limited, the "molten fuel-coolant interaction"
(MFCI) is inefficient and very little energy could be deposited in the
sodium (Ref. 30). Thus the effect of molten fuel .release on the coolant flow
rate is small.

In the E and-H series of TREAT tests, fresh and irradiated fuel pins
imna flowing sodium Mark-Il loop were subjected to power excursions. These
tests were intended to simulate conditions far more severe than any that
could be associated with a postulated overpower fuel pin and so in most of
the tests conducted to date, extensive fuel melting occurred in the pin. In
most tests, cladding failure occurred allowing the expulsion Of some molten
fuel into the sodium. .'In none of these tests did a sodium vapor explosion
occur, and maximum pressures were only in the hundreds of psi despite the large
amounts of molten fuel in the pins. It is currently believed that the
postulated release of a small amount of fuel from a postulated overpower pin) in an LMFBR core assembly could not lead to an MFCI pressure pulse with a
maximum value of more than a few hundred psi nor of a duration of more than a
few milliseconds. The energy in such a.pulse would be quite low (a few joules),
and the flow in the affected coolant channels would not be reduced significantly.

B. Pin Uncovering Effects of a Postulated MFCI (Molten Fuel Coolant.
Interaction

Despite the extremely low probability of an MFCI, the discussion of
potential consequences is continued assuming that'such an event took place.
During thepostulated MFCI, a sodium vapor bubble would expand to encompass
a short axial length of several pins.. The thermal interaction observed in the
TREAT..H-2 test is similar to the behavior to be expected if a molten fuel
release ispostulated in a-full size assembly (Ref. 31). For this test, the.-
duration of the pressure pulse was only about 4 milliseconds and this
resulted in a rapid collapse of the vapor bubble. It was estimated that an
assumed-spherical bubble would have uncovered fewer than 37 pins. In
Section 15.4.1.1.2 it was shown that the fuel pin surface would have to be
perfectly insulated .for at least O.12..secs. before the cladding could
reach 1600°F. Thus, any vapor bubble which collapsed in less than this time
could not cause a neighbor fuel pin to fail. There is, then a very large

1
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margin between the MFCI voids created in typical TREAT.power excursions and
the void duration required to fail a neighbor pin due to thermal insulation of
the cladding. ..

C. Thermal Loading of Adjacent Pins

For most of the ranges of input parameters consisting of mol ten fuel
inventory and :cladding rupture size, the molten fuel jet would be deflected.
by the coolant stream. However, some conditions..(e.g., about 0.1linch axial
coverage) resulted in cladding temperatures above 16000 F i-n the adjacent pinI,
hit by the fuel jet. It was concluded that, while the formation of a molten
fuel jet was. unlikely, if a jet were to be postulated, then failure of an
adjacent pin.could not be precluded. However, the spot covered by the
postulated jetis small and heat conduction to thecoolant should still be.
good immediately adjacent to the spot. Cladding ductility or internal pressure::
are too low to all.ow ballooning.of the cladding of this neighbor pi n. Ithas been
found that irradiated 20% CW316SS cladding-does not deform(or "ballon") when
rupture occurs at high temperatures. . At the BOL condition internal cladding
pressure is too low to:cause cladding.ballooning, thus, no blockage could
occur due to..cladding deformation which might accompany rupture. , At EOL
condi~tions. the qas pressure is higher- however, the loss in clad ductility
precludes ballooning of the clad.

Thus, the. postulated failure of the neighbor pin is not a serious
consequence since-the neig~hbor.is not likely to contain molten fuel.. It
could not .lead to a blockage, and only fission gas would be released. Further-
more, the hole in the neighbor pin would probably be facing the overpower
pin so any gas release from the neighbor pin would be directed toward the
already-failed overpower pin. Thus, a gas jet which might be postulated would
not be directed at a third pin, but only back at the first failed.pin. Thus,
it appears.that even if there were postulated overpower pin failures, they
would be seelf-limiti.ng (see Section 15.4.1.3). .25

D. Thermal Loading of Duct

Impact of an assumed jet of liquid fuel on the assembly duct wall is
equally improbable as on adjacent pins because of fuel jet fragmentation and
solidification. Assuming, however, sucheimpact to take-place, a small wall
penetration might be. postulated by the mechanism of fuel heating at the wall
after sodium expulsion of significant duration. (The latter could .on.ly-be
caused by a simultaneous large assembly blockage, which is most unlikely to
occur for the reasons given in Section 15.4.1.3. on flow blockage analysis). The
hypothetical situation of existence of molten fuel near the wall in the
absence of liquid sodium was analyzed (Ref. 32. and 33) by postulating a I inch,
diameter layer of molten fuel with a 0.1 inch thickness andýno solidification.
This would cause boiling of the stagnant sodium in the inter-assembly gap in
about 4..seconds. The duct would melt through in several more seconds.
However, the high heat removal capacity of the sodium flow of the adjacent duct
.will prevent any damage to it, thus precluding any assembly propagation.
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15.4.1.2.4 Mechanical Effects of Postulated Molten Fuel Release

)Response of CRBRP Fuel Pin to Side Loadings

The mechanical strength of an empty fuel pin cladding tube at 1600'F
was discussed in Subsection 15.4.1.1.4 and shown in Figure 15.4.1.1-2. These
results may be used to infer the response of a fuel pin cladding tube to an
MFCI (Molten Fuel-Coolant.Interaction) pressure pulse typical of those mea-
sured in the TREAT E and H series tests as mentioned in Subsection 15.4.1.2.3.
For example, in the H2 test about 40% of the fuel in the fuel pin was molten..
Of this, apparently only about 3 grams effectively interacted with sodium to
generate an MFCI pressure of about 150 psi and a half-height pulse width of
about 2 mi.l.liseconds..If the time constant c("e-folding time") is substituted for
the pulse width at half of maximum amplitude, then even the empty cladding tube
could withstand this side loading. As previously noted in .Subsec-
tion 15.4.1.1.4, the results from the cladding model are very conservative and
it is expected that a postulated MFCI of a few hundred psi maximum amplitude
and width of a few milliseconds would not fail any neighboring fuel pins.

It should be noted that, even if some neighboring fuel pins were
to be failed by a rapid pressure pulse, the only consequence would be a slow
release of fission gas which would have no serious effects, as also
discussed in Subsection 15.4.1.1.4.

Response of Duct Wall to Side Loadings

The same type of analysis discussed in Subsection 15.4.1.1.4
(Mechanical Effects of Fission Gas Release on Pins and Duct Walls) can be)applied to the core region of the duct where a release of molten fuel may be
hypothesized to occur. In the above mentioned section it was found that at
1000°F the duct can withstand a steady uniform internal pressure of about
550 psi. Based on the fact that the predicted CRBR duct temperatures i~n the
core region are less than 10000F, the above mentioned conservative analyses
indicate that the CRBR fuel assembly duct could be exposed to pressure pulses
even as high as 550 psi with no loss in duct integrity.

For this postulated accident, it is possible that the duct of a
neighboring assembly might be deformed due to dynamic coupling of the ducts
by intra-fuel assembly sodium or if the ducts were very close to each other
due to axial bowing. If the ducts are dynamically coupled by interassembly
sodium, then the intra-assembly sodium should also offer dynamic resistance.
to deformation of the neighbor assembly duct. If the accident assembly (the
one in which the pressure pulse is postulated to occur) duct were to rupture,
then the pressure within the accident assembly might be relieved. The
magnitude of the effect is not known. Considerable energy is required to
cause the fully-irradiated duct to rupture. At 1000°F, it has been estimated
that a fully'irradiated duct could withstand up to 212 in-lbf/in before
failure. This is much larger than the energy available from an MFCI as
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determined from TREAT Experiments. Realistic estimates of the pressure pulse
resultinq.from a release of molten fuel in the H2.test are on the order of
lO.atm. (Ref. 30). To provide aconservative estimate of the duct capability, D
a hypothetical pulse of 80 atm. was analyzed in (Ref. 32). This resulted
in a maximum energy deposition of 91 in-lbf/in'in the duct. Thus even in
this overly conservative ca'se, the margin to failure is. qreater than two.

" Furthermore, it would require additional energy over and above this
to deform the neighbor assembly duct. It is more probable that any. additional
energy would be absorbed by the interassembly sodium. Since no initiating
pressure pulse from a local fault has been identified which could rupture the
accident assembly duct, failure of adjacent assembly ducts is even less
li kely.

15.4.1.2.5 Consequences of Postulated Duct Deformation of Adjacent Assembly

Although rupture of a neighbor assembly duct would be unlikely even
assuming that a large pressure pulse could occur in an assembly, the
potential consequences of rupture of a neighbor assembly.duct is worthy of
discussion to show the depth of protection against a-propagation of local
failures. The consequences of diversion of flow from a ruptured assembly
will be discussed in connection with the postulated duct-crack (Sec-
.tion 15.4.1.2.6). There it is conservatively estimated that even if as much as
33% of the fuel assembly flow could be diverted through a crack, no fuel pin
cladding over-heating would occur. This conclusion, with. some qualification
.is also indicative of the margin to pin failure in the postulated event of
neighbor duct rupture. If no significant pin or duct distortion occurred,
the. 33% leakage could occur and there would still be about 150°F margin to the
fuel pin integrity limit (16000F). However, it is conceivable that the pins
in the neighbor assembly might be mechanically loaded by:. a) axial bending
which might lead to a collapse-hinge; b) cross-sectional deformation; or
c) concentrated forces at cladding-wrapper wire support points. This,
however, will not produce plastic deformation because.:.. a) axial bending
would be accommodated over a long length and not enough local bending would
occur to result in a collapse-hinge; b) the pins are very resistant to
cross-sectional deformation and could also derive support from the fuel
inside; and c) the forces at wrapper wire contact points necessary to cause
failure are higher than those which would be available. Thus, the area of
interest would be whether the neighbor duct could deform plastically in such
a manner as to cause flow restriction in the pin bundle. This consideration
is addressed below.

An analysis has been performed (Ref. 33) to assess the effect
of postulated neighbor assembly duct deformation on coolant channel
temperatures within the pin bundle. Since the postulated initiating event
is an MFCI pressure pulse, which is not expected to occur, the magnitude
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of deformation of the neighbor assembly duct and hence, the distortion
of the pin bundle, was takenas. an input parameter. The analysis
was done with the COBRA-Ill code (see Appendix A ). The following model
assumptions were used:

a) All six sides of the duct were assumed to be deformed rather
than just that side nearest to the ruptured side of the
accident assembly.

b) The spacing between pins was allowed to be reduced to much
less than the wrapper wire diameter by postulating that
severe local, cladding deformation could occur allowing the
wire to sink into the cladding at contact points.

c) The axial length over which deformation was assumed to occur
was 12 inches, of which the full deformation occurred over a
length of 8 inches (see Figure 15.4.1.2.5-1). Deformation
occurred below and starting at the core midplane.

d) The width of duct which was displaced was assumed constant
over the axial, length and for alT magnitudes of displacement.

e) The sides of the duct were deformed in such a way that each
of the six outer corner fuel pins were not displaced (see
Figure 15.4.1.2.5-1).

f) Each compressed channel was combined with one adjacent channel
and calculated assuming a homogeneous temperature in theD• channel at each axial increment.

g) The same pressure drop across the bundle was used for each
case analyzed.

The spacing between pins was reduced to.I0% of nominal spacing to
avoid code numerical instability. Also, an effective turbulent mixing
factor was used (instead of the wire-wrap model) which gives more conservative
results. The results showed that even for four rows of channels constricted,
(i.e., three rows of pins compressed) which amounts to a.duct deformation of
%0.18 inch, (as shown in Figure 15.4.1.2.5-1) the reduction in total fuel
assembly flow was only 10%. The coolant temperature of the peak channel
increased by only about 110'F as shown in Figure 15.4.1.2.5-2. There is
thus, a large margin to pin failure from purely thermal-hydraulic effects due
to crushing of a fuel pin bundle. Therefore, no failure should occur even if
a severe amount of pin bundle crushing is postulated. It can be seen in
Figure 15.4.1.2.5-2 that when the first or the first and second outer row of
channels are constricted, the maximum coolant temperature decreases. This
would occur, because for normal geometry the outer three rows of channels
are overcooled and the exit coolant temperatures are lower than those in the
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central six row of channels.. Thus, constriction of the outer rows of channels
would force more flow into the central,.are.a of the bundle reducing the
temperatures of coolant the~re. When a large amount of constriction is assumed,
the flow in the outer channels is so severely reduced that the maximum
temperature woul~d occur there.

It should be noted that even if some fuel pin cladding failures would
occur, the only consequence would be release of fission produce gases which
would be insignificant. Pin-to-pin failure propagation would not occur due
to gas release as discussed~in 15.4.1.1.3.

If duct crushing is postulated to be.so severe as to result in some
fuel melting in the pins Within the distorted section of the pin bundle it
may be seen from Figure 15..4.1.2.5-2 that a number of rows of channels much
larger than four would have.to be compressed before a rise in coolant
temperature could occur which.would be large *enough to lead to fuel melting,
i.e.,"coolant boiling would have to occur and the saturation temperature is
V19.00°F. Alternatively, either crushing would have to occur over a length

much longer than one foot or the pins would have to be compressed even more
tightly than 0O.006 inch spacing for severe coolant temperature rises to
occur. within the pin bundle. This occurrence must be Viewed then as suffi-
ciently improbable as not. to provide a realistic path to pin failure propa-
gation in a neighbor assembly, especially since no realistic mechanism of
crushing an adjacent assembly has been found. It is thus concluded that
assembly-to-assembly failure propagation would not occur.

15.4.1.2.6 Thermal-Hydraulic Consequences of Postulated Fuel Assembly
Duct Crack

An accident progression might be postulated to follow an incident
stemming from the rupture of an assembly duct. There are, potentially, both
thermal and mechanical consequences and these will be discussed below. The
thermal effects arise from a loss of flow through the accident assembly
due to leakage through the crack. Since the interassembly gap sodium is at
a low pressure relative to that internal to the fuel assembly, flow could
be diverted from the ruptured fuel assembly. The crack width would be
limited by the lateral support of the fuel assemblies adjacent to the faces
of the accident assembly crack. Since the fuel assembly duct would absorb
energy before rupture would occur, little energy would be available to
damage neighbor assemblies and no deformation to neighbor assemblies would
occur. Hence, the postulated crack-in the fuel assembly duct withih which
the MFCI. was postulated to occur would probably be limited to a small width.

The axial extent of the postulated crack would be limited because
of several factors:

a) the pressure decreases rapidly in the axial, direction

b) the energy available from the MFCI is small (See Sec-
tions 15.4.1.2.3 and 15.4.1.2.4)
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p C). the intttal opening of a crack would begin to relieve thepressure tending to limit propagation of the crack.

•.. d) Toward the.inlet, the duct temperature is lower and the
strength is greater.

The greatest uncertainty on the duct, cracking behavior is the ducti-
lity of the irradiated ducts as a function of axial position. However, the
following analysis shows that the consequences of even very large duct cracks
would be acceptable.

The analysis was performed to determine'the consequences of a crack
in a duct wall. The postulated crack is assumed to occur at the duct cor-
ner with a maximum opening of approximately 0.34 inches, the size being
limited by the distance between subassemblies, 0.17 inches. (The flow path
from the cracked duct is shown in Figure 15.4.1.2.6-1). The crack is assumed
to extend the full length of the core region, 36 inches. Three types offlow resistances exist in the leak path; a contraction loss at the crack, a
friction loss as the fluid flows between adjacent duct walls, and a diversion
loss at the end of this channel wall. The contraction and diversion losses
are obtained from References 65 and66 and the friction loss coefficient is
equal to

4fL/D

where:

f = friction coefficient obtained from Reference 65
L= length of the channel

D = hydraulic diameter

The preceding three types of resistances are suitable for use in
the equation

AP= -• Kv 2

k14 4) 2 gc
where:

AP = pressure drop,- psi

p/1 4 4  = fluid density, lb/in2

V = fluid velocity, ft/sec

gc= grav~tational constant, _. ft
2lb sec
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For the study of flow diversions, it is more convenient to work
in terms of volumetric flow rates rather than veloc'ities as velocities
are flow area dependent.. The velocity equals w/pA where

w = mass flow rate, lb/sec
p 'density, Ib/ft 3

A = flow area, ft2

3  Factoring l/A from this leaves w/p, the volumetric flow with units

of ft /sec. Substituting into the pressure drop equation

" AP K ,
(144 / A p

K'(w/P)
2

K\ A

These resistances are then combined with the subassembly resistances
(whic-h are calculated in a like manner) and the flows in the system are cal-
culated •using the following equation:

The results of these calculations for the worst case assembly
(assembly 29). are shown in Table 15.4.1.2.6-1." It can:be seen that the flow
diversion from the cracked duct results in an increased flow into the assembly
inlet ý,wwith the resul:t -that "the flow downstream of :the crack is reduced to
21% of 'the .normal flow.

This loss of flow is assumed to occur uniformly over the entire
length of the crack, and the change in the hot channel outlet temperature is
evaluated by comparing the coolant temperature rise in the damaged assembly
to that in an undamaged assembly. The coolant temperature rise equals

b

where
Q = heat generation rate, arbitrary units*
Cp = heat capacity, arbitrary units

O = normalized flux at location Z

F(90 = flow at location (9), arbitrary units

• arbitrary units are used because it is the ratio of two
integrals -that is of interest 2W
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) = distance from bottom of fuel pin, arbitrary
units

The coolant temperature rise in the damaged assembly can then be
found by afb-r d2

•A T 2 A T I _ a b ( A d

T afb~Ld

where F is the constant, coolant flow rate in the normal assembly.
This factor has been been applied to the hot channel temperature rise. As
shown in Table 15.4.1.2.6-I, the hot channel outlet temperature for assembly
29, the worst case assembly, remains below saturation temperature, 1755°F.

15.4.1.3 Flow Blockage in a Core Assembly

Introduction

An analysis of local fuel assembly partial blockage for the CRBRP
core involves technical analysis and qualitative evaluation. In the first
approach which is used in the PSAR, various sizes, geometries, and locations
of partial blockages, solid and porous, are analyzed to determine wake fluid
and cladding temperatures without regard to a mechanistric route as to how
the blockage occurred. It is recognized that such a partial blockage is
extremely unlikely because of engineering design features, inspection and

) operation techniques. The temperatures detemined are then used to ascertain
whether and where boiling might occur, and if boiling might be detected.

In the second approach, emphasis would be placed on devising a
mechanistic chain of events which leads to .blockage (if such a chain exists).
Thus, the second method involves.a probability analysis of blockage and
results in a determination of the size, location, and blockage material
which are credible.

I
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:Postulated Types of Internal Assembly Blockaqes

Only a few off-normal occurrences can be postulated which could
lead to a local blockage within the fuel pin bundle. These are:

I. the presence of foreign material in the primary coolant

2. a wire wrap failure

3. excessive pin bowing

4. excessive clad swelling

Operation of existing fast breeder reactors, as well as water
reactors-has not demonstrated any traceable history of fuel assembly damage
caused by blockages from these sources. There is also an extensive blockage
prevention program executed during design, manufacture, inspection and
operation which is discussed in Section 15.4.1.3.1. Thus, although the type
blockages cited are conceivable, they are very unlikely.

Major emphasis in this section is placed on analyzing a solid non-
porous or porous blockage which completely restricts normal flow over a given
axial distance in one or more sub-channels. In such a blockage, a wake
would probably form downstream (and upstream) of the blockage. The reason
considerable attention is given to the "solid" blockage is not because it has
been identified by a mechanistic group of events, but because it is considered
to represent the ultimate worst case for the four types of blockages listed
above.

Based on the discussion in Section 15.4.1.3, "Prevention and
Detection", it is concluded any small size debris will be swept through the
core. No mechanism has been identified which will transport debris pre-
ferentially to one or a group of assemblies so only random debris accumulation
is possible. Thus, if debris is assumed to cause a block.cge, all the
assemblies will be affected in a random manner. Moreover, the dispersal
of the debris over a large number of assemblies could affect a given assembly
only to a small degree.

Blockage caused by wire failure or fuel swelling could not cause
total solid blockage of a sub-channel and at worst could cause only local
hot spots. As mentioned, the type blockage to which this section primarily
addresses itself is the solid blockage in one or more sub-channels which is
the improbable ultimate.
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The possibility that a postulated broken wrapper wire could be moved
by hydraulic forces to form a blockage was assessed. The result concludes
that blockage due to a broken wire is unlikely due to the following factors:
(1) the normal wire tension is only 8 lbs., whereas a tensile load of about
64 lbs. is required to cause, wire breakage; (2) the hydraulic forces
are small, (3) the wire is held by the cladding, and (4) other intact wrapper
wires-would inhibit movement. These conclusions have been verified by
irradiation tests of wire-wrapped pin bundles.. In these tests. no breakage
but considerable stretching occurred of the Type 316 stainless steel (as opposed
to stronger cold-worked 316 SS) wire. There were no fretting, galling, or
flow blockage problems.

Despite the improbability of a wrapper wire failure causing a
blockage, a case has been analyzed assuming that a wire formed a 6 inch long
tight helix at the top of the heated zone. Neglecting the wire-cladding
contact resistance due to the high conductivity of sodium which is present,
the maximum cladding temperature attained was about 1500°F*for reference
operating conditions. This temperature is well below that required to result
in prompt cladding failure. However, some decrease in cladding lifetime
might occur due to increased creep rate at the higher temperature.

It could be postulated that mechanisms could come into play which
could cause fuel pin bowing and result in local blockage. There are no
known forces which could cause significant local fuel pin bowing. Adjacent
pin contact is prevented by wire wraps which have a pitch of 12 inches.
Even if pin-to-pin contact occurred, the line contact area would be very
small and no significant flow perturbation would occur. The result would be
better described as a local reduction in cladding surface heat transfer and
would only lead to a local cladding temperature increase well below the

failure limit.

In the inlet blockage discussion, it was postulated that debris of
diameter greater than 0.24 inch could be trapped by the fuel pin lower support
plate to form a planar inlet blockage. Debris of diameter less than 0.056
inch could be sweptthrough the pin bundle but particles near that size could
be caught in random locations where slightly smaller distances between the
pins exist. Such particles of debris could only be randomly distributed within
the heated zone and could cause only minute localized flow perturbations. If
a single particle were caught in a channel, subsequent particles swept into
the same, channel would escape to other channels if their diameter were less
than that of the wrapper wire. Before initial operation, the simulated core
assembly filters will remove particles larger than 100 microns (0..004 inch).
However, it may be postulated that several particles were all trapped behind
each other in a single channel. The particles could touch the pin cladding in
point or line contact over only very small areas, The analysis was performed
with the angle of coverage used as a parameter, assuming that the debris was
a perfect insulator. By including azimuthal heat conduction, it was found
that an angle of coverage of 250 could be tolerated for the entire pin length
without cladding failure. Angles of coverage much larger than 25', which are
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very improbable, may result in cladding temperatures over 1600°F. An angle
of coverage of about 600 would be required before certain damage to a pin

9 cladding would result (2500'F).

The statement that. p0articulates postulated tQ become trappedjn the heated'
zone of the pin bundle would be randomly distributed is based'on the wire
wrapped pin bundle design. The helical spacer wire geometry, provides no
preferential axial or radial location where particulate retention could
occur. While it is recognized that there is a variation in the coolant
velocity radially across the pin bundle, this effect is not expected to
significantly influence the likelihood of particulate,trapping. Even
if such an effect were determined, the basic conclusion regarding the im-
probability of local blockage formation would not be impacted since these
radial effects would only serve to differentiate debris retention proba-
bilities between two large regions (i.e. the central portion of the bundle

.and the outer row of pins adjacent to the duct). No specific local re-
gion for particulate collection could result from the varying radial velo-
city profile. Particles which pass through the filtering action of the
fuel pin attachment assembly which are larger than 0.056 inches or possess
some. characteristic, such as shape, which.might enhance entrapment in the

.. pin bundle would likely become trapped in the first few inches of the bun-
dle... Such:entrapment would result in a very minor local flow disturbance
which wouldnot impact fuel pin performance.since the occurrence iss far.
below the-heated zone. The drag characteristics of any particle smaller
than 0.056 inches are such that they will be easily swept along by the
.coolant. 'Thsettlingveocit-Fs approximately 2.5fps compared to an

average coolant velocity of about 13.8fps in the lowest flow assemblies
in the core. Hence any particles small enough to enter the pin bundle
will 'ereadily carried.through the bundle and,no settling of particles
into the bundle from regions above it could occur.

Analyses of irradiated swelling and thermal expansion show that
these effects would change-the channel dimensions only very slightly. At
the worst'location, between one half and three quarters up the core, the
maximum flow. channel closure would be only about 0.003 inches at the wire
wrap/fuel rod support planes. This small variation is considered to be
of negligible consequence. Therefore there is no mechanism by which a
significant planar blockage could form at a given elevation. Furthermore
there are no .reported occurences of particle entrapment within fuel and
test assemblies that have been removed from U.S. and. foreign liquid metal,
fast breeder reactors..25

There is no mechanism known by which a coherent in-core blockage.
(i.e., a blockage of several connected channels around adjacent pins at the
same axial core position) could be formed. Nevertheless, such a blockage was
postulated and discussed in Section 15.4.1.3.3.
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15.4.1.3.1 Prevention and Detection ....

Flow blockages of CRBRP fuel, radial blanket, and control assemblies
:are extremely unlikely due to. design features,..cleanliness requirements during
construction, precautionary. operations .carried out during hintial sodium fill
and testing', and sodium purity requirements during reactor operation.. Postu-.:•
lated blockage mechanisms.of the-core assemblies are: (a) large and (b) small V
non-degradable debris left behind during construction, (c) degradable, material
left behind during construction, (d) corrosion products, (e) sodium-lubricant
reaction products, and (f) failed fuel debris.

During pre-startup accep, ncetesting, filters in simulated core
assemblies remove, particles larger than 100 microns from the sodium coolant,
eliminating.small particles from the, system prior to initial startup.. The.
lower reactor internals, are designed to-prevent a flow blockage to one or,.
more assemblies by-providing multiple flow paths to each core assembly. This.
precaution.prevents:a "Fermi type" incident.i.e,,.a flat plate completely
blocking thd.flow.to one or more core. assemblies. Duringreactor operationI the sodium is checked regularly to confirm. that it meets the purity require-
ments of RDT •Standard. Al-5T, March 1976. Additionall, during normal operation the
primary'coolant js.continuously being.circu••lated through .old traps.to remove
any foreign parti.cl.es,.in the sodium.. The following flow blockage-mechanisms.
were considered.,in.the design of the. lower internals. and. reactor as semblies: ,

A. Large Debris

Large.debris consists of non-degradable materials, and would cause 0
a rapid flow blockage if it could occur., The design of lower internals
precludes:a large object (such as a plate) from:blocking a significant amount
of flow from entering any core. assembly by providing multiple flow paths to
each assembly. (See Section 15.4.1.5).. The largest particles which may.reach....
the fuel, radial .blanket or control assemblies are 0.25 inch in diameter
because...a:strainer plate with 0.25 inch diameter holes is located in the lower.
core modules..: The large debris flow blockage of an inlet module is discussed
in Section...15.4.1.4. No.detection mechanism is available to detect.a'flow..
blockagedue to large.debris. The feature to preclude major flow blockaqe"
at the module liner inlet is. the auxiliary flow port liner .design shown in
Section 4.2.
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B. Small Debris

Small debris in the reactor can result from material left behind
during construction such as nuts and bolts, tools, or non-degradable gloves.
Safeguards against such small debris causing a flow blockage include multiple flow
paths to each core assembly. The largest particles to reach an assembly are
0.25 inch in diameter. Particles smaller than 0.056 inch will pass through
a fuel assembly rod bundle, 0.089 inch will pass through a radial blanket
assembly rod bundle, and 0.080 inch will pass through a control assembly rod
bundle. The 0.056 inch particles will be swept from the rod bundle in the
core fuel assemblies, and 0.089 inch particles will be swept from the radial
blanket assemblies in orificing zones 6 and 7, 0.086 inch particles will be
swept out in zone 8, and 0.021 inch particles will be swept out in zone 9.
Particles larger than 0.056 inch, 0.080 inch, and 0.089 inch, but smaller than
0.25 inch will become trapped either at the entrance to the rod bundle or
in the first few inches of the rod bundle.

The mechanism preventing core assembly blockages due to small
debris are:

1. Cleanliness requirements during construction of the primary
system

2. Cleanliness requirements of the fill sodium

3. Pre-operational cleanup of the primary system with the core
special filters assemblies

4. Use of the cold trap during-normal operation

5. Normal operating sodium cleanliness requirements.

Detection of a core assembly blockage is difficult. Because the
maximum particle size to reach an assembly is 0.25 inch in diameter, and the

41 potential hangup spot for these particles is a hexagonal shape 4.335 inches
across flats many particles are required to block a small percentage of the
flow area. Figure 15.4.1.3-1 shows that a 50% area flow blockage reduces the
assembly flow by approximately 5%. The 5% reduction in flow is the minimum
detectable if thermocouples were located at the assembly ou~tlets. The possi-
bility of a 50% or larger flow blockage due to small debris occurring is.
extremely low because there will not be a substantial amount of small debris
in the primary system. If a detectable flow blockage were to occur, it would
probably occur in a large number of assemblies. The current design calls for

32 coolant outlet temperatures to be monitored for each fuel
assembly. These thermocouples may enhance detection capability of excess
coolant outlet temperatures that could rise from flow blockages (See
Section 4.4.5).

I
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C. Corrosion Products

During operation of-the reactor mass transfer of corrosion products will occur
frcni hotI areas to cold. The mass transfer mechanism will deposit
approximately 120 lb/yr of products in the hot leg piping and "IHX, Very
little will: return to the core Inlet during normal operation. The deposits
consist of a brittle, flaky and fraglle material with a maximum deposit
thickness of approximately 0.010 inch. The deposits' may be released from the
IHX during athermal shock on the IHX or an incident such as a check valve
accidently closing causing a "sodium hammer" effect. The corrosion products
wll Ithenconsist of ýsmal I particles of 0.01- inch. or less. 'These particl es
will passI hrough the core assemblies with negl igible effects. If debris
deposition occurs It will not occur preferentially. Conservative estimates of
debri•sdeposition at:the -pin-attachment location have shown that over the 3
year lIIfetlme of the fuel ,assembl Ies, a fIlm thIckness of 0.6 mrIIs would
result. This would cause a i.7% reduction in.flow area which would have no
adverse effects on fuei pin performance. A study was performed to determine
the physical characteristics of corrosion product deposits (Reference 79).
The results of this study are consistent with the above described properties
and behavior expected of such deposits.

Additionally, th6ereactor'operator wl I know when a check valve closes or a
thermal shock ocCurs onIanIHX, warn Ing him of the potential release of

, corrosion products.

D. Products .of Degradable Mater ials

[ Although highly unli kely, degradable materials such as plastic,: rubber, or
cotton g!oves, may be left behInd during construction of the reactor. These
materials wlill therma/[lly decompose on contact with hot sod.ium and the residue
removed by the screens in"the sImulated core assemblies during pre-startup
tests. :

1. Qualilty Control during construction will minimize if not eliminate the
amount of material left behind.

2. The lower Internals design prov~ides multple flow paths to each Inlet
module so that each assembly will receive coolant, ev!en If one flow
path Is blocked.

3. Most of these materlals degrade Into ashes on contact with hot sodium.

4. The simulated-core assembl ies will remove the ashes during pre-startup
testing and the cold trap wil I continue to remove the degraded
products from the pr Imary system during operation.

I
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E. Lubricant Reaction Products

Lubricants Inadvertently released to the sodium coolant are another potential
source of flow blockage. Several potential sources of lubricant in the-
primary syStem have been identified, Including pump bearing and seal, and the
fuel handling machine, among others. The check.valves have no lubricant and
all auxillary systems are designed with no hydrocarbons In their cooling
systems. The fuel handling machine may emit minute quantities of grease which
will have no adverse effects on the sodium purity or flow blockage potential.
As discussed i.n Section 5.3.2.3.1, the pump bearing seal Is designed to
prevent oil from leaking Into the primary coolant. Lubricant leaking past the
seal Is collected in the leakage reservoir and does not enter the primary
sodium, Since the leakage reservoir. Is sized to hold 150% of the total oil
inventory, even if it.is postulated that the entire lubricant supply leaks
through the seal, oil would still not enter the primary coolant. If such a.
large leak were postulated to occur, the oil level Indicator in the leakage
reservoir would immediately notify the operator of.-significant losses of.
lubricant. In addition a pump would be activated which would drain the
leakage reservoir transporting the excessive oil to a holding tank--on the
operating-floor.

Experiments where DTE-24 turbine oil (a candidate for pump seal lubricant) was
mixed wIth sodium (850 and 10500 F) have shown that oil decomposes rapidlyforming volatile hydrocarbons:,hydrogen.,and carbonaceous particulates. The

particulates are friable, low density, and very smallI (less than I m.l). Such 0
particles would be swept along with the primary coolant. Because of their
small size, these particles would not become trapped within•the pin bundle.
Furthermore, because of the extremely low concentra tlon (even for large ooil
leakages), even if .the particles are postulated to ,collect In the pin bundle,
they•would be spread randomly across the core and:bl-anket-and notcresult In a
significantf~low-blockage. An Indication of a very large lubricant leakage
could be'prov.ided' by. the hydrogenjmonitIors which continuously monitor the
reactor cover gas. In conclusion, even though oil leakages into the primary
sodium are improbable and the situation could be detected, the consequences of
identifled potential sources of lubricant.would not impact fuel pin
performance.

F. Slow Blockages Caused by Failed Fuel Debris

During normal reactor operation a few fuel and radial bl:anket rodscan be
expected to fail. Most of these will be gas leakers, but a small percentage
may have. fuel directly exposed.to-the sodium, or may allow sodium to enter the
rod, causing sodium logging. The effects of the sodium logging may cause
small, locailzed blockages in the assemblies-. The failures will not propagate-to other. rods and they willI not causer any'changes in total assembly .flow or
outlet temperature, thus they are not detectable by Instrumentation.
Prevention of these failed fuel blockages Is accomplished by a conservative
design of the assembly fuel rods as Indicated In Section 4.2.1. Initial
detection of a failed fuel rod Is done by the Cover Gas Monitoring System.
The Gas Tag System determines which assembly has failed and the Delayed
Neutron Detectors determines if fuel is directly exposed to the sodium.
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. 15.4.1.3.2 Consequences of Blockage of a Core Assembly

The result of partial blockage of the fuel rod bundle inlet is a reduction in
assembly flow rate as illustrated in Figure 15.4.1.3-2. While existence of
extensive Inlet blockage is quite unlikely, as discussed earlier, its effect
on coolant flow Is also relatively small. The inlet flow area has to be more
than 50% blocked before a significant reduction in' flow takes place. As shown
in Figure-15.4.1.3-1, a blockage in excess of 80% is required to raise the
coolant outlet temperature by more than 2000 F. Blockages of this magnitude
are extremely improbable and no mechanism or source can be postulated by which
such a'blockage could occur.

An analysis was performed to determine the maximum cladding temperature due to
complete blockage of a fuel assembly outlet .nozzle during refueling. It was
found that, even using a conservative anal ysis, the maximum cladding
temperature for this accident (if it occurs after 6 hours 'from shutdown) would
be less than that for operating conditions.

15.4.1.3.3 Ifn-Core Passive Local Blockage (Non-Heat Generating)

The increase in the'wake temperature behind a blockage'depends on the axial
location,' radial location, and the blockage size. Flow rate and heat flux are
also Importa'nt parameters. Two-basic types of blockages have been identifled
(Ref. 34) ; athree-rdImensIonal center or off-center blockage, and a two-
dimensional edge blockage. For otherwise equal conditions, a two-dimensional
blockage Is worse because the wake is larger and the residence time, , is
larger. This factor has been verified experimentally (Ref. 35 and 36). The
reason a two-dimensional blockage has a larger wake is because the drag
coefficient Is larger.

Ca lculI tionhs •were. made to determine the average :and maximum fluid temperature
in the wake region behind a central six channel blockage. Cladding
temperatures were also calculated. The results are shown in Table
15.4.1.3.3-1. 'Methods used to calculate the results are similar to those
discussed In Section 15.4.3.3. Heat transfer coefficients were obtained from
the sodium flow blockage data (Ref. 36, and 37).

It can be seen from the table that at either the mi dplane or thee core exit
plane, the post:uLated six channel center blockage would cause temperatures
w hich are consbiiderably lower than the temperature corresponding to prompt
cladding6 faillure."
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If the six channel blockage occurred on the edge. of the fuel assembly, the.
hydraulics.would still be quasi-three dimensional, Although the dimensionless
residencetlRmetR wouldbe larger, the colde( edge fid flowingby the small

blockage should partially compensate f6r'the higher tR. Only lf! the six-
channel blockage occurred In a corner, woulId there truly be a two-dimensional
effect, posslblV producing higher wake and cladding temperatures than shown In
Table 15.4.1.3.3-1. Because of uncertainties in existing edge blockage data
and prediction models, two-dimensional definitive blockage, calculations for
edge channels were not made. An appropriate evaluation indicates however that
even a true two-dimensional corner blockage of six subchannels does not cause
excessive mid-wall cladding temperatures.*

15.4.1.3.4 ln-CoreActive Blockage (Heat-Generatlng) .

An in-core heat-generating blockage can on.ly arise from gross fuel faliure.
- Delayed neutrons from decaying fission products which are released when the

failure occurs wili. be detectable and will alert .the operator within one
minuteafter the event. However, assuming that failure s .not detectable, a

heat generating blockage.would result, which, contrary.to the basic
assumpti~onsmade earli.er .c6ncernihngnon-hea.-generang bockages,would be

-porous.,.,:1 genera, compar ison of porous and. nonporous. block'ages 0il be6_%
discussed firt. T~he-discussion is.:applicable to both core, blanket, and
control..assemrbl es...

Porous Blockages U
As cited previously, a mechanism which can cause'a non-heat.-generating.,
complete blockage of one or more flow channels within a core, radial-blanket
or control rod assembly has not been identified. Nevertheless, if acomplete

.'blockage of Ione or more flow channels does occur byI agrad'ual, local bui.dup ofdebris, the blockage, will be porous. In fact, even a'graduallyformed heat-

generating blockages'should be porous. The question to be answered is, given a
porous and a..nonporous blockage of otherwise simila.r characteristics, which,
one causes higher coolant and/or cladding temperatures in the reglon ofthe
blockage? In the light of existing data this question is""answered In the
followlng paragraphs..,
Leakage. fiw.throug'h ablockage Increases the static base pressurd immedlately1

downstream of the"blockage (Ref. 35, 38, 39, 40)." The result is a decrease in
the drag coefficient across the blockage and a decrease in the volume of the
near-wake region. As the leakage area ratio 8L increases

*Data (Ref. 36) showed no safety problems for 14 edge channels blocked In a
19-rod fuel assembly.
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from zero to unity, the drag. coefficient for a..three-dimensional blockage.
(a blockageremoved from the assembly can) decreasesfrom 1.O .to zero.,.
Increased leakage flow moves the wake downstream and decreases its volume

•and the. circulation intensity within the wake. Kirsh (Ref. 35) reported
experimental data for the rod bundles showing that thewake region essentially
disappears when the ratio of the flow rate through the blockage to the steady.
state flow rate is greater than 0.15-. For a two-dimensional blockage',
Castro's data indicates that the wake region is very weak when fL is approxi-.
mately 0.3. Bearman s (Ref. 39) data are similar. The most important€con-
sideration, however, is not whether the wake disappears, but rather what are
the temperature effects with leakage flow through blockage. Kirsch (Ref. 35)
reported that for a leakage area fL of the order of 0.05 and a central blockage
area-ratio S equal-to 0.411, leakage reduced the. wake temperature 100OF for
the SNR thermal conditions. The basic data reported by Kirsch were obtained.
in a full size water loop. Recently ORNL obtained basic wake flow entrainment
data in a triple size water loop and used these data.to compute the coolant
temperature increase caused by a 14 sub-channel edge blockage in a 19 rod
bundle. A-comparison was then made between the calculated temperature increase
and the temperature increase obtained from measurements in a full scale 19 rod
assembly having sodium flowing at a rated power level of 5 kW/ft and .26 ft/sec.
The leakage area ratio was of the order of 0.10. Their data indicates that
leakage substantially reduced the fluid temperature in the blockage region
(Ref. 36). Interpretation of the ORNL data indicates an approximate 100'F
blockage fluid temperature decrease as a result of leakage. The conclusion.
is that any leakage will reduce the wake fluid and cladding temperatures,
thus, the assumption of a non-porous blockage is conservative.

Leakage flow is very effective in reducing the wake temperature and.
in. particular the cladding temperature because the leakage flow acts most
effectively where it is needed directly behind the blockage. As the leakage.leaves the blockage, the small jets, as they expand, create considerable..
turbulence.

Both Kirsch and ORNL used a direct leakage path through the blockage,

i.e., drilled holes, off-set blockage plate. The hydraulic resistance of
.such a passage is considerably lower than for the tortou.s path through a
blockage consisting of small. particles. The result is that the coolant

.velocity through a direct leakage path, for the same porosity is

.than for the type porous blockage envisioned in a reactor (Ref. 41, 42). 'Thus,
•porous blockages,.even with high porosity, would be expected to bb more
similar to non-porous blockage. The previous conclusion in regard to
non-porous blockages being conservative is nevertheless still valid.

.Effects of Heat-Generating Blockage

There are no experimental data describing the effects of heat-
generating blockage on fuel rod performance. Such information has-not been
obtained from in-pile or out-of-pile studies. If the heat generating blockage
caused a wake to form downstream of the blockage, much of the hydraulic

1
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wake discussion of the effects of non-heat-generating blockage would be
expected to be valid. The additional factor and complication is local
heat-transfer and temperature distribution within the blockage itself.

A 'thermal-hydraulic model was devised for a local heat generating
blockage; the model was one-dimensional (Ref. 43). The purpose was to
determine the heat transfer performance of sodium flowing through a porous
medium having internal heat generation. The porous heat thickness which
caused coolant boiling was determined as a function of the average effective
particle diameter for various bed positions. Over a range of fuel debris.
sizes of 100 to 1000 lim and bed porosity of 0.25 to.0.50 it was concluded
that for an average particle size of 500 to 600 pm and a bed porosity equal
to 0.35 to 0.45, a quantity of 2 to 5 grams of fuel per flow channel would
be required to produce boiling and:that steady state temperatures within the
porous medium would be obtained shortly after blockage was initiated., The.
axial location was midplane of the *highest power fuel assembly. The actual.
blockage height was, therefore, approximately 0.4 to 0.8 inches, a height
larger than a fuel pellet. This is a substantial amount of fuel., For these6
thick blockages, local fuel rod failure might occur releasing fission gas
slowly, but no rods outside the blockage zone would be expected to fail.
Experimental: data is required to substantiate this analysis (See Sec-,
tion 1.5.2.1.),. It is probable that a three-dimensional analytical model sup-
ported by experimental data, would indicate even larger amounts of heat...
generating debris would-be required to cause boiling.

The postulated formation of a heat generating bl ockagl.impl.ies the presence
of fuel material in the flow channel. Consequently, this imp ies that

a fuel pin has already failed. Any material from that failed fuel pin0
having blockage potential would be expected to remain adjacent to the
failure location. Otherwise it would-be swept out of the assembly due
to the disDersive nature of flow in a wire wrap assembly (References.
73 and 74., The failure location referred to above is

presumed to mean the location within a fuel pin adjacent to one that has
already failed.

Although it is not possible to -predict the exact location of pin failure

resulting from severe local overheating, it is expected that any breach
would occur, somewhere close to the location of the maximum cladding tem-
perature since the clad strength decreases with increasing temperature.
For the case of a postulated heat generating blockage, the maximum cladding
temperature will occur in sections of cladding adjacent to the exit (top)
of the porous blockage. Hence this is a likely location of any pin failure
that occurs. However, since pin failure is dependent on several para-
meters, including local fuel-clad interaction as well as clad temperature,
the location of the clad breach cannot be generalized..-. 125
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15.4.1.3.5 Postulated Local Boiling Effects; Core Assembly

There is no basic difference in the method used to calculate the
blockage size which might cause local boiling and the method used to calcu-
late the effects of smaller size blockages. Table 15.4.1.3.5-1 shows the
calculated sizes of central blockages, fraction area blocked and the boiling
temperatures assumed at the midplane and exit plane of the core.

Table 15.4.1.3.5-1 illustrates the significant difference between
blockage at the exit and midplane. Recent measurements by ORNL show that the
temperature increase caused by a six channel central blockage can be detected
at least a foot downstream of the blockage. However, it is unlikely that it
could be detected above the fuel assembly.

True edge blockages might be more severe. However, there are not
sufficient data to calculate the boiling blockage area with any degree of
confidence.

15.4.1.3.6 Long Term Effects of a Hot Spot

In the preceeding sections the effects of inlet flow blockages and
non-heat generating and heat generating in-core blockages have been discussed.
One effect of these blockages is to increase the local cladding temperature
in the vicinity of the blockage. If these blockages go undetected over a long
period of time, the burnup capability of the core fuel rods would be reduced.
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the life Figure 15.4.1.3.6-1 shows the effect of a temperature increase over

the life of the fuel rod on .the lifetime of the statistical hot. rod at core
outlet. This curve is based upon the time to reach 0.2% ductility limited
strain during steady state operation. It is conservative since it.is assumed
that the design temperature just allows the design life to be achieved. As
shown in Figure 15.4.1.3.6-1, a temperature increase of 15'F would have to
*act over 90% of the design life for a premature failure to occur.

No adverse consequences would be expected from premature failure
since it would be of no worse consequence than the stochastic fuel pin failure
discussed in Section 15.4.1.1.

15.4.1.3.7 Local Boiling Stability and Dry-Out

Theoretical anal'ysis (Ref. 44) of local boiling in the wake behind a
blockage large enough to be detected indicates that boiling will not lead to.
rapid dry-out, fuel pin failure and ejection of molten fuel, flow instability,
bulk-coolant boiling and gross melting of cladding. It should be remembered
that even when the hot spot in the wake fluid reaches the local boiling
temperature the average wake fluid temperature is considerably. lower. (A
maximum-to-average wake fluid temperature ratio equal to 1.3 is used). An
important basis of this one-dimensional analysis is that because of the short
lifetime, of bubbles, local dry-out *is unlikely to occur during the lifetime
of a bubble because a thin liquid layer remains on the fuel rod surface.
Moreover,.where little or no superheat is required for local boiling, the
wake subcooling *prevents the steady state vapor velocity from.exceeding the
liquid film destruction velocity (flooding).

Schleisiek (Ref..45, 46) conducted tests in which 12 subchannels were
blocked. This geometry represented a two-dimensional cut out of a 61-rod
bundle with a central blockage of 37 rods. Local boiling conditions were
achieved in the wake behind the blockage. In the absence of superheat,
boiling started with the formation of small, hardly detectable bubbles. The
temperature in the boiling area did not exceed significantly the saturation
temperature (1450-1700°F). Nearly all the bubbles collapsed completely and
the succeeding, bubble was formed without delay. Dry out of the test section
wall was observed only when very high superheat caused instability of the
total sodium flow. High sodium boiling superheats are not expected under
reactor conditions.

Pressure. Drop Caused by Blockage

In the ORNL blockage tests using a 19-rod triple scale assembly, the
pressure drop was measured for the rod bundle with no internal blockage
plates and for the bundle with two different central blockage plates and
three edge blockage plates (Ref. 36). Both edge and central blockage plates
produced similar pressure drop increase characteristics. The edge blockage.
plate which obstructed one-third of the flow area caused a 60% increase inp . pressure drop; the plate which blocked 60% of the area caused a 230% increase
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in the pressure drop. The pressure drop relation proposed by Novendstern 6)
(Ref. 47) gave a good correlation of the data. When applied to CRBRP core
which-has a length to diameter ratio (L/D) in the order of L/D = 700, a 40%
blockage is predicted to cause a 10% increase in pressure drop or a %3%
reduction in flow. This is in agreement with earlier theoretical predictions.
However, as stated earlier for large blockages which might cause local
boiling, the temperature difference caused by the blockage might *persist far
downstream of the blockage. A test is planned to determine whether a
temperature abnormality caused by a blockage can be.detected by exit thermo-
couples in a full size CRBRP core assembly (See Section 1.5.2.1). A
temperature difference of 5 to 8 degrees can be detected by thermocouples,
whereas a local blockage causing boiling produces a local temperature
difference of 700 to 900'F.

15.4.1.4 Postulated Module Inlet Blockage

Because of the redundancy of the flow path (discussed in Sec-

411 tion 15.4.1.4.1), the occurrence Of a module inlet blockage is very remote.
The presence of any material in the primary circuit which might instantaneously.
block, the redundant module primary inlets is considered incredible in view
of the procedures and safeguards applied in the design against such an
occurrence. Particles larger than 0.25 inches in diameter entering through
the inlet holes in the module liner will be stopped at the strainer holes in
the stem of the inlet module. Thus, there could not be particles large
enough to block any or part of the six 3/4 x 2.25 inch radial slotted radial
entrances to the assemblies. A blockage of one or two of these holes would not J

41 affect the flow to the assembly noticeably, neither would blockage of a few or
even one-half of the strainer holes, since the entrance pressure drop is but
a small fraction of the assembly pressure gradient. Thus, no noticeable
flaw redistribution will occur. The same can be shown for blockage of one'
or even two of the three module inlet holes.

However, in the unlikely event of complete blockage of the primary
inlet holes by pliant type debris, such as coveralls, the auxiliary flow paths

41 (See Figure 4.2-39) in each module liner and module would providea secondary
flow path to the module. Thus the redundancy built into the lower internals
design assures that regardless of the postulated blockage mode, sufficient
supplementary flow paths are provided to assure coolant flow to each module.

15.4.1.4.1 Prevention and Detection of Module Inlet Blockage

Complete blockage of an inlet module is considered extremely
improbable because of the multiple flow paths and geometric configuration
of the inlet modules. The module liner has 6 primary inlet holes with
an additional set of inlet ports located just below the CSS lower surface 0
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which supplies flow to the module. An intIgral-hexagonal debris barrier
(See Figure 4.2-39) partitions the safety auxiliary ports from the primary

. ports. To restrict flow significantly to the fuel assemblies within the
module some object must close off both the 6 liner inlet holes and the
auxiliary ports spaced around the circumference of the module. An object

41 postulated to block the primary inlet geometry might be a cannister
.of diameter large enough to fit around the module liner and sufficient length.

41 I to cover two tiers of three .3.5 in. dia. holes axially adjacent to.each other.
However, there are no known sources for objects of this nature in the inlet
plenum. The hexagonal debris barriers of each module liner mesh together
forming a continuous flat plate above the primary ports with sufficient
apperture to allow coolant entrance and to form a secondary coolant plenum
for auxiliary cooling to the modules. The barrierformed precludes the
entrance of debris large enough to completely block off the auxiliary ports.
In the event the liner and module primary ports become blocked the liner and
module draw high pressure cooling sodium from the secondary plenum via the

• auxiliary ports.

One could postulate that an object could enter from the side of this
region and flow upward to the location of the inlet slots. However, because

41 of the geometric configuration of the module.liners:, no canister shaped object
could enter the region. and encapsulate the module liner to the degree
necessary to substantially reduce flow in the module.

Although there is no source for such an object, the geometric configuration
is such that an object could be postulated to be transported to the location
of'the inlet holes and block one of the 6 entrances. However, this would
only reduce flow by less than 5%, creating no significant increase in the fuel
pin operating temperatures.

The transport of objects in the flow system that could cause blockage.
is influenced by the change of direction of the flow and also the velocity
change which to a degree is a measure of the fluids ability to transport larger
solid objects. The reactor inlet flow is through 24 inch diameter inlet pipes.
which direct the flow downward into the inlet plenum. The ratio of plenum
area to inlet pipe area is large so the upward flow velocity toward the module
inlets is reduced and the ability to carry sizeable objects is reduced in
proportion.

On the assumption that an entire module does become blocked, such a
blockage could be detected by observing the outlet temperature rise as
indicated by the thermocouples located in the outlet plenum. A discussion of
the functional requirements for thi-s instrumentation is contained in
Section 4.4.5. It should be emphasized that safety considerations do not
re~quire thermocouples to monitor the outlet'temperature because of the 'extreme
improbability of a module inlet blockage of sufficient size to cause change.
in the fuel assemblies.

I
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15.4.1.5 Small Gas Bubble Passage Through Fuel, Radial Blanket and
-Control Rod Assemblies

15.4.1.5.1 Prevention and Detection of Gas Entrainment

The heat transport system incorporates design features to preclude

gas bubbies from entering the core.. These include:

a. Vents provided to eliminate possible gas pockets that may
form during sodium fill.

b. A low cover gas pressure which~reduces: gas entrainment.

c. A continuous bleed from the top of the IHX to prevent
accumulation of gas during operation is provided.

d. The primary pump is designed to eliminate vortexing and gas
entrainment.

e. A high fluid velocity in the piping between the pump discharge
and the vessel inlet minimizes the possibility of gas entrainment.

f. A vortex suppressor at the optimum depth to prevent gas
entrainment is located in the outlet plenum.

g One or more holes with special pressure reducers will be
provided in the core support cone to vent gas from underneath
the cone to the outlet plenum..

Basically, the philosophy is to insure through development testing (See
Section 1.5.2.1) that entrainment will not occur; thus explicit detection
equipment will not be necessary. From the discussion in Section 15.2.3.2 one
can see, however, that gas bubbles of consequential magnitude in the core
would produce reactivity insertions (and,.a resultant power burst) that could
be detected by the reactor flux monitors (e.g., a 4 inch high - 8 row bubble
would produce over a factor of four increase in reactor power but increase the
maximum cladding temperature by only 68°F).

15.4.1.5.2 Dispersion of Large Gas Masses in Lower Plenum

Gas injection tests in an inlet plenum mock-up of the FFTF have
demonstrated that even if gas is introduced coherently into the plenum through
the inlet nozzles, the gas bubble would be broken up in the plenum. It was
found that the bubbles-formed after the initial break-up are dispersed across
the core before entry. A coherent large bubble that could cause a large'
reactivity is thus precluded. This same type testing will be performed for the
CRBRP inlet plenum which is geometrically similar to that of FFTF. It should
be re-emphasized that design features have been included such that there is no
source of large bubbles and this testing is being performed to provide added
.surety of safety.

10
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15.4.1.5.3 Consequences of Small Gas Bubbles

The consequences of large coherent gas bubbles passing through the
CRBRP core were discussed in detail in Section 15.2.3.2. For this type
bubble, there was a temperature increase to the cladding due -to the positive
reactivity insertion causing a power burst and due to the insulation effect of
the bubble passing along the cladding surface in the heater region. For
small bubbles-, however, the temperature increase on fuel, radial blanket and
control assembly pin cladding would be due only to the insulation effect
since the re-actor power changes would be insignificant (as discussed in the
next section).

15.4.1.5.4 Reactivity Effects of Small Gas Bubbles

In Section 15.2.3.2 it was shown. that for a bubble that *is 1 i-nch
high - 8 rows in radial extent or one that is 4 *inches high -- 4 rows i-n
radial extent the reactor power increase due to the positive reactivity
insertion would be no more than about 30%-; negligible cladding temperature
increases were shown to result. The effect was a very quick power burst of
a duration less than 0.1 second. It can thus be concluded that *the reactivity
effects of small*gas bubbles should be of negligible consequence.

15.4.1.5.5- Thermal Effects of Gas Bubbles

A conservative analysis was performed to determine the worst case
temperature effect of small gas bubbles blanketing fuel , radial blanket and
control rod pins. For the duration that a bubble of-given length would cover
a section -of cladding, all -the heat lost from the pin was assumed to go into
heating of the cladding. The duration of blanketing is the length of the
bubble divided by the bubble velocity. The bubbles were assumed to move with
the sodium coolant velocity for the hot pin in the particular type assembly
being analyzed. This assumption of zero slip between the sodium and gas is
conservative since, if the bubble moves faster, the blanketing time would be
less. Two locations were considered - the center of the active core and the
top of the active core. The hot pin results for the three types of assemblies
are shown on Figures 15.4.1.5-1, -2, and -3. As can be seen, the worst
location with respect to temperature rise during blanketing is, as would
be expected, at the center of core. However, cladding temperatures at this
location are about 200'F cooler at steady state than those at the top of the
active core. Thus the most limiting position with regard to the maximum
temperatures that would be attained (steady state plus transient increase)
would be at the.top of the active core. To cause a 25 0 F increase at this
position would take a 5.0 inch bubble for a fuel assembly, a 7.5 inch bubble
for a radial blanket assembly and over 12.0 inch bubble for a control
assembly. These results are conservatively based on the highest power generation
condition of each respective type pin considering all core conditions (i.e., BOEC
used for hot-fuel pin, EOEL used for the hot radial blanket pin and fully
inserted primary control assembly considered for control rod hot pin).

The above results are for bubbles thatwould enter the assemblies via
the inlet plenum of the reactor.. Gas blanketing due to the internal assembly
source of pin cladding failures is discussed in detail in Sections 15.4.1.1,
15.4.2.1 and 15.4.3.1.
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15.4.1.5.6 Mechanical Effects of Small Gas Bubbles

As discussed in the previous section,,a postulated 5.0 inch long eer)
bubble would be required to. insulate a fuel. pin at the top of the active core
sufficient to produce' a 2:5F cladding temperature rise. A transient temperature
increase: of this magnitude which has a duration of only a few tenths of a
second or less should not.produc.e any-significant additional degradation of
the cladding lifetime capability.

The passage of the small gas bubble through the core should not be
a cyclic process where the same bubble constantly enters the reactor with
the coolant after.making the primary loop circuit. Once the bubble passes
through the Core and reaches the fairly -low velocity outlet plenum pool, it
should rise through the sodium and be deposited in the reactor cover gas. If
this bubble does not settle out in this first low velocity region it could do
so in the IHX inlet plenum where again there is a low sodium velocity.

Even though the passage of bubbles along the same pin would not be
expected to be a cyclic process, an analysis has been performed to determine
the effect of 106 cycles of a 25.F temperature rise at the same cladding
position due to small gas bubble passage. The results showed that no
significant cladding damage would be itncurred.

15.4.2 Control Assemblies

15.4.2.1 Stochastic Absorber Pin Failures

15.4.2.1.1 Prevention and Detection. .

Stochastic failure is a postulated random failure due to some extra-
ordinary cause outside the predictable realm. Conservative design philosophy
provides, margins which minimize stochastic failures. Accordingly, the design
of the absorber pins is based on conservative loads and structural criteria,
and a high degree of quality control is exercised in the manufacture and
assembly of the pins and their assembly in the core.

The design criteria for the absorber pin given in Section 4.2.3.1
include-conservatism to ensure safe and reliable performance. Steady
state stress limits are held below the proportional limit whereas failure
would be expected near the ultimate stress...The cumulative damage function
and strain criteria for pin failure includes conservatism by use of worst
case. loads.for all operating modes, upper. bounds on plant conditions and 2a
hot channel factors,with 3a hot channel factors used for the worst case
emergency event.

Stringent quality inspections of the pin components and assemblies
assures that the occurrence of manufacturing defects are minimized. Assembly
of .pins of incorrect enrichments in a control assembly is prevented by
.geometric discrimination features of the structures as.is.placement of a
control rod in an incorrect core position (Section 4.2.3).
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Therefore, failure of an absorber pin is unlikely under any predictable
conditions. Adequate margins are provided for worst case loads and
environments to prevent such failures, and the effects of a postulated failure
on operation and control of the reactor can be shown to be minimal.

15.4.2.1.2 Thermal Effects of Gas Release

The potential mechanisms for absorber pin failure propagation resulting from
the thermal effects of helium release from a failed absorber pin Include gas
jet blanketing of an adjacent pin and flow reversal resulting from rapid gas
release.

Experimental determination of the effects of gas jet blanketing of adjacent
fuel pins in core fuel assemblies was discussed In Section 15.4.1.1.3. It was
found that the maximum effect was a temperature Increase of about 432°F at a
surface heat flux of 7.93 x 105 Btu/hr-ft 2 , with the temperature Increase
proportional to the heat flux. This maximum effect occurs over a narrow range
of hole sizes and of pressure ratios across the hole.

These results were applied to the hottest absorber rod Including hot channel
factors and overpowerl It:was conservatively assumed that both the maximum
cladding mldwall Itemperature and the maximum lilnear• heat rating were at'their
maximum values of 12250F and 9.43 kW/ft., respectively, even though these
values could'not occur on the same pin and at the:same elevation. The result
was 110OF increase in maximum cladding midwall temperature to 1335°F.• This Is
well below the :temperature of 1600°F which may be assumed as the guideline
failure limit for short term transients. Therefore, although the geometrical
configuration of the experiment differed from that of the control rod, It Is
Considered Very unlikely that an absorber pin cladding failure would result in
cladding fallure of an adjacent pin due to jet blanketing.

Furthermore, if failure of an adjacent pin were assumed to occur, the
resulting jet-would be directed back to the original failed pin, and
therefore, failures would be.self-limiting (see Section 15.4.1.1.3).,

With regard to the effect of flow reversal resulting from rapid gas release, a
conservative analysis was done to ascertain how long an absorber pin would
have to be completely insulated before the'fallure temperature-(assumed to be
16000 F) would be reached. The length of time required for the cladding
temperature to reach a specified failure point depends on the absorber pin
power generation rate in the area covered by the gas, the size of the area
covered, and the rate of cooling by the gas and any entrained liquid In the
gas. An analysis was performed conservatively assuming that the gas
contributed no heating or cooling to the neighbor cladding, the gas surrounded
the pin (3600 angular coverage) totally eliminating heat removal, the maximum
linear power was 9.43 ft. and the Initial cladding midwall temperature was
1255 0 F (even though these two conditions never occur together), and the heat
flux into the cladding 'remained constant (even though it would actuallyr decrease as the cladding temperature Increased). For this case, the time
required for the cladding midwall temperature to reach 1600OF was 2.3 seconds.
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The analytical model which was developed to determine the effects of rapid gas ,

release (Section 15.4.1.1.2) was applied to the Control Rod Assembly. The •'
results for a gas plenum pressure of 4000 psia and a large rupture located at
the bottom of the Control Rod are shown in Figure 15.4.2.1-1. The maximum gas
blanketing time resulting from an absorber rod failure Is about 0.15 seconds,
which is less than the conservatively calculated 2.3 seconds required for the
insulated cladding temperature to reach 1600 0 F. Therefore, pin failure
propagation as a result of rapid gas release from a failed absorber pin will
not occur.

15.4.2.1.3 Mechanical Effects of Gas Release

Absorber pin cladding failure results in the coolant adjacent to the rupture
being pressurized. The pressure available may be Inferred from out-of-pile
cladding burst experiments conducted in connection with EBR-ll, which were
discussed In Section 15.4.1.1.4. An analytical model was developed In which
all of the resistance to gas flow from the pin was assumed to occur at the
rupture. The gas bubble was assumed to be spherical and expanding withi- an
infinite sea of incompressible liquid. This simplified approach neglects the
effects.of the solid surfaces present. The model showed very good agreement
with.the experimental data in determining the peak bubble pressure although it
predircted more rapid pressure decay after the peak was reached. The peak
pressure_ýshowed little Influence of rupture area or of plenum volume. The
maineffect was that of plenum pressure as Is shown In Figure 15.4.1.1-3.
Using this figure for the absorber pin, which has a peak plenum pressure of
about 40000 psi,.the peak bubble pressure Is predicted to be about 540 psi. (j)
Because of the high acoustic velocity In sodium of the order of 7000 to 8000
feet per second, a pressure pulse with a rise time of the order of
microseconds would be required for a significant pressure differential across
an absorber pin. The pressure pulse risetimes found In the EBR-11 ducts-tests
and from the analytical model were severalhundred microseconds, and
therefore, no appreciable pressure differential across the pin Is expected by
this mechanism. However, the-case was considered of a force acting on an
adjacent pin or duct wall as a result of a gas jet from a failed pin impinging
on the adjacent pin or duct wall. Assuming the jet to be deflected at right
angles, the maximum impulse imparted to the adjacent structure resulting from
the gas release from both plenums is 0.597 lbf-sec.

0



The maximum impulse attainable from a failed absorber pin is
insufficient to fail an adjacent pin. Using a method discussed in Sec-
tion 15.4.1.1.4 for determining the maximum impulse attainable from a failed
pin, it can be shown that this pulse is not enoughAto cause progressive failure.
This conclusion is based upon a study of failure propagation (Ref. 1) in
which the:critical bending moment--the moment at which a fuel pin buckles to
form a plastic hinge--is developed as well as the maximum moment generated by
a given impulse on the pin. The failure impulse is defined as that impulse
which results *in the maximum moment equal to the critical moment.

15.4.2.1.4 Long Term Effects of Absorber Pin Failure

As discussed in 15.4.2.1.3, pin failure occurring near the end of an
operating cycle would have minimal effects due to the short time to
replacement at the cycle.

Postulated failure of a pin early in life also would have little
effect on the mechanical function of the control rod. Erosion tests of B4C
in flowing sodium.at 5 fps (Ref. 48.) have indicated very small loss rates
of approximately 50 mg/cm2 per 100 hr. Fault sizes in pins have been
estimated between I0- and 10-5 cm2 . Because of the small failure dimension,
contact between the sodium and the B4C is unlikely. However, any contact
would be at almost zero velocity, therefore, erosion rates would be negligible
if any did indeed occur. Thus, thereis a very small probability of
functional degradation of the.control rod due to early pin failure.

Particle size 'from erosion tests of irradiated B4 C has been shown
to have an average diameter of 0.0012 inch (Ref. 48) Particles of this si-ze
are not large enough to settle.out in flowing sodium and cause channel blockage.
The amount of B4C in the system in terms of-parts per million is so small
that abrasive wear in normal flow channels within the core would not occur.
With an average particle diameter of 0.0012 inch, the number of larger
particles is expected to be small. The small number of particles above about
3 to 4 mils that might exist are expected to settle out before reaching the
pump bearings. Particles less than ,3 mils are expected to flush through the
pump bearings without interaction. The combined low probabilities for release
of B4C and for particle sizes.which could be retained in the pump bearings.
results in an extremely low risk of pump damage.

15.4.2.2 Overpower Control Rod Assembly

15.4.2.2.1 Prevention and Detection of Control Rod Assembly Overpower

The principal overpower considerations for a control assembly are:
locating the assembly in the wrong core location;.an over-enriched B4 C
pin in a lower enrichment assembly; over-enriched pellets and improper
orificing. Discriminator posts at the bottom of the inlet'nozzle (see require-
ments in Section 4.2.3.1.5) prevent full insertion of a control assembly in an
undercooled control position or into the wrong core assembly location. The
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increased. elevation of the assembly in the wrong location prevents .release of
the assembly by the refuel:ing mechanisms. Discrimination features".are pro-
videdon theabsorber pin end: caps to' prevent loading:of a highly enriched
B4C pin into a lower enrichment assembly. The potential for over-enriched
pellets in-an assembly is minimized.by quality control in the assembly
process.

Manufacturing requirements limit the tolerance on B-lO content in
a pellet to %4% uncertainty from pellet density and B-lO enrichment. This
uncertainty is included in overall heat generation uncertainties for which. a
15% uncertainty is currently used for design analyses. Improper association
of orifices., discriminators and B4 C enrichment of the pin bund-le are con-
trolled by qualityassuranceprocedures including visual inspection.

51 The above: menti:oned..discrimination features and quality assurance
procedures as~sure that an overpower condition in a .control: assembly W.ould
be extremely.unlikely. In addition, control rods are overcooled (sodium
outlet temperature less than fuel assembly outlet) which provides extra

51 margin aga:nst an overpower condition by limiting steady state clad tem-

perda:tiure- td: lIess than: 1225 0 F even for the unexpected, fully inserted
primary control rod. The fully withdrawn secondary control rods and :pri-
mary control rods partially or fully withdrawn have even greater margins
against overpower conditions..

51j Even if an overpower situation occurs, it is shown in the. following

paragraphs that the resulting B4 C and.clad temperatures are below melting or short
termcOad failure limits. The principal effects- of locating an enriched
assembly in a natural B4 C location would be an increased rate of pin pressure
buildup and slightly higher clad temperatures.

15.4.2.2.2 Consequences of Overpower Pin for Steady State and.Design

Transients

To Consider the consequences of an overpower.pin in a control rod
assembly in thetCRBRP, it was postulated than an enriched primary control 1pin of 55% B-10o is mispiaced in the central. (or Row ) control rod location3
instead of the 20% natural!y-enriched B-1 loadings. The CRBRP primary
control system utilizes these two types of B-1O enrichments to load the

;,j B4 C absorbers, i.e. natural (20%) and enriched (50%) for its fifteen
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37-pin control assemblies depending on core cycles and in-core locations..
The current design. calls for the use of only natural B4 C in the central
location throughout the life of the core. Thus, the postulated overpower
pin can only occur.in the central assembly since all. other locations pro-
vide adequate cooling for enriched pins.

The peak power thermal performonce of the centrally-located con-

trol assembly (C/A#1) is reported in Section 4.4. The peak pressure in.an

enriched B4 C pin in a Row 7 Flat assembly is given in"Table 4.2-46. Table
51- 15.4.2.2-1 provides peak thermal:comparisons between the normal case and.

the, overpower case for the central C/A.peak pin at the four key lifetimes
of the CRBRP.. The res-ults shown i-n the table are based on the heat genera-
tionrates reported in Table 15.4.2.2-2.

The consequences of an overpower pin are higher temperatures in the
absorber and clad,.increased helium release from the B4C and higher plenum
pressure. It has been estimated that the EOEC plenum pressure in the peak

" normal pin is 1764 psi and that in the power pin is 3757 psi-for the.
reference rod. withdrawal profile used in Table 15.4.2.2-1. The pressure in
the plenum is dependent on the rod withdrawal profile. The plenum pressure
in the postulated overpower pin at the end of the normal residence time is
expected to.be very. close to a preliminary design guideline maximum pressure
of 4000 .psi. Therefore failure of the clad may occur.

The consequences of stochastic absorber pin failures were examined in
Section 15.4.2.1. Failure. was assumed to occur due to a plenum pressure of
4000 psi. Due to the elevated clad temperatures in an overpower pin, clad
failures, if they occur, would be expected at pressures of approximately

.4000 psi. Thus, the consequences.of an overpower pin clad failure are not
expected to.1be more severe than for. the stochastic failure. Since the
highest clad temperature occurs toward the top. of the B4C pellet stack,
the postulated rupture is expected to occur in that region. However, the
consequences are not expected to be significantly affected by the axial
location of the rupture. Hence, the consequences of the overpower control
rod are enveloped by the thermal and mechanical effects of stochastic
failure dealt with in Section 15.4.2.1.

Analysis of the thermal expansion and swelling characteristics of
the. 4 C pellets and the cladding indicates that forced pellet-clad contact
is unlikely in the overpower pin, just as it is precluded by design in a
normally placed pin. Therefore, failure of the clad is expected to be due
to gas overpressure. Experimental evidence from the HEDL Neutron Absorber
Technology Program indicates that the characteristic times for release of
helium from BT are long compared to typical times associated with reactor
transi.ents.. There is aMso evidence that pellet swelling is insensitive to
temperatures above 2000 F and that at lower temperatures the swelling
varies inversely:with-temperature (Ref. 64). The'temperatures of the
absorber pellets, as shown in.Table 15.4.2.2-1, are lower than the melting.
point of theboron carbide (4442 0 F).by such a wide margin that melting of
B4 C was rejected as a possibility under all the design transients in normal
pins a~s w.ell-as the overpower pin. The pressure of the plenum gas is ex-
pected to rise during a transient due to the increase in temperature. Thus,
it is expected that .the failure mode of the overpower pin will not be affected
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by reactor transients since failure during steady state'operation has.al-,.
ready been-postulated. Although a transient could cause a.failure earlier.
in life, the mode of failure (ie. gas overpressure) would be the same.

The failure of the clad is expected to occur as a pinhole due to
stochastic fail~ure of intergranular cracking. Such a failure would not
result in as high an impulse as a gross rupture. While:.the-mechanism of
failure could affect the extent of.:damage caused by clad failure, the worst
consequence would be that the central control assembly becomes inoperative.
This could only occur if the inner duct (which is 44 mils thick) is deformed
by the gas jet to such an extent that forced contact.occurs between the inner
and outer ductý. This is extremely un:likely, since an irradiated inner duct
would be expected to crack at a corner and relieve-the internal pressure
prior to allowing sufficient deformation to jam the rod inthe outer duct.
No deformation.is expected on the outer.duct because of its thickness (120
mils) and support from adjacent assemblies. -The safety of the reactor is not
jeopardized with one assembly inoperative because the design of the plant
assures shutdown capability with the control rod of maximum worth being
stuck and assuming that the secondary shutdown system does not operate. Also
the central rod is expected ,to be used for.fuel burnup compensation and is
not needed to satisfy shutdown.system requirements. 13

,15.4.2.2.3 Thermal Effects of PostulatedBAC Particle Releasei:.and Interaction

F..or the operating condition ofthe CRBRP considering 15% overpower
and-the misplacement of a high enriched absorber.pin, the maximum B4 C tempera-
ture.is..expected to be at least 500 F below the melting temperature. Thus,
the existence of any molten B C and the postulation of any interaction of
the type such-as the MFCI (molten fuel.- coolant interaction), that is,
rapid transfer of heat from some molten B4 C to liqu.id sodium through a failed
pin, must,7be.regarded as h-ighly improbable. Thus, only the question of B4 C
erosion in thee flowing sodium if failed-pin cladding were postulated, must.
be considered. The maximum erosion rate at the end of a fuel cycle is con-
sidered to be much less than the 9% observed and reported (Ref. 48). The
9% erosion is based on an extremely severe case in-which approximately 25%
of the circumferential area of the B4 C pellets was exposed to flowing sodium.
Test results have shown that particles of:eroded B C are generally less than
0.002-inch in diameter and substantialfractions oP them become dissolved in
the system sodium. Thus,.there is no. possibility: of flow blockage resulting
by the erosion and deposition of B4 C pellets.

T:•"hemechanical effects of gas release particularly towards:the end-
of-cycle due .to high gas pressure bui.ld;up in the control room assembly pins
are discussed in Section 15.4.2.1.3.. To ensumeconservatism, the gas release
study postulated a 4000 psi total- plenum pressure in an absorber pin before
its release. This, higher value of pressure was based.on the assumption that
a control assembly would be left in the core fully inserted due to failure of
the CRDM/Driveline.system. In the light of this postulation, the peak pin
temperatures were examined for the fully'inserted condition for the central
(Row 1),.Row 7 flat and Row 7 corner rods.. Table 15.4.2.2-3 lists the peak

..pin conditions for the three differently.locatedrods under the postulated
BOEC condition-of fuel rod insertion in core.(instead of programmed with-
drawal). Again, the B C fuel-temperature is considerably below the melting

.temperature. The cladding and coolant temperatures are also considerably.

below design limits.. The conclusions are again that no molten B4 C and coolant
interaction will take place, since none of the design limits are exceeded.
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15.4.2.2.4 Mechanical Effects of Postulated B4 C Particle Release and
Interaction

The maximum particle size of B C eroded by sodium flowing at 5 fps

has been shown to be 0.002 inch (Ref. 49). The size and velocity of these
particles is insufficient to cause damage to adjacent pins or ducts. Addi-
tional details on these subjects are given in Section 15A4.2.1.4.

15.4.2.3 Flow Blockage of a Control Assembly

15.4.2.3.1 Prevention and Detection of Assembly Blockage

(This subject is covered in Section 15.4.1.3.1).

15.4.2.3.2 Consequences of Control Assembly Flow Blockage

The result of partial blockage of a control rod-bundle inlet is a

reduction in flow rate similar to that of a fuel assembly, as discussed in

Section 15.4.1.3. Its effect on the flow rate is relatively small though
greater than in a fuel assembly because redistributionto the control rod
bypass flow is possible. Since temperatures are lower in the control rods,

* consequences of flow blockage will be less severe than in a fuel assembly.

_)
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15.4.2.3.3 In-Control Assembly Passive Local Blockage (Non Heat-Generating)

Using the method discussed in Sections 15.4.1.3.3 and 15.4.3.3.3,
In-Radial Blanket Assembly Passive Local Blockage, the value of t - BB

the dimensionless residence time, was calculated to be 19.6 for a 10%
central blockage. However, the value of 22.5 calculated for a core assembly
was used. Use of the core value is considered to be conservative. As cited
earlier, although the control-assembly B4 C rod pitch-to-diameter ratio is
1.05, the number of pins per square inch of assembly cross section is small
compared to that in a core assembly. A decrease in the B4C pin pitch-to-
diameter ratio paritally offsets a decrease in the number of B4 C pins per
square inch of cross section.

Control Assembly Six-Channel Blockage tR = 22.5

Midplane Exit Plane

Wake Coolant Temperature (OF) 927 956
Local Coolant Temperature
Without Blockage (°F) 808 900
Linear Power (kW/ft) 3.6 1.7
Inside Cladding Temperature (OF) 1002 994

These cladding temperatures are considerably below the failure
temperature. Although a complete two-dimensional edge blockage is assessed
to produce higher cladding temperatures, these temperatures will be some-
what below steady state non-blockage cladding temperatures in a core assembly.
Although these calculations considered a control assembly design having
61 rods, the large margins calculated that the 37 rod design would also
result in acceptable temperatures.

Refer to Section 15.4.1.3.4 for a discussion of heat generation
blockages. The effects are expected to be similar but far less significant
due to lower heat generation rates.

15.4.2.3.4 Postulated Local Boiling Effects; Control Assembly

Following the same approach as that used in fuel assembly and
radial blanket analysis, the calculated sizes of central blockages required
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to cause boiling at the midplane and at the exit plane of a control assembly
(assuming the control assembly is.completelyinserted) are found in the
table below. ©)
BoilingTemperature IdB SApproximately tR

0 F Inches

Midplane

1800 4.35 0.84 22.5
.700 4.11 0.75 22.5
1700 3.9 0.68 22.5

Exit plane

1750 7.9 -- 22.5
1700 7.59 -- 22.5
1650 7.9 -- 22.5

Because of the large size central blockages that are calculated to
be necessary for boiling to occur, the probability for detecti:ng a true two-
dimensional edge blockage is greatly enhanced. Although the calculations are
based on a dimensionless residence time tR extrapolated from central blockage
data, they are also judged to be valid for off-central blockage.: As discussed
earlier, the effect of a porous blockage would be to increase the required
blockage size to cause boiling. Moreover a value of tR = 22.5 based on
core assembly characteristics is considered to be conservative.

This analysis was based on a design having 61 rods in a control
assembly. A reduction in the number of rods from 61 to 37, holding P/D
constant, will reduce the severity of blockage and increase the size blockage
required to cause boiling based on the current calculational model.

15.4.2.3.5 Long Term Effects of a Hot Spot

The long term. effects of a hot spot in the control rod may be to
shorten the lifetime. The effects of failure due to a hot spot would be
similar to stochastic failure discussed in Section 15.4.2.1.3. Hot spot effects
are included directly in the absorber and clad temperature calculation by
application of the hot channel factors. Pin lifetimes including stress
limits are evaluated using 2a hot channel factors. Consequently, hot spots
are not expected to significantly affect the predicted control assembly
lifetimes.
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15.4.3 Radial Blanket Assembly

) . 15.4.3.1 Stochastic Radial Blanket Pin Failure

A stochastic pin failureis a random failure that is unpredictable.
Such a failure could result from a random cladding defect that goes
undetected during manufacturing. Conservative design philosophy provides
margins that minimize stochastic failures.

Failure of radial blanket rods under normal operation and transient
design conditions is not predicted. The strength of the cladding, the
predicted operating temperatures and the design-lifetime of radial blanket
assemblies preclude systematic radial blanket pin failures. However, random
pin and cladding failures cannot be precluded because of cladding and weld
defects which may not be detected during fabrication.

It is expected that radial blanket rod failures can be easily accommodated
by the primary coolant system on the same basis as fuel assembly failures.

In general the following sources for random failure of fuel rod
should be ruled out:

a. Desposition of corrosion products on the cladding, because mass
transport occurs from the cladding heat source area to the heat
exchanger heat sink. Deposition of corrosion products on the
cladding is limited to the cooler regions, and the amount is
insignificant.

b. Cladding wastage due to corrosion and wear because these effects
have been considered in design. Cladding wastages which lead to
cladding failure can only be caused by changes of the system
parameters, for example fuel or sodium oxygen content or other
foreign material.

c. Reduction of heat transfer from the fuel to the sodium, because
expected changes of the heat transfer have been conservatively
considered by design. Other changes can only be caused by
deviation of fuel, cladding or coolant from specifications or
anticipated conditions.

A break of the cladding is the most probable random failure mode.
The consequences of a break of cladding are:

a. A short-term or slow fission gas release which has generally no
long-term effect on the rod performance. A short-term release
of fission gas can only occur in the unfueled fission gas plenum
region of the rod. A rapid short-term gas release in the core
region is prevented by a close fuel to cladding contact and high
flow resistance for the gas from the plenum to the crack.
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b. Entry of the sodium into the fuel pin either by inhalation 0
during power fluctuations, or capillary action through the
cladding breach. This could result in a potential for a
sodium-fuel chemical reaction.

Experience with failed fuel in EBR-II and other reactors has
shown that sodium generally does not leak through small
cracks into the cladding.

.Random failures are not considered to be a consequence of a
particular operational event. It has been shown in Sections 15.2 and 15.3
that the radial blanket rods are designed to withstand the severe design
transient events Reactivity Insertion and Undercooling without
systematic failures. However, a transient event may initiate or enhance
random rod failures. Should a random rod failure occur no molten fuel would
be present. It has been shown in Sections 15.2 and 15.3 that fuel melting
does not occur during transients. The probability for the presence of
molten fuel is discussed in Section 15.4.3.2.

- Prior-operating experience with failed fuel in sodium cooled reactors
indicates that the consequences of random failures are minor and insignifi-
cant to the safety of the reactor (Ref. 1). However, to ensure that all
possible consequences of a radial blanket rod failure have been considered
an analysis of postulated failure modes was performed. Planned verification
of the analysis through development testing is identified in Section 1.5.

The. following postulated consequences of a rod failure have been
investigated in the following sections.

a. Local Flow Reduction due to rapid fission gas release.

b. The potential of gas blanketing of 'adjacent rods and occurrence
of local hot spots.

c.. Occurrence of pressure pulses and effect on rods, cladding and
ducts.

d. Effect of fuel particle release on the radial blanket assembly
and the system.

e. The consequences of long term radial blanket rod failures.

15.4.3.1.1 Prevention and Detection of Radial Blanket Rod Failures

Random failures of radial blanket rods are minimizedby virtue of
the design, strict quality control and conservative design margins. When
failures occur their impact is also contained by design.

1
0
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The design for steady-state and transient operation has been
evaluated in-Chapter 4.2 and Chapter 15. In Section 15.1 design margins for
transient events have been identified. Additional margins to prevent further
propagation of unpredicted failures are a function of the prior stress and
irradiation history and radial blanket component.

Several design features of the radial blanket reduce the impact of
failures on adjacent rods.

a. Radial blanket rods have a large fission gas plenum and have;
a small fission gas pressure. This minimizes pressure pulse
on adjacent rods and duct.

b. Radial blanket rods,like the fuel rods, have a fuel pellet hold-
down tube in the gas plenum, (.see Section 4.2). During a.
postulated large cladding rupture, the flow impedance of the
gas escaping from the fuel holddown tube is increased.

c. The material properties of the cladding are such that no large
fractures of cladding have been observed in failed fuel rods
in EBR-II.

Cladding failures, should they occur, can be detected in three ways.

a. Gas tagging of the blanket fuel pins in each assembly with
traceable gas isotopes will allow detection of any significant
amount of fission gas leakage even through a small pinhole in
the cladding.

b. If it is postulated that the sodium comes in contact with fuel
through a cladding crack, the failure will be detected by delayed
neutron detection (DND) if sufficient fissionable material has
been removed or exposed to flowing sodium. At the start of
operation (BOL) for each assembly when the fissionable material
content in the fuel is below the detectability limit, failures
may not be detected. For these cases, the potential adverse
effects due to sodium fuel contact are considered in
Section 15.4.3.3.2 in conjunction with flow blockages.

c. The leaching of small fuel particles into the'reactor cooling
system can also be detected through periodic sampling of the
sodium. Furthermore, the coolant cleaning system, the cold
traps with filters, will extract small fuel particles together
with other particulate substance.

15.4.3.1.2 Local Flow Reduction Due to Fission Gas Release and Pressure Pulse

A potential mechanism for radial blanket pin failure propagation is a
flow reversal resulting from rapid gas release. A conservative analysis was
done to ascertain how long a radial blanket pin would have to be completely
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insulated before the failure temperature ;!Ssumed to.be 1600°F) would be
reached. Calculations were made for 3a...o u 11'5%.power EOL conditions for
which the. cladding temperatures and line-ar.. .heatrating are highest.. The
worst location was found to be. at'an elevat.ion of about 0.6 of the blanketheight.• The heat flux into the cladding••9 conservatively kept constant,

even though it Would actually decrease as.i1he cladding temperature increased.
The cladding thickness was.reduced...to O..008 inch to allow for fretting and
corrosion. For this case, the time requir~d for the cladding midwall
temperature to reach 1600'F was 0.096 sec6t'd.

High internal gas flow resistances, will prevent gas ejection, rates
from a cladding failure in the fuel region from being sufficiently rapid to
cause flow reversal. The most severe caseis for a large cladding rupture.
at the. top of the blanket. 'An analytica-;.MPodel for the effects of rapid gas
release was described in Section 15.4.1.1.2. This model was applied to the
radial blanket assembly geometry and operating conditions. The following
parameters were used in the. case of interest:

Initial gas pressure ' 275 psia

Initial coolant velocity 10 ft/sec.

..Rupture location Top of blanket

The results of the cases analyzed are shown in Figure 15.4.3.1.2-1
For the case where 10 pins were postulated to rupture simultaneously, .
was found that:'a slight flow reversal occurred, with the lower gas-liquidinterface penetrating downward approximately 1 inch below the rupture

location. Flow of the lower liquid slug resumed in the upward direction

after about 0.03 seconds and the lower gas-liquid interface was back to the
rupture location after about 0.05 seconds. Thus, the maximum time during
which any portion of a radial blanket rod could be blanketed by gas is
0.05 seconds. This is less than the 0.096 seconds required for the cladding
temperature to reach 1600°F under worst conditions with complete insulation.
Therefore, even if the break were to occur.in the worst location in the
blanket pellet region and the internal gas flow resistance between the gas
plenum and the break were neglected, the cladding would not reach the
temperature at which further rod. failures would occur.

It should be mentioned that the.' Os.plenum pressure of 275, psia
used in the'calculations was based upon apreliminary radial blanket assembly
shuffling scheme, which, has been changedi ';The present shuffling scheme
under consideration results i~n a maximum plenum pressure of 380 psia (See
Section 4.4). However, since the precedir4,analysis showed that there would
be no. pin failure propagation if 10 pins with plenum pressure of 275 psia
were to fail simultaneously, and since no mechanism has been identified
Which would cause simultaneous multi-pin failures, it is concluded that if
.a pin with a.plenum pressure of 380 psia were to fail, no further pin failures
would occur.
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I 15.4.3.1.3 Gas Blanketing of Adjacent Pins

Experimental determination of the effects of gas jet bl:anketing of
adjacent fuel pins was discussed in Section ]5.4.1.I.3. It was found that
the maximum.effect wasa temperature increase of about 432°F at a surface
heat flux df 7.93 x 105 BTU/h.r-ft 2 , with the temperature increase proportional
to the heat flux. The maximum consequence on adjacent pins occurs over a
narrow range of hole sizes and of pressure ratios across the hole.

Applying these results to the hottest radial blanket rod at 3d plus
115% power conditions, the maximum local cladding temperature resulting from
fission gas jet blanketing occurs at an elevation of 0.65 of the blanket
height and is 1541'F which is below the limiting value of 1600 0 F.

Internal resistance to gas flow and a transient, rather than a
steady-state, analysis would further reduce the maximum cladding temperature
with jet blanketing. Therefore, although the geometrical configuration of the
experiment differed from that of the radial blanket, it is considered unlikely
that a radial blanket rod cladding failure would result in cladding failure
of an adjacent rod. due to jet blanketing.

Furthermore, if failure of an adjacent rod. were assumed to. occur,
the resulting jet would be directed back into the original failure subchannel,
and therefore,. failures would be self-limiting.

15.4.3.1.4 Mechanical Effects of Fission Gas Release on Rods and Duct Walls

When a radial blanket rod fails with rapid failure of the cladding, and
fission gas is released,the coolant adjacent to the rupture is pres-
surized. The pressure available may be inferred from out-of-pile cladding
burst experiments conducted in connection with EBR-II, which were discussed
in Section 15.4.1.1.4. An analytical model was developed in which all of
the resistance to gas flow from the rod was assumed to occur thru the rupture.
The gas bubble was assumed to be spherical and expanding within an infinite
volume of incompressible liquid. This simplified approach neglects the
effects of the solid surfaces present. The model showed good agreement with
the experimental data in determining the peak bubble pressure although it
predicted more rapid pressure decay after the peak was reached. The peak
pressure showed little influence of rupture area or of plenum volume. The
main effect was that of plenum pressure as is shown in Figure 15.4.1.1-3.
Using this figure for the Radial Blanket rod which has a peak plenum fission
gas pressure of about 380 psi, the peak bubble pressure is predicted to be
about 110 psi..

Because of the high acoustic velocity in sodium of the order of 7000
to 8000 ft. per second, a pressure pulse with a risetime of microseconds would
be-required toproduce a significant pressure differential across a
radial blanket rod.: The pressure pulse risetimes found in the EBR-II duct
tests and from the analytical model were several hundred microseconds and
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therefore no appreciable pressure differential across the rod is expected by
this mechanism. However, the case was considered of a force acting on an
adjacent fuel rod or duct wall as a result of a gas jet from a failed rod
impinging on'the adjacent rod or duct wall. Assuming the jet to be deflected
.at right angles, the maximum impulse imparted to the adjacent structure is
0.271 ibm-sec.

The maximum bubble pressure is approximately 60% of that in the fuel
assembly because maximum fission gas pressures in the radial blanket rods are
smaller. It will be shown in the following that design margins against
failure modes are generally larger in the radial blanket than in the core
fuel assembly. Differences in design configuration between radial blanket
and core fuelrod and rod bundle increase this margin; for example the
radial blanket. rods have a larger bending stiffness than the core fuel rods
because the rod diameter is approximately twice as large and the wire wrap
supports the rods every 2 inches instead of every six inches as in the core
fuel assembly.

Impingement of a jet of fluid from a failed fuel rod.and an adjacent
fuel rod was investigated in (Ref.l). A potential failure.mechanism which
was observed in tests is.the local flattening of the cladding and forming
of a coll~apsed. hinge-in the fuel rod. It is not credible that this failure
mechanism can occur in a radial blanket assembly. Figure 15.4.3.1.4-1 shows
the critical moment needed to induce a hi.nge collapse and the moment induced
by a high initial pressure pulse on a core fuel rod with. 12 inch wire. wrap
pitch.. For a radial blanket rod with 0.253 inch radius the induced .moment
is below the critical moment even under the severe assumption of 'Figure
15,4.3.1.4-1. For a rod with 4 inch wire wrap pitch and apressurepulse of
only 90 psi the critical collapse moment is many times larger than the
induced moment.

The local buckling stiffness of the cladding is by a factor of
(0.253/0.107)2 = 5.6 less than that of the core fuel rod because of the
cladding diameter to thickness ratio increase. Local buckling and high
local stress could occur due to a pressure pulse primarily at points where
reaction forces are transmitted through the wire to an adjacent rod.
Application of the formulas of (Ref. 1), Appendix C yield a static local
buckling load of 521 lb. The dynamic buckling load is even larger than
the static buckling load and considerable time is required to induce buckling.
Therefore a. pressure pulse of 90 psi cannot induce local buckling.6f the rod:.

The pressure pulse pushes the rod against the adjacent rod.
Reaction forces are transmitted through small areas where wire and cladding
contact. It is.assumed that a 110 psi pressure pulse through a 1 inch long
rupture generates a reaction force of 45.5 lb. on an adjacent rod. Based on
formulas developed in (Ref. 1), Appendix Cthe maximum cladding bending stress
underneath the wire is 44334 lb/in?. Conservative assumptions dre that the
total reaction force is transmitted through one cladding to wire contact
point and that load distribution due to rod bending and rod bundle
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compressibility is neglected. Should the irradiated cladding burst
under this stress, sucha failure would not be expectedto result in.
further failures due to the microscopic nature of the breach. Amore ,
realisttc and less conservative analytical model would:yield lower stresses. 22
It would probably also show that no rod to'rod fail-ure propagation can occur,
which is also excluded as long as the cladding is so ductile. that the.
dynamic impulse can be absorbed in plastic deformation (see Ref.l, Appen-
dix C).

The mechanical strength of the radial blanket duct was evaluated to
withstand fission gas pressure pulse due to rupture.of the cladding.. The
strength of the 0.100 inch thick radial blanket duct.wall has only
(0.100/0.120)2 = 0.69 times the. bending strength of the 0.120.inch thick
core assembly duct. The strength to withstand membrane forces is only
reduced-by 17%. In Section 15.4.1.1.4 it was found that the core assembly.
duct could withstand a pressure of 300 psi at 1200F. .Therefore, the radial.
blanket-assembly duct strength is sufficient to withstand an internal,
pressure of at least 207 psi. The maximum pressure pulse.exerted on the duct.
is no larger than ll0psi, and the ducts are safe against rupture by a
factor %2. The evaluation in Section 15.4.1.1.4 is based on very-conservative
assumptions; for example an axially uniform pressure, a.static load and quasi
static strength but rupture of the cladding is expected to be local with a..
slowfission gas release. Hence the safety factor against rupture of the
duct is significantly larger than 2. .

Even if it is postulated that a radial blanket assembly has ruptured
by a pressure pulse, for example at a duct defect; the consequences on the-
assembly performance would be small. It was shown that the-fracture would
occur above the fueled region of the radial blanket:rod. A crack in the duct
wall would open an alternate flow path for the coolant. Therefore, depending
on the crack size, the flow through the assembly would decrease above the
crack and slightly increase below the crack if the flow resistance through
the crack is sufficiently small. In conclusion a crack in the duct above.the
fueled-region does not effect the assembly performance.

15.4.3.1.5 Effects of Fuel-Particle Release

Fuel particle release from a radial blanket assembly will: -

a. Contaminate the pr~imary system with uranium. and slight amounts
of plutonium, fission products and

b. Potentially form. heat generating flow blockages in the rod
bundle. - •

The release of plutonium to the primary coolant in relatively large
amounts can c-reate a contamination problem. Because relatively small amounts
of plutonium and fission products. are generated in the radial blanket,
assemblies, released fuel.particles should not create.a radiation hazard in
the.primary system. In addition, the amount of uranium released is limited
to 10 ppb RDT Standard Al-5T, March 1976. Purity Limits of Operating Sodium
Systems. Thus, 7.5 gm of fuel particles released is the maximum allowed by

7 RDT Standard Al-5T, March 1976, before corrective action is taken.

Amend. 27
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Section 4.2.1.1.3.8 evaluates the reactions.between the fuel or blanket 0
materials and the sodium coolant. These reactions form a product which. is much
less dense..than the original fuel or blanket pellets.. Fuel-sodium reaction..
products .can cause small, partial flow blockages by either expanding the
cladding- to a larger diameter or depositing on.the-outside .Surface .ofthe .
fuel rod.,- The:'consequences of a partial flow blockage with a heat.generating
materia•l'•; on- radi.al. ý-blanket cladding temperatures is :presented in Sec-
tion 15..4.3.33. Effects of a cladding temperature increase on reducing the:
cladding,-lifetime is discussed in Section 15.4.3.3.6.

15.4.3. 1.6 :Long Term Effect. of Radial Blanket Rod Faillures

Thel preceding sections discussed the short. term effects.:of fission
gas rel easeg due .to a, random cladding fail ure. This s section discusses the
possAifbii.liA-ty of delayed .and. long term , effects of fuel rod fa~ilures in the:. .
radi:al bl.anket. In preceding. sections it was shown, that random failures. can
be' detected, by, gas .tag sampling, DND and. sodium sampling.:. A signal from...
each, failure detection system indicates a more severe rod.damage,,. It will be
shown that operation with failed blanket rods will not have signifitcant

:adv',e~rs.e long term:. effects on the reactor safety.. The. sodium ..cleanup sys.tem...
iis .•dAesjgned to sepa~rate fission product and:fuel residuals from; the, coolant
even: i.-'f A-,% _-.of the fuel fai:led. .

One postulated long term effect of cladding rupture is, :.an inter-
mi•ttent.escape of fuel. particles through the cladding rupture. It has been-
frequently.observed"in failures.:of testvrods in EBR-Il that. the rupture size
and :ýýleak ra..tefor..fiss,,ion gas pressure is so small. that. it cannot. be ..,.visually
observed.":When the crack is large enough, to expose fuel to.flowing sodium
fu.el, articl es may-getIt into the flow. channel. In. Section 15;4.1.3..1 it
was.' s~hown that: any fuel .partjicles whi ch. will 1fit into a. rod .,bundl~e
flow• hannel w•ll generally be swept out% to: the rod bundle of high power
assemb!ies, isn iinner :radial blanket-Po.sitions-.;:. In oeripheral radi~al. blanket
positi-•:ons,, .where% the ,assembly power, and fl1ow velocities are. low:, the
potential to sweep out fuel particles:.is..margitnal. However, at low. power,,,fuel rod damage is less likely to occur *than at high power, and it was
shown in Section 15.4.3.1 that random rod failures do not involve a.safety
risk.

Because of failure of the cladding, sodium could enter the rod due
to-; reducti on:. of gas; pressure upon cooldown accompanying, reactor.. shotdown.:
Various- adverse effects of sodium absorption:.(or logging)..of the fuel have
been postulated as follows:

a. Leaching of fission products from the fuel by the sodium and
subsequent deposition in the primary system

b. Generation of high' pressure inside the rod due. to-sodium
vapor, possibly causing: - -

a :Internal pressure on the cladding

- Further crackiing or disintegration of fuel
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c. Fuel pin swelling due to fuel-sodium chemical reaction

If some sodium entered the fuel then some fission product leaching
might occur. It would not be expected that the effect:on the rod would be
significant. The sodium cleanup system could remove these products and no
significant adverse effects could occur. Leaching of radial blanket fuel
into the sodium and coolant-system causes less contamination than leaching
of core fuel. The enrichment of radial blanket fuel at end of life is
typical for the enrichment of LWR fuel and LWR reactors have operated with
failed fuel without significant contamination.

The generation of sodium vapor pressure inside the pin is very
unlikely since the pressure can be relieved by the rupture which allowed the
sodium to enter originally. The absence of problem due to vapor formation
is supported by sodium logging experiments (Ref. 49):in which defects were
simulated by 0.005 inch diameter holes in the cladding and fuel cladding
gaps were of the order of 0.002 inch to 0.003 inch. Fuel rods were
thermally cycled employing heating rates 200 times faster than those expected
in bringing a reactor up to power. No evidence of fuel pin deterioration
caused by the sodium was found. It appears that there is no reason to
believe that any problem should arise due to sodium vaporization within the
failed pin. These tests where performed for core fuel rod geometries. The
test results will be reevaluated to assess the -validity of these test
results when applied to radial blanket fuel rods.

Fuel pin swelling due to sodium logging 'has been observed in pre-
defected pins, failed pins, and sodium-bonded. pins (Ref. 50, 51, 52, 53).
The potential for this phenomenon to occur in radial blanket rods has been
and will be further evaluated considering differences in rod size, power,
fuel composition and stoichiometry. Depending on the result of this study
planned tests with failed rods may be initiated. The, degree of the fuel-
sodium chemical reaction and the extent of the resultant fuel pin swelling
appeared to depend primarily on the quantity of oxygen available for
reaction. The secondary effects of temperature and fission product con-
centration may have also been important contributors. The quantity of oxygen
available for chemical reaction is dependent on the initial fuel fabrication
O/M ratio, the original oxygen impurity level of the coolant, the net oxygen
liberated as a result of fissioning and recombination with fission products,
the quantity of oxygen leached from the fuel into the coolant, and since the
reaction occurs mainly at the fuel surface, the degree of migration of
oxygen due to fuel temperature gradients.

15.4.3.2 Overpower Radial Blanket

15.4.3.2.1 Prevention and Detection of Erroneous Shuffling or Misorificing

Cooling requirements for the radial blanket assemblies are a function
of reactor residence time and the proximity to the reactor core center.
These requirements are met by a combination of: 1) coolant flow control
and 2) shuffling of the assemblies within the radial blanket zone.
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The required coolant flow'control for each radial blanket assembly is 0
provided through fixed orifices in the inletmodules (Section 4.4.2.4). These
orifices provide a graduated coolant flow with the greatest flow nearest the
center of the core. Development testing (Section 1.5), quality control during
manufacture and site testing (Section 4.2.1.4) will be utilized to establish
the proper orificing for each blanket assembly and assure the coolant passages
are free of obstructions.

The required shuffling of.blanket assemblies within the radial
blanket zone is accomplished through an established:schedule (based on
residence time) and a preprogrammed shuffling routine carried out by the
fuel handling machines (see Section 9.1). Numerous safeguards have been
established in the shuffling routine to preclude the possibility of erroneous
shuffling,.however, due to the complexity of the multi-step shuffiing.process,
misplacement of a blanket assembly and the resulting consequences must be
considered.

A worse case postulated shuffle has been analyzed (See Section 1.5.4.3.2.2)
and the results show that there are no severe consequences associated with this
event. Some fuel melting was found to occur, however, experimental evidence based
on FFTF fuel assemblies showed that as much as 80% molten fuel within a fuel-pin
does not necessarily lead to cladding failures (see Section 15.4.3.2.2). If clad-
ding failurewere postulated to occur the,present analysis of molten-fuel
coolant interaction (MFCI) shows there are. no adverse effects, either thermal
or mechanical (see the following sections fora detailed discussion).

Even though the consequences of an erroneous shuffle are considered
negligible, several design features have been incorporated in the fuel
handling process to safeguard against the misplacement of a radial blanket
assembly.

9 A discriminator built into each of the reactor assemblies
permits full insertion of only a radial blanket into a
radial blanket location.

* An. accounting system provides a record of the
location for each specific assembly within the radial
blanket zone.

* Before reactor startup, an administrative review of the
core loading pattern,:residence time, and shuffling
history (Section 16.3.1.3) will provide a second check
of correct shuffling.

* Each timean assembly is withdrawn from the blanket the remote
identification system incorporated into the refueling machine
grapple will read out the reactor assembly type, serial
number, and angular orientation.

0
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4 The start and finish locations of the IVTM are automatically
compared with the programmed moves and must-be substantiated
by the operator.

0 If an erroneous shuffle were to end with an empty Core Component
Pot (CCP) in the transfer position, the EVTM grapple load weighing
system would quickly detect the lack of load and the shuffle routine
terminated and corrected.

15.4.3.2.2 Consequences of Overpower Pin for Steady State and Design
Transients

The case of a repeated failure to shuffle which causes a radial
blanket assembly to remain in the highest flux radial blanket position until,
or beyond failure was studied. The thermal consequences of this repeated
failure to shuffle are identified in Tables 15.4.3.2-1 and -2. This
particular error sequence was selected for analysis for the following reasons.

1. Failure to shuffle any other assembly would be less serious
since that assembly would be operating at lower power and
lower burnup.

2. Shuffling of an outer row, high burnup radial blanket assembly
to an inner position is considered highly unlikely. The
present shuffling scheme is consistently "in-out", that is,

,..the assemblies are shuffled only in an outward direction and
administrative procedures preclude any inward handling. As
discussed in Section 15.4.3.2.1, multiple shuffling errors
are required for this failure, in addition to an error in the
administrative review of the refueling records.

3. Consecutive failures to shuffle may be the least unlikely
error sequence because of the possibility of administrative
error (human error) in setting up the original refueling
program, rather than multiple mechanical and human errors
as involved in shuffling to a wrong position.

The peak operating conditions of the radial blanket pin with the
highest fuel temperature are listed in Tables 15.4.3.2-1 and -2 as a function
of reactor cycle with a failure to shuffle after two cycles and yearly
failure to shuffle each year thereafter. Table 15.4.3.2-1 prolvides this
information for the 2a hot rod (calculated with a confidence level of
97.72% to be the hottest rod in the blanket) at 100% power and Table 15.4.3.2-2
shows the results for the 3a rod (99.86% cuifidence level) at 115% power.
The assembly was.initially irradiated at the start of cycle 7 (SOC 7) and,
for the purpose of this analysis, operating condition predictions were
continued until the end of cycle 12 (EOC 12). Included in Tables 15.4.3.2-1
and -2 are the amounts of molten fuel present in the highest power pin
with a fuel melting temperature of 50000 F. (5000°F corresponds to a power
to melt rating of about 20 kW/ft).
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15.4.3.2.3 Thermal Effects of Postulated Molten Fuel-Sodium Interaction

If successive failures to shuffle are postulated, in spite of the
precautions designed to prevent errors, molten fuel will eventually occur
in. the radial blanket fuel elements. However, experimental evidence based
upon FFTF type fuel elements irradiated in TREAT (Ref. 54, 55, 56) showed
that as much as 80% molten fuel within a fuel pin does not necessarily lead
to cladding failure. It is expected that molten fuel within a radial
blanket fuel element would behave similarly, and, thus, molten fuel within
a radial blanket fuel element is not expected to be hazardous.

Cladding design limits will be exceeded during the first year of
irradiation following failure to shuffle (Cycle 9 of Table 15.4.3.2-1) in the
highest flux radial blanket position. The postulated failure mode is clad-
ding rupture due to fission gas pressure which will occur.at the axial
location where the cladding temperature is a maximum. This location is
(1) above the molten fuel ejection, and (2) several inches below the top of
the pellet stack so the maximum rate of gas release will be reduced by the
hydraulic resistance through the pellets or the pellet/cladding gap.

This failure mode is based on analytical evaluations of cladding

;ductility limited strain versus time at various axial locations along the
hot rod of a misshuffled radial blanket assembly. For this evaluation,
the cladding strain analysis techniques used in the steady state cladding
analysis of Section 4.2.1.3 were utilized. Cladding loads due to high
cladding temperatures and internal pressure from the fission gas.were

considered, with effects of cladding wastages included as outlined in
Section 4.2.1.1.3.4. Worst-case cladding temperatures and plenum
pressures used for this cladding stress-strain analysis are described (c2
in Section 15.4.3.2.2.

The results of this analysis predicted that the cladding hot
spot location.would experience the greatest cladding ductility limited

strain of any point along the rod length, for all times considered.
Thus, for the assumed cladding loads, it is expected that cladding failure

would occur at the hot spot location. This failure location was also
predicted for normal, steady state radial blanket rods, as well as for
steady state fuel rods where fuel-cladding mechanical loads occur at

the core midplane location.

This analysis predicted that the cladding failure would occur above
the'region where molten fuel ejection would be expected. However,
the uncertainties involved in this calculation are such that the I I

potential for molten fuel ejection must be considered. Therefore, the

MFCI is considered in detail in Section 15.4.3.2.4.

Secondary loadings from radial blanket failures have been considered.

These loadings include mechanical effects from MFCI (Section 15.4•3.2.4),
duct deformation in adjacent assembly (Section 15.4.3.2.5) and duct
cracking (section 15.4.3.2.6). 15
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Pin to pin failure due to fission gas ejection is discussed in
Section 15.4.3.1.3.

By postulating the preceding failure sequence, a molten fuel-coolant
interaction due to a slumping molten fuel type failure can be postulated,
and hence, a MFCI may then be postulated. This type of accident for the fuel
assembly MFCI was discussed in Section 15.4.1.2.3 and the radial blanket
assembly MFCI would be expected to behave similarly.

15.4.3.2.4 Mechanical Effects of Postulated Molten Fuel-Sodium Interaction

It is postulated that overpower fuel rod. cladding failure does occur
so that.the consequences can be assessed to determine ultimate safety margins.
Section 15.4.3.1.3 demonstrated that fuel rod failure propagation due to
fission gas release does not occur. Thus, the only mechanism to cause
rod-to-rod failure is molten fuel jet impingement of a neighboring fuel rod.

The likelihood of molten fuel jet formation is very small because
the molten fuel would be fragmented when it strikes the relatively cobl
sodium. This fragmentation process has been observed in many experiments
for many different combinations of materials. Since fuel fragmentation will
occur, it is important to know the final disposition of the fragments. To
be swept from the radial blanket by coolant, the fragments must be smaller
than the channel size (0.04 to 0.13 inch) and the coolant velocity must be
adequate. Data (Ref. 57, 58) compiled for fuel assemblies show particle
sizes range from 0.004 inch to 0.04 inch, which can be swept out at coolant
velocities of 2 ft. per second. This required velocity is less than the
velocity in the lowest flow assembly, and the particle sizes are smaller than
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the channel, hence, the available coolant velocities are sufficient to sweep
molten fuel fragments out of the radial blanket. The thermal effects on the
cladding, should fuel particle'entrapment occur, are discussed in Section
15.4.3.3.3.

In the event that no fragmentation occurs, the molten fuel jet
could impinge on a neighboring fuel rod, resulting in high cladding tempera-
tures. However, this high temperature occurs only at the very small cladding
area covered by the fuel jet, since heat.conduction to the coolant still
exists from.the cladding adjacent to the impingement area. Thus, cladding
failure over a large area is unlikely in the event a fuel jet does form.
The local nature of this overheating precludes coolant blockage due to
cladding 'ballooning" caused by high cladding temperatures and fission gas
*pressure. This has been proven by (Ref. 26) experiments in which it was'.
found that 20% CW 3.16SS cladding did not deform (or."balloon") when rupture
occurred at high temperatures. Thus, failure propagation by cladding
deformation during high temperature rupture is highly unlikely.

It can be postulated that solidified molten fuel from an improperly
shuffled radial blanket assembly may, somehow, accumulate against a
neighboring outermost core assembly duct wall, rather. than fracturing and
being swept away by the coolant.

A scoping analysis using conservative assumptions was performed
using the COBRA-Ill code of'1/12 section of the outermost core assembly. A
maximum axial heat flux profile was imposed upon the outside of .the core
assembly duct wall corresponding to that resulting from the maximum non-
boiling fuel thickness at each axial location over the entire length of the
assembly. The wall heat flux was determined using the maximum possible heat
generation rate (which includes 15% overpower corresponding to 37.6 kW/ft.
maximum linear power in the hottest radial blanket pin before failure) of an
improperly shuffled radial blanket assembly. Other parameters chosen in the
analysis .were also very conservative, e.g., Kfuel = 1.6 Btu/Hr/Ft/°F, fuel
Tboil = 6100 0 F, perfect thermal contact between fuel and wall, etc.

The results of this analysis showed that no local coolant boiling
occurred in any of the core fuel assembly subchannels. 'This was due to the'
full coolant flow that still existed in the affected core fuel assembly,
and the mixing between subchannels. Thus, fuel failure propagation from
the radial blanket to the core cannot occur as a result of fuel released
from an improperly shuffled radial blanket assembly accumulating upon a
core assembly duct wall.

In the case of a molten fuel jet directed at a radial blanket duct
wall, a hole similar in size to the breach in the radial blanket pin could
possibly be burned through both the radial blanket and neighboring core
fuel assembly duct walls if fragmentation does not occur. The breach size,
if any, would approach that of a small crack. The discussion of the con-
sequences of a crack discussed in Section 15.4.3.2..6 and 15.4.1.2.6 would
also be appropriate in this case. Hence, it is concluded that assembly-to-
assembly fuel failure propagation would not be probable by fuel jet
impingement.
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15.4.3.2.5 Consequences of Postulated Duct Deformation of Adjacent Assembly0

As shown in Section 15.4.3.1.4, the radial blanket duct walls are
safe against rupture from a fission gas pressure pulse by a factor of safety
>2. The rupture of a neighbor assembly duct would therefore be unlikely
even assuming. that a large pressure-pulse occurredin an assembly. However,
the potential consequences of rupture of a neighbor assembly duct is worthy
of discussion to show the depth.of protection. against a propagation of local
failures. The consequences-of diversion, of.flow from a ruptured assembly-
will bediscussed in Section 15.4.3.2.6. There it is estimated that fuel
rod cladding overheating would not occur due to flow diversion through a
crack. This conclusion, with some qualification is also indicative of the
margin to rod failurelin the postulated event of neighbor duct rupture. If
no significant rod or duct.distortion occurred, then leakage could occur and
there would still be a margin to the fuel rod integrity limit. However,it
is conceivable that the rods in the neighbor assembly might be mechanically
loaded by: a) axial bending which might lead to a collapse-hinge;
b) cross-sectional deformation; or c) concentrated forces at cladding-wrapper
wire support points. This involves plastic deformation in neighbor rods
which probably would not occur due to the effect listed above because:
a) the stiffness of the radial blanket rod is sufficient to preclude
formation of a collapse hinge due to the anticipated lateral loads; b) the
rods are very resistant to cross-sectional deformation and could also derive
support fromthe blanket pellets inside; and c) the forces at wrapper wire contact
points necessary to cause' failure are higher than those which would be
available. ' Thus, the area of interest would be whether the neighbor duct
could deform plastically in such a manner as to cause flow restriction in
the rod bundle. This consideration was addressed in Section 15.4.1.2.5 forthe fuel assemblies. The conclusions of that section hold true for the C)
radial blanket assemblies.

15.4.3.2.6 Consequences of Postulated Duct Crack

The thermal effects of a postulated duct crack arise from a loss of
coolant flow through the accident assembly due to leakage through the crack.
Since the interassembly gap sodium is at a low pressure relative to that
internal to the radial blanket assembly, flow could be diverted from the
ruptured radial blanket assembly. The crack width would be limited by the
lateral support of the assemblies adjacent to the faces of the accident
assembly crack. Since the radial blanket assembly duct would absorb energy
before rupture would occur, little energy would be available to damage
neighbor assemblies and no deformation to neighbor assemblies would occur...-
Hence, the postulated crack in the radial blanket assembly duct within which
the MFCI was postulated to occur would be limited to a small width.

'54-0
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The axial extent of the postulated crack would be limited because of
several factors:

a. The pressure decreases rapidly in the axial direction.

b. The energy available from the.MFCI is small.

c. The initial opening of a crack would begin to relieve the
pressure tending to limit propagation of the crack.

d. The duct temperature is lower and the strength is greater
at the inlet end and mid core.

The effect of the postulated crack on coolant flow would be small
because:

a. The maximum pressure drop across the radial blanket duct wall
is low.

b. The close rod spacing and large rod diameter gives the radial
blanket assembly a high transverse flow resistance.

It is concluded that a crack longer than a few inches is very
unlikely, and therefore, a duct rupture would cause little flow.change in
the accident assembly. The effects of a large crack were assessed in
Section 15.4.1.2.6 for a fuel assembly. By extrapolating those results to
a 61-rod radial blanket assembly, the hot channel temperature rise is
expected to not exceed a maximum hot channel temperature of 145 0 'F.

2

15.4.3.3 Flow Blockage of a Radial Blanket Assembly

.Experimental Blockage Data Obtained in Water and Sodium Flow Systems

The only published rod bundle sodium data which show temperatu'res in
the wake region are the results of seven tests reported by ORNL (Ref. 36, 37).
A typical set of data, for Test l,are shown in Figure 15.4.3.3.3-1.
Table 15.4.3.3-1 summarizes data for all seven tests. One set of data
obtained in a "simulated rod bundle" were partially reported by Kirsch and
Schleisiek (Ref. 59).

Whether the wide variation of inside cladding temperatures in the
wake region shown in Figure 15.4.3.3.3-1 is caused by a wide difference in
heat transfer coefficients, local wake fluid temperature variation. ornto.
other factors is not known. The Figure 15.4.3.3.3-1 test, as do the other six
reported tests, shows only the measured inside cladding temperatures and the
calculated outsioe cladding temperatures in the near wake region. (The
near wake appears to have a length of approximately 1.75 inches and a L/dB
equal to three). The fluid temperature at the beginning and end of the wake
region was assumed to be associated with the grounded junction thermocouple
measurements shown. Unfortunately the fluid temperature adjacent to the
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heaters in the wake region can only be estimated by making an assumption
concerning the magnitude of the heat transfer coefficients. In Table
15.4.3.3-I and Figure. 15.4.3.3.3-1 the cladding temperatures are referenced
to TL, the calculated temperature in channel 3 which was normally higher
than the average fluid temperature outside .the wake region.

Table 15.4.3.3-2 shows experimentally determined values of the
dimensionless residence time tR = -U/dB obtained by ORNL, Winterfied and
Karlsruhe (we have calculated the values for the Karlsruhe test based on
their data. All the hydraulic data shown were obtained in water systems).

K-irsch and Schleisiek obtained limited residence time data for both
water and sodium; temperature measurements were used. They concluded,
(1) that molecular heat conduction does not measurably influence energy
transport in the recirculation zone (wake), (2) the only factor determining
the temperature distribution is the turbulent recirculating flow,
(3) experimental results for the temperature level and temperature distribution
in the wake obtained from water measurement can be extrapolated to sodium.

Using the dimensionless residence time, TU/dB, for the ORNL data
from Table 15.4.3.3-1 calculations were made to determine TB - TL, the fluid
temperature increase caused by the blockage. The equations used are:

TB - TL = 2 AWFPCP

TU_
- F (geometry, i)

B

It should be noted that the dB values of the characteristic blockage
dimension obtained in the triple scale model must be reduced by a factor of
three when applied to the sodium data obtained in the full size 19 rod
bundle.* Moreover the heat input should be that into the fluidwithin a
unit channel. Our calculated results are shown in the column "as-calculated
TB - Ti" in Table 15.4.3.3-1. The agreement is fair only if it is assumed
that the variation in cladding temperatures in Figure 1.5.4.3.3.3-1 is caused
by variations in heat transfer coefficients and not large variations in wake
fluid temperatures. This assumption implies that the lower dotted line in
Figure 15.4.3.3.3-1 represent approximately the true wake temperature which
corresponds to entry TB - TL estimated in the Table. Even when this assumption
is made the as calculated temperatures TB - TL must be multiplied by a factor
of 1.5 to 2Q0 to get agreement. Kirsch indicated that the as calculated
values, of TB - TL should give high values of the average wake fluid temperature.

*The need for a scale geometry factor should also be assessed in applying
the tR obtained in one geometry to that of another geometry even when the
P/D is identical.
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) In Tests 6 and 7 the as calculated values overpredicts the "wake temperature"
where blockage leakage was suspected, Test 6, and where known leakage was
built into Test 7. In Test 5 it is not felt justifiable to make a con-
clusion because the * value was only estimated. It does appear however, that
leakage significantly reduces the wake fluid temperature. Our conclusion
is that the simple model used to predict wake fluid temperatures is not
completely adequate. However, the approach used in the previous discussion
is used tentatively for core, radial blanket and control assembly analysis.
The only firm conclusion that can be made at this time is that a complete
non-porous 6 channel central blockage or a 14 channel edge blockage with or
without leakage does not cause boiling at 10 kW/ft over a range of velocities
of 37 to 20 ft/sec for the center blockage, and 5 kW/ft and 26 ft/sec for
the edge channels.

Kirsch and Schleisiek (Ref. 59) used their hydraulic data for
tR = TU/dB to calculate blockage conditions in the SNR reactor. The
calculations showed that over 40% of the center part of a core assembly
could be blocked without boiling occurring based on the average fluid
temperature in the wake.

Other water data reported by Kirsch indicated that the maximum
temperature in the wake exceeded the average temperature only by approximately
a factor of 1.2. In these tests the maximum wake temperature was near the
outer edge of the wake.

15.4.3.3.1 Prevention and Detection

Flow blockages of CRBRP radial blanket assemblies are extremely
unlikely due to design features of the reactor, cleanliness requirements
during construction of the plant, precautionary operations carried out during
initial sodium fill and testing, and sodium coolant purity requirements
during reactor operation. Postulated blockage mechanisms-.are: (a) large
and (b) small non-degradable debris left behind during plant or radial
blanket assembly construction, (c) degradable material left behind during
construction, (d) corrosion products, (e) sodium-lubricant reaction products,
and (f) failed fuel debris. These failure mechanisms are described in
detail in Section 15.4.1.3.1. All of the prevention-and detection mechanisms
described in Section 15.4.1.3.1 apply to the radial blanket except (f), failed
debris. The radial blanket fuel rod failures will be detected by the cover
gas monitoring system, and the defective assembly will be located by the tag

351 gas. However, radial blanket fuel-sodium exposure will not be
detected by the Delayed Neutron Detectors due to the very low amount of
fissile material in the radial blanket fuel, even near end of life. A properly
position thermocouple at the outlet of each radial blanket may enhance the
detection of excessive coolant outlet temperatures that could arise from flow
blockages.

**The need for a scale geometry factor should also be assessed in applying
the tR obtained in one geometry to that of another geometry even when the
P/D is identical.
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15.4.3.3.2 Consequences of Inlet Blockage of Radial Blanket Assembly (=)
The result of partial rod bundle inlet blockage of a radial blanket

assembly are similar to'those discussed in Section 15.4.1.3.2 for the fuel
assemblies. A large blockageis required to effect a small reduction-in flow
rate and a significant increase in outlet temperature. However, a major
part of the pressure drop through a radial blanket assembly is taken in the.
orifice plates.' These plates have multiple perforations to assure redundancy
of flow path. Should a majority of the holes in one plate be blocked, the
remaining openings in that plate will control the flow rate and the effect
of'the other plates will be reduced. Here again, a large.blockage friction
is required for-'a significant reduction in assembly flow. The occurrence
of such a simultaneous blockage of several holes is also quite unlikely
because of the upstream strainer in the inlet passage.

15.4.3.3.3 In Core Radial Blanket Assembly Passive Local Blockage

In addition to the lower power level- and .lower axial coolant velocity,
the pitch-to-diameter ratio of the rods in a blanket assembly is lower (1.08)
than that in a core assembly (1.23). Although the general blockage and wake
theoryy discussed in Section 15.4.1.3 is expected;to be valid for a radial
blanket assembly, experimental data or theory..are not available for predicting
the magnitude of tR, the dimensionless residence time, for fluid: in the near
wake for low pitch-to-diameter ratios.

0

Existing data have been reduced and tabulated in Table 15.4.3.3-2.

As shown in Figure 15.4.3.3.3-2, the slope of tR versus a (the,
blockage6.ratio), appears-to be constant for the three geometries tested.
Although the SNR has a larger pitch-to-diameter ratio than the ORNL test
bundle, the parameter tR is somewhat larger. Thus, in-addition:to P/D,
otherjfactors are involved in determining tR.--"(The possible effect of
wire wrap versus grid"(SNR) cannot be discounted).

The SNR test bundle had approximately 11 rods per square inch of
cross section whereas the ORNL test bundle had 1.42 rods per square inch
.of cross section.: In the SNR test bundle, there is a more tortuous path for
fluid circulating in the wake. As expected, tR for the flat plate-has the
lowest'value of tR because there is no obstruction to circulating fluid in
the wake region. But the data for the ORNL 1.23 P/D bundle are very-close
to those for the Winterfield (Ref. 41) disc test data. Using this inference,
the assumption was made

= TU P( NR
td •BB=P( N
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where:

P/D, rod pitch-to-diameter ratio

NR number of rods per unit cross section area
AVT,

B, blockage ratio

The final tentative relation obtained is

tR C (NR).5 ()-0.88

Although the design relation for tR, which must be substantiated by
experiment, does not go to infinity as P/D -> 1.0, such a limit may not be
required in the P/D range examined. Even though the radial blanket assembly
has a P/D = 1.08 number of rods per square inch is relatively small and
because of the large size rod, the absolute space between rods is 0.040"
(compared to 0.056" in the core).

Although a value equal to tR = 17 was calculated for a radial
blanket assembly at a blockage fraction B = 0.1, the larger value tR = 22.5
calculated for the core was used. Another conservatism employed is that the
blockage factor was not used because of overall uncertainty. For a six-
channel blockage, the following values of cladding temperature and wake
temperatures were obtained.

Radial Blanket Assembly

Six-Channel Blockage

tR = 22.5

Midplane Exit Plane

Wake Temperature (OF) 1127 1121
Coolant Temperature (OF) 858 1000
Linear Power (kW/ft) 7 3.2
Inside Cladding Temperature (OF) 1203 1.156

15.4.3.3.4 In-Core Active Blockage in a Radial Blanket Assembly

The basic analysis for the core assemblies, Section 15.4.1.3.4
applies to radial blanket assemblies; however, the effects of a different
flow velocity, heat flux, rod pitch-to-diameter ratio and rod diameter were
assessed.
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15.4.3.3.5 Postulated Local Boiling Effects; Radial Blanket Assembly

As discussed in Section 15.4.1.3.5, Postulated Local Boiling Effects,
Core Assembly, the method used to calculate the size of a blockage, which
might cause local boiling in the wake behind a blockageis similar to that
used: to calculate the effects of a;six-channel blockage. However, the axial
difference .in linear power rating and the axial difference in the sodium
boiling temperature causes a difference in the size of blockage required
to produce local boiling at the midpl~ane and exit plane. The following table
shows the calculated sizes of central blockage, fraction area blocked and.
the boiling temperatures assumed at the mid-plane and exit plane of a radial
blanket assembly.

Boiling Temp. dB 8 Approximately tR

OF inches ---

Midplane

1800 3.64 0.59 22.5
1750 3.44 0.53 22.5
1700 3.25 0.47 22.5

Exit plane

1.750 6.36* -- 22.5
1750 5.93* 22.5
1650 5.51* -- 22.5

*The only significance which should be associated with these

numbers which are greater than the assembly diameter is that
in order for boiling to occur, the size of the blockage could
be detected.

It should be noted that in the model used to calculate the size
blockage required to produce local boiling, the blockage diameter d is
inversely proDortional to heat flux and directly proportional to th•
average coolant velocity. In the blanket region directly adjacent to the
core, theblanket rod linear heat rating in the row of rods facing the core
might have a significantly higher linear power rating than 7 kW/ft used
in this analysis. The higher power level would not be expected to influence
significantly a central blockage but might affect adversely the size of
blockage required to cause boiling for a-true two-dimensional edge or
corner blockage. However, if the blockage were Only a semi-edge blockage
the colder fluid around the inside periphery of the assembly would be
expected to ameliorate the consequences of the blockage.
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15.4.3.3.6 Long Term Effects of a Hot Spot

In the preceding sections the effects of inlet flow blockages and

non-heat generating and heat generating in-core blockages have been discussed.

One effect of these blockages is to increase the.local cladding temperature

in.the vicinity of the blockage. If these blockages go undetected over a

long period of time, the capability of the radial blanket rods to reach

their design lifetimes would be-reduced. Figure 15.4.3.3.6-1 which shows the-

effect of a temperature increaseon the lifetime of the statistical hot

radial blanket rod at..core outlet,.is based upon the time to reach 0.1%

ductility limited strain during steady state operation. The consequences of

a premature failure would be no worse than the stochastic radial blanket rod'

failure~discussed in Section 15.4.3.1.
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TMI, 4A-AA.A

SUMMARY OF FABRICATION DETAILS, OPERATING

CONDITIONS AND CONDITION OF BREACHED FUEL PINS

I assembly identification*

led pin identification

dding material, type stainless steel**

diameter ins.

1 thickness ins.

1 composition w/oUO 2 /w/opuO2

nium Enrichment %U235

1 Column length ins.

ulator Composition+

ulator length, top ins.

ulator length, bottom ins.

imum Cladding temperature 'F

imum pin power kw/ft

PNL-5AC.X114)

PNL 5-1

304SA

0.250

0.016

75/25

93

13.5

Dep UO2
0.5

0.5

920

12

PNL-l0( 193)

PNL-10-14

316,20%cw

0.230

0.015

75/25

65

13.5

Nat U02
6.63

14.00

1050

10

HEDL-N-E(X191)

HEDL-N-E-122

316,20%cw

0.230

0.015

75/25

77

13.5

Dep UO2

6.689

0.503

1142

12

P-12AA CX186)

P-12A-63K

316,30%cw

0.230

0.015

75/25

9.3

13.5

Nat UO2
0.5

0.513

1200

11

PNL-5B(Xl68)

PNL 5-17

304SA

0.230

0.016

75/25

93

13.5

Dep UO2
0.5

0.5

920

12

P-l2AB(X21 3)

P-12A-llB

316,20%cw

0.230

0.015

75/25

93

13.5

Nat UO2
0.5

0. 513

1270

11

PNL-llI(XI94)

PNL-1 1-39

316,20%cw

0.230

0.015

75/25

65

13.5

Nat UO2
6.63

14.00

1150

14

I V06)o

018

304L annealed

0.290

0.020
80/20

.92.7

10.91

Dep UO2
0.47

0.47

953

14.3

dding fluence(E>O.lMev)

nup,

Volume at STP

pressure at failure

ation of failure above

n/cm
2

Mwd/MTM

a/o

C.C.

psi

in.

8.6X10
2 2

128,000

13.1

208

1170

10.85

.5. OX.22

64,000

6.6

71

570
13

3.2XI 0
2 2

42,300

4.4

42

455

13.31

2. 3XI 022

35,000++

3.6

45

570

12.5

9.6XI 022
.145,000++

14.9 ++

225

1441

NKA

5.2XI0
2 2

7 9 , 0 0 0 * *

8.1 ++

103

870

NK

1X1O
23

1 1 i , 0 0 0 " *

11.4

140

1100

NK

7.8

104.9

1 '60

-11.7

bottom of fuel column

First identifier is the HEDL assembly number,jf applicable; the second is the ANL EBRII number

SA-Solution annealed; 20%cw - 20% cold work

Dep U02 -Depleted U02 ; Nat U02 :-Natural U02
Calculated

Not known at this time

Above top insulator pellet

Based on ANL-8063

I



TABLE 15.4.1.2.6-1

Flow Rate Comparison for Assembly 29

Flow Rate, ft3/sec

Flow Path Normal Duct Duct with Crack

Assembly Inlet to Fuel Pin .634 .707

Fuel Pin to Assembly Outlet .634 .133

Flow from Duct Crack 0. .674

V)

20

C

0
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TABLE 15.4.1.2.6-2

Effect of.Cracked Duct

on Assembly Hot Channel Outlet Temperature

For Assembly 29

"F dt

Normal

143.2

1.0

558

1288

.Cracked

.250.9

1.752

978

1708

Ratio

AT, OF

T OF:out iý

20
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*TABLE 15.4.1.3.3-1

TEMPERATURES BEHIND A CENTRALSIX-CHANNEL BLOCKAGE

Midplane Exit-Plane

Average Wake Temperature (OF) 1104 1197

Maximum Wake Temperature (OF) 1261 1244

Midwall Cladding Temp. (OF)* 1396 1312

Linear Power (kW/ft.) 11 5

Velocity (ft/sec) 20 20

Dimensionless Residence Time (tR)** 22.5 22.5

*Based on maximum fluid temperature, a conservative approach.
= TU where: -r(Tau) is the average residence time of the fluid in

**tR dB~ the wake region; U is the free stream velocity; and dB is the

characteristic blockage dimension.
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TABLE 15.4.1.3.5-l

BLOCKAGE SIZE NECESSARY TO CAUSE LOCAL BOILING

Blockage
Diameter*

Fraction of Flow
Area Blocked

(approx.)

Dimensionless
Residence Time

(tR)**Boiling. Temperature

OF Inches --

Midpl ane

1850 2.35 0.25 22.5
1800 2.23 0.22 22.5
1750 2.11 0.20 22.5

Exit-Plane

1770 3.55 0.56 22.5
1720 3.29 0.48 22.5
1700 3.02 0.40 22.5

*For non-porous blockages.

**tr _U
r he B

where:

is the average residence time of
wake region

the fluid in the near

dB is the characteristic blockage dimension (e.g., blockage diameter).

U is the free stream velocity.

0
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TABLE 15.4.2.2-1

PEAK PIN THERMAL AND GAS RELEASE COMPARISONS
BETWEEN NORMAL* AND OVERPOWER** CONTROL ROD ASSEMBLIES

IN THE CENTRAL (ROW 1) C/A. LOCATION

Lifetime Gas Release Hot Channel Coolant Max. Cladding Midwall Max. B4C Centerline
Cases Pressure, psi Outlet Temperature Temperature, 'F Temp., 'F

(inches withdrawn) Normal* Overpower** Normal* Overpower** Normal* Overpower** Normal* Overpower**

BOFC (12••) - - 1076 1162 1090 1184 1886 2296

EoFC •.ý36')- 88 11.85 840 . 859 851: 8801.. 1538

IBOEC 1085 1174 11:01 . 1198 1891o 2303

EOEC 0 (36") 965 161.483 858 847 877 142 5 1659

13

v>;.
K ..

~ 2*-
x

*Normal = Natural @ 20% B-10 enrichment
**Overpower =.Enrichment @ 55% B-10

+BOFC & EOFC = Beginning and end of first cycle
oBOEF & EOEC = Beginning and end of equilibrium cycle



TABLE 15..4.2.2-2

CENTRAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY-
HEAT GENERATION BASES+ FOR TABLE 15.4.2.2-1

Lifetime Cases Assembly Total Power, kw

(inches rod withdrawal) Normal* Overpower**

BOFC (12") 425 535

EOFC (36") 85 109

BOEC (11") 439 552

EOEC (36") 84 108

* Normal =

** Overpower

natural @ 20% B-10 enrichment

= Over-enrichment @ 55% B-1O

01
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TABLE 15.4;2.2-3

ABNORMAL PEAK CONTROL ROD PIN THERMAL CONDITIONS
(OPERATINGUNDER FULL INSERTION AT BOEC)

Hot Channel, Maximum Maximum
Coolant Outlet Cladding Midwall B4 C Centerline

Rod. Type Temp., OF Temp. OF Temp., OF

Central 1129 1191 1946

Row 7 flat 1130 1206 2187

Row 7 corner 1140 1206 2037

0
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TABLE 15.4.3,,2-1

RADIAL BLANKET PEAK OPERATiNG CONDITIONS FOR
FAILURE TO SHUFFLE' (2aUNCERTAINTIES)

0

Time of
Life

SOC7

EOC7

SOC8

EOC8*

SOC9

EOC9

SOCIO

EOCI 0

SOC i

EOCI1

SOC 12**

EOC12**

Peak Linear
Power (kw/ft)

6.3

11.6
12.6

16.1

17.5

19.8

21.6

23.3

25.4

26.4

28.7

29.1.

Peak Coolant
Temperatire,( 0 F)

927

1068

1099

1180

1222

1275

1325

1354

1411

1420

1484

1476

Peak Cladding
M iýll Temp. (°F.)

949

1115
ýl 150

1249

1296
1360

1419

1453

.1521

-1532

1607

1597

Molten Cross
Section (%)

0
-0

0

0

0
10

20

27

35

38

45

46

Gas
Pressure(Psi)

186

197

200

241

254

344..

367

491

522

672

713

879

*Shuffling of the radial
occurs every two years.

blanket assembly in the peak flux position normally

**The percent increase in bred fissile material. will be slightly less than thereduction in flux level from control rod withdrawal in the core by cycle 12.Thus both the assembly and peak rod total powers are lower at EOC12 than atSOC12 and consequently the peak.coolant and cladding temperatures are lowerat EOC12 than at SOC12. At the same time the axial peaking factor increasesmore than the rod power decreases so the peak linear power is higher at EOC12
than at SOC12.

0
0
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TABLE 15.4.3.2-2

RADIAL BLANKET PEAK OPERATING CONDITIONS ýFOR
'. .. FAILURE TO SHUFFLE (3a UNCERTAINTIES+ 15.%OVERPOWER) .

Time ýof Peak Linear
• Life' Powe (kwtft)

SOC,7

:EOC7

SOC8

EOC8*

SOC9

EOC9
SOCO0

EOCIO

SOCI 1.

tonlI

SOC 2**

EOCl 2**

77.3
13.4

14.5

18.6

20.2,

22.8

24.9

26.9

29.3

30.4

33.1

33.5

.Peak Coolant
Temperature ( 0F)

•932

1077

1110

119.4

1236

1291

1342

1372

1432

14•40

1506

1497

• Peak Cladding
Midwall Temp. (°F)

961

1142

1175

1281

1333
1402
1463

1502

1573
1586

1666

1657

Molten Cross
Section .(%)

0
.0

0

14

27

35

41
48

50
56

.57

. Gas
Pressure

(Psi)

189

202

207

* 258

272

372

396

530

564

725

769

945

*Shuffling of. the radial.
occurs every two years.

blanket assembly in the.peak flux position.normally

*)
**The percent increase in bred fissile material will be slightly less than the

reduction in flux level from control rod withdrawal in the core by cycle.12.
Thus both theassembly and peak rod total.powers are lower at EOC12 than at
SOCl2 and consequently the peak coolant and cladding temperatures are lower
atfEOC12 than at SOCl2. At the same time.the axial peaking factor increases
more than the rod power decreases so the peak linear power is higher at EOCl2
than at SOCl2.
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TABLE 15.4.3.3-1

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED EFFECT OF
BLOCKAGE ON LOCAL WAKE FLUID TEMPERATURE

Rods - 6 Center Channels Blocked (0.250" Thick Plate; P/D= 1.*23) SodiumORNL (Ref. 37) - 19

co

Experimental (1).As
Estimated (Maximum) Estimated(') Calculated
AT Film Power Velocity (TBC - TL) (TB - TL) (TB - TL) Test No.

kw/ft ft/sec OF OF OF

30-115 10. 34 80-180 50. 36 1

35-140 10 27.2 100-207 75 45 2

35-120 10 20.4 140-220 105 59 3

20-80 7.5 34 60-120 40 27 4

ORNL (Ref. 33) - 19 Rods - 14 Edge Channels Blocked (0.125" Thick Plate, P/D =.1.23) Sodium

No Leakage 5 25.8 121* 97 5

Leakage ? 5 25.8 69 -- 97 6

Leakage 5 25.8 76 -- 97 7
(0.014")

*This temperature estimated from earlyTest No. 5 data

TB - TL = Wake Fluid Temperature - Adjacent Unblocked Fluid Temp.

(1) These temperatures are based on peak measured cladding temperatures.

,- x



TABLE 15.4.3.3-2

DIMENSIONLESS RESIDENCE TIME (TU•
d B

FOR BLOCKAGE TEST DATA

01LI

Number Blockage Number
of Fraction Blocked Bundle dB _ U P

Rods (s) Channels. Scale d B D
inches d

Winterfield - 0.13 - - 1.97 9

ORNL Center 19 0.13 6 Triple 1.49 12 1.23

ORNL - Center 19 0.62 24 Triple 3.13 8 1.23

ORNL -. Edge 19 0.13 5. Triple 1.22 28 1.23

ORNL - Edge 19 0.60 24 Triple 3.21 1.9 1.23

Karlsruhe 169 0.147 54 Full 1.71 18** 1.317
(Center) Size

Karlsruhe 169 0.411 150 Full 2.88 13** 1.317
(Center) Size

*Not a function of Reynolds Number-

'N

**Calculated from the Karlsruhe data
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15.5 FUELHANDLING AND STORAGE EVENTS INTRODUCTION

Of considerable importance to the safe operation of the CRBRP is the

determination of the consequences associated with a group of postulated fuel
handling and storage events. The,.events presented in this Section (see Table
15.5-1) are considered to be representative.of the type of fuel handling and
storage events that could be expected to :be encountered during the lifetime
of the plant. For these accident events either 1) the whole body dose at
the Site Boundary and also .at the Low Population Zone will be.presented, or
2) reference will be made to an enveloping analysis which has previously been
considered and known to be wi:thin the suggested guideline dose limits. The
suggested guideline limits for whole body dose used for these events are
lOCFR20 for the, anticipated and unlikely events and one-tenth of 1OCFR1O0 for
the extremely. unlikely events.

The conservative assumptions and conditions used for these analyses
are:

1.) The fuel assemblies are considered to be at end-of-equilibrium-
cycle thus providing maximum fission product inventory.

2.). The site-boundary and low-population zone doses were calculated
based on a worst short term atmospheric dispersion as identified
from historical site data (see Section 2.3.4.2 for more details).
The atmospheric dilution factors (X/Q) used for the accident con-
ditions are consistent with Chapter 2 and shown here in
Table 15.5-2.

) 3.) Reactor cover-gas radionuclide inventory is based on continuous
plant operation with 1% failed fuel.

The following is a summary table of the events considered in this Sec-
tion. Table.15.5-1 identifies, 1.) the event, 2.) the site boundary dose. and
the low-population dose, and 3.) comments on the severity of the. event.

The requirement from the SFAC that a loss of site power during a fuel
handling event be presented in the PSAR has not been addressed on the basis
that off-site and on-site power are independent sources. Loss of either of
these independent power sources during fuel handling would not prevent a safe
continuation of the fuel handling process.

15.5-1



TABLE 15.5-1

FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGE EVENTS

*Section
No.

@ Site
Boundary (2-hr)

@ Low Population
Zone (30-day)Event Comments

15.5

15.5.1

15.5.2

0,

10

15.5.2.1

15.5.2.2

15.5.2.3

1.5.5.2.4

15.5.2.5

15.5.3

15.5.3.1

Fuel handling & storage
events

Anticipated events
(None)

Unlikely events

Fuel assembly dropped
within reactor vessel
during refueling

Damage of fuel assembly
due to attempt to insert
a fuel assembly into an
occupied position.

Single fuel assembly'
cladding failure and
subsequent fission gas
release during refueling

Cover gas release during
refueling

Heaviest crane load
impacts reactor
closure head

Extremely unlikely event

Collision of EVTM with
control rod drive
mechanism

4.0 x 10"4 REM

<2.77 x 10-3 REM

2.77 x 10-3 RE

3.0 x 10-4 PAX

4.0 x 10-4 REM

4.0 x 10-4 REM

42.42 x 10"5 REM

<1.O x 103 REM

1.0 x O"3 RE

2.42 x 16Os EM

:<2.42 x 10-5 REM

4.42 x 10"5 REM

This event is
the suggested
dose rate.

This event is
the suggested
dose limits

This event-,S
the suggested
dose limits

well Within
guidel ine

well within
guidel-ine

well within
guideline

Consequences of this .event
are within the umbrell.a of
Section 15.5.2.4

Consequences of this event
are within the umbrella of
Section 15.5.2.4

Consequences of this event
are within the umbrella of
Section .15.5.2.420



TABLE 15.5-2

ATMOSPHERIC DILUTION FACTORS
:X/Q FOR ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

(sec/m3)

Distance
(miles)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4t

0.5

0.7

1.0

2.0

5.0

10.0

20.0

Minimum

Hours Days
0-8**

2.88E-2"

8.57E-3

4.03E-3

2.30E-3

1 .69E-3

I. 05E-3

7.97E'4

3.99E-4

1.44E-4

6.49E-5

3.20E-5

exclusion distance (2200 ft)

8-24

1 .21E-2

2.18E-3

1 .1lE-3

6.09E-4

4.47E-4

2.69E-4

1 .51E-4

6.75E-5

2.36E-5

2.87E-6

1 .99E-6

1-4

3.13E-3

8.71E-4

4.18E-4

2.35E-4

1 .70E-4

1 .01E-4

5.81E-5

2.51 E-5

7.75E-6

2.15E-6

8.81E-7

4-30

I.29E-3

3. 61 E-4

1 .73E-4

9.12E-5

7.03E-5

4. 18E-5

2.41 E-5

1 .04E-5

3.21E-6

8.90E-7

•3.65E-7

*2.88E-2 = 2.88 x I0-2
**Intl'udes building wake factors given in Table 2.6-23 of Chapter 2.0
*Exclusion distance - 2200 ft

((I..?')
15.5-3



15.5.1 Anticipated Events.(None).

15.5.2. Unlikely..Events

15.5.2.1 -Fuel Assembly Dropped Within Reactor Vessel During Refueling

15.5.2.1.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Dropping a fuel.assembly into the core during refueling can be caused
by either of two circumstances. These are: (1) that the fuel assembly is ini-
tially grappled improperly, or (2) that the.In-Vessel Transer Machine (IVTM).,
grappler fingers are released erroneously. A long. series of IVTM design feature
failures and interlock failures, plus operator errors, are required to cause.,
an erroneous:I.VTM grapple release or improper -initial grappling. Figure
15.5.2.1.1-1.shows, in diagramatic form the various sequences required in order
to drop a fuel-assembly during refuieling. Since the IVTM draws a fuel assembly
out of the.core into a tubular housing, the fuel assembly Can only be dropped
in the vertical position, consequently the assembly can be dropped into an
open lattice position such as a core or storage location or onto, an occupied
location which, already contains another assembly. Dropping of the assembly
would be detected by the grapple load cells registering a loss of weight.

441"

. " 15.5.2.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Themaximum safety consequences of dropping a spent fuel assembly in
the reactor is the release of fission gas from the failed cladding to the
interior of the reactor vessel, and the possible dispersal of fuel particles
due to mechanical damage to the assembly. This location within the reactor
vessel. has a.sealed atmosphere with a radioactive cover gas processing (clean-
up) system capable of limiting the release of radioactivity to the environment.
Any radioactive materials dispersed in the sodium coolant are confined within

441 the primary heat transport system which is housed completely within the reactor
containment system. Even if a damaged, dropped assembly is left-in the core,
the radioactive fuel material will only be dispersed within the primary'heat
transport .system by the reactor coolant. So the consequences of damaging of a
fuel assembly are confined by the boundaries of the primary heat transport
system.

The particular damage to the fuel assemblies in the core depends on
the circumstances of the particular "dropped assembly" incident. If the assem-
bly is dropped freely and fully into an open lattice position, the only damage
expected will be due to the high impact "g" load exerted on the."dropped" assem-
bly. If the assembly doesn't drop freely and fully into an open lattice posi-
tion,.then additional severe damage can be inflicted to the assembly, to.the
adjacent assemblies, to the IVTM, and to the reactor upper internals, if the
triple rotating plugs in the reactor head are operated. If the assembly is
dropped on an occupied position, the consequences are the same as attempting
to insert a fuel assembly into an occupied position (15.5.2.2.) with additional
severe damage being inflicted if the triple rotating plugs are operated.

Amend. 44
April 1978
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If an assembly were to be dropped during refueling, there would be no
possibi lity of criticality occurring. During the refueling process, the reac-
tor is shutdown with all;control rods fully inserted (control.rod drivelinesare disconnected). With the reactor in this configuration, the core is shut-

down by as much -as 17$ to,.31$.,. (31$ @. end of 1.st cycle and 17$ 0 loading of
last-fuel assembly prior to 2nd cycle operation.) At the end of a-typical
equilibrium cycle the.i.reactor.is shutdown by as much as.42$.. The highest worth
fuel assembly is less than 2$. Therefore, even for thisworst case, the drop
of a Singlef•Uel asSembly prior to stavrt up of the second cycle, the net shut-
down-margin remains considerable (greater than 15$).

15.5.2.1.3 Conclusions

-Dropping of a fuel assembly into the core during refuel4ing Can be
accommodated.from both the standpoint of a potential rupture of the clad and %
subsequent release,offission gas and from the resulting reactwivity insertion
associated with the high worth fuel assembly. Based on the discussion .of
analysis of effects for this event (Section 15.5.2.1.2) the radioactivity
releasedis less than that calculated for the umbrella event of Section 15.5.2.4.
The nettshudown margin following insertion of the highest worth fuel assembly
is greater than 1,5$.:

" " 0

0
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).

IN-VESSEL FUEL

TRANSFER OPERATIONS

II

OPERATIONS ARE COMPLETED NORMAL

WITHOUT INCIDENT
• , 4 - - - OPERATORS. KNOW AND FOLLOW

PROPER PROCEDURES

I.ý I

- MECHANICAL INTERLOCK
PINS GRAPPLE ACTUATOR
ROD WHEN FINGERS ARE
EXTENDED AND GRAPPLE
IS >3.13 IN. ABOVE FULL-
DOWN POSITION

9

REDUNDANT LIMIT SWITCH
•INTERLOCKS PREVENT
ENERGIZING GRAPPLE
FINGER ACTUATOR WHEN
GRAPPLE IS >5.52 in. ABOVE
REFERENCE FULL.DOWN
POSITION-AT IN VESSEL
STORAGE

- REDUNDANT LIMIT SWITCHES
PREVENT ENERGIZING IVTM
GRAPPLE FINGER
ACTUATION UNLESS GRAPPLE
IS FULL-DOWN AND IN THE
PUSH MODE

- MECHANICAL DESIGN PRE-
CLUDES RELEASE OF
GRAPPLE FINGERS DUE TO
LOSS OF ACTUATOR AIR
PRESSURE

40

--- REDUNDANT LIMIT SWITCHES <9
PREVENT VERTICAL GRAPPLE
MOVEMENT UNLESS GRAPPLE.
FINGER ACTUATOR ROD IS
FULLY RETRACTED OR
EXTENDED.

HOIST DRIVE LOAD CELLS
INDICATE CORE ASSEMBLY
WEIGHT, AND SIGNAL IT TO
OPERATORS (THIS LINE OF
DEFENSE PROTECTS AGAINST
LIFTING OF GRAPPLE WHEN
CORE ASSEMBLY IS IMPRO-
PERLY RELEASED)

---- REDUNANT LIMITSWITCH b
INTERLOCKS PREVENT
ENERGIZING GRAPPLE
FINGER ACTUATOR WHEN
GRAPPLE IS >1.32 in. ABOVE
REFERENCE FULL DOWN
POSITION OVER CORE

-4l

GRAPPLE FINGERS ARE
RELEASED ERRONEOUSLY,
DROPPING FUEL ASSEMBLY
OR CORE COMPONENT INTO
AN EMPTY OR LOADED CORE
POSITION, EMPTY OR LOADED
CCP, OR IN-VESSEL STORAGE
POSITION WITHOUT A CCP
IN IT

GRAPPLE FINGERS FAIL TO
RELEASE OR ENGAGE PRO-
PERLY, ALLOWING FUEL
ASSEMBLY OR CORE COMPO-
NENT TO.BE LIFTED AND
THEN DROPPED INTO AN
EMPTY OR LOADED:CORE
POSITION, EMPTY OR' LOADED
CCP, OR IN-VESSEL STORAGE
POSITION WITHOUT A CCP
IN IT

• I
NOTE: LETTERS IN
DIAMONDS ARE ALSO
CORRELATED TO. THOSE
IN FIGORES 9.1-

11bAND
* 9.1-16c.

If
1 POSSIBLE GROSS FUEL ASSEMBLY CLADDING DAMAGE, FISSION

GAS AND DEBRIS RELEASE TO REACTOR VESSEL AND POSSIBLE
CCP AND CCP SUPPORT DAMAGE I MAJOR OR

MINOR
INCIDENT

FIGURE,15.5.2.].-I. DROPPING A FUEL ASSEMBLY INTO CORE POSITION, CCP,
OR IN-VESSEL STORAGE POSITION

Amend. 44



15.5.2.2 Damage of Fuel Assembly Due to Attempt to Insert a Fuel Assembly
.2 "Into An .Occupied Position

115.5.2.21 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A fuel assembly can be inserted into an occupied position in the
core lattice only as a result of a sequence of independent operator errors.
The refueling procedures require that detailed records of the location of coreI assemblies are maintained. Core assemblies are identified by coded notches
in the core assembly handling socket before insertion,.and the data system

44 cross.checks.the.locations of assemblies for compatibility. Figure 15.5.2.2-1
shows in diagrammatic form the sequence required in order to damage a fuel

441 assembly by inserting a fuel assembly into an occupied position.

In addition, design features are provided for a load limiting sys-
tem for the IVTM grappleanda fuel assembly outlet nozzle configuration pre-
vents the fuel pins within from being damaged by a second assembly being in-
serted into the outlet of the first.

15.5.2.2.2. Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Grapple drive systems are controlled through setpoints to maintain
low drive speeds., insertion and withdrawal forces, impact loads, and accelera-

h tions (decelerations) Within allowable limits.. Loading a core assembly into4 an occupied position can cause either fission gas release and/or core assem-
441 bly damage. The sudden release of fission gas from a fuel assembly during

refueling and its consequences are discussed in Section 15.5.2.3.

The core assembly outlet nozzle is designed to prevent insertion
of an inlet nozzle or a second assembly into an occupied core position during
refueli ng. Damage to the'fuel pins within the fuel. assemblies is mitigated
by the design of a restriction within the outlet nozzle. The restriction is

:designed to prevent the lower end of a second assembly from entering the first
and causing mechanical damage to the internals. The restriction.is designed

441 to take a.bearing load of 3000 pounds with the normal load limit of the IVTM
set at 1000.pounds. Electrical interlocks are provided to halt the event when
the 1000 pound load limit is reached. Indication of this event would occur.
on the downstroke, 13 ft higher than the normal expected overload trip point.

The core assembly outlet nozzle is also designed to prevent the in-
let nozzle or a second assembly from seizing when inserted.into the first thus
assuring that the second assembly can be withdrawn out of the core once the
interaction has been detected.

15.5.2.2.3 Conclusions

Interlocks, design features and procedures inherent in the refueling
operation.preclude the insertion of a fuel assembly into an occupied position.
The analysis shows that the consequences of this event, fission gas release

I (Section 1.5.5.2.3) and/or core assembly damage, are acceptable.

Amend. 44

April 1978
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IN-VESSEL FUEL
TRANSFER OPERATION

OPERATIONS. ACCOMPLISHED
WITHOUT
INCIDENT

7+

OPERATORS KNOW AND
FOLLOW PROPER
PROCEDURES

/
/

-ICORE ASSEMBLY IDENTIFIED
B BY CODED NOTCHES IN CORE
ASSEMBLY HANDLING SOCKET
ISCROSS.CHECKED AGAINST

INTENDED LOCATION, DISPLAYED
AND PRINTED BY DATA SYSTEM

ATTEMPTED LOADING OF A FUEL
ASSEMBLY INTO AN OCCUPIED
CORE.POSITION

.40

)
NO DAMAGE

/
PROTECTIVE RESTRICTION IN OUTLET
NOZZLE OF FUEL ASSEMBLY PREVENTS
INLET NOZZLE FROM ENTERING AND
DAMAGING FUEL CLAD OR FROM'
PROTRUDING INTO LOWER ASSEMBLY

INTERLOCK LIMITS NORMAL

PUSH FORCE TO 1000 LBS.

I7
IVTM 7

POSSIBLE CLAD FAILURE,
RELEASING FISSION GAS AND.
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS TO
REACTOR COOLANT

FIGURE 15.5.2,2-71.. PROTECTION AGAINST INSERTIONOF FUEL
ASSEMBLYINTO OCCUPIED POSITION
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15.5.2.3 Single Fuel Assembly Cladding Failure and Subsequent Fission-Gas
) Release During.Refueling.

15.5.2.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Spent fuel assemblies are handled as single entities by the Ex-
Vessel Transfer Machine (EVTM), the Fuel Handling Cell (FHC) gas cooling

440 grapples, and IVTM.

The basic potential causes for fuel assembly cladding failure during
refueling are mechanical damage and inadequate cooling. Conceivably, mechani-
cal damage could be caused by dropping the assembly, improper loading,(at-
tempted loading into an occupied location), or faulty sequencing of refueling.
motions (moving or closing different components with the fuel assembly inthe
wrong place). Inadequate cooling could conceivably be caused by loss of
power during refueling, or cooling system failure.

The Refueling System is designed to reduce the probability of theoccurrence of mechanical damage to fuel assemblies and other components to a
level as low as possible, approaching the extremely unlikely classification.
This is accomplished by selecting design features that are inherently less
likely to fail, by incorporating redundant features and controls where needed,
by use of interlocks and controls that prevent maloperation, and by use of
S operator training and approved written operating procedures. Specifically,
the fuel assembly is of a "ducted" design where the fuel pins are "shrouded"
to protect them from contact with other objects. Also, the fuel handling
grapples within the EVTM and FHC are provided with positional and load limit-) ing interlocks to preclude mechanical damage to the fuel assembly being handled.
The Refueling System design bases and safety evaluations are discussed in
Section 9.1.

The cooling systems designs for the EVTM and FHC gas cooling grapple
are directed toward features that reduce the likelihood of system capability
falling below requirements. This is accomplished with redundant cooling sys-

441 tems and control interlocks that prevent misoperation, and through the use of
operator training and approved written operating procedures.

The consequences of fission-gas release from a fuel assembly are de-
pendent on the location of the fuel assembly at the time of thd event. In
particular, the potential for release of radioactivity is reduced where facili-
ties have gas cleanup systems, is increased:in locations containing a large
number of seals, and is also increased in Iocations where the gas volume is
low, creating a high concentration of activity. Of the locations for possible
cladding failure, the reactor vessel, ex-vessel storage tank (EVST), and the
fuel handling cell (FHC) have gas cleanup systems, and fairly large gas vol-
umes which result in low concentrations of activity. The ex-vessel transfer
machine (EVTM) has no gas cleanup system, a fairly small gas volume, and a
large, number of seals. Therefore, the location for fission-gas.release from
a spent fuel assembly most likely to result in the largest release of radio-
activity is the EVTM when it is not connected to a location with gas cleanup.
This is the accident that was analyzed.

Amend. 44,
April 1978
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15.5.2.3.2 Analysis of Ettects and-Consequences

The earliest possible time, based on a refueling operations time study,for handling of any core component with the EVTM is 36 hr after reactor shut-down (from long-term full-power operation); the earliest scheduled time forhandling any fuelý assembly is 87 hr after shutdown; and the earliest scheduledtime for handling the maximum powered fuel assembly is -320 hr after shutdown.These times assume 100% handling efficiency. Expected efficiencies are in therange of 75 to 50% which further lengthens the normal decay time by a factorof 1.3 to-2 (no credit is taken for the additional decay). Based on the fis-sion-product inventory of the maximum powered fuel assembly after 3 years offull-power operation, the noble gas and iodine activity of the fuel assemblyfor 0, 36, and 87 hr of decay are shown in Table .15.5.2.3-1.

TABLE 15.5.2.3-1

MAXIMUM FUEL ASSEMBLY FISSION-GAS INVENTORY

C)

0-hr Decay*

Isotope.
Kr8 3 m
Kr8 5m

Kr8 5

Kr
8 7

Kr88

l3l~mXe11

Xe1 3 3m

Xe1 3 3

Xe 135m

Xe135

Xe1 3 8

Half Life

1.86hours

4.4 hours

10.8 years

76,minutes

2.80 hours

11.8 days

2.26 days

5.27 days

16 minutes

9.2 hours

17.0 minutes

7 .l.6x10 years

0-hr. Decay*
Time

1 .61x.1 4

3. 23xi0 4

516

5.44xi 4

6.61xlO4

832

7020

2.35xi0
5

7. 94x 104

2.75xi0
5

2..14xi05

Ci
36-hr Decay

Time

2.36x0-2

87-hr Decay
Time

109 3.46X 10-2

©516

1.52xi0-
4

8.77

827

5600

2.18xi 05

1970

4.78xi0 4

516

2.82xi0-
5

809

3310

1 .74x10
5

10.3

1310

"O

2".77xi 011 -2.7 7xl 0 2.77x103

1130 12.6 hours 1660 229 13.8
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) TABLE 15.5.2.3-1 (Continued)

Ci
Isotope :Half Life*

0-hr Decay 36-hr Decay 87-hr Decay
Time Time Time

1131
132

i133

201 1134

1135

8.1 days

2.4 hrs

20.3 hrs

53 min

6.68 hrs

1.45 x 105

1.90 x 105

2.34 x 105

2.64 x 105

2.57 x 105

2.07 x 106

1.31 x 105

1.34 x 105

7.13 x 104

6.30x 103

6.18 x 105

1.10 x' 105

8.56 x 10

1.32 x
%0**

104

33.0

3.89 x 105
201 Total

*Average Fuel Assembly Fission Gas activities
44 I creased by 20% to approximate the values for

**Less than 10-6.

at time of shutdown were in-
the maximum fuel assembly.

Of the two cases considered, 36 and 87-hr decay, the first represents
a maximum upper limit release that is in the Extremely Unlikely category, and
the second represents a maximum release for events in the Unlikely class. In
both cases, the releases would be from the fuel assembly to the interior of the
EVTM. For the purpose of this evaluation, immediate release of 100% of the
noble gas and halogen inventories of the fuel assembly to the interior of the
EVTM was assumed. This is an extremely conservative assumption, since clad
failure of all pins in the assembly would be required to effect this type of
release. The radioactive gases inside the EVTM can then slowly diffuse through
the seals of the EVTM and be released inside theReactor Containment Building
and the Reactor Services Building. (The refueling hatch connecting the two
buildings will be open at this time.) Based on the 70 ft 3 of EVTM gas space
being filled with reactor cover-gas prior to the fuel cladding failures (the
machine is normally purged to prevent reactor cover gas from entering the
EVTM), the gas activities within the EVTM for the two cases are shown in
Table 15.5.2.3-2.

Amend. 44
April 1978
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All seals in the EVTM are double seals. In addition, all dynamic
seals are. supplied with apressurized buffer gas between the seals, and
,.the buffer gas pressure is monitored. All static seals will be double with
installed capability for periodic testinq. Thus leakage of EVTM gases due
.to physiical defects in the seals is unlikely. Tine only rea i s ic mechanism
for -leakage through these seals is by diffusion of the material (radioactive
gases in particular) through the elastomer. Based on the EVTM seal materials,
dimensions, operating temperatures, apd the experimentally determined
permeabilities for Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) (Ref. 1) seals, the
diffusion rates for the isotopes in the concentrations listed in Table
15.5.2.3-2 *were evaluated. Due to the uncertainty in seal materials,
movable versus static seals, etc., the permeabilities used were conservatively
assumed to be twice the maximum measured permeabilities. The specific rates
used in the analysis,jwhich are two-times the meapured rates, are as follows:
4.7 x lO-#, 3.8 x 10-, 2.9 x l0-3, and: 1.4 x l0- cc/sec, for Xe, Kr, Ar,
and.H-3, respectively. This small leakage will be assured by a technical
specification limit (section 16.3.10) and appropriate leak testing
requirement.

Permeabilitles are based on the maximum measured Dermeabilities for
Buna-N seals. Test data'for this type of seals are reported in Reference
2 and shown in Figure 15.5.2.3-1.

The diffusion rate for each element was calculated from its permea-
bility and the proper seal dimensions according to the following formula:

n0
D1  A- (x Lt)

3
where, = diffusion rate.of element i (cm /sec)

A = conversion factor = 193.04 (cm Hg/atm) (cm/inch)

P. = permeability of element i at operat inq temperature
through seal j (std cm . cm/sec , cm'.cm Hg)

L = seal perimeter of seal j (inch)

n = number-of seals

The diffusion rates are considered conservative because of the
following reasons:

(1) The permeability test data was used were maximum measured values
which are higher than the averaged ones reported in Figure 19 of
Reference 1.

25 )
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44

15.5.2.3.3 Conclusion

The earliest scheduled time for handling a fuel assembly for refuel-
ing is 87 hr after reactor shutdown. In the unlikely event that complete re-
lease of. the fuel assembly noble gases and halogens to the interior of the
EVTM occurs at this time, the potential offsite exposure will not exceed the

I limits of 10 CFR 100.

The possibility of the postulated fission products release occurring
36 hr after shutdown is extremely unlikely. The'refueling procedures call for

441 handling only control, blanket, and radial shield assemblies during the initial
stages of refueling. Proper fuel handling sequence is assured by administra-ý
tive procedures. Nevertheless, if the fuel assembly failure in the EVTM is
arbitrarily postulated 36 hr after shutdown (Case 1, Table 15.2.3-4), the re-
sultant offsite exposure is well within the guideline limits of 10 CFR 100.

)
Amend. 44
April 1978
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TABLE 15.5.2.3-2
EVTM GAS ACTIVITY

Isotope

H3

Ar3 9

Kr 85m. i

Kr8
5

Kr8
8

Xe131m

Xe1 3 3 m

Xe1
3 3

Xe135m

Xe1
3 5

130I

1131

1132

I 13 3

1135

Total

11 Ci/cc
36-hr Decay

Time

1 .39xi0" 4

0.145

54.9

260

4.42

87-hr DecayTime

1.39xi0-4

0.145

1 .74xlO-12

260

1 .42xi0-5

.416

2820

1 .10x1 05

992

2.41 xlO4

'11 5

6 6.59x 04

6.75xl 04

3.59x1 04

3170

3.IIx1O5

407
1670

8.76xi04

5.19

659

6.95

5. 54xi 04

4.31xlO4

6640

16.6

1 .96xi 05
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TABLE 15.5.2.3-3

INITIAL RELEASE RATE.THROUGH EVTM
TO RCB-RSB HIGH BAY

Isotope

H
3

Ar
3 9

Kr8 5m

Kr
8 5

Kr
8 8

Xe131m

Xe1 33m

Xe
1 3 3

xel
3 5m

Xe
13 5

36-hr Decayed:
Fuel Assembly

1 .9ox 10- 6

4.26x10-4

0.206

0.978

1 .66xi 0-2

1.94

13.1

514

4.•62

112

0.536

307

315

167

14.8

1450

i il IISec

87-hr Decayed
Fuel Assembly

1 .90x10-
6

4.26x10-4

6.54x10 5

9.978

5.34X10 8

1.90

7.78

408

2.42xi -2

3.07

0

1130
1131

1132

1133

1i.35

3.24xi0-2

258

201

30.9

7.74xi0-
2

912Total

0
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TABLE 15.5.2.3-4

OFF-SITE DOSES DUE TO.FUEL FAILURE IN EVTM

Doseý., (REM),
SB (2 hr) LPZ (30 days)

IOCFRIOO: (0.417 mi) (5.0mi)

CASE 1 - 36 hours Decay Timei
(Extremely Unlikely)

Cloud

D (Skin)

D (Whole Body)

Inhalation

Lung

Thyroid

Whole Body Inhalation

CASE 2 -- 87 hours Decay Time
(Unlike1y)

5.87-03*

25 l.54-03

2.07-04

4.25-04

1.5-02

0.121.

2.90403

.75

300

25

3.7-02

1.89

7.47-03

I
/

Cloud

D (Skin)

D (Whole Body).Y

Inhalation

Lung

Thyroid

3.23-04

25 8.98-04

1.15-04

2.40-04

1.02-04

0.628

1.00-03

75

300

25

2.40-02.

1.44

2.77-,03Whole Body

*5.87..03 =5.87xl10
3
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15.5.2.4 Cover-Gas Release During Refueling

15.5.2.4.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The potential causes for cover gas release during refueling are: (a)
mechanical damage, (b) improper sequencing of refueling motions, and (c) sepa-

441 ration of the AHM from an open floor valve during a seismic event. Mechanical
damage is assumed to include seal, system, and component damage resulting from
misoperation, and collisions of-the refueling and other equipment that leads to
cover gas release. Failure of inner redundant seals on equipment mountedlon the
reactor closure, if undetected during seal leak testing or surveillance, con-
ducted before outer seal opening, could lead to release of cover gas when the
outer seal is opened to accommodate refueling operations. The improper sequenc-
ing of refueling motions could lead to cover gas release by failure to close
floor or closure valves priorto moving of equipment, or by opening these valves
at an inappropriate time. The design basis of the AHM requires "breakaway" of
the AHM from the floor valve on the small rotating plug (SRP) of the reactor I
during a seismic event (see 9.1.4.5). Though unlikely, the "breakaway" could..
potentially happen at the very moment when the floor valve is in the open posi-

44 tion, resulting in reactor cover gas release through the SRP port into the RCB.

The Refueling System is designed to reduce the probability of occurence
of the accidents to as low a level as possible. This is accomplished by selec- .
ting design features that have an inherently low likelihood of failure by use of
interlocks and controls that prevent misoperation (these are described in Sections
7.6.2 and 7.7.1), and by use of operator training and administrative procedures
that add knowledge and caution during potentially sensitive procedures. TheRefueling System safety features are discussed in Section 9.1.

Also, the sequence of operations that must be performed before postu-
lated failures could permit the release of the cover gas tend to mitigate the
consequences of the incident by permitting the radioactivity to decay and to be
removed by operation of the RadiOactive .Argon Processing System (RAPS).

Estimates of the time required to perform the operations identified
above indicate that a minimum of 30 hours will elapse before the-first redundant
seal is removed. Therefore, the earliest time that any potential release of
reactor cover gas could occur during this sequence is 30 hours after reactor
shutdown.

To obtai~n a conservative estimate of the consequences of cover gas
release, it has been assumed thatithe release occurs at 30 hours following shut-

44 down, the earliest one could anticipate the occurence of this event.

I
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15.5.2.4.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences i•)
The consequences of cover gas release-are dependent on the lo-.

cation of the release, the quantity of activity,: and the time of interval
over which the release occurs. The reactor cover gas is the largest poten-
tial source of radioactive, gas. .The core is assumed to contain a small
fraction (1%) of fuel .pin with small cladding, defects. The EVST, the EVTM,
and the fuel handling cell (FHC) atmospheres are, also. potential sources of
radioactive gas. The EVST and. FHC have gas cleanup systems-that maintai'n..
their cover ga~s activity below that of the reactor cover gas... The EVTM
is.normally expected to have little gas activity. Therefore, the analys.is

491, of cover gas release was restricted to the reactor.

The cover gas fission product inventories at the time of this.
postulated' elease are based on the assumption that the Radioactive Argon:
Processing Systems (RAPS) has been in normal operation for an extended

period of time before shutdown and has processed reactor cover gas for at least
30 hours after shutdown. The design basis (1% failed fuel) cover gas inventories

. are.shown in Table .1I.3-2. For this analysis, these inventories were
4 adjusted to account for radioactive decay and processing through RAPS

during the 30 hour interval between shutdown and the postulated release.

The majority of this activity cain be released to the Reactor
Containment Building (RCB) and Reactor Service Building (RSB):in a
fairly short period of time; and for evaluation purposes, all of it was
assumed to be released instantaneously to these buildings and released0
as a puff to the outside environment. The refueling hatch in the. RCB is
assumed to be open at this time. It should be noted that at no time during
the refueling operations can both the refueling hatch and the .railroad
door in the RSB be open at the same time. Therefore, even though no credit
has been takne for it in the analysis, the reactor cover gas is always
i•solated from the environment by the confinement provided within the RCB/
RSB. The resultant doses are given in Table 15.5.2..4-1

15.5.2.4.3 Conclusions

From the discussion presented in Section 15.5.2.4.1, the earliest
one could anticipate the occurrence of this event is 30 hours intothe.
refueling operation. From the data shown 3 in Table 15.5.2.4-1, the whole
body dose at the site boundary (4.4 x 10 REM)is well below the 10 CFR100

49 guideline limits.

Amend. 49
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TABLE 15.5.2.4-1

OFF-SITE DOSES FROM COVER GAS RELEASE
DURING REFUELING

Site Boundary
(2 hr. -0.42 mi.)

se (REM)*
LPZ

(30 days-2.5 mi.)

49

D, (Skin) 4.0 x 10-3

4.4 x 10-3

1.1 x 10-3

1.2 x 10-3D (Whole Body)

I *
49 1 Integrated exposure based on puff release.

ji Amend. 49
April 1979
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15.5.2.5 The Heaviest Crane Load Impacts the Reactor Closure Head

15.5.2.5.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The CRBRP polar crane will service the head access area with refuel-
ing and maintenance equipment. The heaviest load-identified to be handled
over the reactor vessel head is the AHM. The polar crane is a double reeved
design with velocity limiting drum brakes which limit the lowering speed to
5 fpm. If the AHM load of -100 tons is accidentally lowered onto the head at
the crane velocity, limit, an impact of -.100 tons on the reactor enclosure head
assembly is imposed. Normally only the AHM extender weight rests on the head

44 assembly.

Collision of the crane-handled AHM with the head and/or head-mounted
equipment such as CRDM's has been classified as unlikely due to restrictions on
crane travel, and as a result of operating personnel knowing and carrying out
the written and approved procedures. The polar crane lowering speed restric-
tions mitigate possible damage to the head and head-mounted equipment.

15.5.2.5.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The AHM being lowered at the crane velocity limit of 5 fpm onto the
AHM floor valve and port adapter, would result in two overload considerations

* for the reactor head assembly; (1) supporting the AHM static load of "l100 tons,
and (2) absorbing the impact energy developed by a weight of ".100 tons at 5 fpm.

An analysis was performed for this case and results showed that the
)-- head assembly can and will be designed to support the static load (-.100 tons)

of the AHM. In addition, the design will also be capable of absorbing,without
any detrimental structural affect, the n100-ton load at an impact velocity of

44 5 fpm.

At the extreme limit of damage to the head, the leakage of fission
gas from the reactor in this event will not exceed that which was analyzed in
Section 15.5.2.4.

15.5.2.5.3 Conclusions

Based on the data currently available, it appears that the head assem-
bly can withstand without any detrimental structural effects, the lowering of

441 the ".100-ton Auxiliary Handling Machine at a velocity of 5 fpm. However, if
damage to the CRDM's or other head-mounted equipment should occur, analysis of
the consequences shows that the release of reactor cover gas is within the de-
sign limits discussed in Section 15.5.2.4.

Amend. 44
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15.5.3 Extremely Unlikely Events

15.5.3.1 Collision of EVTM with Control Rod Drive Mechanisms

15.5.3.1.1 Identificat on of Causes and Accident Descriptions

The EVTM is a massive, railway gantry-mounted, shielded cask type fuel
transfer machine. It moves, during refueling, on its gantry to within -, ft of
the CRDM's. Note that these operations only occur when the reactor is shut
down. At that time, the absorber assemblies are fully inserted and disconnected
from the CRDM's.

During refueling, the EVTM is moved on its gantry between EVST, fuel
handling cell, and reactor on rail tracks. These rail tracks are mounted in
a floor trench.. The gantry wheel track structure incorporates anti-liftoff
and over-turning restraints. At both rail ends, fixed mechanical rail-stops
are mounted to limit the EVTM gantry travel in the event of a travel limit
switch failure, and in addition, an operator error orbraking failure. These
features, combined with the written and approved operating procedures for the
operators, reduce the likelihood of an EVTM collision with the CRDM's to the
extremely unlikely level.

15.5.3.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Because the reactor is shut down at the time, and the absorberiassem-
blies are fully inserted into the core and disconnected from the drive lines,
the collision cannot cause an increase in reactivity. Therefore, no reactivity
event can occur as a result of this incident. The collision can cause damage
to the CRDM's which would result in delaying startup because of repair time.
The collision can alsocause failure of the CRDM cover gas seals, which would
result in the release of cover gas to the Reactor Containment Building and the
Reactor Service Building. This event is not as severe as the reactor cover
gas release event, because the seal failure would result in a more gradual
leakage of cover gas. At the extreme limit, the leakage of fission gas-from
the reactor in this event will not exceed that which was analyzed in Sec-
tion 15.5.2.4.

15.5.3.1.3 Conclusions

Because of the inherent design features and operating procedures for
the Ex-Vessel Transfer Machine, the likelihood of a collision of this machine
with the CRDM is extremely unlikely. However, analysis of the consequences,
should this event occur, show that release of reactor cover gas is within the
design.limits discussed in Section 15.5.2.4.

0
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15.6 ýSODIUM SPILLS- INTRODUCTION

Postulated sodium fires could possibly result In thedispersion of some

radioactive materlal to the atmosphere. Fires involving primary sodium

cool ant are of most concern slnce this sodium circulates through the reactor
core andaccumulates radioactivity1 due to neutron activation and entrainment

of fission products leaking from defective'fuel. Postulated fires Involving

sodium used in the Ex-Vessel Storage Tank (EVST) cooling system could also

result in radiological releases.I The EVST sodium Is essentially

non-radIoactIve at the begInning of plant life. However, during refuelIng a

sialI quantity of primary sodiuiis tranferred to the EVST along with each

Irradiated assembly, resulting in a slow buildup of radioactivity In the EVST

sodium,

Bes Ides the potenti al radiological Impact of postulated sodI urm fi res, these

fIres can result in pressure/temperature translents. 'Therefore, for each fire

the consequences are evaluated in terms of: 1) the potential: Individual whole

body and organ doses at the site boundary and low population zone and 2) the

pressure/temperature transient in the affected cell/building. The possibility

of occurrance of any of the:fires considered intthis section IIs extremely

unlikely. As such, It wlll be shown: 1) that the potential off-site doses

are well within the guideline limits of 1OCFR100, and 2) that the:

preessure/temper'ature translent does not exceed the designn capabililty of the

affected cell/buildi ng..

These fires can a l so result In pressure, temperature and aerosol chal-lenge to

) equipment contai ned In the cel I ,where the f ire occurs and any connected cel ls.

hThese challenges are-, general ly mitigated by providing redundant equipment In a

cell which is separate and Isolated from the celd lwhere the,. f ire :is, postulated

to occur. For those cases where such separation of redundant equipment Is not

possible, the envlronments' resulting from sodlum fires.;have beenexplicitly

Identifled as challenges to be considered In the environmental. qualification

program. This includes: both (1) the environment lins[de the cell or building

In Whilch the fire occurs and (2) the environment resulting from Ingestion of

the combustion products; into: other buildIngs after Initial release from the

plant.

The computer codes utilized in the analysis of sodium spills-"ind fires are

SPRAY-3B, GESOFIRE, SOFIRE-II, SPCA, and HAA-3B. These codes: are described In

Appendix A with identification of supporting references.

Sodium spills at potential locations other than those discussed In this

section have been examined. However the:results of these spills were

considered to be less severe In terms of radlologlcal consequences and cell

temperature/pressure translents and for this reason are not presented.

Since ce Ils contal ni ng either prImaryor EVST sodium are normal ly closed and

Inerted, the potential for :1large postulated radioactive sodlum flres exists

only :during maintenance, when these cells are opened and dei nerted, and

suf'icient oxygen. is available to sustain combustion. A spectrum of fires,

both In Inerted and de-inerted atmospheres, Is investigated i.n this section.

it - - _ j



The consistent application of conservative assumptions throughout the analysespresented In this section provides confidence that the consequences of thefires are withIn the predicted results. A number of these assumptions.aregeneric to a I the f ires eval uated Jin this sect Ion, and are summarized below:

1. The radloactive content of-the sodium is based on continuous
plant operation for 30 years.', The design basis radiolsotope
concentrations were assumed present in the sodium for theaccident analyses. Included in.the basis and discussed In PSARSecti-on 11.1.5 is a design I Imit of 100 ppb (parts per bIllIon)
for plutonium content of ..the primary coolant.

2. Retention, fal lout, plateout, and agglomeration of sodium aerosol
In cells of buildings, whose design does not include specificsafety features .to accomplish that function are not accounted forin the analysis. Neglecting these factors (an assumptlon thatall of the aerosol Is available for release to the atmosphere)
leads to over-prediction of potentlal off-site exposure.

3. No credit for non-safety related f-ire protection systems Is
taken.

4. DI spersion of aerosol rel eased to the atmosphere was .calculatedutilizing the conservative atmosphere dilution factors (X/Q)applicable to discrete time Intervals provided in Table-2.3-38
(the 95th Percentile Values):. Guildance provided In NRC
RegulatoryGulde 1.145 was followed in calculatlng the X/Qý.values. :Detailed descriptions of the atmospheric dilution :factorsestimates are prov;lded in Section,-23.34.

5. Fal.lout of the aerosol during transit. downwind was neglected.

6. The cells willI be structurally designed to maintain theirintegrity under The accident temperatures and pressures and theweight of the spilled sodium. For radiological calculations, nocredit is taken for cell atmosphere leak tightness.

7. The cell liners, catch pans, and catch pan fire supp~ression decksare designated as Engineered Safety Features and wil)l have design
temperatures equal to or greater than the sodium spill
temperature, thus confining the sodium spill.

8. Both inerted and air-filled cells w,1ill be. designed to accommodate
liquid metal spills resulting from a leak in a sodium or NaKpipe/component In the cell producing the, worst case spill/
temperature condition. The leak Is based on a Moderate EnergyFluid System break (1/4 x pipe dianeter x pipe thickness) as
defined .n branch technical positionn MEB3-1 with the sodium or
NaK system operating at its maximum normal operating temperatureand pressure.



9. The only credit for operator action In mitigation of postulated
sodium spills Is shutdown of the Na overflow system makeup pumps
30 minutes after plant scram for a postulated leak in the Primary
Heat Transport System (see Section 15.6.1.4).

10. Analyses of liquid metal burning In Inerted cells assumes burning
of all oxygen In the cell In which the liquid metal is postulated
to leak and burning of all the oxygen contained In cells which
are environmentally connected to the cell with the liquid metal
leak.

11. The analysis of postulated liquid metal fires in air-filled cells
does not include reaction of the liquid metal with postulated
water released from concrete. The validity of this approach is
presently being verified in conjunction with the large scale
sodium fires test program discussed In Section 1.5.2.8 of the
PSAR. If the test program does not support the present analysis
approach, the appropriate effects of water release from concrete
will be Included In subsequent analyses.

12. The Moderate Energy Fluid System (MEFS) leak is used in this
section to conservatively establish the CRBRP cell structural
design performance. For purposes of assessing the functional
performance of the heat transport systems, a leak rate
corresponding to a 4-inch crack ( 8 gal/min) was selected based
on a detailed evaluation of the PHTS piping Integrity (see
Section 15.3.3.4).

Table 15.6-1 provides a summary of the Initial conditions for each fire
considered and the maximum off-site dose as a percentage of the 1OCFR100
guidellne limits. As the table Indicates, a large margin exists between the
potential off-site doses and 1OCFR100. A discussion of the pressure/
temperature transient for each event is provided In the following sections; In
no case do the fires result In conditions beyond the design capablity of the
cell./building.

The Project Is assessing the Impacts of NaK spills In the Reactor Service
Building and will provide the results of aerosol released from the Reactor
Service Building when the assessments are completed. The aerosols.released
from the RSB as a result of NaK spill will be controlled so as not to affect
safety-related equipment.



TABLE 15.6-1

SODIOUM SPILL EVENTS

.Max.
Of f-Site

Dose . of
1OCFR100

Sect ion
No.

15.6

15.6.1

Sodleem Spill:.
.Gallons-Temp (F)

Location*:• BI dg.

Max. Cell
Gas

Press/TempEvents Atmosphere Cell

15 ,6. 1.2I

I 15.6.1.2

Sodium Spilis

Extremely Unlikely

Primary sodium In
cintainment stor-
age tank failure
during mal ntenance

Fallure of ex-vessel
sodium coolIng sys-
tem during operation

Failure of ex-con-
tainment primary
sodium storage tank

Primary Heat I

Transport System.
piping ieak.**

K

33,000 400 Normal
AtI.

Overflow.
Tank CeII 0.19

Design Press-10 psig

15,250 600 Inerted RSB EAVesse I
Sodium Tank.
Cell

0.48

J11.6.1.3

'151

Design Press.12 psig

Inerted SGB/lB Storage Tank
Cell

50,000 450
2.13

0.8 psig.1380°F"'

3 .8 pslg
2540F"'

3.5 psig
.260°F***

14.4 psIg
680 0F...

10.3 psig
6500F***

0.4 psig,
630 0F***

Design Press,4 psIg

35,100 1015
(PHTS Cell)

29,200
(Reactor Cavity) 750O

Inerted ROB PHTS Cell

Design Press 30 psig

Inerted RCB Reactor Cavity.

I
15.6.1.5 Intermediate Heat

Transport System
piping leak.

39,000 800°F Normal
Aler

Design Press 35 psig

SGB/IB IB

;Design Press.{3 psig

3

*RCB - Reactor Containment:Building

RSB - Reactor Service. BuIldIng
,SGB/IB - Steam Generator Bldg/Intermediate Bay

PHTS - Primary Heat Transport Systemo

*W In Containment

I" In Affected Cell
****Although consldered'to be beyond the PHTS design basis, the NEFS leak Is Included In. the extremely unlikely category

for cell structural evaluations only. Sea Section 15.3.3.4 for systems effects from leaks.



15.6.1 Extremely Unlikely Events
15.6J1.1 Primary"Sodlum:hln-Containment'Storage Tank Failure During

15.6.1.1.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A detailed description of this postulated event is provided In Section 6.2.
Section 6.2 Includes a complete discussion of the analysis methods and the
calculated ,consequences for this event.

15.6.1.2 Failure of the. Ex-Vessel Storage Tank Sodium Cooling System During

15.6.1.2.1 Identificatlon of Causes and :AccidentDescriptjlon

There are three Ex-Vessel Storage Tank (EVST) sodium cooling circuits, two
forced convection circuits normally used- (alternately) to cool sodium
circulated to .and from the EVST, and one. backup natural convection circuit
used in the event the;normal circuits are unavailable. Each normal circuit Is
located below grade In the Reactor Service Building (RSB); the backup loop is
located above grade. Each cooling circuit is located In separate, cel Is. The
pump suction i, ne.. for each clrculIt exits:from theEVST at an elevation above
the normal' sodi6um l.'evel Ifn the tank. There are internal downcomers wIthIn W the
EYST which extend down below the sodium level. Ar remotely operated Isolation
Valve in the pump suction line for the normal cooling circuits Is located
slightly above the tank outlet elevation.

During operation, 6al the sodium cooling:clrcult celis are closed. and inerted.
The interior surfaces of,:ý:the ce Ils are protected with a steel liner, 3/8-in.
thick. The cell walls are nominally 4-ft. thick concrete. The free volume of
thecel.l is approximately 14,950 ft' and the cell floor area Is 680 ft 2 . The
postulated accident. is a leak in a loop Pump return line in the operating
normal:.cool ing cIrcuIt in cell I337. In the event,:of thIs. postulated accident,
the other normal or:.. backup :cooling circuit would be brought on line to permit
contihued :EVST cooling. The spill volume In cell 337 assumes a leak In the
4-in. EVST. return line from sodium.cooling Loop 1, with Loop 1 In operation.
The spll .I.,volume is.based on the lossoi:f!-the loop:inventory an& pump out of
EVST. sodilum down to the inlet of the suction piUping within the EVST. The leak
is essentjiOally constant at an MEFS rate of 6 gpm; -sodlum temperature Is
assumed to be 600.degrees F. .

The maximum sp! 1.!Fpostul ated would requlire a simultaneous major piping failure
P plus.failure of ,the remotely Operated-Isolation valve :(whIch. is located In a
separate environment from the spill). As suchi the accident is extremely
unl ikelyand Is not expected to occur over.the life of the plant.

The EVST sodium is essentially non-radioactive at the beginning of plant life.
Howe'r," during refueling a smal I iquantity of primary sodium Is transferred to 6
the EVST along with, each Irradiated assembly, resulting In a slow buildup of
the radioactivity In the EVST sodium. For conservatism, it is assumed that
the accident occurs at the end of plant life (30 years) and Immediately
fol lowIng a refueling operation when the EVST sodium activity has reached Its
peak., The design basis radioisotope concentrations In the EVST sodium under



these conditions are summarized In Table 15.6.1.2-1. Only those Isotopes
. which make a signif icant contributlon to the radiological content of the EVST

sodi um are I ncl uded i n. the Table. UThe 6modei sand assumptions used In
computing the radlonucl ide concentrations are included. In Sections 11.1 and
12.113.

I The Design Basis spill temperature is 6000 F. The potent-ial radiological.
consequences of th,,Is event are. controlled by the extqent:.of radioactive sodium
'aerosol formation. The aerosol.formation is controlled by the limited amount
of oxygen availIable In the inerted (24 02) EVST cooling equipment cell. Thus,

-the radiologicalc.onsequences are .rather, Insensitive toa, Wide range of
initial, sodI umn r'elIease (spray o .p:.olI) conditions. Th.ils. i s especlally .tue .
be.ause no credit 1"was taken for reteention, plate-out:, 'or settlilng of the -
-aerosol inWelther the EVST cooling equipment cell Ior•.the Reactor Service...
SBluil ding. It was conservatively assumed that al Ilthe .aerosol generated. durfing
ýcO ,bustion was released directly to the environment.

S.

.... , .

. .2.
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0
TABLE 15.6.1.2-1

DESIGN BAS.ISRADIOACTIVE CONTENT OF EVST• SODIUM
.30 YEARS REACTOR OPERATION

Na-24
Na-22
Cs,-137

Cs-13M.
Cs-i 34
1- 131.'
Pu-238:
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
H-3-

_uCllom Sodium

1. - 47 E+i*4 .
5.;80E-i.• 7.1iOE-IO.'.

4.. 39E'1'.... T"7'. 1 OE-!I.:
8.,90E- "
6;.90E-3:
1.86E-3•2:.42E-3,

1.63E-1
5.18E-6
1.40E-2

* Isotope-

1-132.-
1Sb-i25

S1r- 90
Am-241
Am-i 242m
Cm -244

uClglm Sodium

-1I ,50E-I

8. 04E-3
2087EE-;3
6.39E-4
2. 60E-5
1 ;.22E'-4.

*Peak activity during the fuel handling.cycle.

Ama~nr ad1



15.6.1.2.2 Analysis of-Effects and Consequences

The consequences of thIsp:ost ula6ted event were determined as follows:

a. The sodium rebcts with all the available oxygen In the Inerted

cell ('2%02). The burning releases Na2 0 as aerosol.

b. The radioisotope concentratlons In the aerosol are the same as

the Initial concentrations In the sodium.

c. Radioactive decay durlng ýthe acci.dent Is neglected.

d. No credit for retention, pOlate-out, or settling of the Na2 0
aerosol in either the EVST cooling equipment cell or the RSB' was

taken. If was conservatively assumed that all the aerosol
generated during Combustion was released directly to the

atmosphere,

e. Fallout of the aerosol during transit downwind was neglected.

SPRAY-31B analysis of the fire in the Inertedcell Indicates that co-mbustion is9

completed (0 depleted) iný l ess' than2 hou rs A tIta f 45'.4 kg' of Na62 O,

containi ng 33.8&'kg of` Na Is 'eleased to the atosphere as a ,resu of the

postulated accident. Release durlng specific time Intervals is as follows:

Time (thr) Mass Na Released (kgl

0-2 15.8
2-8 17.8
>8 0.2

Even though no credit for aerosol retention in the Ex-Vessel Sodium Tank Cell

was taken In the analysis, the:cel.l pressure/temperature history was computed

for an evaluation of cell integrIty. The results of the analysis Indicate.a.•

peak cell pressure of only 5.8 psig., This peak occurs 42 hours following the

postulated spill. The cell gas pressure decreases to less than 4.3 pslg after

90 hours. The cell temperature Increases from nominal ly 135 0 F to .310°F In 42

hours and then decreases gradual ly to approximately 250OF 90 Oours after the

postulated spill.

The radiological assessment was performed utl i 1zing a total sodium oxide

aerosol release approximately 10% lower then that indicated above, and a 0-2

hour release approximately 20% lower than that indicated above. The results

of the radiological assessment are provided In Table 15.6.1. 2-2. The

radiological assessment was performed utillzing atmospheric dispersion

factors (X/Q) in Chapter 2,of the PSAR.

15.6.1.2.3 ConcluslQsa

The caalculated transient cell pressures and temperatures are within the design

pressure and temperatures. The offsite radlological consequences are small

fractions of the 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

Amend. 76
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TABLE 15.6.1.2-2
POTENTIAL. OFF-SITE, DOSESý FOLLOWING FAILURE OF THEEVST COOLING SYSTEM

Dose (Remi)
SB, (0.42 ml)- 2-hours

Organ.

Whole Body**

Thyro Id:::

1 OCFRI-00 LPZ (2.5 ml)
30-days

5.31 E-3

25

Bone

Lung

300

150+,

75+

2.59 E-2

2.20 E-2

7.13 E-.I

3.51 E-2

4. 52 E-3

1.46 E-1

7.20 E-3
-2.59 E-2 = 2.5,9.,x 02 .+Not-', covered: In! 10CFR100; used. as gul del Ine. vaI ues.
Ifciu~des both. nhal ation and external,.gaomma, cloud. exposure.,

S
0

• :. ;.j
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15.6.1.3 Failure of an Ex-Containment Primary Sodium Storage Tank

S 15.6.1.3.1 , Identification Of:causes and Accident Description

The two ex-containment primary sodium storage tanks are located in a cell
(cell 211) on the lowest ievel: of the Intermediate Bay of the Steam Generator
Building. These t Wankswlýl<beused to store primary sodium only In the event
maintenance requires the complete drainage of more than 1.., PHTS loop or the
EVST or maintenance isrequired in cell 102A. The post ulated accident is the
complete failure of one of the tanks, when full, which results in the complete
spill of the contained sodium to the cell floor. This postulated accident is
extremely unlikely, "

When. tde ex-containmen't sodium tank•sare ful of liquid sodium, access, to the
tank cell is prohibited due to the 'sodium activity and the "cel i'e ,i's closed and
Ine ted (v2%02 ). The cell floo area is 'appro'imate y 2400 ft, ad the free--

volumer of the ce I is 55,700 ft•. The floor of the cell is protected with a
Engineeredl Safety Feature stee6l catch pan, 3/8 inch thick. 'The sides of the
catch pan extend verticaliy upward to a height such thdat the maximum potential
spill volume can be safely contained' within the catch:pan.

For conservati.sm, the postulated accident is assumed to occur near the end of
plant li fe ,(30ky•ars) , he th e6 radjioac iv•e•'conte na w nt oýf•he -pr imary sodium has
p6tentially "eached Its peak. A f'inimtifo (M daydedaytime, i'n-"
ota Imeont - is, req u ired ror o •arg ng an e-"contai nmen stor age an, to

ins U-re subst~antialI decay of Na724t

The postulated accident results in the spill of 50,000 gall ons ( 333,000 lbs.)
of: 450°F sodi urm :ftth6e cel I floor. ThIs sp ill rFrpresents 100% of the
:contained-vol ume'of one of the' two tainks ad Is an extremely .conserva yveUpper boun. T•• h T o••tal postul ated spill is conai ned"by the catch pan.

1.5.6.1 .3.2. Analysis of Effect. and Conqucses

-The consequences of- this postul atebd 'event' were determined as fol Iows:

a. The spilled& sodium reacts with the. available oxygen (2%) inthe
cel I burns and releases 27% of the Na2 0 formed as airborne
particles (Reference:3).

`. The radioisotope c6ncentrations•i•n the aerosol are -the same as

the Initial concentrations In the sodium.

c. Radioactive decay during the accident is:neglected.

d. No 'credi:it for :retention, pIat6e-out," or settling of the -aerosol in
either the ex-contairment stor age tank or the Steam Generator
Building was taken. It, was conservatively assumed for
radiologic1al evaluations that all the aerosol generated during
combustion-was relea•• difrectly tolthe environment.

e.Fallout of the aerosol durlng transit downwind was neglected.

.1) SOFIRE-1I analysis of the fire in the inerfed cell Indicates'that combustion

1 5.6-8 8Amend. 74
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is completed (less *than 0.1 gram of oxygen remaining in cell) In approximately
8 hours. A total of 37.6 Kg of Na2 0, containing 27.7 Kg of Na, is released to
the atmosphere as, a result 'of the postulated accident. Release during
specific time intervals is as fqllows:

Time(r.ir. Mass Na Rel eased (kg)

0- '27.4
2-ý8 " 0.3
>8 0

Even though no credit for aerosol retention in the ex-containment storage tank
cell was taken in the analysis, the cell pressure/temperature history was
computed for an evaluation of cell Integrity. "The 'results of the analysls,
1ndi'cate •a peak ceil pressure of'appro;xiIm;ely 3.5 psig. This peak occurs 1.2
hours following the postulated sp I I T. `fhe ceI. pressure then decreases to
about 1.3 Ips i"g ,2'days ,af ter the spill .". The cell Vtemperature increases from
nominally 100 F to 2 -60F at 1 .3 hour's and the ideceases gradually to :- 160°F
after 2 days. There are no safet* la, eted systems or components Identified
within or with an environment'common to the accident cell.
The potntial radological consequences. ''of this f a ilure are conservatively

assessed assiiilnýg instantaneous releaseof.90,000 :gallons :of sodium. ThIs Is
,,,appr,ýox!J.mat.l:r"tw ice :fth'e amount of sodium w-hich" cou.d spi, even In: the' event

of total :faFlure of one of the storage tanks..The following provides the

rationale for using SOFIRE-II for the initial stage of this event.
The•esod.umsted in the tank wil be essentially.a stagnan poo'l under very

l ,owcover g.re and thus any-foreseeabe f a ilure, such.' the cacking
of :a o f ril 6."dranlnine, would r-esult in onl y a sl ow I eakage6 'of sodium, anda

spil ode f magitude les than the assumed 90'0 o gallons. Furtheer,i h
tank is mounted near the floor level of the tank cell, with a floor clearance
of approximately 3 feet. The hpoximitf of :th e tank to thei6 cell floor coupled
with the !ow. Qperating pressure of the tank precludes releases, characteristic
of sodium sprays. Becauise bf: the designh location, and operating pressure of
the tank, there is no mechanism leading to the pressurIzed discharge of sodium
from the .tank.' However, the potential consequences of a postulated tank
falui[re were. assessed assuming the immedi ate- rellease of 'the total tank
inventory and thus the SOFIRE-I1 pool fire analysis presented In this Section
is judged to.conservatively bound the-consequences .of postulated tank
fail ures.

15.6.1.3.3 CQncluslons

The potenti aI 2-hour, site boundary and.30-day, LPZ whole body and organ doses
resutint from this postulated accident are summarized in Table 15.6.1.3-1...

The~most 'limiting doses inths casee. resul t fr'om 2-hour exposure at the site
boundary. 'Even w the extremely conservative assumptions 'used in the
analysis, large margins exist between the-potential doses and the applicable
.guidelinel..imits.(factor of .45 for bone and, 100 for all other doses). The
nomihnal catch pan design, temperature of I000°'F 'and cell design pressure of 4
psig are not exceeded for this event.

1 5.6-9 Amend. 74



TABLE 15.6.1.3-1

POTENTIAL OFF-SITE DOSESFOLLOWING FAILURE OF
EX-CONTAINMENT NA STORAGE TANK

Organ

Whole Body**

Thyroid

Bone

Lung

IOCFR100

25

300

150+

75+

Dose (Rem)

SB(o.42 ml)
2-hour

2.38E-1

8.85E-1

3.1 9E+O

1.77E-1

LPZ (2.5 ml)
30 days

3.83E-2

1 .42E-1

5.11E-1

2.84E-2

*2.38E-1 = 2.38 x 10-1
+Not covered in 1OCFRIO0; used as guideline values.

**Includes both Inhalation and external gamma cloud exposure.
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15.6.1.4 Primary Heat Transport System Piping Leaks

15.6.1.4.1 Identification, of Causes and Accident Description.

Small sodium leaks have occurred a number of times in sodium testing
facilities and In operating reactors. Consequently, PHTS leaks are considered
In the design and evaluation of the plant to assure that the design has
adequate capability from the standpoints of integrity of the cell liners and
long term integrity of the cell structures.

A large'leak in the primary piping could only occur if a large through-wall
defect in the primary piping were to occur. Reference 2 of Section 1.6
provides details demonstrating that the possibility of such a large leak is
extremely small. The low probability of such a large pipe leak is based on
the following lines of defense:

1. Stringent Quality Assurance measures applied during design,
fabrication and construction will minimize the possibility that
significant defects will exist In the primary heat transport
system boundary. A defect in piping larger than about 1 inch long
and about 10 mils deep will be detected with subsequent rejection
of the subject piping.

2. Fracture mechanics analyses supported by tests show that even If a
defect existed which was orders of magnitude larger than the
allowable size, it would not grow significantly over the life of
the plant. These analyses consider all stresses associated with
the duty cycle.

3. Analyses and tests show that even if a very large defect in a pipe
is postulated, and then subjected to much more extreme conditions
than those Imposed by the duty cycle, the defect"would grow and
penetrate the pipe wall before the length would reach the critical
size. A through-wall crack provides a sodium leakage path and
leak detection systems are provided to monitor sodium leakage.
Corrective action will be taken upon detection of any primary
sodium leak.

The CRBRP will have several diverse leak detection methods which provide
adequate and diverse detection capability. The performance of these systems
Is shown In a preliminary quantitative way and is summarized in Section 7.5.5.
At least two leak detection methods will' be available to detect leaks. The
leak detection methods include a wide range of diversity and sensitivity.
They assurethat very small leaks (as low as 100 gm/hr) would be detected in
less than 250 hours or, for larger leaks, before a total spill volume of 150
gal. of sodium occurred.

'A Cell Design Basis Leak was chosen to conservatively envelop the maximum
undetectable leak (100 gm/hr) and the maximum leak believed possible (that
from a 4 inch crack-see Reference 2 of Section 1.6). The leak chosen Is that
with flow equivalent to the flow from a sharp edged circular orifice with area
equal to one half the pipe diameter times one-half the pipe wall thickness.
This leakage rate is that for piping with low Internal pressure specified by C)

JNRC Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1, "Postulated Break and Leakage Locations

Amend. 64
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In Fluid System Piping:Outside Containment." The leak rates for the PHTS
cells and the Reactor Cavity (RC) range from an Initial flow rate of 947 gpm
and 847 gpm to a low of 58 gpm respectively. The details of these leaks are
presented In Table 15.6.1.4-1. The Design Basis Leaks chosen provide a large
margin between detectabillty and the leak rates selected for evaluation
purposes.

The design requirement for the cell thermal transient Is that-there should be
no damage to the cell that could Impair the safety functions of other
equipment (e.g., other HTS loops or containments). Reactor decay heat would
be removed by the 2 unaffected PHTS loops and transported to the environment
via the IHTS, SGS and either the turbine bypass or SGAHRS.

15.6.1.4.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Analyses have been performed to determine the pressure and thermal transients
imposed on the PHTS cells and the Reactor Cavity as a result of the Design
Basis.Leaks. The leak rates as a function of time for each cell are presented
in Table 15.6.1.4-1.

The computer codes SPRAY and SOFIRE-I1 were used In combination to evaluate
the cell transients. Resulting temperatures and pressures durling the leakage
discharge phase of the accident were obtained with the SPRAY code.
Temperature and pressure boundary conditions determined by the SPRAY code at
the termination of leakage are used as Initial conditions In the SOFIRE-Il
code in determining long term accident conditions. The material properties
used In the SPRAY and SOFIRE-I1 analyses are itemized In Table 15.6.1.4-2.

Summary of Results

Table 15.6.1.4-3 and Figures 15.6.1.4-1 through -12 present the results of the
analyses. For each cell the following peak transient values are itemized in
Table 15.6.1.4-3: gas pressure, -gas temperature, floor structural concrete
temperature, and the wetted wall structural concrete temperature. The
concrete temperatures provided in the table represent the temperatures In the
fjirst one and one-half Inch of structural concrete behind the floor and the
wall insulating concrete.

Two general observations based on the data summarized In Table 15.6.1.4-3 and
Figures 15.6.1.4-1 through -12 follow:

o Cell atmosphere pressures and temperatures peak during the period
of high sodium leakage and decrease at the time of pump shutdown,
when the sodium leak flow rate decreases.

o The peak structural concrete temperatures in the floor and the
wall occur much later in time, during the pool phase of the
analysis.

Leaks Within the Prlmary-Heat Transport System (PHTS) Cell

The design basis sodium leak for evaluating the structural capabilities of the
'PHTS cell Is identified In Table 15.6.1.4-1. The location of the leak Is from

, the point in the hot leg outside any 9uard vessel resulting in the maximum

Mj #end. 64
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spill to the-.cell floor. The spill Is contained by the (ESF) Engineered
Safety Feature cell liner. The cel I has a free cell volume of 95720 ft 3 and C)
a floor area:of 1660: ft2. 'The cell wall thickness is approximately 5.1 ft.
and the floor thickness Is 5.5 ft.'

The total duration of the leak Is 502:minutes and the total sodium Injected
Into the cell Is approximately 35,000 gallons; 12% of this sodlum is Injected
in the first .4.5 minutes.*

The Initial flow rate of 947 gpm is maintained until the Plant Protection
System (PPS) reacts on a reactor low level sodium trip In 4.5 minutes which
shuts down the primary pumps. Pump coast down lasts for. one minute followed
by pony motor system flow for approximately 500 minutes. Reactor vessel
makeup flow is assumed shut off by operator action within 30 minutes after the

.low level scram. This reduces the total spill volume by limiting the amount
of sodium transferred from the overflow vessel to the reactor vessel. The
complete time hlstory of the leak Is presented In Table 15.6.1.4-1. The
sodium temperature *is assumed to be constant at 1015 0 F. The cell pressure was
assumed to be atmospheric in calculating the leak rates. This is conservative
since the positive cell pressure generated by the Initial leakage will reduce
the leakage.

An analysis of the consequences of this leak during the time of sodium flow
was conducted with the :SPRAY Code (Appendix A.85).. Over this period, all the:
sodi um i:njectedd was :assumed to be In the form of a spray (0. 18"' dia. droplets)
occupying one-third of the cell volume. The:peak cell temperature (680 0 F) and
the peak cell pressure (14.4 psig) occur at 4.5 minutes, the end of the
maximum discharge rate. Figures 15.6.1.4-1 and -2 present the results of the
spray phase transient analysis.

The long term transients following the termination of the sodium flow are
evaluated with the SOFIRE-II code. The initial conditions for this SOFIRE-Ii
analysis are taken from the SPRAY analysis at the end of the MEFS leak.

Figures T5,:6.1.4-3 through -6 present the long-term cell transients based on
the SOFIRE-6II analysis.

Leaks Within the Reactor Cavity

The design basis sodium leak for evaluating the structural capabilities of the
Reactor Cavity is defined to have a total duration-of 400 minutes and the
total sodium Injected Into the cavity Is approximately 29,000 gallons; 16% of
this sodium Is Injected In the first 5.9 minutes. The Reactor Cavity leak
originates from a cold-leg piping fault and the temperature of the sodium
Injected Is 750 0F, the peak cold-leg sodium temperature. The same assumptions
and anallysis procedure as described for the PHTS Cell leak were used to
evaluate this leak. The complete time history of the leak Is presented in
Table 15.6.1.4-1.

The leak is assumed to be located In the cold leg outside the guard vessel
resulting In the maximum spill to the cavity floor. The sodium spill volume
is contained by the, ESF cell-Ilner. The Reactor Cavity has a free cell volume
of 55600 ft 3 and a floor, area of 1260 ft 2 . The cell wall thickness Is
approxlmately :7 ft.:. and the floor thickness is 25.7 ft.
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Figures 15.,6.1.4-7 and -8 present the results-of the spray-phase transient
analysis. The peak cavity atmosphere, pressure and temperature, 10.3 psig and
650°F, occur at approximately 2.2 minutes. The pressure and temperature
decline gradually out:to 4.9 minutes, the end of the maximum leak rate (847
gpm), and begin to'decrease sharply at 4.9 minutes when the leak rate
decreases first from 491 gpm to 128 gpm and finally to 58 gpm. Figures
15.6.1.4-9 through -12 present the long-term cavity transients based on the
SOFIRE-II analysis. The peak structural concrete temperatures are presented
in Table 15.6.1.4-3.

Radiologlcal Analysis

The radiological analysis. is based on +he PHTS cell sodium leak rate time
history discussed In Table 15.6.1.4-1. The potential off-site doses from. a
leak in the:Reactor Cavity are estimated to be 25% (based on quantity of sodium
aerosols produced) less than those associated with a postulated leak in-the
PHTS cell.

The potential radiological consequences of a leak in a PHTS were assessed
using the following approach:

1. The leak history was analyzed as a spray fire using the SPRAYcode for
the complete duration of the spill (502 minutes). Long term effects
were then determined with the SOFIRE-II code using as Input boundary
conditions the results from the SPRAY code analysis. A total of 423
pounds of sodium burn in reacting with essentially 100% of the
available oxygen In the PHTS cell. Approximately 570 pounds of sodium
aerosol (Na2 0) result from the burning of the sodium.

2. No credit for retention, plate-out, or settling of the sodium aerosol,
generated during combustion, in the PHTS cell was taken. It was
conservatively assumed that all the aerosol generated during
combustion was released directly to the upper containment atmosphere.

3. Release of airborne aerosol from the containment building to the
atmosphere Is prevented by automatic containment isolation following
detection of high radioactivity In the RCB HVAC exhaust.

4. Aerosol leakage from containment was computed based on the design leak
rate of the RCB with an assumed pressure of 0.5 psig. Prior to
containment Isolation, the RCB Is assumed to be vented at 14,000 CFM.
Since the postulated accident does not produce an appreciable pressure
In the RCB, the 0.5 psig pressure was conservatively assumed after
containment isolation for the duration of the accident and containment
leakage was computed applying a square-root pressure relationship for
leakage. A leak rate of 0.22% Vol/day was calculated based on the
design leak rate for containment of 0.1% Vol/day at 10 psig.

5. Aerosol leakage from containment after containment isolation will be
into the annulus which is vented via a filtration and recirculation
system. 1% of the containment, leakage was assumed to bypass the
filters and leak directly to the environment.

Amend. 64
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6. The radioisotope concentrations in the aerosol are the same as the
initial concentrations in the sodium. For conservatism, the radio-
active content of the sodium was based on continuous pilant operation
for<30 years. The design basis radioisotope concentrations, at zero
(0) days decay, were assumed present in the sodlum. The radioisotope
concentrations of the sodium under these conditions are provided-in
Table 15.6.1.4-4.

7. Radioactive decay during the accident was conservatively neglected.

8. Fallout of the aerosol during transit downwind was conservatively
neglected.

Based on the above assumptions, HAA-3 (Reference Appendix A) was used to
determine the time behavior of the aerosol in the Reactor Containment Building
Including leakage to the atmosphere.

A total of 3.6 grams of Na is released to the atmosphere over a 30-day period.
Release during specific time intervals Is as follows:

7) •

I

Time (hrs)

0-2

2-8
8-24
24"96
.>96

Mass Na Released (gm)

0.8
.1.2
0.5
.0.1I

0Aerosol leakage beyond 4 days (96 hours) Is Insignificant. The suspended
aerosol concentration in the RCB at 4 days Is 2.4x10- 2 ugm/cc. At the
conservatively assumed containment leak rate of 0.22% Vol/day after
containment Isolation, the total quantity of sodium leaked per day is less
than-0.2 grams. In addition the aerosol concentration, and consequently the
potential leakage to the atmosphere, continues to decrease with time beyond 4
days.

15.6.1.4.3 Conclusions.

The Reactor Cavity and PHTS:Cell pressure and temperature transient ts resulting
from their respective design basis leaks are within the design capabilities
for those structures.

The radiological consequences of pr:imary pipe leak events are small fractions
of 10CFR 100 guideline values as shown in Table 15.6.1.4-5.

0
0
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TABLE. 15.6.1.4-1

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF PIPING LEAK EVALUATED

Parameter Fluid System Leak Data

PHTS Cell

Discharge 4.5 Min.
1.0 Min.

10.0 Min.
19.0 Min.

467.5 Min.

502 Minutes

947
542
129
119

58

GPM
GPM
GPM
GPM
GPM

Duration

Total Spil I 35100 Gallons

Na Temperature 101 50F

Reactor Cavity

Discharge

Duration

Total Spill

4.9
1.0

10.0
19.0

361.1

M I n.
Min.
Mi n.

Mln.
Mmn.

847
491
128
119

58

GPM
GPM
GPM
GPM
GPM

396 Minutes

29200 Gal Ions

Na Temperature 750OF

1 5.A-1f•
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TABLE 15.6.1.4-2

MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED FOR THE SPRAY-SOF IRE ANALYSES

©)

MaterIal

Steel

Liner Air Gap*

Light Weight
Insulating
Concrete

Density
Ib./ ft,3

490

0.037

65

Thermal-Conductivity
-Btu/hr. ft,3oF/ft,

25

0.0135

0.4 at 100°F
to 0.21 at 40000

Specific Heat
Btu/!b. O.F

0.12

0.6

0.4 at 100OF
to 0.26 at 400OF

0.27 at 100°F::
to 0.24,at 300OF

Structural
Concrete.

147 1.72 at 100OF
to 1.06 at 300OF

Ambient Air 0.0709 0.0135 0. 17**

*Air Gap properties based on saturated steam at 1 atm and 212 0F.
**Specific Heat at Constant Volume.

0

1 5.6-17 .7
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TABLE 15.6.1.4-3

SUMMARY RESULTS FOR SODIUM LEAKS INTO THE
PHTS CELLS AND THE REACTOR CAVITY

Peak Transient Values

Gas
Pressure
p SIg

Gas
Temperature

lOF-

680

650

Floor
Structural
Concrete

Temperature

190

200

Wetted
Wal I

Structural
Concrete

lTemperature
PEO

200

210

PHTS
Cel Is

Reactor
'Cayvity

14.4

10.3

9
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TABLE 15.6.1.4-4

DESIGN BSIS'RADIOACTIVE CONTENT
OF *PRIMARY:ý'SODIUM COOLANT
30 YEARS REACTOR OPERATION

I ..-.ZCi/gm Sodium 44-Ci/gm Sodium
Days After Shutdown Days After Shutdown

ISOTOPE 0 .. 10 ISOTOPE 0 10

Na 24, 2.94E+4* 4.32E-1 Te 127 2.48E-1 1.95E-1
Na 22 3.49E+O 3.46E+0 Te 127m 2.08E-1 1.95E-1
Rb 86 2.OOE+O 1.38E+0 La 140 6.54E-2 3.80E-2
Cs 137, 8.42E+1 8.42E+1 Ce 141 7.75E-2 6.26E-2
cs 136 1.74E+1 1.05E+1 Ce 144 4.59E-2 4.48E-2
Cs 134 1.07E+1 1.06E+1 Pr 144 4.59E-2 4.48E-2
Sb 125 4.83E-1 4.80E-1 Pr 143 5.49E-2 3.30E-2
I 131 4.97E+1 2.10E+1 Nd 147 2.57E-2 1.38E-2
Te 132 3.53E+0 4.16E-1 Pm 147 2.57E-2 2.55E-2
1 132 3.35E+I 3.95E+0 Pu 238 1.60E-2 1.60E-2
Te 129m 7.18E-1 5.86E-1 Pu 239 4.24E-3 4.24E-3
Te 129 7.18E-1 5.86E-1 Pu 240 5.54E-3 5.54E-3
Sr 89 1.1OE-1 9.60E-2 Pu 241 4.60E-1 4.59E-1
Sr 90 6.80.E-2 6.80E-2 Pu 242 1.18E-5 1.18E-5
Y 90 6.80E-2 6.80E-2 Np 238 4.91E-6 1.80E-7
Y 91 3.13E-2 2.78E-2 Np 239 1.58E-2 8.23E-4
Zr 95 5.83E-2 5.24E-2 Am 241 1 .64E-3 1.64E-3
Nb 95 5.83E-2 5.24E-2 Am 242m 6.46E-5 6.46E-5
Ru 103 8.31E-2 6.98E-2 Am 242 7.39E-5 6.46E-5
Ru 106 5.75E-2 5.64E-2 Am 243 2.64E-5 2.64E-5
Rh 106 5.75E-2 5.64E-2 Cm 242 1.20E-3 1.15E-3
Sb 127 3.65E+O 5.85E-1 Cm 243 1.59E-5 1.59E-5
Ba 140 6.54E-2 3.80E-2 Cm 244 3.32E-4 3.32E-4

H3 2.34E+0 2.34E+O

i12.94E+4 =.2.94 x 104

0

-IN
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TABLE 15.6.1.4-5

POTENTIAL OFF-SITE DOSES

Organ

Whole Body**

Thyroid

Bone

Lung

1OCFR100

25

300

150+

75+

Dose (rem)
SB (0.2 ml)

2-hour

9.89 E-5

8.30 E-5

1.12 E-4

3.27 E-5

LPZ (2.5 ml)
30 days

1.97 E-5

1.64 E-5

2.20 E-5

6.44 E-6

*9.89 E-5 = 9.89 x 105
+Not covered In 1OCFR100;

**Includes both Inhalation
used as guideline values.
and external gamma exposure.
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15.6.1.5 Intermediate Heat Transport System Pipe Leak

15.6.1.5.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

It is expected that results of inservice inspection, pipe fabrication and
installation quality assurance measures, fracture mechanics analyses and
tests, and leak detection provisions will lead to the conclusion that a sudden
iarge failure approaching the complete severence of an IHTS pipe Is not
credible. In particular, data from tests of leak detectability Indicate that
the selected methods of leak detection ensure early detection of small IHTS
leaks. The Design Basis IHTS, leak selected on the basis of the existing
information Is that equivalent to the flow from a sharp edged circular orifice
whose area is equal to one-half the pipe diameter times one-half the pipe wall
thickness. (For the 24 inch IHTS prping the orifice area Is.2.85 square
inches.) This pipe break is consistent with the Moderate Energy Fluid System
(MEFS) leak for piping with low stored energy Identifled in NRC Branch
Technical Position MEB 3-1, "Postulated Break and Leakage Locations In Fluid
System Piping Outside Containment."

Thermal and Aerosol Consequence Assessment

A sodium leak in the 24-in.-OD main loop hot leg piping in Cell 226 was
,selected :as the limiting case for the design of the SGB; leaks in branch lines
,or thermowel Is would fall within the magnitude of th'is I lmiting analysis.
Leaks in'the main loop piping In other cells have been evaluated; however, the
leak in Cell 226 represents the limiting case for design since the potential
cell pressure and the potential combustion product aerosol release to the
outside atmosphere are max-imized. The leak is assumed to occur while the IHTS
.is operating at maximum normal operating temperature and pressure. The pipe
break location was chosen to be at the low point of the main loop hot leg
piping. This location maximizes the spill volume. The spill parameters were
generated by considering the system hydraulic behavior during the pipe break.
A conservative assumption is made that no operator action Is taken to trip the
pump in the leaking loop or to drain the loop to the dump tank. This
assumption disregards the probable alarm of any leak by the extensive
detection provisions of the Sodium-to-Gas Leak Detection System which are
discussed in Section 7.5.5. A reactor trip is caused by a Plant Protection
'System signal' from a Primary-Secondary flow mismatch. Loop flow is assumed to
continue under pump head until the pump tank is emptied through the leak. The
leak continues at a decreasing rate determined by the cover gas pressure and
gravity head. The Initial sodium discharge flow rate is 129 Ib/sec, and the
total spill quantity Is approximately 300,000 lb of sodium. The spill
duration is approximately 5.5 hours. The leak rate time history Is depicted
in Figure 15.6.1.5-1. The temperature of the Initial sodium discharge Is
9360 F, and the average bulk temperature of the sodium Is 800 0 F. The reactor
decay heat is removed through the two remaining loops via the condenser by-
pass or via steam venting and the protected air-cooled condensers. This
accident i1s classi ied extremely unl Ikely.

This assessment has not included potential sodium jet impingement on SGB
concrete walls. The Project Is Investigating techniques to mitigate the
effects of sodium jet impingement on SGB concrete walls and will Incorporate
discussions of mitigation features into the PSAR as they are developed. 0
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Rad lological Consequence Assessment

An even more conservative assessment was made to demonstrate the potential
radiological consequences of an IHTS pipe leak do not pose an undue hazard to
publ ic health and safety. The IHTS Design Basis Leak was combined with the

15.6-33a Amend. 73



maximum undetected IHX leak (i.e. a break In the IHX tube bundle)I loss of all
off-site power, and no credit was taken for any active components or systems
to mitigate the consequences of the accident. The maximum undetected IHX leak
is that leak which would cause a one (1) foot drop In the IHTS sodium level in
24 hours given normal pressures In the IHTS and PHTS. This leak rate Is 0.78
gpm. Due to sodium loss via this leak, the IHTS pressure at the IHX would
equalize with the PHTS several minutes after reactor trip and flow through the
defective IHX would eventually reverse, allowing radioactive primary sodium to
enter the IHTS and mix with the IHTS sodium. -It was assumed that primary
sodium leaked into the IHTS at 0.78 gpm for two (2) hours following reactor
trip. It was further assumed that operator action is taken within 24 hours to
break siphon of primary sodium to the IHTS.

15.6.1,5.2 Analysis. of Effects and Consequences

Thermal and Aerosol Consequence Assessment

For calculational purposes, the accideht was modeled as a high-velocity sodium
jet which impacts an obstructionand is converted into a spray. It was
conservatively assumed that impingement occurred on the highest possible
elevation. This maximizes both the fraction of sodium converted to spray
(spray conversion factor = 1) and the spray height. The spray height
determines the burning time of the droplets. The spray volume was determined
based on the assumed spray height and the cell dimensions. The sodium that
reaches the floor of the cell at the 765-ft elevation is drained to a lower
cell equipped with a catch pan with a fire suppression deck. Hot gases
generated by the fire are vented to the atmosphere In a controlled manner.

The SPCA (Spray-Pool Combustion Analysis) code was used to determine the
thermal conditions in the SGB during and:after the leak (fire) accident (See
Appendix A). The model accounts for the heat generated by spray burning and
by pool burning on the wetted surfaces of the walking grating and the catch
pan. Due to the relatively long duration of the spray fire, both the spray
and pool burning thermal effects are combined into a single analysis.

The spray burning rate Is computed by using the Initial burning rate and cell
oxygen concentration (ambient 0.23 weight fraction) from a separate SPRAY (See
Appendix A) code calculation of the same accident, as an Inputparameter.
This. initial burning rate Is then varied, in relation to the sodlum mass leak
rate and the cell oxygen mass fraction, to yield the spray burning rate as a
function of time. The pool burning rates are computed using the free
convectionmass transfer correlation equation used in the GESOFIRE code (See
Appendix A). In this correlation, the burning rate is determined by the rate
of diffusion of oxygen to the burning surface.

The heating of the cell gas, as a result of sodium burning, causes an
expansion of the cell atmosphere. The model Includes a provislon for venting
hot gases to the outside atmosphere or to an adjacent cell. Both natural
convection and forced convection gas flows are considered.ý The mass fraction
of oxygen in the cell changes during the course of the accident due to the net
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effect of the venting out of cell gas, the venting In of outside air, and the
consumption of oxygen by combustion. The aerosol generation rate and the gas
venting rate Computed by SPCA are used along with the cell geometric data as
Input to the HAA-3B code (See Appendix A). HAA-3 computes the aerosol
concentration In the cell and the rate of discharge of aerosols to the outside
atmosphere.

Radiological- Consequence Assessment

For calculating the 2-hour Exclusion Area boundary doses, it was assumed that
the 94 gallons of primary sodium leaked Into the IHTS is mixed evenly, with the
39,000 gallons of IHTS sodium spilled.. Accounting for the catch pan/fire
suppression deck features In the SGS (see Section 6.6), approximately 10%.
(4000 gallons) of sodium Is burned Including 9.5 gallons of primary sodium.

For the LPZ dose, It was assumed that the flow of primary sodium into the IHTS
is mitigated within 24 hours via operator action with approximately 600
gallons of primary sodium being spilled Into the SGB..

Twenty seven (27) percent of the sodium burned is assumed to be released as
sodium oxide aerosol. The entire mass of aerosol formed in the SGB is assumed
to be released at ground level, disregarding aerosol mitigation features that
are expected to limit aerosol release to a very small fraction of that formed
inside the SGB.

Meterological dispersion was calculated using the 95th percentile X/Q
identified In Section 2.3.4. Fallout of the aerosol during transit down wind
was neglected. The isotopes considered are listed in Table 15.6,1.5-2. Other
isotopes in the primary sodium are not significant countributors to the off-
site dose.

15.6.1.5.3 Analysis Results

Thermal and Aerosol Consequence Asses.sment

The analysis results show the following effects:

1) The cell gas temperature Is heated to 630 OF two minutes after leak
initiation;

2) during the first several minutes of the event, hot gases containing
combustion p~oduct aerosols are exhausted to the outside atmosphere at
a rate of 10 'cfm; and

3) after the Initial atmosphere heatup, the building temperature
decreases as the leak rate decreases, and heat Is transferred to the
building structure and to the outside atmosphere.

To quantify the above considerations, a determination was made of the maximum
quantity of combustion product aerosols that could be'released to the
atmosphere without impairing the operation of the plant safety-related
equipment. The dispersion factors used to determine the aerosol
concentrations at the equipment intakes were derived using formula (6) of e A

Murphy and Campe (Ref. 15.6.1.5-1). The impact of Ingested aerosols on the
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performance of the safety-related equipment was evaluated considering both the
effects of plugging.of the flow passages and the degradation of heat transfer
surfaces by deposited aerosols. It was concluded that in order to assure

continued operation of the plant safety-related equipment it was necessary to
limit the total aerosol release to 630 lbs. with no more than 100 lbs. being
released after the first 5000 seconds of the accident. (See Section 6.2.7)

The following analysis assumptions were made, consistent with the design
features discussed In Sections 9.13.2.

1) At the time aerosols are. detected in the SGB HVAC exhausts, all SGB
HVAC Inlet and exhaust dampers are automatically closed except for one
40-f t 2 opening. Detection capability Is provided by engineered safety
feature aerosol detectors (Section 9.13.2).

2) As the SGB atmosphere expands, the cell gases and combustion product
aerosols are discharged through the 40-ft 2 opening.

3) Approximately 5 minutes later,:the 40-ft 2 opening is automatically
closedzby a timing circuit. This prevents the subsequent release of
-aerosols by natural convection.

4) Protected Air Cooled Condenser fan operation, if Initiated, is
automatically Interrupted, for a period of up to 5000 seconds, upon
the detection of aerosols in the air uptake. This prevents the PACC's
from Ingesting aerosols during the first 5000 seconds of the accident
when aerosol release may be significant.

Additionally, the following actions are taken to mitigate the consequences of
the limited aerosol release:

Upon detection of aerosols In the SGB exhaust air, all the HVAC air
Intake openings throughout the plant, with the exception of the
Emergency Diesel Generator Rooms (which rely on outside air for
cooling), are automatically closed within 1 minute by the outside air
dampers from a central signal. This limits the quantity of aerosols
that can be Ingested into other areas of the plant and prevents
plugging of the HVAC unit air Intake filters. The air Intakes on
those HVAC units serving the adjacent IHTS loops may bl reopened, if
such action is required to provide cooling to the adjacent loop cells.

The peak concrete cell wall and floor temperature transients are shown in
Figures 15.6.1.5-2 and -3, respectively. The cell gas temperature transient
is shown In Figure 15.6.1.5-4, and the, integrated combustion product aerosol
release to the atmosphere is shown in Figure 15.6.1.5-5. It is seen that the
maximum concrete temperatures remain below 3000F, and the long-duration
(greater than 24 hours) concrete temperatures are below 2000F. These
temperatures are acceptable for building structural design. Approximately 440
lbs. of aerosols are discharged to the atmosphere during the Initial pressure
pulse, and an additional release of 90 lbs. occurs after closure of the 40-ft2
vent. This later release is associated with an increase in pressure
accompanying the increase in sodium leak rate at 3000 seconds depicted in
Figure 15.6.1.5-1. It Is estimated that an additional 100 lbs. of aerosols9 could diffuse through building cracks/penetrations during the course of the
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0
accident. The total release Is within the design limit. The peak cell•
pressure during the initial heatup is estimated to be approximately 0.4 psig.

Radiological Consequence Assessment

The radiological consequences of a large IHTS sodium spill-I and fire would
normally be insignificant since the only radioactive material in the IHTS
sodium will be a low level of tritium. However, an extremely conservative
assessment of potential off-site doses was performed assuming the plant had
been operating with an undetected IHX leak prior to the accident.

The radiological analyses results provided In Table 15.6.1.5-3 show that the
off-site doses resulting from the IHTS Design Basis Leak are below the
1OCFRI0 guideline limits.

15.6.1.5..4 Summary of Conclusions

A large sodium leak in the 24-in.-OD main loop hot leg piping of the IHTS was
analyzed to evaluate the Impact on the building structure and on the operation
of the plant safety-related equipment. An analysis of the consequences of the
postulated accident, shows that the sodium combustion product aerosol release
Is acceptable. The structural concrete temperatures and building pressures
are within allowable limits.
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TABLE 15.6.1.5-1

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS iHTS PIPE

Spray Droplet Diameter (In.)

Cell Wall Area (ft 2 )

Initial Gas Temperature (OF)

Initial Gas Pressure (psia)

Initial Sodium Temperature (OF)

Cell Free Volume (ft 3 )

Spray Volume (% Vol.)

Spray Height (ft)

Oxygen Concentration (% Vol.)

Floor Area (ft 2 )

Ceiling Area (ft 2 )

Floor Thickness (ft)

Wall Thickness (ft)

Insulation Thickness (in.)
(Catch Pan, El. 765 ft)

Vent Area (ft 2 )

LEAK CELL 226

0.18

35,725

100

14.7

936

525,220

25

105.5

21

4,726

5,476

2

3

4

40

../\

4c • •
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TABLE 15.6.1.5-2 k
.sotopes .Considered .In the .:1..

Rad I olog I cal Consequence Assessment

SIsotope

Na-24
Cs-1 37
Cs-1 36
Cs-134
1-131
1-132

Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu -240
Pu-241
Sr-90

0

0
Amend. 64
,lnn 1.qR21 g_ rI-Ao



TABLE 15.6.1.5-3
:1] :

POTENTIAL OFF-SITE DOSES

Organ

Whole Body**

Thyroid

Bone

Lung

IOCFR1 00

25

300

150+

75+

Dose (rem)
SB(O.42 ml)

2-hoUr

0.65

0.55

0.77

0.21

LPZ (2.5 ml)
38 days

2.0

1.61

2.14

0.62

+Not covered In JOCFR100; used as guideline values.
**Includes both Inhalation and external gamma exposure.

Amend. 64
Jan. 1982
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15.7 OTHER EVENTS INTRODUCTION

This section of the Chapter 15 accident events groups together with
" all those events of significance. that do not appear to fall under any of the.

preceding categories. For these accident events either: 1) the potential
limiting accident parameter willibe presented, or 2) reference will be made to
an umbrella event that has been.previously established as a safe event.

A summary of the events discussed in this section are shown in
Table15.7-1. Table 15.7-1 also identifies potential limiting parameters
and provides comments on each of the events.

For those events in which a radiological release accompanies the
accident event, the resultant doses at the site boundary are compared to
10% of 10CFRlOO guideline value. This value is used only as a suggested
guideline value in order to establish a benchmark for determination of the
severity of the event.

)
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TABLE 15.7-1

OThER EVENTS

Section
No. Events

15.7 Other Events

15.7.1 Anticipated Events

15.7.1.1 Loss of One D C System

15.7.1.2 Loss of Instrument or valve air system

15.7.1.3 IHX Leak

15.7.1.4 Off-normal cover gas pressure in the reactor primary
coolant boundary

15.7.1.5 Off-normal cover gas pressure In IHTS

15.7.2 Unlikely events

15.7.2.1 Inadvertent release of oil through the pump seal (PHTS)

15.7.2.2 Inadvertent release of oil through the pump seal (IHTS)

15.7.2.3 Generator breaker failure to open at turbine trip

I 15.7.2.4 Rupture of RAPS Cryostill

15.7.2.5 Liquid rad-waste system failure

15.7.2.6 Failure In the EVST NaK System

15.7.2.7 Leakage from sodium cold traps

Potential
Limiting Parameters

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

<3 REM (integrated
2-hr dose at the
site boundary)

3.7x10-6 REM @ site
boundarX7
3.05x10 REM I LPZ

None

7.8x10-5 REM I site
boundar
2.3x10" REM 8 LPZ

Comments

No adverse operating conditions have
been Identified with this event.

Detailed description of failure
effects or safety-related Instrument
air supplies, If any, will be provided
In the FSAR.

Core sees normal shutdown.

No adverse operating conditions associ-
ated with this event.

No adverse operating conditions associ-
ated with this event.

No adverse consequence Identified at
this time.

No adverse consequence Identified at
this time.

Core sees only normal shutdown.

Consequences would be within the sug-
gested guideline doses.

Consequences would be within the sug-
gested guideline doses.

No adverse consequences associated
with these events.

Consequences would be within the sug-
gested guidelines doses.



TABLE 15.7-1

OTHER EVENTS (Cont'd.)

J

I

Sect I on
No.

15.7.2.8

15.7.2.9

15.7.3

15.7.3.1

Events

Rupture In RAPS Noble Gas Storage Vessel Cell

Rupture In the CAPS cold box

Extremely unlikely events

Leak In a core component pot

15.7.3.2 Spentfuel shipping cask dropped from maximum possible
height

Potential
Limiting Parameters

<3 REM (integrated
2-hr dose of' the
site boundary

0.14 REM @ site
boundary

-632000F Center Fuel
Pin

8.89x10-7 REM Whole
Body @ SB (2-hr)

1.13x10-6 REM Whole

Body @ LPZ (30-day)

None

None

None

None

0.01 REM @ site
boundary

Comments

Consequences would be within the sug-
gested guideline doses.

Consequences would be within the sug-
gested guideline doses.

Only slight cladding melting. Fission
gas release within umbrella of Section
15.5.2.3.

Doses are well within the suggested
guidelines.

None

No adverse consequences associated
with this event.

No adverse consequences associated
with this event.

None

Consequences would bewithIn the sug-
gested guideline doses.

15.7.3.3

15.7.3.4

Maximum possible conventional fires, flood, and storms

Failure of plug seals and annuli

15.7.3.5 Fuel rod leakage combined with IHX and steam generator
leakage

15.7.3.6 Sodium Interaction with Chilled Water

15.7.3.7 Sodium-Water reaction In large component cleaning
vessel

I

Ie
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15.7.1 Anticipated Events

15.7._1.1 Loss of. D. C. System.

15.7.1.1.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description.

Among the credible events which can cause the loss of oneD.C. system,
in whole or in part, are a faulted D.C. system main'bus, a faulted branch cir-
cuit, or an open connection. Regardless of the cause, the loss of voltage on
the main bus, or on safety-related branch circuits, will be annunciated in the
control room, and action will be taken to return the system to normal operation.

15.7.1.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The plant design includes three independent battery supported
Class 1E D.C. systems which are fully described in Section 8.3.2.1. The loss
of one D.C. system will not:.prevent the operation of.Class IE D.C. loads as
these systems will be designed with sufficient physical separation, electrical
isolation, and redundancy to, prevent occurrence of common failure modes.

It should be noted that the loss of one D.C. system will not result
in a loss of the associated vital bus as this bus will be automatically trans-
ferred.to the Class 1E A.C. Distribution System. Since the transfer will be
accomplished with static transfer switching circuitry synchronized with the

i) aforementioned system voltage, .the performance of loads fed from the vital bus
will not bedegradedby the transfer.

15.7.1.1.3 Conclusions

The loss of one D.C. system will .not prevent the functioning of
Class IE D.C. loads since these loads will be separated into redundant groups,
each group being powered by a separate D.C. system. Further, since the D.C.
systems are designed to preclude common failure modes, the redundant counter-
part of the system that is lost will remain operational to provide the required
safety actions.



15.7.1.2 Loss of Instrumentation or Valve Air

15.7.1.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The system design precludes the loss of air supply to safety-related valves or
instruments due to a single credible event. However, multiple failures, or a
single failure occurr~ing at the time of a design basis event, could cause loss
of Instrumentation or valve air. Among such single failures are check valve
malfunction caused by valve seal failure. Table 15.7.1 provides a listing of
safety-related valves which requires a compressed air supply and their
preferred'operating directions.

15.7.1.2.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The systems supplying compressed air to safety-related valves or Instruments
will be designed such that a single credible failure will not cause interrup-
tion of the air supply. The instrument air system is designed to supply.
clean, dry, and oil-free air for plant instrumentation and control. The air
receiver tanks are designed to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Sectlon Vlll,: Division 1. Piping Is designed to ANSI B31.1.O. Piping which
penetrates the reactor containment walls, and the containment isolation valves
are ASME Section III, (Sections 3.9.2 and 6.2.4). Intercooler and after-
coolers are designed to TEMA Class R.

All active safety-related, air operated valves will be designed to move In a
preferred direction with the loss of air supply. Table 15.7.1.2-1 Identifies
the safety-related valves requiring compressed air and the normal and failed
positions and function performed. Valves required to be operable for a safe
shutdown are equipped with safety-related accumulators. Each safety-related
system is redundant.

There Is no compressed air supplied to safety-related instrumentation such
that the loss of compressed air would result In a loss of the Instrumentation
safety-related function.

15.7.1.2.3 Conclusions

Based on the preceeding discussion, the compressed air system will be designed
to prevent any adverse effects on the safe operation of the plant due to loss
of Instrument of valve air.

0
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TABLE 15.7.1.2-1

ACTIVE SAFETY-RELATED VALVES OPERATED BY COMPRESSED AIR

Sy stem

Primary Sodium Removal and
Decontamination System
(Nuclear Island General
Purpose Maintenance System)

Valve
Number

HV001A
HFVO44A
HVOO4B
HIV085A

.HVO85B
HV086B

Normal
Operating
Position

Fal:ed Posi-tion
After. Loss of
Compressed. Air Function

Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened

Closed:
Closed.
Closed
-Closed
Closed-
Closed

Containment
Contal nment
Contai nment
Contal nment
Contai nment
Containment

Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation

Emergency Chilled Water NY353
NV354
NV400
NV4O1
NV403
NV404
NV409,ý
*NV4i 0.
NV:I41 AC

* NY44AD-
NVl 4'1 BC
NV141 BD

Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened.,
Opened
Opened
Opened

Fal ed
Fal ed
Fal ed
Fall ed
Fal ed
Fai ed.
Fai ed,
Failed
Failed
Fal ed
Fail ed

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open.j
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

System
System
System
System
System
System
.System
•System
System
System
System
Sy stem

Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolation



TABLE 15.7.1.2-1 (Continued)

ACTIVE SAFETY-RELATED VALVES OPERATED BY COMPRESSED AIR

System

Emergency Chilled Water-r(cont'd.)

Val ve
Number

AOV 165
AOV 166
AOV 167
AOV 168
AOY211
AOV212
AOV79
AOVBO
AOV41 5
AOV418

Norma I
Operating
Position

Opened
Opened
Opened.
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened

Failed Position
After Loss of
Compressed Air Function

C'

C,

CC''

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Contal nmentContainment
Contal nment
Contal nment
Contai nment
Contal nment
Contat nment
Contal nment
Contal nment
Contai nment

IsolationIsolation
Isolation
Isolation
Isolatlon
I sol atl on
I sol atl on
Isolation
IsoIatlon
Isolation

Auxiliary Liquid Metal System
EVST Na Cooler Outlet NaK

Loop 1
Loop 2

EVST NaK Loop I Isolation
EVST NaK Loop I Isolation
EVST NaK Loop 2 Isolation
EVST NaK Loop 2 Isolation

M359*>
HIV420*
H(V357*
HV358*
HV415*
l*N 416*

Open
Open
CIosed
C1 osed
CIosed
Closed

Fall
Fal I
Fal I
Fal I
Fat I
Fal I

asas
as
as
as
as

Is
is
Is
Is
Is
Is

System isolationSystem Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Contal nment Isolation

WAlr stored In an accumulator for emergency operation of the valve.

t.
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TABLE 15.7.1.2-I (Continued)

ACTIVE SAFETY-RELATED VALVES OPERATED BY COMPRESSED AIR

Val ve
Number

Normal
Operati ng
Position

Failed Position
After Loss of
Compressed AirSystem

Inert Gas Receiving and
Processing System

Function

RPHVO01(1)
RPHVOO(1)
RPUVO15A(1)
RPUVO15B(1)
RPUVO18(1)
RPUVO19(1)
APHVO01(2)
APHVO02(2)
NGHV351 A(3)
NGHV351B8(3)
CGHV501(4)
CGHV301(4)

Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened
Opened

To RAPS.
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Process Effluent
Contal nment Isolation
System Isolation
System Isolation
System Isolation
System Isolation
Contal nment Isolation
Contal nment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment Isolation
Containment I sol ati on

(4) See Figure 9.5-2(1) See Figure 11.3-4; (2) See Figure 11.3-6; (3) See Figure 9.5-8;

Evaporator Water Dump

Superheater Outlet

Evaporator Outlet

Steam Drum Outlet

53WDVO01-004

53SGV1 06-108

53SGVI 00-103

53SGV104-105

CIosed

Closed

C I osed

Closed

Closed

C I osed

CIosed

Closed

System Isolation,

Relief (Power Operation)

Relief (Power Operation)

Relief (Power Operation)

A



TABLE 15.7.1.2-1 (Continued)

ACTIVE SAFETY-RELATED VALVES OPERATED BY COMPRESSED AIR

Valve
Number

Normal
Operati ng
Position

Failed Position
.After Loss of
Compressed AirSystem Function

Heating Ventilation and
Air Conditioning System

ARAOVO46A
ARAOVO46B
ARAOV 046C

ARAOVO47A
ARAOV047B
ARAOV047C

ACAOVO64A
ACACOVO64B

ACAOV1 22A
ACAOV 122B

ACAOV1 23A
ACAOV123B

Opened
Opened
Opened

Opened
Opened
Opened

Opened
Opened

Opened
.Opened

Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed

Contal nment
Contal nment
Contai rnment

Contal nment
Contai nment
Conta inment

Isolation
I sol ati on
Isolation

Isolation
Isolation
I sol atl on

System Isolation
System Isolation

System Isolation
System Isolation

System I sol ati on
System Isolation

Open
Open

Floor Drain System AOV34
A A0V67

Opened
Opened

Closed
Closed

Contai nment Isolation
Containment Isolation

0



15.7.1.3 'IHX Leak

15.7.1.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Descriptions

-The leakage of sodium from the IHTS into the primary system is moni-
tored by temperature-compensated sodium level sensing devices. In the event
such a leak in the IHX were to occur, both the reactor overflow tank level
indicators and the intermediate system expansion tank temperature-compensated
sodium level comparators would monitor any sodium level change, other than those
generated by temperature changes; thereby, indicating an IHX sodium leak. The
operators would then take appropriate corrective action.

15.7.1.3.2 Analysi.s of Effects and Consequences

Discussed in Sections 5.3.2, 5.3.3.1.5, and 5.3.3.5 of this PSAR
are the IHX design descriptions, safety factors,, allowances, and analytical
methods applied in order to minimize the probability of an IHX leak. Also,
discussed in Section 5.3.2.5 is the analysis of the effect and consequences
produced.by an IHX tube leak or other IHX failure where nonradioactive sodium
leaks into the primary system. Section 15.7.3.5 treats the consequences of an
IHX tube leak combined with a steam generator tube leak at a time when failed
fuel is..present in the reactor.

15.7.1.3.3 Conclusions

* The sodium comparator leak detection system detects an IHX leak by the
change in sodium inventory, before any adverse effect can take place in either
the IHTS or the PHTS. Following shutdown, corrective maintenance will.be per-
formed on the faulted component.

The leakage rate of primary sodium to the intermediate system is zero.
This is discussed in Section 5.3.2.5 of this PSAR. The prevention of primary
flow into the intermediate system is provided by an overpressurization of the
intermediate system relative to primary system at all steady state conditions
of operation.

I



15.7.1.4 Off-Normal Cover Gas Pressure In the Reactor Coolant Boundary

15.7.1.4.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

As described In Section 9.5.1, the cover gas system serving the Reactor and
Primary Heat Transport System maintains a pressure in the gas space of the
Reactor Coolant Boundary of 6" + 2" of H20. There is a constant sweep flow
Into the cover gas spaces and through the shaft seals of the primary pumps.
This in-leakage Is accommodated by two parallel pressure regulators in the
line between the RAPS and the primary system overflow tank, which is
maintained at the same pressure by a gas pressure equalization line connecting
the pumps, reactor vessel, and overflow tank. The makeup regulators and the
regulators controlling the bleed from the overflow tank to RAPS are both
controlled from the same pressure signal. Failures of the pressure regulators
(primary and redundant) or operator error, could cause deviation from the
normal operating pressure of 6" ± 2" W.G.

15.7.1.4.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

a. Under pressure: If the pressure regulators (including redundant
regulators) between the overflow tank and the RAPS system fall open,
the pressure In the cover gas spaces within the Reactor Coolant
Boundary will go sub-atmospheric since gas from the overflow tank will
flow Into the RAPS v cuum vessel. Since the vacuum vessel volume is
approximately 300 ft (at 8 psia minimum) and the combined gas volume
of the reactoS vessel, three primary pumps and the overflow tank is
about 4500 ft , the reduction In pressure Is modest: about I psi.
Such a reduction In pressure would have no adverse affect on ti'e•
primary system. The change In NPSH available to the pump would not be
significant, and the seals In the reactor and pump closures would not
be materially affected.

b. Over pressure: If the regulators between the overflow tank and the
RAPS should close and the regulators controlling flow to the reactor
vessel should, at the same time, fail open, the cover gas pressure In
the reactor coolant boundary would Increase. Any potential problem is
mitigated however by: 1) the time required to establish any
significant overpressure, and 2) pressure relief devices on-the
overflow tank. As mentioned above, the volume of th? cover gas space
within the reactor coolant boundary is about 4500 ft at normal
operating conditions. Since the gas makeup system will be designed to
limit the makeup rate to about 50 SCFM, it would take at least an hour.
to double the cover gas pressure in the reactor coolant boundary. An
annunciator in the control room will alert operators to take
appropriate-action (such as isolation of the makeup gas regulators)
long before any appreciable overpressure will be realized. In
addition, relief valves set to relief at 15 psig, will limit the
pressure even if no operator action Is taken prior to reaching this
pressure. The discharge of cover gas from the relief device will be
modest and CAPS action will preclude any hazard to the public. Even
if the pressure does increase to 15 psIg, there will be no affect on
reactor vessel level or pump tank level performance.

15.7-6



The pressure boundary margin seals will resist pressure in excess of 300 psid
without failure. If the pressure in the reactor vessel should Increase to 15
psig, these seals would remain intact. Cover gas would bubble through the dip
seal and be trapped In the riser annulus between the dip seal- and Inflatable
elastomer seals.

The primary system (and reactor vessel) design pressures have been established
on the basis of a 15 psig cover gas pressure, and therefore the system, from a
structural standpoint, Is unaffected by any overpressure which could occur.
If the primary system gas pressure should drift up due to one of the
postulated failures, the 10 psi minimum P between the Intermediate and
primary sodium in the IHX would decrease; however, this loss of P would be
monitored and annunciated and appropriate action would be taken.

15.7.1.4.3 Conclusion

Off-normal cover gas pressures in the Reactor Coolant Boundary will not cause
a safety problem. Underpressure would be limited to approximately 1 psi below
the normal operating pressure of 6 inches W.G. Overpressure conditions would
be limited to 15 psig by relief actions and would take about an hour to
achieve. Even if such an overpressure condition were to exist, there will be
no deleterious effect on the integrity of the Reactor Coolant Boundary. Since
radiation dose rate builds upslowly and adequate radiation monitoring Is.
provided, the radiation consequences would be small to the operating staff and
are trivial to the public.

I..
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15.7.1.5 Off-Normal Cover Gas Pressure in IHTS

15.7.1.5.1 Identification of Causes and Accident*Description.

The IHTS argon cover gas is obtained from the steam generator
building argon supply. The pressure in the pump and expansion tank cover
gas is controlled to 100 psig during normal operation by a common feed and
bleed control system. Off-normal cover gas pressure could result from a
malfunction of the cover gas pressure control system or a loss of
integrity of the cover gas pressure retaining boundary.

15.7.1.5.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Lower cover gas pressure will lower pressures in the IHTS and
will be detected by a differential pressure measurement between the primary
and intermedi ate sides of the IHX. An annuciatory will sound when the inter-
mediate system pressure is less than 10 psi above the primary system pressure.
In addition, the cover gas pressure monitoring system will indicate lower
cover gas pressure. An undetected low cover gas pressure could result in the
introduction of radioactive material into the IHTS through potential leaks
in the IHX tubes. This would be detected by a radiation monitor located
outside.containment on the intermediate hot leg. A complete loss of cover
gas pressure would not reduce heat transport capability since the pumps will
operate with atmospheric cover gas pressure without cavitation.

High cover gas pressure will be detected by the cover gas
pressure indicator. The maximum cover gas pressure possible is equal to
the steam generator building argon supply pressure which is 175 psig (see
Section 9.5.1.2). Attainment of this pressure would require a failure
of the cover gas control system, failure of pressure reducers located
between the argon supply and the control system, failure of the cover gas
pressure indicator, and/or failure of the operator to detect the off-
normal condition. However, even if the cover gas pressure did reach 175
psig, there would be no deleterious effect on the IHTS. In this event,
the maximum local pressure in the IHTS would be at the low point in the
cold leg piping, which occurs at the first dump valve in the cold leg
dump line. The pressure at this point is a combination of:

IHTS cover gas pressure -175 psig

IHTS pump tank static head nu 5 psig

IHTS pump discharg head (max.) %125 psig

Static head from pump discharge to the dump valve nu 10 psig

Friction pressure drop from pump discharge to the
dump line -2 psig

E + 313 psig

The pressure of 313 psig is below the IHTS design pressure of 325 psig. 3
I• C"7 0 A- __.J n



15.7.1.5.3 Conclusions

High cover gas pressure (to the maximum pressure of the argon
supply) has no deleterious effect on IHTS performance. Lower cover gas
pressure (to atmospheric pressure) will have no effect on IHTS heat
transport capability. Low pressure could result in the introduction of

..radioactive material into the IHTS through the IHX only after failure
of the IHX intermediate-primary AP monitor, failure of the cover gas
•pressure indicator, and leaks in the IHX tubes. This would be detected
by a radiation monitor in IHX intermediate side outlet..

15.7.1.6 Small NaK Spills in the EVST Nak Systems.

1.5.7.1.6.1 Identification of Causes

Of the.potential for leakage in the NaK system, the only
anticipated leakage is considered to occur at NaK valves. The leak is ass-
umed to result from a failure of the bellows which is provided to prevent
leakage at the valve shaft.

15.7.1.6.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

All NaK valves will includea backup seal (packing) to prevent
a significant NaK leak in the event of failure of the bellows. The bellow
failures will be detected by the leak detector but, prior to shutdown, may
result in a small leak of NaK which will collect in the catch pan provided
by the fire protection system. A small fire, localized at the leaking
component, may result. The fire protection system described in Section
9.3.1 provides leak detection, catch pans with fire suppression features,
and nitrogen flooding capability, thus alerting operating personnel and
permitting shutdown, drainage, and replacement of the faulted component
and, if required, startup of the backup EVST cooling circuit. The NaK
is nonradioactive. The small spill volume and low temperature (approximate-
ly 3500 F) preclude significant temperature buildup. The component arrange-
ment, with each of the cooling circuits physically separated from the other,
insure against loss of both EVST circuits.

15.7.1.6.3 Conclusions

The absence of radioactivity, coupled with the design of the
NaK system and components, as well as the available fire protection system,
provides assurance that any anticipated leakage from the EVST NaK system
will not adversely affect EVST cooling. There is no potential radiological
release from the plant.

15.7-8a Amend. 8
Dec. 1975



15.7.2 Unlikely Events

15.7.2.1 Inadvertent Release of Oil Through Pump Seal (PHTS)

15.7.2.1.1 Identification of Causes

The primary sodium pump has oil-lubricated bearings and/or
seals above the pump tank which contains sodium. The seals will be
designed to prevent oil leaking'into the pump tank for all modes of
operation.

The primary pump concept incorporates a seal lubrication
system with a fixed total oil inventory (see Figure 5.3-14a). Oil that
leaks through the lower seal will be collected in.a lower seal leakage
tank and pumped to waste during servicing. Abnormal leakage must be made
up by deliberate manual action to open the system and add oil. The lower
s.eAl leakage tank has the capacity to hold the total seal oil inventory
and thereby precludes any seal leakage from entering the pump tank in the
event of an abnormal .leak rate. An additional and last barrier preventing
seal leakage from entering the pump tank sodium is provided in the pump
design by a shaft oil slinger and reservoir located below the normal seal
rubbing faces.

.Any oil overflowing the.lower seal leakage collection tank or
running down the pump shaft is collected in a reservoir which has a
capacity in excess of the total oil inventory. The primary pump
concept, therefore, would require a combination of: independent failures
to occur coupled with a deliberate manual addition of oil to the system
before oil could enter the pump tank,.

Although the release of oil from the primary pump seal to the
primary sodium is considered an extremely low probability event, the
results of such an event have been evaluated. Two potential effects
have been identified:

.1. Plugging Effects

.2. Reactivity Effects

15.7.2.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

If it is postulated that the oil were to be released to react
..w.ith the primary sodium, the following analysis is presented.

The oil above the seal would flow down the pump shaft and
vaporize,.or react with the sodium in the pump tank. The reaction of oil
and sodium will result in the release'of hydrogen and.carbon. The
carbon compounds will either float on the sodium, dissolve (on the order
of.one pp.b), or sink to the bottom, of the pump tank. These are small

* particles which are easily fractured.
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The release of these particles from the pump-tank to-the
primary loop wi.ll,.dependupon the..manner• in wiich the pump is.
operating. If the pump.i:s.shutdOwn:, the solid5- will- stay in 'the pump K_
tank,.

If the pump. continues to operateafter a sea I failure, the
reaction products woul4c @ventual-y go into th, pimary 10"p. In athe
present p'ump concept the pump tank will conta i n. Oppro'ximate]y 800. gal.
of sodium, and will be charnging at 7QO..gpm due to flow. from tthe IHX
return (200 gpm) and beqring return flow. (500 gpm).

Plugging Eff ect

Three different conditions were ývaluated as follows:

A. To calculte the maximum plugging temperature in the
pump discharge, the following:conservativq assyrrptions were madei

I. Pump tank t!•mperature is QQ00:F.

2. The pump tank vepts to rover gas system through the pump,
standpipe Yubbler. -Maximum gas pressure is 12 in. W.G. plus'
equival ent static 'head O(f -sodium 91000'F for elevation
between .normal RV sodium level and normal level in the

. .,pump.tank. This assymes no pump -Iraw:down•. -Pressure
S ' .is:97-in W.G,.

3. Oil.,leaks into -the pump tank at a rate just sufficient 0
to saturate the pump tank sodium :volume of 800 gallons
with H2 at the temnperature and prOssure above• TH5i
results in a concentration of 121 ppm of H2 in the pump
tank sodium.

4. The pump tank mixture is drawn into the pump and mixed with
primary sodium at the ratio of 700 gpm/34000 gpm (IHX and
bparing return flow vs pump discharge flow).

•. The resultant pump discharge contains 2.5 ppm of displved
, H2 and the .plugging temperature its .4600 F.

B, To calculate the maximum >plugging temperature in the core
and tlde remaindibr.`of the system ýthe fQllowing '.cqnservative assumptionswere. made-. " " ... '

1. Assume.that leakage continues as in the.previous condition
untjl the e.ntire 6 gallon inventory of oil in the.seal

.y•.,ystem has leaked- into the :tank which is at 10000 F..
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2. Assume that no oil-is volatized to the cover gas and that no
H2 is drawn off the surface of the sodium into the pump
tank cover gas. Note the standpipe bubbler draws off.cover
gas at a rate of 0.25 SCF per minute. Under these conditions
approximately 5% by weight of the reaction products convert
to. H2 dissolved in the sodium. Due to mixing in the reactor
plenum and .other loops this weight of H2 can be assumed to
mix with the:entire primary sodium volume of 172,000 gal.
(with an average temperature of 860'F).

3. Assume no cold -trapping during this event.

The resulting 2.0 PPM of dissolved H2 will give a. sodium plugging
temperature of approximately 4400 F..

C. For operating conditions where the maximum primary sodium
temperature in the pump tank is less than 1000F,the weight of the reaction
products of oil converting to dissolved hydrogen in the sodium will be
less than the 5% used above. Test data indicate that the.percentage by

.weight of oil converting to dissolved hydrogen drops off rapidly and
is less than 2% at 850'F the lowest temperature for which data is
available. Under. these conditions (850 0 F) the 6.0 gallons of oil
reacting with the sodium in the systems will result in a hydrogen concen-
tration of less than 0.74 ppm and a plugging temperature of less. than
377°F. With Hot Standby and Refueling Conditions where the primary
sodium temperature in the pump tank is 600'F and 4000 F respectively,
the plugging temperatures will be well below the,377°F.

* . Reactivity Effects 19

Since the only known source of oil which might be postulated to be ad-
mitted to the primary system is in the pump seal area, this discussion
will be limited to pump oil. Any leakage of this oil will normally not
enter the primary system but will be handled in the seal oil leak off
system. However, should there be an inadvertent bypassing of the seal
oil leak off system and should the oil by some means enter the area
around the pump shaft above the sodium, it would drain down the pump
shaft to the sodium surface where (a) if it is a normal hydrogenous
carbonaceous Oil it would react with the sodium forming hydrogen gas
and carbon particulates or (b) if it is a mineral oil it would react
with the sodium and form hydrogen gas, but no particulates would form.
In either case, most of the hydrogen would immediately rise to the pump
tank free sodium surface, enter the cover gas system and eventually be
processed through the RAPS. The remaining .hydrogen would become dis-
solved in the sodium. The carbonaceous particulate would
be very finely divided and although it may stay in the sodium system,
it and the dissolved hydrogen would enter the main primary sodium
stream very gradually through the controlled leakage areas of the pump..
Therefore, although the vendor has not finalized the design of the seal
system nor the volume of oil that. is available for a postulated leak
nor the selection of oil, it is highly improbable that any gaseous
hydrogen from this oil could be postulated to enter the core. Calculations

indicate that the reactivity effects-associated with this scenario is of

) little.consequence to the core.(<<l). "
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Conclusions

It is highly improbable that any quanti:ty of oil could bereleased-through the pump seals in such a manner a5 to interact withthe primary sodium coolant. Nevertheless, analyses, based on conservativeassumptions hav& been carried out to determine the resultant; (I) pluggingeffects, and (2).reactivity effects-associated with this postulatedoccurrence. The conclusions from these analyses indicate that; (1) duringnormal operation with mixing in the total primary sodium inventory the 19

0
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plugging temperature was found to be on the order of 440°F well below theminimum operating temperature of approximately 640 0 F, (2) duringRefueling or Hot Standby the plugging temperature was found to be wellbelow 377°F which is below the 400 0 F temperature for Refueling conditions,and therefore presenting no safety problems, and (3) the potentialreactivity effect associated with this event is of such a small nature.that the consequences to the core are considered insignificant.
19

15.7.2.2 Inadvertent Release of Oil Through the Pump Seal into Sodium (IHTS)
The release of oil in the PHTS has been discussed in Section 15.7.2.1.The release of oil to the IHTS from the pump oil bearing requires the failureof multiple barriers designed to prevent such a release. If oil contaminationof the IHTS sodium did occur, it could be detected by monitoring the'sealoil inventories or from a chemical analysis of sodium samples. An undetected59 loss of the entire seal oil supply to the IHTS sodium would have consequencesfor the IHTS heat transport capability no more severe than those evaluated inSection 15.3.2.2 (Single Intermediate Loop Pump Seizure), Section 15.3.3.5-. (Intermediate Loop Pipe Break), or Section 15.7.2.1 (Inadvertent Release of591 Oil through Pump Seal (PHTS)).

7\
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15.7.2.3 Generator Breaker Failure to Open at Turbine Trip

15.7.2.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

In the event of a turbine trip, the generator load break switch is
automatically opened by a signal from the turbine trip logic. The turbine trip
logic simultaneously causes the generator field breaker to open regardless of
whether or not the generator load break switch opens. A generator load break
switch failure can occur from electrical or mechanical failure of the tripping
mechanism.

15.7.2.3.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

If the generator load break switch fails to open after a turbine trip,
a Plant Power Supply lockout is initiated. The lockout initiates the disconnec-
tion of the Plant Power Supply by tripping the appropriate 161 KV circuit breaker
in the Generating Yard. This causes loss of the Preferred AC Power Supply as
described in Section 8.2.1.1. Upon loss of power from the Preferred AC Power
Supply,,the Normal AC Distribution System and the Safety-Related AC Distribution
System, are automatically transferred to one of the Reserve Transformers as
described in Section 8.3.1.1.4. The reactor can be shut down with no adverse
consequence, as described in Section 15.3.1.5, which evaluated the effects of
a turbine trip.

15.7.2.3.3 Conclusions

The consequences of a turbine trip with subsequent failure of the
generator load break switch to open is negligible, since one offsite power
supply is still available to the AC Power Distribution System.

15.7-11



15.7.2.4 Rupture In the RAPS Cold Box

15.7.2.4.1 Accident Description

The RAPS cold box contains the cryogenic still In which krypton and xenon are
extracted from the reactor argon cover gas stream. During normal operation,

this stream Is collected in the RAPs surge vessel and flows at a controlled

rate of 10.0 scfm into the cold box and then through the cryostill. The argon

Is condensed to a liquid as It passes through the coiled tubing In the

cryostill condenser, which is surrounded by liquid nitrogen. For the purpose

of the accident analysis, It Is conservatively assumed that the reactor has

been operating sufficiently long, w ith gaseous fission products from 1% failed

fuel, for steady-state isotopic composition to exist In the cover gas system.

It is assumed, also conservatively, that the cryostill has not been off-loaded

to the noble gas storage vessel for I year (maximum period), and therefore,

contains a maximum inventory of radioactivity.

A major rupture of the cryostill could release the liquid argon In the

cryostill (including the radioactivity It contains) and liquid nitrogen to the.

cold box cell atmosphere. Although such a major rupture Is not expected, It

is assumed to occur.

15.7.2.4.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Following the cryostill rupture, the cold box cell H&V radiation monitor will

sense the presence of radioactivity, sound an alarm, Initiate a signal which

will automatically close the cell H&V vent, close the cold box cell Influent

and effluent process lines, and open the cold box bypass line. However, the

signal does not close the LN2 supply line.

0
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The volume of nitrogen released to the cell corresponds to 1.5 cf of LN2

released from the cryostill reboller, plus 72 Ibm (12 gallons) of LN2 in-flow;

after this time, the nitrogen In-flow Is automatically valved off by a high

cell pressure signal. Thus, LN2 equivalent to 1935 scf of nitrogen is

estimated to be released Into the cell at the Initiation of the incident.

Also released at this time Is the liquid argon still bottoms, 1.5 cubic ft,

which corresponds to 1190 scf of argon.

The assumed initial condition, then, Is that the cryogenic liquids released

come instantly to standard temperature but elevated pressure. No allowance is

taken for radioactive decay during the pressure-rise period. The total amount

of gas released Into the cell (whose net volume Is 6500 cf) Is then 3125 scf.

The Initial radioactivity Inventory Is shown on Table 15.7.2.4-1.

No credit is taken for the leak tightness of the RAPS cold box cell. This Is

an extremely conservative assumption. Additionally, It Is assumed that the

RCB refueling door Is open at the time of the accident. No overpressure of

the RCB Is assumed since the released gas will now vent out of the H&V

exhausts. This scenario Is never expected to occur.

15.7.2.4.3 Conclusilon

As shown In Table 15.7.2.4-1, the 0-2 hour site boundary whole body doses for

the postulated scenario are well below the 10 CFR 100 limit. Therefore, It Is

.concluded that the postulated accident wil not result In unacceptable

environmental consequences.
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TABLE 15.7.2.4.-i

RUPTURE OF THE RAPS CRYOSTILL

Refueling Door Open - No Cell Leak Tightness Assumed

Xe133

Xe135

Kr88

Total

Initial
Inventory

in the Cryostill
(Ci)

4.67 x 105

8.79 x 104
1 .66 x 103

5.57 x 105

Radioactivity
Released From

the Plant In 2 Hours
(Cl)

3,92 x 104

6.89 x 103

1.11 x 102
4.62 x 104

0 to 2 Hours
Whole Body

Site Boundary Dose
(Rem)

1.38

1.33

0,162

2.88

,:J

*There Is an additional contribution of 0.09 rem from the daughter product of

Kr88, which Is Rb88.

I'
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TABLE 15.7.2.4-2

DEL ETED

'3

I

C... .1
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15.7.2.5. Liquid: Radwaste System Failure (Leak or Rupture).

15.7.2.5.1 -identification of. Causes and Accident Description

The rupture of one of the liquid waste collection or storage-tank's
or evaporators is defined as an "unlikely fault". A postulated failure can. beused to evaluate the design bases for the cells and the ventilationsystem for
the building wh~ich houses the cells.

The liquid radwaste collection and processing system are located in a
non-hardened building which is connected to. the Reactor Service Building (see
Section 3.A.4,.Reactor Service Building).

The intermediate activity level process streams which process the
highest activity are located below grade in concrete cells. The floors and
walls of the cells are painted with a flexible epoxy coating to prevent leakage
of contaminated water to the outside ground water and to facilitate decontamina-
.tion. The floors of all cells in the basement are protected with a pliable
undercoat to prevent in-leakage of ground water to the cell. Each.cell is pro-
,vided with a sump drain and a sump pump which is used to transfer spilled fluids
to another tank., The activity of fission and corrosive products is such that
the cell is closed during operation.

TThe posbulated tank failure, malfunction, or operator error which
results in a spilil, is assumed to occur when one of two 20,000 gallon tanks is
full. The tank failure was selected as the largest inventory of radioactivity
in the liquid !waste system. If a failure or malfunction occurs in an evapora-
tor, it will*nOt result in flashing of any liquid which contains radioactivity.
The Liquid Radwaste System evaporators are designed to.operate at sub-atmospheric
pressures,; at temperatures of 1600 F. At no time is there a higher quantity of
radioactivity in an evaporator bottom than there is originally in the.collectioh
tanks due to limits on salt concentration in the evaporator bottoms. The evapor-
ator is designed.to cause an alarm and to trip appropriate valves to. shut off
the steam supply in the event of pump, coolant, or heater failure.

Following the assumed failure, the fluid spreads overthe surface area
of the floor and drains into the sump. The operator is alerted by the low level
liquid ..indicator in the tank and by the level indicator& associated with the
sump. After the operator is alerted, the liquid in the sump is pumped into
another tank thereby eliminating any long duration exposure or release of tri-
tium to the environment.

The floor surface area is 1000 ft 2 , the cell volume is 3.8 x 104 ft 3 ,
the radwaste building volume is 7.4 x 105 ft., and the exhaust rate to the atmos-
phere at a rate of 1.6 air changes per hour.



The activity levels in the liquid are given In Table 11.2-4 of Section 11.2 of
the PSAR. There are no gaseous radioactive Iodine species which can be
released because the fluids used to remove contaminated sodium from components
form salts which are stabIe. Any radioactive inert gas which. may have been
trapped In the sodium that Is eventually reacted with water and processed by,
the Radwaste System is: negligible, This Is true because the quantity of these.gases dissolved Irk sodium Is small. The spilled fluid contains fission and
corrosion products which are not evaporated, Thus, only water vapor
containing tritlated water (HTO) can be released In the event that a failure
occurs.

15.7.2,5.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Gaseous Release

The highest activity resulting from a radwaste system failure Involves
collection tank leakage or rupture. 100% of the average annual collection
tank inventory of 20,000 gallons of water contains 1.44 x 105. C of tritlum
as HTO. The build-up of tritium In the recycle liquid over the 30 year life
of the plant Is.a function of:. (1) input from the primary sodium removal..
system, .(2) radioactive decay, (3) retention of a portion of the Influent In
the evaporation bottoms which are transferred to the solid waste system for
Immobil ization, and (4) the release of a fraction of the storage tank..
Inventory to the cooling tower water blowdown. The value of 1.44 x 105 was
conservatively estimated by using a loss of only 4700 gal Ions per year out of
the 40,000 gal Ions of storage capacity.

A conservative analysis was made to calculate the off-site doses If 10% of the
tritium contained in the spilled liquid radwaste was released to the
atmosphere in two hours following the spill. This-highly conservative
assumption resulted In a Beta Skin Dose of 4.47 x 10-t REM and a whole body
inhalation dose of 3.7 x 10-6 REM, at the site boundary. The potential beta
skin and whole body doses at the LPZ are 0.68 x 10-9 REM and 3.05 x 10-7 REM,
respectively.

Liquid Release

For conservatism, the event has been analyzed assuming no credit for the
floor, drains or operator actions.

As pointed out In Section 2.4.13, accidental liquid spills are not seen as
posing a danger to present or future groundwater users In that the ultimate
destination of contaminants In the groundwater would be the Clinch River.
Movement of groundwater Is from groundwater ridges to adjacent groundwater
lows. Review of Figures 2.4-68 and 2.4-69 lends support to the assumption

made of the cooling tower blowdown discharge point as a conservative
assumption (in terms of

K)
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location to nearest intake) for entry of spillage into the Clinch
) . River. The analysis has assumed 80% of the tank activity is discharged

and that this release occurs over a two hour period. For conservatism,
no decay of activity levels between the time of tank failure and
entrance into the Clinch River is assumed in the analysis although cation
exchange characteris.tics.are known to exist in the earth at the site.
In addition, no ,credit was. assumed, for building -retention,. plateout or
condensation. on walls. As discussed in section i5.7ý2.5, the fluids
used to clean components such as the IHX wi.ll form salts which are
non-volatile.in nature. Accordingly, the analysis assumes'all activity
released is retained in the fluid spilled from the tank.

The CRBRP Environmental, Report (Appendix A to section 10.3)
has developed dilution factors for discharge of cooling tower blowdown
into the ClinchRiver. Compared to the blowdown discharge, the
spillage of radwaste contents into the Clinch River can be expected
to. exhibit (a) a decreased jet velocity and (b) a hfgher temperature
(assuming no cooling while in the groundwater). ER analysis estimates
a dilution factor of 0.05 durinq typical stet river flow conditions
for an area within 60 feet of the blowdown discharge. point. As discussed
in Sections 2.4 and 11.2, the intake for potable water nearest to the
discharge point of the CRBRP is for the K-25 facility (Clinch River
Mile 14.4) more than one mile and one half from the discharge point.
Assigning a dilution factor of 0.05 to the K-25 intake vicinity. (greater
than two orders of magnitude further downstream than the 60 foot area)
as a result of spillage entry into the river is expected to be an
extremely conservative approach even allowing for the differing
characteristics of blowdown and tank spillage.

15.7.2.5.3 Conclusions

Gaseous Release

Based on the analysis described in the preceding section (15.7.2.5.2),
the Beta Skin Dose (4.47 x 10-8 REM) and the Whole Body Inhalation Dose I
(3.7 x 10-6 REM), are decades below the IOCFR20 guidelines.. The conclusion is
that there are.no adverse consequences to the health and safety of the public
resulting from this accident.

Liquid Release

Table 15.7.2.5-1 provides estimated activity concentrations
*for the postulated event. The first column provides a maximum
environmental impact (dilution factor=l.0) and would be characteristic

..only of the very immediate area of discharge. The second column
of. the table provides conservative estimates of activity concen-
trations in the vicinity of the intake for the K-25 facility
(Dilution factor=0.05).I
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.AS described in Section-ll.2, the radwaste tanks willi :be.
classified as .quallity group D. In accordance with Reg. Guide.
1.26, curreht operiating plant technical specifications are e • s-
tablished on the basis oftmeeting IOCFR20 site boundary exposure
limits of 0.5 rem to tthe !whole, body or its equivalent to Annv part
of the body as a result of a postulated failure. Table 15.7.2.5-2
provides a comparison between the maximum (DF=l),resulting doses
and appropiri ate federal regul ations ••T resul sts shw othe con-
servative'estiMma'es to be well within lOCFR20 limitts:.1

0
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Table 15.7.2L-5-71

Clinch River Water Concentration Estimates
Following Failure of Liquid Radwaste

Collection Tank

.Isotope

H-3

Na-22

Na-24

Cr-51

Mn-54.

Co-58

Fe-59

Co-60

Sr-89

Y-89M

Sr-90

Y-90

Y-91

Zr-95

Nb-95

Mo -99

Ru-103

Entry-Point+ (~/lof Clinch River (uC1/ml)

4.34xi0-8

2.48xl0-7

6.94x10-8

2.11xi0-5

1.45x10-4

9.28x10-5

7.07xi0_
7

1.42x10-4

8.08xi0-5

8.08xl0"
5

5.82xi0-5

5. 82xi0-5

2.41xi0-5

4.51xlO-5

4.51xi0_
5

5.08x0-6

6.26xl0-6

Clinch Ri~ver+t*

Mile 14.4 (uCi/ml)

2.17x1o0
9

1 .24xi0'
8

3.47xl0•9

1.06xl0-6

7.24x1 0• 6

4.64x10
6

3.54x1o0
8

7.10xl10'
6

4.04x10-6

4.04xlO-6

2.91xl0-6

2.91xlO-6.

1.20x1I0-
6

2.26xI0F
6

2.26xi 0-6

2.54x107

3.13x10-7

+Assumed DF-I..00
++Assumed DF=O0.05

*K-25 'intake v~icinity
Typical Summer Flow Conditions (4777 CFS)

j
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Table. 15.7.2.5-1(continued)

isotope

RU-106:

Rh-106

Ag- 1i l

Te-129M

1-131

Te-132

1-132

cs- 1:34

CS- 1.36

CS-137

BA,-I40

LA-1k40

Ce-1 41

Pr- 143

Ce-144

Pr-144

Nd-1 4 4

Pm- 1.47

Eu-155

Ta-182

Pu-238

Pu-239

Entry Point of
Clinchl River
4€.86xi0 5S

'C.86X 10

1.61x10 5

6.45xi0. 8

4. 98x0;4

4.98x10, 4-

2. 98xI0-6

3. 54x1o-4
3. 54x1O0 4

2.98Xl0,
7

1i.37xi10 6

3.27xI0"5

3.27xIg- 5

5.39x-1.-0 5

2.84x10 5

3.85xI0-5

3.85x10
5-

2.19xi0s

2. I IxIO" 6

1 .74x0-5!

1'.30X10-7

2.36x10 8

Clinch River
Mille 14.4

2.413x1 O0 
6

2.4¢3xi]l0' 6 i

8t.05,xi0v
7

31. 22x,1.0" 9 l

2.49xi10!5 1

2.49k,.10 5'

1 .49Mi07

I 1 7 &-5

1 .77•lO 5

1 .77-x-I07

1 .49'xi0-8

5.15x10
77

1.6410-
6

1.64xI"
6

2,70.x10
6

1.42x.I0-
6

1.92x10-6

1.92xi0-6

5.96x10:
7

1 ,10X1076

1.06xlO-7

8.68xi0
7

6.50x10-9

1. if 1079

C)

0

0
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Table 15.7.2.5-1(continued)

)
Isotope

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Entry Point of
Clinch.River

.3.10xlO-8

1.76xi10
6

6.70x10-11

Clinch River
Mile 14.4

1 .55xlO-9

8.80x10-8

3.35xI0"
1 2

4
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Table 15,.7J.2. 5-2

Maximum Exposure For an Individual.
FollowIng Postulated Failure of the

Liquid Radwaste Tank

Organ

Whole Body

Thyroid

Bone

G.I. Tract

Dose (Rem)+

0.039

0.078

0.054

Pemisssibl!e
lOCFR2, 6Exposure

1.500

3.000

0.039 1.500

0-11

+Individual assumed to remain at site boundary and exposed to
liquid (including drinking) environments.

K:T 9
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/. 15.7.2.6 Failure (Leak or Rupture) in the EVST NaK System

15.7.2.6.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The EVST NaK systems operate at low pressure (I100 psig) and tempera-
ture (approximately. 3500F) and utilize all welded construction. With the ex-
ception of valve bellow failures discussed in Section 15.7.1.6, leaks or rup-
tures are not. expected to occur. The accidents discussed below are leaks oc-
curring in various locations from unidentified causes.

15.7.2.6.2 Analysis of Effects and Consecuences

441

)

|

441 Analysis of specific leaks in the EVST.NaK.systems will be performed
when leak volumes and system design and arrangement are finalized. There are
three general locations in which NaK leaks can be postulated, in the inerted
cells containing the EVS sodium components, in the air-atmosphere cells con-
taining the EVST airblast exchangers (ABHX's) and the EVST National Draft Heat
Exchanger (NDHX), and in the ABHX's, and NDHX themselves.. Leaks occurring in
the inerted cells will result in consequences less severe than the sodium leaks

44 postulated in Section 15.6.1.2 due to the smaller NaK inventory (smaller po-
tential spill), the absence of radioactivity in the NaK, and the lower NaK
temperature (350 0 F NaK vs 500OF sodium). Leaks in the air atmosphere cells
will result in a localized fire which will be extinguished by the fire protec-
tion system (Section 9.3.1). Leaks within the EVST, ABHX's or NDHX are con-
tained within, and mitigated by, the units themselves, which include a self-
contained catch pan under the tube bundle and leak detectors. Indication of a
leak results in loop shutdown, isolation of the air side of the heat exchanger

44 by closure of inlet and outlet.dampers, and nitrogen flooding of the unit.

15.7.2.6.3 Conclusions

Since the NaK is nonradioactive, no potential accident can result in
activity release from the plant. Structural design and component arrangement
insure that a failure in one of the EVST NaK circuits does not affect the

441 operability of the other circuits. The conclusion is that there are no ad-
verse consequences to public safety or to EVST cooling from potential leaks
in the EVST NaK System. 2

I..
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15.7.2.7 Leakage From Sodium Cold Traps

S 15.7.2.7.1 Identification of Causes

Sodium cold traps are used in-three locations. in the CRBRP
auxiliary systems: 1) the primary sodium cold traps, which areliquid cooled
by circulation of NaK through a welded jacket on the. outside of the trap;
2) the EVS sodium cold trap, which is nitrogen cooled; and-3) the intermediate "
sodium cold traps, which.,are air cooled.. All traps collect and contain radio-
active material; the primary traps contain corrosion and fissionproducts..
and tritium, the EVS trap contains the same-but in much smaller quantity,. and.
the intermediate traps contain tritium. The quantities, of radioactive material
are listed in Table 11.1-9 and in Section 11.5.3. All traps are of basically.
similar construction, consisting of an-economizer, which lowers the temper-
ature of incoming sodium, and a crystallizer, in which the impurities (in-.
cluding the radioactive material) are precipitated and collected. Potential..
release of significant amounts of:activity (larger than the normal concen-
tration in the sodium being purified) is possible only due to a leak in the
crystal I izer.

15.7.2.7.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The operating principle of all the sodium cold traps is the same.
The sodium-flows down around the periphery of the crystallizer, and is cooled
until the impurities precipitate as a solid. The tritium, as sodium tritide,.
is collected as a solid. The precipitate is caught and collects on wire
mesh in the central portion of the crystallizer. The crystallizer operates
at low temperature, with the sodium cooled to a normal range of 250-3000 F.
The result of a leak in the shell is basically a leak of sodium with its
inlet concentration of activity; the bulk of activity, accumulated-during
operation, remains as a solid distributed throughout the mesh in the central
portion of the trap.

During operation of the primary cold traps, a failure of the crystal-
lizer will not result in a sodium leak due to the enclosing NaK jacket.
The NaK pressure is maintained higher than that of the sodium to insure
NaK in-leakage into the.sodium in the event-of a leak. Loss of inventory
in the NaK system will signal the failure, and the cold trap will be isolated,
removed, and replaced.

During operation, the EVS and intermediate sodium traps are cooled
by gas, and air, both at >00o lower than the freezing point of sodium.
Should a leak in the crystallizer occur, the leaking sodium will oxidize
and solidify. Sodium vapor carried by the cooling stream will activate
leak detectors located in the gas/air outlet of each trap. The trap will
then be isolated and removed and replaced. Postulated loss of the inventory
in the cold traps during plant operation will result in off-site doses well
within 1OCFRIOO guidelines as shown by the analysis of the hypothetical event
in Chapter 15 Appendix A.

When a cold trap is to be removed, it is isolated from the processing
system and-the sodium allowed to freeze. The trap is then cut out and the
openings capped and seal-welded. Once removed, all traps will remain

)frozen without supplementary cooling, thus leakage and radiological release
after removal is not a practical concern. Prior to final disposal, the

8
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primary and EVS sodium cold traps will be stored in a shielded cask. Clean-.up and s6olidwaste disposal of the spilled sodium from a cold trap is typical
of spills from other sodium components. The method of disposal of the traps
ýand their contents has. not yet been determined.

An, analysi t of a design basis cold trap. fire has been., performed in
-res~pse• toNRC ERQuestioh 000.28. The analysis of this fire
for PSAR considerations using conservative rather than realistic

: (ER) a.ssum`Options would bei identical except that, (a) the cold
.trap inventory' is increased based on the assumption of operation
wfth j% 1%•"fail'ed fuel. instead of the 0.5% used in the ER, and .(b)
dispersion based-on PSAR accidental release meterology. The leak
rate of aerosol 'from: the RCB, as stated in the response to NRC ER

'Question 000.28, is based.6on a 1 psig containment overpressure and
was calculated to be 0;032% vol/day'.I Table 15-;,.2-74 presents the
boundary andýLow Population Zone (LPZ) doseý following an assumed
cold trap fire. All of these values are orders of magnitude
below :the limiits of IOCFRIOO.

15.7.2.7.3 Conclusion

The consequences of leakage from any of the three sodium cold
t,rap locat'ions "in :ýýthe .CRBRP, auxiliaary systems has no effect on either reactor
safety or the safety of :the public.

8
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TABLE -15.7.2.7-1

OFF-SITE DOSE RESULTING FROM A POSTULATED COLD TRAP FIRE

Organ

Bone

Lung

Thyroid

Whole Body

Skin

2 Hour Dose (Rem)
At Site Boundary (0.42 Mile)

1.02 x 10-3

7.51 x lO-4

4.17 x lO-5

7.81 x lO-5

5.13 x lO-7

30 Day Dose (Rem)
LPZ (5.0 Miles)

3.03 x 1o0

2.22 x lO-4

1.23 x lO-5

2.31 x 10-5

1.51 x l1O-7

) Amend. 25
15.7-17d- Aug. 1976



15.7.2.8 Rupture In RAPS Noble Gas Storage Vessel Cell

15.7.2.8.1 Accident Description

The RAPS noble gas storage vessel (NGSV) normally contains radioactive gas

which Is off-loaded annually from the RAPS cryostill. It contains mainly

argon (including argon-39) but krypton and xenon Isotopes, both stable and

radioactive, are also present. The gas is bled slowly from the vessel Into

CAPS so that its pressure normally decreases over the annual period. A

rupture of this vessel or of associated piping and components could release

radioactive gas at above-ambient pressure Into the noble gas storage vessel

cell. Although such a rupture is not expected, It Is assumed to occur. For

the purpose of the accident analysis, It Is conservatively assumed that the

reactor has been operating sufficiently long with gaseous fission products

from 1% failed fuel for steady-state Isotopic composition to exist In the

cover gas system. One years' accumulation of noble gas isotopes, under that

condition,. that had accumulated In the cryostill has been off-loaded to the

noble gas storage vessel. Furthermore, it Is assumed that some unspecified 0
maintenance operation has required that the new fresh cryostill charge also be

off-loaded to the storage vessel, this in quick sequence, so that the storage

vessel contains two charges and Is approximately at maximum pressure.

Assuming the vessel (260 actual cubic feet volume) Is at 1 atmosphere pressure

absolute before the two cryostill off-loadings (1.5 cubic feet of liquid argon

each), It will contain 2640 scf of gas prior to the accident.

• "..0
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19 15.7.2.8.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Following the storage vessel rupture, the NGSV cell H&V radiation monitor will

sense the presence of radioactivity, sound an alarm, and initiate a signal

which will cause the cell vent line to CAPS to close. The cell (whose net

volume Is 3560 actual cubic feet including the vessel volume) pressure will

then Increase to 9.8 psig, assuming Instant temperature equilibration to

ambient. The initial radioactivity Inventory Is shown In Table 15.7.2.8-1.

The consequences are calculated assuming the NGSV cell Is not a leakage

barrier which Is an extremely conservative assumption. For this assumption,

the radioactivity is assumed to be released directly to the RCB.

Additionally, It Is assumed that the RCB refueling door Is open at the time of.

the accident. No overpressure of the RCB Is assumed since the released gas

will now vent out of the H&V exhausts. This scenario Is never expected to

occur.

15.7.2.8.3 Concluslona

As shown In Table 15.7.2.8-1, the 0 to 2 hour site boundary whole body doses

for the postulated scenario are well below the 10 CFR 100 limit. Therefore,

it Is concluded that the postulated accident will not result in unacceptable

env i ronmenta I consequences.

I
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RUPTURE OF

TABLE 15.7.2.8.-i

THE NOBLE GAS STORAGE VESSEL

Refueling Door Open - No Cell Leak Tightness Assumed

Initial
Inventory

In the
NGSV

Isogtope (Ci)

Xe133 4.67 x 105

Xe135 8.79 x 104

Kr88 A I

Total 5.57 x 105

RadIoactivity
Released From

the Plant
In 2 Hours

(CI)

3.92 x 10

6.89 x 103

1.11 x 1(O
4.62 x 10'4

0 to 2 Hours
Whole Body

Site Boundary Dose
(Rem)

1.38

1.33

2.88

*There Is an additional contribution of 0.09 rem from the daughter product of

Kr88, which Is Rb88.
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15.7.2.9 Rupture In the CAPS Cold Box

15.7.2.9.1 Accident Description

The CAPS cold box contains two charcoal delay beds In series, which adsorb

xenon and krypton from the process gas stream before it is discharged to H&V.

During normal operation, this stream is collected in the CAPS surge vessel and

flows at a controlled rate of approximately 38 scfm Into the cold box and then

through the delay beds. The krypton and xenon isotopes, both stable and

radioactive, are adsorbed on the beds which are cryogenically cooled by

injecting LN2 into the Influent stream of each one. A rupture of the charcoal

delay beds Is assumed to occur, which results in radioactivity release.

15.7.2.9.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Following the rupture of the delay beds, the radioactive and nonradioactive

gases adsorbed on the beds are conservatively assumed to Immediately desorb.

This releases approximately 3300 standard cubic feet of gas to the cell and

the Initial Inventory of radiolsotopes shown in Table 15.7.2.9.-i. The

initial Inventory is not calculated based on the CAPS design or expected

Inputs discussed In Section 11.3 since this would give a CAPS annual average

Inventory which is not conservative for accident analysis. Instead, the

Inventory was calculated assuming the plant is refueling, which maximizes the

Inventory for normal operation.

I
.1,)
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After activity Is released to the cell, the cell H&V radiation monitor detects

the activity, sounds an alarm, and automatically closes the cell H&V vent

line, the tritium-water removal unit drain line, and stops process gas flow to

the cold box cell components. The LN2 line supplying liquid nitrogen to the

delay beds is also assumed to rupture and flow 72 Ibm (12 gallons) of LN2 into

the cell before It Is automatically shut off due to high cell pressure. (This

Is conservative since the LN2 supply would already be Isolated due to the cell

pressure caused by the 3300 scf of gas previously released to the cell). The

72 Ibm of LN2 will vaporize to 1000 scf of GN2 .

The Initial condition, then, Is that the gases released to the cell come

Instantly to standard temperature but elevated pressure. No allowance Is

taken for radioactive decay during the pressure-rise period. The total amount

of gas released to the cell (whose net volume Is 9500 cf) Is 4300 scf.

All of the radioactivity on the delay beds Is assumed to be Immediately

released from the RSB following the accident. The scenario Is extremely

conservative and Is never expected to occur.

15.7.2.9.3 Conclusiona

As shown In Table 15.7.2.9-1, the 0 to 2 hour site boundary whole body doses

for the postulated scenario are well below the 10 CFR 100 limit. Therefore,

it Is concluded that the postulated accident will not result in unacceptable

environmental consequences.

K)
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:2
TABLE 15.7.2.9-1

RUPTURE OF THE CAPS DELAY BEDS

Delay Beds Inventory Immediately Released from the RSB

I ni.ti al
Inventory
.on the

Delay Beds
(el)

33

4-1 x 103
4.1 x 103

Radioactivity
Rel eased From

the Plant
In 2 Hours

(Ci)

0 to 2 Hours
Whole Body

Site Boundary Dose
(Rem)

1.1 x 10-3

0.14

Xel33m

Xe133

Total

33

4.1x13

4.1 x10

\
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15.7.3 Extremely Unlikely Events

)J 15.7.3.1 Leak in a Core Component Pot

15.7.3.1.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A leak in the core component pot (CCP) can be caused by a number of
conditions that are all of low probability. These include, defects that were
not found during inspection following manufacture, failure subsequent to dam-
age caused by an accident in which pot damage was not suspected or uncovered,
accidents resulting directly in failure of the pot (none have thus far been
identified) or failure of the pot due to corrosion. In addition, the leak
would have to be-undetected to cause an accident.

4Operations with high-powered spent fuel assemblies (20 kW maximum,
441 i.e., design decay heat load of the EVTM) are in a sequence that requires a CCP 29

to be used to transport a new fuel assembly to the reactor vessel, just in ad-
vance of its being used to transport a spent fuel assembly from the reactor
vessel to the EVST. In the process of transferring the new fuel assembly, the
operator would be made aware of any significant pot leakage by observing drip-
ping sodium through the EVTM view port, and by the fact that the grapple load
cells'would indicate a significant reduction in load between the time the pot
was picked up at the EVST and when it was lowered into the reactor.

441 Operations with lower-powered spent fuel assemblies (6 kW) are con- 129
ducted between the EVST and fuel handling cell without first using the CCP for
transporting anew fuel assembly immediately before. In this case, the CCP
would have been used for transfer of the same spent fuel assembly from the reac-

) tor to the EVST between 3 and 9 months earlier. However, the time required for
transfer between the EVST and FHC is shorter and.the decay power is much lower,
so only the limiting case of a 20 kW assembly transferred between the reactor
and EVST is analyzed here.

Periodic inspection of CCP's and features provided to observe CCP's
in the FHC and near the bottom of the EVTM enable the detection of a leaking
CCP before a gross failure could occur.

The main barrier inhibiting this accident is the high-quality of the
CCP's constructed to the requirements of ASME Code Section lII,,Class 2. The
lines of defense against the undetected occurrence of a major sodium leak in the
CCPare shown in the Safety Assurance Diagram Figure 15.7.3.1-1.

In order to evaluate the full consequences of this event, the potential
accident sequence of a major CCP leak has been extended up to its termination
in a safe condition. The sequence of events following a major CCP leak and the
lines of defense between them are schematically shown in Figure 15.7.3.1-2,
which is a continuation of the Safety Assurance Diagram given in Figure
15.7.3.1-1. 29

I
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Thepostulated sequence starts with a major CCP:leak, leading to
a•complete loss of CCP sodium while the EVTM is at the reactor and is in
the process of hoisting a*20 kW spent fuel assembly lin a:CCP-into the EVTM
cask. The leak in the CCP is assumed tooccur instantaneously at the
moment when the CCP-is being~raised abovethe liquid. sodium level in the
reactor.vessel. From thismoment:on, the CCP will normally not be, under
sodium again until it is deposited by the EVTM in the EVST. The time span
between a CCP~surfacing from the reactor sodium and submerging under EVST
sodium is. 56minutes, assuming normal refueling operations.

The time-phased sequene of. events. following-this initial condi-
tion are listed, in Table 15.7.3.1-1 together with the normal refueling
operation steps. This sequence assumes that the operators have no know-
ledge of the COP leak, do not take corrective or accelerating actions,'
and perform normal refueling operations.

471 n a The warning the refueling operators wou.ld receive of an off-
normal' ondi~ion would consist of a grapple load cell signal .indicating a
'load,' reduction. Administrative. procedures based on this signal would
directIthe6EVTM'.operator toreturn the EVTM to the nearest fuelltransfer
port and immerse~the CCP under sodium as quickly as possible. Sufficient
time (about 30 minutes).would be available, after the low load cell sig-
nal• indilcation,.'before.the~cladding of all fuel.rods in the mid-plane of
the fueled region could melt. If the EVTM operator does not respond to

47 this signal,.the EVTM would continue its travel through RCB and RSB to
the EVST, ;mate with the floor valve at a fuel transfer port, and discharge
theCCP itnto an EVSTstorage. tube. At approximately 56 minutes after
initiation. of the event, the fuel assembly would be cooled by immersion
of the CCOPin the EVST sodium. Extensive clad melting in the fueled
region may have occurred at that time, but the CCP will retain its struc-
tural integrity and can be handled by the EVTM grapple.

A continuation ofthe event sequence beyond the normal time
required for submersion of the CCP under sodium has been hypothesized.

)For this purpose, all administrative controls and operator actions follow-
47 ling the load reduction indications were *ignored. The physical lines of

defense againstfuel breakup, l.oss ofstructural -integrity of the CCP,
and-loss of EVTM containment are shown in Figure 15..7.3.1-2 and are
discussed in *the next section. 29
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15.7.3.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

* Thermal Consequence Analysis

59 A. Thermal Model

The thermal calculations for this accident were performed using the
computer codes TAP-4F (Thermal Analyzer Program) and DEAP (Differential Equa-
tionAnalyzer Program) which are listed in Appendix A of the PSAR.

The thermal analysis network modeling a spent fuel assembly in a core
component pot surrounded by the EVTM cold wall is shown in Figure 15.7.3.1-3.

The analysis used the following assumptions as input:

Fuel assembly decay power 20 kW

441 Heat generation within fuel assembly 86%

441 Heat generation outside fuel assembly 14%
(by gamma heating)

Air flow for coldwall cooling, 4,600 lb/hr

Emissivity for fuel and CCP 0.4

Emissivity for EVTM coldwall 0.2*

. I B. Thermal Analysis - CCP Submersed, After Normal Transfer Time
59

The analysis results are shown in Figures 15.7.3.1-4 and 15.7.3.1-5.
Figure 15.7.3.1-4 is a plot of the maximum transient temperatures of the center
fuel rod cladding (hottest rod), cladding of a fuel rod in the outer row, the
fuel assembly duct, the core component pot, and the coldwall. The low decay
heat flux in spent fuel, as compared to the much larger heat flux during reac-
tor operation, produces temperature differentials of less than 20OF between
fuel rod center and cladding. As soon as the sodium has drained below the
level of the fueled region, the temperatures of the fuel assembly and CCP rise,
and reach steady-state values after about one hour. Clad melting in the center
fuel rod starts after about 17 minutes. The clad melting zone progresses to
fuel rods in the outer row in about 30 minutes. After about one hour, 90% of
the clad in the fueled region has melted, and the fuel duct reaches the melting
point in a localized circular zone.

*Coldwall emissivities are normally expected to be 0.7 or larger. A degradation

of coldwall emissivity to 0.2 was postulated since the coldwall was assumed to
be covered with a film of recondensed sodium due to the accident. This is a
conservative assumption resulting in higher fuel and CCP temperatures. 29,

Amend. 59
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It should be noted that not the fuel assembly but the core com-
ponent pot is attached to the EVTM grapple. The fuel assembly, standing
unrestrained in the pot, experiences only stresses due to its own weight,
and due to thermal. gradients. The radial clearance between fuel assembly
hexagonal duct corners and CCP is about 0.8 in. The CCP temperature after
one-hour is about 20500F, well below the melting point of stainless steel,
and has almost reached the steady-state value.

Figure 15.7.3.1-5 gives the axial and radial steady-state tem-.
perature distribution along a vertical cut through a part of the EVTM. All
maximum temperatures appear at the midplane of the fueled region.

The analysis indicates the steady-state temperatures (see Summary
Table 15.7.3.1-2) for the fuel material in a spent fuel assembly in a CCP
without sodium in the EVTM are well below the melting point for the mixed
oxide fuel.

The isothermal lines near the coldwall show that the nearest seals
(lower coldwall seals) will stay below lO0OF. All volatile fission products
released from the fuel rods into the EVTM will therefore be contained in the-EVTM. The maximum pressure in the EVTM due to argon 'gas heating by the dry
fuel assembly, and due to release of fission gas and helium from the fuel

J rods, could amount to about 26 psia, well within the design pressure of
.30 psia.

The results of this analysis indicate the following consequences
for a "dry" CCP in the EVTM, if the CCP is not submerged under sodium
within the normal CCP transfer time (56 minutes):

(1) release of volatile fission products from all fuel rods to

the EVTM containment

(2) extensive fuel rod cladding melting

(3) localized fuel assembly duct melting

(4). no fuel melting.

(5) no CCP melting; the CCP can support the fuel assembly

(6) no seal overheating; the EVTM can contain the fission
products with only limited diffusion of activity resulting.

591C. Thermal Analysis - CCP Submersion Delayed

From these consequences it was concluded that the event sequence
could be safely terminated and no public safety hazard would ensue, even if
all lines of defense preventing this event (see Figure 15.7.3.1-1) were
rendered ineffective.

An additional investigation was carried out to examine the conse-
quences of this event if the normally expected CCP transfer time from
reactor sodium to EVST sodium (56 minutes) were to be prolonged. Two po-
tentially worse cases were postulated and analyzed, again to explore the
worst potential consequences of this event. The two cases were based on 29
the following assumptions:
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kl) fuel breaK-up and collapse in a pacKea-Dea conTiguration

(2) relocation of fragmented fuel outside of the fuel assembly
in the CCP bottom.

A scenario has been postulated in which fuel pellets, stripped of
their cladding, could break-up in smaller pieces, collapse, and form a
packed-bed type structure. The restructured fuel in its new configuration
could have a higher energy density than in its original geometry as rods,
depending on the size and packing of the fuel particles. This, in turn,
could cause the temperature of the fuel assembly duct to exceed the melting
point in a localized zone, and could result in a loss of structural inte-
grity of the fuel assembly.

11. Improbability of Fuel Collapse

Results of in-pile and out-of-pile experiments with LMFBR fuel
assemblies subjected to high temperatures support the above-described scen-
ario as being conservative. Fuel behavior tests performed in the transient
reactor test (TREAT) facility at ANL, in support of the analyses for the hypo-
thetical loss-of-core-coolant accident, indicated that fuel pellets did not
fall apart once the cladding had melted and gave no further support. These
tests (Reference 1) were performed with pre-irradiated fuel and showed that
the fuel pellets sintered together with a strong,.dense column formed by
the equiaxed region. The fuel rods retained their identify as columns and
bowed, rather than crumbled as individual pellets or pieces. Similar test

591results were obtained when new fuel was subjected to loss-of-coolant experi-
ments in the TREAT reactor. Although fuel cladding had melted off in these
experiments, the fuel rod pellets remained stacked at termination of the
transient (Reference 2). Intact fuel columns were also observed in several
loss-of-coolant experiments performed as in-pile transients on new fuel in
the Reactor Centrum Nederland (RCN) (References 3, 4, and 5).

Out-of-pile tests ("dry capsule" experiments), reported in Reference
6, also showed that the fuel column of an irradiated pin heated to its
solidus held together after the cladding melted, and remained essentially
intact even after considerable bowing and buckling.

During reactor operation, a break-up of the solid fuelboccurs due
to high thermal gradients in the fuel during reactor power transients, and
due to changes in the grain structure of mixed oxide fuel. It is well
established that initial fuel break-up is followed or accompanied by a
crack healing process whose effectiveness is a function of fuel temperature
and reactor operating time. Research at ANL has shown that uranium oxide,
for 8 xample, exhibits crack healing when exposed to temperatures above
2900 F for a period of 48 hours, and recovers its as-fabricated strength.
This crack healing does not occur as a consequence of solidification of
molten fuel, but proceeds by a mass-transport mechanism involving grain
growth and diffusion (Reference 7).

The maximum rate of temperature increas 8 in a fuel rod during the
postulated accident was calculated to be about 2 F/sec. This is less than
1/30 of the temperature rates representative of in-core, loss-,of-flow acci-

.. dents and their experimental simulation (References 8 and 9). The lower
.: heating rate of the fuel rods has the following consequences: 29



1. The fuel pellets experience less severe temperature
gradients, reducing the potential for thermal shock j
induced cracks.

2. The less rapid heating rate allows for redistribution of
fission gas trapped in grain boundaries and for gas
pressure equalization within the entire fuel rod. (Re-
ference 10)

From the heat transfer analysis of the postulated accident and
from the above considerations, the following observations are derived:

1. The maximum steady-state fuel temperature in the center
fuel rod and in all other fuel rods is well below the
fuel melting point.

2. Clad melting could occur over approximately 36 in. length
of the fuel rods. The molten cladding will solidify near
the lower axial blanket where the temperatures are below
the melting point of stainless steel, as evident in
Figure 15.7.3.1-5.

3. A collapse of the fueled region with resulting dispersal
59! and relocation of fuel fragments will not occur

after the cladding of the fueled region has melted.

Despite these considerations, the accident sequence has been
extended and fuel fragmentation, followed by fuel collapse into a packed-
bed structure, has been hypothesized. The packed bed was postulated to besupported by the lower axial blanket, since cladding temperatures in the
lower axial blanket are substantially below the melting point, see
Figure 15.7.3.1-5. This region will therefore retain its structural
integrity and is the most likely place for fuel to collect if the pellets
do fragment and collapse.

The fragments were postulated to-be all of equal size, with a
representative diameter of 0.1 in. This implies the break-up of each
fuel pellet into 12 spherical pieces with equivalent mass. The formerly
36 in. long fueled region consisting of stacked fuel pellets,(encased in
a cladding tube) could thus be compacted to a length of 28 in., consisting
of a "pebble bed" of fuel particles. The packed-bed fuel configuration
could lead to a temperature increase due to the higher energy density
and reduced effective conductivity. The latter would cause the fuel to
retain more heat and transmit less to the fuel assembly duct.

The transient temperature distribution for this hypothetical
fuel configuration is shown in Figure 15.7.3.1-6. It can be noted that,
due to the reduced effective fuel conductivity, the fuel duct tempera-
ture near the midplane of the fueled region is actually lower than in
the case when fuel pellets remain stacked. After one hour, this effect
is counter-balanced by the higher temperature of the compacted fuel
fragments. If the event were not terminated at the normally expected
time (56 minutes) by submersion of. the CCP under EVST sodium (see Table
15.7.3.1-1) the fuel assembly duct would start to melt in a circumferential
zone after about 1.05 hours (63 min.). The transient axial temperature
distribution plotted in Figure 15.7.3.1-7, shows that the high temperatures
are axially confined to the fueled region and extend only partially into 29
the axial blankets.



591 3. Thermal Analysis - Fuel Redistribution Outside Duct

The accident sequence has been further extended to investigate
the consequences of a loss of fuel assembly integrity. It was hypothe-
sized that fuel particles might leave the fuel assembly duct, fall down
in the annular space between hexagonal housing and circularCCP, and accu-
mulate at the CCP bottom. Due to considerable geometrical distortion of
the fuel assembly near the fueled region (from overtemperature during

this event) and the presence of solidified, previously molten, material from
the fuel assembly duct and cladding near the (colder) CCP wall, only a
restricted passage for fuel particles will exist. Only a small amount of
fuel material would therefore be expected to fall to the bottom of the
CCP. 25% of the fuel material was judged to be the upper limit of this
amount. However, the value was varied up to 100%, to show the effect
of this parameter.

The calculated peak transient temperatures in the fuel, CCP, and
nearest seal are plotted in Figure 15.7.3.1-8 for these amounts of fuel
present at the CCP bottom.

After an initial drop of the fuel temperature due to the fuel
relocation in a cold area, the fuel temperature rises slowly. The peak
CCP temperature at the CCP side and bottom, and the temperature of the
nearest seal (,lower cold wall) also rise slowly. Theicalculations show
that at about 1.5 hours later initiation of the event, i.e., after loss of
sodium from the CCP, the transient temperatures in the fuel and CCP reach
steady-state conditions if 25% of the fuel fragments are accumulated at
the CCP bottom. The steady-state temperatures are as follows:

) Center of Fuel 31400F

CCP, Bottom 1890°F

CCP, Side 18650F

Lower Cold Wall Seal 2600 F

The movement of fuel particles from the original fuel region
within the fuel assembly to the CCP bottom has the beneficial effect of
lowering the energy density of the heat source and thereby lowering the
temperatures of the fuel and its surrounding. This explains the lower
temperatures when 25% of the fuel has accumulated in the CCP bottom. A
stress analysis indicated that the stresses in the CCP, due to support of
its own weight and that of the fuel assembly, are very low. The tensile
stress in the tubular part of the CCP is 230 psi, the compressive stress
at the CCP bottom is 700 psi. This compares to an u~timate strength of
about 6000 psi for the COP material (SS 304) at 1900 F.

Fission Product Release Analysis-

The analysis and the supporting temperature data presented above
show that the postulated accident will not lead to any fuel melting, but 29
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could lead to extensive clad melting. It can be conservatively estimated
that most of the fission progucts which are volatile in the temperature
range of about 2800 to 3500 F are released into the EVTM. This tempera-
ture range corresponds to the maximum axial steady-state temperature which
the fuel rods in the assemblies reach, dependent on their radial location
(see Figure 15.7.3.1-5).

Table 15.7.3.1-3 lists those fission product elements contained in
a fuel assembly of the equilibrium c8re at the end of cycle which are in
the molten or vapor phase below 3500 F. The entire isotopic content of
fission products is given in Table 12.1-35. The fission products of
Table 15.7.3.1-3 are assumed to be released into the EVTM either partially
or completely, depending on their melting points. and partial pressures.

The maximum cold wall temperature of the EVTM was calculated to be

435°F (see Figure 15.2.3.1-5). This "hot spot" is at an axial location
coresponding to the midplane of the fueled region in the fuel assembly.
The nearest seals are 6.3 ft downwards at the lower end of the cold wall
near theoairinlet module. These seals will not reach temperatures higher
than 260 F during this accident. The elastomer sealswill contain the
radioactive fission products in the EVTM. Permeabiities of elastomeric
teals have been experimentally determined up to 300 F (see Reference 1
of Section 15.5.2.3)..

It was therefore concluded that all fission products which are in
the liquid or gaseous phase above 260 F are plated out on the cold surfaces
in-the EVTM, specifically at the cold wall and/or near the seals. Only
fisaion products which are in the liquid or gaseous phase at or below
260 F were considered to leave the double seals by diffusion.

The diffusion rates of fission products from the EVTM to the
RSB/RCB are given in Table 15.5.2.3-3.. In determining these diffusion
rates, 0it was assumed that about 15% of all EVTM seals are at a temperature
of 300 F and. 85% at 150 F. This assumption is conservative with respect
to the postulated accident, since only one set of sealsI representing about
1% of all EVTM seals, could exceed a temperature of 150 F. The diffusion
rates of Table 15.5.2.3-3 are therefore higher than those which'would be
expected as a result of the accident discussed here. Fission products
other than those listed in Table 15.5.2.3-3, but which are volatile at
EVTM seal temperatures, were discussed in the response to Question 001.212.
As shown there, only Cs and Rb need to be considered, yet the radioactivity
contribution of all Cs and Rb isotopes combined, passing through the
hottest EVTM seals, is smaller than that of all other Volatile fission
product isotopes (i.e. mainly of Xe 133, 1131, and 1132) by a factor of
approximately'i0O at 36 hr. after reactor.shutdown, and by a factor of more

59 than 103 at 80 days after reactor shutdown.

Based on the above considerations, the radioactivtty leakage
from the EVTM to the RSB/RCB due to theopostulated accident will be less 29
than, or is enveloped by the leakage presented in Section 15.5.2.3.
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15.7.3.1.3 Conclusions

Based on the analysis shown by the steady-state temperatures
in Table 15.7.3.1-2 for a postulated spent fuel assembly in a CCP with-out sodium in the EVTM, no fuel melting, but extensive clad melting ofthe fueled zone, is expected. Though no rearrangement of the fuelpellets is anticipated, a hypothetical redistribution of fuel fragmentswas 0foundnot to raise the temperature of the nearest EVTM- seals beyond.260 F.

This accident could lead to release of fission products whichare volatile at temperatures up to 0 3500 F into the EVTM, but only fissionproducts which are volatile at 260OF could diffuse through the doubleEVTM seals. This fission product release from the EVTM is discussed inSection 15.5.2.3, and represents the limiting release case. The off-site

59lexposures-reported in Section 15.5.2.3 are well within the dose limits.

129
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*• TABLE 15.7.3.1-1

EVENT SEQUENCE FOLLOWING'A POSTULATED GROSS LEAK IN CCP

Time

(min) Event Normal Refueling Operation

Initial Condition:

20-kw fuel .assembly in CCP
has been fully raised above
liquid sodium surface in reactor.

0 A gross leak, corresponding
to a 1-in. diameter or larger
hole develops at the bottom
of the CCP.

1.0 All sodium has left the CCP.

7.51 Center fuel rod reaches 15000 F.
Fission gas release into EVTM
commences.

ll.O EVTM starts to move away from
reactor fuel transfer port (FTP).

)0
12.0 All fuel rods reach 1500°F.

All fission gas released
into EVTM.

17.0 Cladding of center fuel rod
starts melting.

30.0 Cladding of all fuel rods in
mid-plane of fueled region has
melted.

32.0 EVTM is mated to EVST fuel transfer
port, and all service ties between
EVTM and floor valve are connected.

50 Fuel pellets at csnter line
have reached 3900 F, at
periphery 2800 F.

56.0 All temperatures start to drop. Fuel assembly and CCP are fully
submerged under EVST sodium. 29
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,SUMMARY' TABLE 15'.7.3.1-. 2

PEAVKSTEADY-STATE TEMPERATURES RESULTING- FRO.M COMPLETTE LOSS OF

.SO DIUMI FROM:A 'CCPCON-TAINING A: 20 kw:'SP-ENT FUELqASSEMBLY IN THE EVTM

Location

Center Fuel Rod (Hottest Rod) Fuel
Temperature

Cladding of Center Fuel Rod*

Cladding on Outer Fuel 'Rod

Fuel Assembly Housing

Core Component Pot

EVTM Cold Wall

5ax0mum0

3500t*&*U

Mel tiBg Point
(0F)

5000

3500

2845

2515

2060

4335

2525

2525

'2525

2600

2600

*Melti'ng begins 17 minutes after sudden loss of sodium

Amend. 29
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TABLE 15.7.3.1-3

FISSION PRODUCTELEMENTS RELEASED INTO EVTM AND-THEIR MELTING POINTS

El ement

Ga
Ge
.As
Se
Br
Kr
Rb
Sr
y
Zr
Po
Ag
Pd
Cd
In
Sn

Melt.ng Point
. F)

861719

1503
423

19
-250

102

1416
2772

.3366
.489
1763
2826

610
314
450

El ement
Meltý,ng. Point' ( F) '

Sb
Te
I
Xe
Cs
Ba
La
Pr
Ce
Nd
Pm
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er

1167
841
236

-169
83

1337
1690
1708
1470
1870
1976
1971
1512
2395
2473
2574
2685
2784

ii
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15.7.3.2 Spent Fuel Shipping Cask Drop from Maximum Possible Height

15.7.3.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The maximum height for a potential Spent Fuel Shipping Cask (SFSC)
drop in the CRBRP is the 72-ft. vertical distance from the operating floor of 112
the RSB to the bottom of the SFSC handling shaft.

Section 9.1.4.8 discusses the design features preventing an SFSC drop
in the CRBRP. These consist mainly of handling the SFSC above the operating
floor of the RSB and within the cask handl~ing shaft only with the double reeved
RSB bridge crane (125 ton capacity) using rigging specially designed and tested

59 lfor the SFSC. The operational requirements of RDT Standard F8-6T applying to crit
ical items will cover all moves of the SFSC when handled by the RSB bridge crane.
Due to these design features and operational precautions, dropping of an SFSC
within the RSB is considered a hypothetical event. 2

As identified in Section 9.1.2, the SFSC will be licensed separately.
The cask is designed to withstand a hypothetical accident condition of a 30-ft. 112
free drop as specified in IOCFR71. Under these conditions, the cask is designed 1
to maintain its structural integrity with zero leakage of its radioactive
content. This design condition satisfies the requirements of 1OCFR71 which II

S specify radioactivity release limits for a cask under hypothetical accident2
conditions.

) 15.7.3.2.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The free fall impact energy of an SFSC dropped to the bottom of the
handling shaft is smaller than that for which the cask is designed, as discussed

59in Section 9.1.4.8.

59

Though a 72-ft. drop to the bottom of the cask handling shaft is not
expected to occur and would not result in a break of the SFSC containment, a

59 break of the outer cask containment and release of radioactivity~through the
seals of the inner cask containment has been postulated and analyzed. The
purpose of the analysis is to demonstrate the inherent safety margins avail-
able, even under the following conservative assumptions:

1) The SFSC is loaded with core assemblies of the highest fission gas inven-
tory and a. short decay time. This assumption contains two design margins
with respect to radioactivity:

591 a. The spent fuel assemblies are assumed to be of the highest power and
shipped at 80 days after. reactor shutdown. This exceeds the
design requirements that spent fuel shipment commence no sooner than
100 days after reactor shutdown. Administrative procedures will act-
ually require that the highest powered fuel assemblies will be the

*i ii•last ones of one refueling batch to be shipped i.e., at a decay time
substantially greater than 100 days. 12

19 7_91
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b. The fission gas inventory of six highest powered spent fuel assem-
blies and~three blanket assemblies is considered. This inventory

591 corresponds to the maximum total core assembly decay heat load of the
SFSC (26 kw).

2) All fuel rods in the six fuel assemblies are assumed to fail, releasin9
the entire fission gas inventory instantaneously into a helium gas591 space in the SFSC canister. The canister forms the inner containment of
the SFSC. The long-lived, volatile radionuclides of this inventory with

59 significant activities at the time of shipping are shown in Table 15.7.3.2-1.

3) The fission gas is assumed to leak through the inner and outer contain-
ments of the SFSC at the maximum allowable 5 (see SFSC SAR) inner contain-
ment seal leak rate for helium of 6 x 107 Std cm i/sec, adjusted for
the higher canister pressure after the drop. This assumption does not
take credit for the outer jontainment seals which have a maximum allow-
able leak rate of 4.3 xlO- Std cm /sec at 10 psi differential. It also
does not take account of the fact that the outer containment is at a
pressure lower than ambient (nominal 10 psia), which only allows forleakage of gas out of the outer cask containment during the early days
of the SFSC shipping. All SFSC seals consist of stainless steel 0-rings.
Low leakage rates will be assured by appropriate leak testing.

4) The maximumosteady temperature near the canister seals was calculated
to be 350 F. All fission products which are volatile at this tem-
perature were considered to leak through the seals.

0
" 12 Y)
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The potential off-site doses calculated and presented in Table 15.7.3.2-2assumed that the gases that leaked from the SFSC were exhausted directly tothe atmosphere via the RCB/RSB ventilation system. No-credit for holdup in theRCB or RSB was taken. The LPZ dose was calculated using the time integrated591 'radioactivity release assuming continuous leakage for 30 days.

15.7.3.2.3 Conclusions

This accident would not present any hazard to the public, the dosesbeing well below the IOCFRIOO guideline values.

p

0***

...
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TABLE 15.7.3.2-1

'iij

FUEL ASSEMBLY INVENTORY AND RELEASE RATES OF LONG-LIVED, VOLATILE
FISSION-GAS ISOTOPES WITH SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES FOR SFSC DROP

FROM MAXIMUM POSSIBLE HEIGHT

Total Activity Specific Activity Leak Rate
in One F/A at in Cask Gas at from Dropped

80-Day Decay Time 80-Day Decay Time Cask
Isotope (Ci) (Ci/scc) (Ci/sec)

Kr8 5  616 1.10 x 10-3 1.24 x 10-7

Xe! 3 1m 34.0 6.11 x 10- 6.97 x 10-

Xe1 3 3  11.4 2.05 x 10-5 2.34 x 10-9

1131 185 3.32 x 10-4 .3.78 x 10-8

Cs1 3 4  3600 1.9 x 10-7* 2.2 x 10-11

Cs1 36  219 0.9 x 10-- 1.0 x 10 2

Cs1 3 7  9930 5.2 x 10-7 5.9 x 10-11

Rb8 6 41.5 2.1 x 108* 2.4 x 10- 1 2

59

* Based Bn vapor pressure of Cs
of 350 F.

and Rb at the maximum SFSC seal temperature
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Table 15.7.3.2-2

Off-Site Doses (REM,) Due to Fuel Failure and SFSC Leakage

1OCFRIOO 2 HOURS 30 DAYS

ORGAN GUIDELINE SB (0.42 .IILES) LPZ (5.0 MILES)

Cloud

D (Whole Body) 25 9.64-7* 1.19-6

Inhalation

Lung

Thyroid

Whole Body
Inhalation

75

300

25

1.29-8

4.39-4

8.89-7

1.59-8

5.41-4

1.13-6
12059
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15.7.3.3 Maximum Possible Conventional Fires, Flood, Storms or Minimum River
Level__

15.7.3.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The causes postulated for the maximum conventional fires cover a broad
spectrum of initiating events, from acts of nature to outright sabotage. The
maximum. floods experienced at the. site is generally considered- to be initiated
by.an act~of nature, however, it is conceivable that an act (or acts),of sabo-
tage:could be committed on the upstream dams... The maximum possible storms con-
fronting.the site must be considered as caused by nature. Similarly, a minimum

.river level must be assumed.as the result of an act of nature.

15.7.3.3.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences.

Maximum Conventional Fires

The plant fire protection system is designed to provide adequate and
reliable fire protection, detection, and signal capability in those areas of
the power station where a maximum .conventional fire hazard might exist. The
fire protection system is designed to supply water, carbon dioxide, and other
fire. extinguishing agents to various locations throughout the plant site (Sec-
tion 9.13.1). To combat forest fires., the plant building complex is located a
minimum of 300 feet from the nearest tree line in any direction. In the event.
of local forest fire, the yard protection loop will be employed to assist in
extinguishing the blaze.

Maximum Conventional Flood

The maximum flood elevation at the CRBRP site is estimated at Eleva-
tion 809.2 feet. This is based. upon the combined effect of 1/2 PMF, seismic
event (OBE) concurrent with dam failures, and wave runup. With the plant grade
established at Elevation 815.0. feet, there will be no major flooding on the
safety-related structures at the plant site except the consideration of the
potential hydrostatic pressure and buoyancy on some of the deeply embedded
structures. For more information, see Section 3.4 (Water Level and Flood Design)
and Section 2.4.2 (Floods).

Maximum Conventional Storms

Considering the maximumnrainfall, severest snow and glaze storms,•

thunderstorms and hail, tornadoes, strong winds and hurricanes discussed in
Section 2.3.1.3, the site (on a geographical basis) is situated in a region
where these conditions are not.a significant factor.

The probable maximum precipitation (PMP) in the Clinch River Watershed
is discussed in Section 2.4.3.1. .The description of runoff models is given in
Section 2.4.3..3 and the resulting water levels of the Clinch River are summarized
in Table 2.4-8.

1.5.7-23.



'The overall site drainage facilities will be designed for 3.5 inches

of rainfall in one hour once. in 100 years, with a 50 percent runoff coefficient.
The' drainage facilities for safety-related structures will be designed for the
PMP of an 8-hour stormdepth of 29.5"inches with a maximum 1-hour depth of

14 inches, as specified bythe hydrometerological branch of the National Weather'
Service.. The maximum recorded rainfall Ifor a 24-hour.period for this sitewas

7.75 inches.

As discussed in Section 2.3.1.3, the highest average monthly total of
snowfall in the site area is 3.1 inches., Accordihgly, significant amounts of
ice or snow forming or accumulating on.the roofs of safety-related structures
and.on exposed safety-related equipment will be infrequent. However, for design
purposes, a live.load of 20 pounds per, square foot will be imposed on all roofs -

this amount of load intensity would be equivalent to a weight of 4 inch deep
water. uniformly applied to a level roof (equivalent to a 40-inch. snowfall).
Local meteorlogical data reports a maximum. 24 hour snowfall of 12 inches and a
maximum monthly snowfall of 21 inches.

On a geographical basis, the site is situated in a region where hail
is not a significant factor, therefore,, no adverse effects from hail are con-
sidered plausible.

The principal structures on the site, those housing safety-related
system..and components, are Category.I,..tornado-hardened reinforced concrete
structures. * These structures are designed for a 90 mile-per-hour basic wind
30 feet above grade with a 100-year period of recurrence. The peak gust
recorded by the Oak Ridge City Office is about 59 miles-per-hour for a 16 year
record. These same structures are designed to-withstand tornadoes with maximum
wind velocity of 360 MPH (290 MPH rotational velocity and 70 MPH maximum trans-
lational velocity).

Hurricanes are rare as far inland as the site because hurricanes lose
force rapidly when cut off from their source of moisture. Consequently, these
storms are. in the post-hurricane stage with diminished winds by the time they
reach the site region, and therefore covered by the strong wind loadings dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.

Wind waves during a postulated major storm were computed by using the
Corps of Engineers' procedures. For a 40 mile-per-hour overland wind,
99.6 percent of the waves would be less than 2.4 feet high from crest to trough,
and runup above still reservoir levels would be 2J8 feet on a smooth 3:1 slope
and 3.8 feet on a vertical wall.

Minimum River Level

For design purposes, the minimum river level shall be taken at.an ele-
vation of -735 feet in accordance with controlled pool elevations set by the
TVA regulations of upstream and downstream dams. Since the intake structure
is located 5.5 feet below the'minimum water level, the condition of minimum
water level will have no effect on plant operation or assumed plant accidents.
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15.7.3.3.3 Conclusions

... /

Based on the information presented in Section.15.7.3.3.2, the maximum
conventional fires, floods, storms or minimum river level presents no
deliterious effects.on *the plant.
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15.7.3.4 Failure of Plug Seals and Annuli

15.7.3.4.1 Identification-of Causes and Accident Description ...

I Malfunction of the reactor cover gas system in such a way to produce
an excessively low transient cover gas press4re followedby recovery to normal
operating.pressure,:would cause enough displacement-of.the liquid in-the reac-
tor vessel head plug annulus dip seals to allow reactor vessel cover gas to
bubble under the seal blade and up into the inner buffer annulus between the
dip seal and the inflatable seals immediately underthe rotating plug bearings.
Classification of this event as extremely unlikely is.predicated on the massive
failure of the seals.

This cover gas can be contaminated with:fission products and other
radioisotopes. Abnormally high concentrations of radioisotopes in the inner
buffer annulus would increase the rate of leakage of these isotopes to the
reactor vessel head access area.

15.7.3.4.2 Analysis of Effectsand Consequences

Quantitative analyses of the abnormal rates of radioisotope release to
the head. access area in this event have not yet been done. There are a number
of factors which qualitatively lead one to bellieve that the abnormal leakage
rates are very unlikely to constitute a serious hazard to operating personnel.

a. There are two intact outer seals.-with an.outer buffer space
between them. The pressure resisting capability of these seals
will. be larger than the pressure difference which can be created
by cover gas system failure. Tests described in Section 1.5
will verify the capability of the seals.

b. Normally expected leak rates through these seals cause a very
small fraction of the allowable radioisotope concentration in the
head access area.

c. A radiation monitor in the head access area will warn of abnor-
mally high concentrations so the area can'be evacuated if required.
In addition, it can be assumed that the indication of abnormally
high concentrations of radioactivity would result in the isolation
of containment.

15.7.3.4.3 Conclusions

Based on the discussion of the preceding section (Section 15.7.3.4.2),
there would appear to be no adverse consequences associated with failure of the
cover gas system. Because of the pressure-resisting capability of the seals,
the expected low leak rates and the capability to monitor the radiation level
of head access area and isolate containment, the radiationidose quidelines of
lOCFRlOO will not be violated.
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15.7.3.5 Fuel Rod Leakage Combined with IHX and Steam Generator Leakage

15.7.3.5.1 Identification of Causes

This event is proposed to determine the potential for fission gases
from leaking fuel rods to pass from the primary sodium system to the steam
generator system if leaks were to occur in both the IHX and steam generator
tubes.

To eliminate the possibility of radioactive products reaching the
steam generator system via the intermediate system, the intermediate system
pressure at the IHX is maintained at least 10 psi higher than the primary
system during all normal operational modes. This pressure differential as
well as the IHX leakage, is discussed in Section 15.7.1.3. In addition, the
steam generator system is operated at much higher pressures than the inter-
mediate system. Therefore, during normal operations, leakage would be in the
direction towards the intermediate system in the unlikely eventuality of steam
generator tube leakage in conjunction with the IHX tube leakage. The probability
of steam generator tube leaks along with the follow-up action and consequences,
are discussed in Sections 1.5.3.2.3 and 15.3.3.5.

15.7.3.5.2 Analysis Effects and Consequences

As discussed in Section 5.3.3.5, the IHX is designed to minimize the
possibility of tube leakage. In the event of a detectable leak in the IHX, the
sodium leak detection system will sense the change of sodium inventory and pro-
vide the required information for the operators to take the necessary action
with regard to plant shutdown and follow-up maintenance procedures (see Sec-
tion 15.7.1.3). If, however, the leak is not detected due to the leak being
very small or a leak detection system.malfunction, the plant could be operating
with an unknown breach of the primary to intermediate system barrier. As dis-
cussed above, no problems regarding the release of radioactive products will
exist inasmuch as the leakage will be from the non-radioactive intermediate
system into the primary system. If, in addition to the IHX tube leak, a steam
generator leak were to occur in the same loop, appropriate plant shutdown pro-
cedures will commence ensuring that no additional potential for the release of
radioactive products from the primary to steam generator system will occur.
These procedures include maintaining a positive differentialhpressure from the
steam generator system to the intermediate system and to the primary system

15.7.3.5.3 Conclusions

It is considered that it is extremely unlikely that this event will
occur based on the very low probability of the steam generator leak occuring
in the same loop as an undetected IHX leak. If, however, the event were to
occur, the potential for radioactive products passing from the primary system
to the steam generator system is virtually eliminated due to the plant pres-

*sure differentials and the operating procedures that will be employed.
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15.7.3.6 Sodium Interaction With Chilled Water

15.7.3.6.1 Identification of Causes

Thetdesign of the. Chilled Water:Systems (Section 9.7) incorporates.
:features to maintain three barriers between water and sodium. For an
interaction between sodium and water to occur, two pipe failures and a third
boundary must fail simultaneously. The third boundary failure will be
either a structural failure or the result of either a valve failure or a
fai:lure of redundant leak detectors.

15.7.3.6.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The description of Normal and Emergency Chilled.Water System
design features intended to prevent sodium/water contact is given in
Section 9.7.3. The following points address several accident events
during which one or more of these design features may-fail:

a. Leakage from a chilled water cooling coil inside
a recirculating gas fan cooler unit will result (

in automatic closure of the chil'led water and.'.
Nitrogen valves thus isolating the affected unit
upon a signal from the redundant water-moisture
or leak detectors. If .any isolation val.ve
fails to close, as evidenced by a failure of
the-valve status lights to indicate closure, C)
.the nearest upstream valves will automatically
close'. Automatic and redundant fan-cooler unit
drain valves will open upon a leak detection
signal to prevent water build-.up in the unit.
If both drain valves fail to open, and-the
chilled water and nitrogen valves fail to
close, calculations indicate that under a
:postulated leak condition per USNRC-SRP-3.6.1
and 3.6.2, nearly two hours may pass before
water will overflow the gas cooler unit and
enter the cell containing sodium piping. This
time period is sufficient to both correct a
drain valve problem and, if necessary, manually
isolate the affected unit.

b. Leakage from chilled water cooling coils inside
HVAC coolers will be controlled by leak detect-
ion and drainage features similar to those
listed above for recirculating gas coolers..
These features will be provided only for.HVAC
coolers serving areas containing sodium piping

* or equipment.

c. Leakage from chilled water piping located in the
reactor containment and service buildings will:

15
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. actuate f'loor drain system`• area leak detectors'.
Under ,these conditions, ,,thp -portion of. chilled
water"I ine affecteid wil l be either remote manually

..or,:automatica!-ly, isolated.

d. 'Sod~ium leakage from piping .or: equipment in areas
served by the recirculating gas cooling system

..will1 result'. in. a ,sodium leak detection signal..
Upon. confirmation .of a sodium.leak, the water.

.:.-and- gas. isol-ation valves tow the reci rcu l~ati~ng"
gas%,:;cooler. serving: the affected area .wil.l be.
remotely: closed..

15.7.3.6.3 Conclusions

-Based on the 'extremely unlikely combination of events required
to cause an interaction of sodium with chilled water, such an interaction
is considered to have a very low probability of occuring. Thethree-
barrier design features .described in Section 9.7, together with the auto-
mat-ic-leak...detection and drainage:features described above, provide
assurance.that a sodium and chi lled. water -i nteracktioni may be considered
1 incredifbl'e. . ..
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15.7.3.7 Sodium-Wt(r iReaction in Large Component Cleaning Vessel

1 5.7.3.7..1 .dent.ifi;ation: of: Causes:, and Atccidenlt Descriptjion

A sodi um-water reaction ,accldent In the Large. Component Cleaning Vessel (LCCO)•..would: be.:caused by unplanned introduc ti on of liquid water which would react
w th. buk sodiumprior to completion of the OWVN% phase•;of .the, sodium removal
p.rocess. .Thec0onsequences ofý the. accident would, depend on thealmount ofsodi um. on the. component in 1the. LCCV..and the geometry. of the component. This
analysi s assumes.. that, thhe: component: having :the largest in al sodium
inventory Is bel ng •leaned..The 3 'frequency ýof sod ium-removalV:. from components
having enough sodlium, o make'e"poss'ibl e-.a. sei;ous -sodium:watier .-reaction Is very
low. This, together with the design features which 'prevent.; such a reaction,
makes this an'l.extremely uni"kely event.

In .,h n 
-rm s um

In the normal 'sodium .removal process, all sodium except small amounts Isolated
in crevi:ce is removed dur ing the•aWVN-cycle by the.- follow ing reaction:

Na..+ .H2 0 .NaCH.:- . ,/2 H2

Moni tor ilng to determ icnei. compltetlon .:,of ,the sod lnum-water vapor react ion I n the
WVN.` .cycle Is accom pished -by .-.measuriUng hydrogen ýoncentrati on in the-gasi.leavi ngthe h.LC0CV.: The reaction rate is control led by establishing a ..water
vapor concentration In the WVN entering the LCCV to limit the exhaust gas
:hyrdorgen oncentration to less than 4%. As sodium is removed, the reaction
rate and result~ifng:hydrogen concentration decrease for a fixed inlet water
vapor concentr.atlon. To maintain the reaction rate, the water vaporconcentration is gradual ly raised to a maximum of 15%. The reaction is
considered complete when the hydrogen concentration in the exit gas then falls
be low 100 ppm..

The'rinse cycle In the normal sodium removal process removes the Inert
reaction products of the WV/N cycle. This will not normally involve
sign-ficatnt chemical.reactions. Presence of the amounts of sodium necessary
for a signi.ficant chemical reaction could occur only as a result of Initiating
the rinse cycle.wIthout performing the WVN cycle. The design Includes an
interlockjto prevenhtthls error by preventing opening of the water supply
valve until .24 hr after opening of the steam supply valve for the WVN cycle.The interlock can be bypassed by use .of a key switch whose key is kept under
supervisory control. The"accdental additIon of water while all sodium
remalns on. the:component Is the worst possibl.e case and Is analyzed for the
sodium-water reaction accident.

Sodium in. the.LCCV prIo.r o::' tO he a/.N cycIe. would react with water during the
accidental rinse cycle by the same reaction as In the WV/Ncycle. The hydrogen
and heat.generated would result In hIgh pressure and temperature in thevesse I. Thlis woudld promote" the additional reactions listed below,; however,
• the reaction of the above equation. would be predominant and Is used In the
analysis:° of. this:event.

15•.7-Mo Amend. 75
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Na.+.H H0. NaUH +.•

The heat of formation for the above reaction is:

AHNa = -44.19 Kcal/g,-mol Na

(1)

4:HNaK -158.8 Kcal/g-mol NaK
23
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Na + NaCH : 2NaO + 1/2112 ,7)

2Na + NaCH = NaO + NaHi

Nail + H20 = NaCH + H2

Na0 + H20 =Na0H

The sodium of interest for this analysis is In the form of frost deposited on
parts which have been In the cover gas space above the reactor sodium pool.
Since this form of sodium deposit presents a high-surface area for reaction,
it was assumed that the reaction Is instantaneous when water reaches sodium.

Many components will use the LCCV for sodium removal; however, all except two
components, the Intermediate rotating plug (IRP) and the sma'll rotating plus
(SRP), contain a quantity of sodium for which complete instantaneous reaction
with water would result In an LCCV/ Internal pressure less than the 15 pslg
design pressure. The design of the SRP is similar to that of the IRP
described in the next paragraph. The event for theýSRP would be the same as
for the IRP, but the amount of sodium involved would be less by a factor of
about, six. Also,i the SRP Is expected to be cleaned only only per 30 yr. the
same frequency as for the IRP. Therefore, the sodium-water reaction with the
IRP is an enveloping event and was the case analyzed.

The IRP consists of a series of horizontal plates supported by four columns
supported by the rotatable plug which Is part of the reactor vessel closure
head. The suppressor plate Is the lowest plate. It and the lower 36 in. of
its support columns are Immersed In the reactor sodium pool during operation
and will have a OO03-1n.-thick film of sodium when removed for cleaning. The
area of the plate is about 47,000 in. 2 , giving a sodium content of 4.5 lb.
The lower 36 In. of the support columns will contain another 2 lb. of sodium
film. The next plate, 48.7 In. above the suppressor plate, Is the lowest of
the reflector plates. There are 20 reflector plates, each separated by 1/2
in. and having a surface area of about 36,000 in. 2 . Each has a coating of
frost deposits consisting principally of sodium but also containing Na2 O and
NaH. The thicknesses of these coatings range from 0.0445 In. for the bottom
plate and the upper section of the support columns to 0.0005 in. for the top
reflector plate. In this analysis, it is assumed that these are the
thicknesses of solid sodium film. The lowest reflector plate contains about
65 lb. of sodium. The next two higher plates contain 51 and 40 lb. The total
sodium on the IRP is about 350 lb.

The sodium-water reaction event would begin with the addition of water to the
LCCV at a rate of 125 gpm. A flow of nitrogen at 50 cfm would be maintained
through the water Into the LCCV and out through the vent to malntain a purge
of the system. The nitrogen would carry over water droplets which,: together
with the water vapor above the water surface, would react with the sodium at a
rate comparable to that in the WVN cycle. It Is assumed, however, that no
sodium Is removed by this reaction and that It all remains until the water
reaches It. When the water reaches the suppressor plate, the 4.5 lb. of
sodium on It will react instantaneously. The resulting pressure in the LCCV
will be less than the LCCV design pressure of 15 pslg. The hydrogen

1 5.7-51; Amend. 75
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concentration In the LCCV nitrogen will be 2.5%, which Is less than the 4%
annunciator and Interlock setpoint. It is assumed that water addition will
continue at 125 gpm. The water level will rise at about 1-1/2 in. per min so
that about 30 mlnwill be required to reach the lower reflector plate. During
this time, the hydrogen from the suppressor plate reaction and the slow
reaction with support column sodium will be purged from the LCCV.

Water and the 65 lb. of sodium on the lower reflector plate will react when
the water level has risen to the plate elevation. The pressure and hydrogen
concentration in the LCCV gas space will increase. At a pressure of 8 psig,
an interlock is activated to close the rinse-water inlet valve. At a pressure
of 16.15 psig the LCCV pressure relief valve will open to vent the gas into the
Large Component Cleaning Cell. The maximum pressure which would be reached
without venting would be 89 psig. This is lower than the burst pressure of
all components of the system, so that the hydrogen-nitrogen mixture will be
contained except for venting through the pressure relief valve and the normal
system vent to the H&V System. The hydrogen concentration in the LCCV gas
wIll be 22%. The Increase wlllbe detected wIthin a few seconds by the
hydrogen analyzer in the LCCV vent line. When the detected level exceeds 4%
'an Interlock will be activated to close the valve In the water inlet line.
This interlock provides backup for the .high pressure Interlock which closes
the same valve.

The hydrogen-nitrogen mixture which is vented through the LCCV pressure relief
valve is mixed with the air at atmospheric pressure in the 67,000 ft 3 cell.
The pressure resulting from adiabatic expansion of the mixture Into the cell
is about 2 psig. The hydrogen concentration in the cell after mixing with the
air Is about 2.5%.

15.7.3.7.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The sodium-water reaction described in the above section is an extremely
unlikely event because the two components with which it could occur are each
cleaned only once in 30 years, and because of the number of failures which
must occur to permit the event. The principal fallure would be In not
completing the WVN cycle before adding water in the rinse cycle. An Interlock
requires that the WVN cycle must be started by opening the stew valve and
must proceed for 24 hrs before the water inlet valve may be opened without
usingthe key switch Interlock bypass. Controlof the key by supervisory
personnel will avoid improper use of the bypass. Once the WVN cycle Is begun,
failure of a second Interlock would be required to terminate it before the
hydrogen concentration in the exhaust was less than 100 ppm. This low
hydrogen concentration ensures that much of the sodium is reacted even If the
inlet water vapor concentration is not ralsed to the normal 15%.

Analysis of the event hypothesized the instantaneous reaction of the 65 lb. of
sodium on the lowest reflector plate. The reaction releases hydrogen into the
2,100-ft 3 nItrogen gas space above the water level and releases heat. It is
assumed that all heat from the reaction goes to heating the nitrogen and the
reaction products (Na0H and H2 ). Due to this heating, the gas space above the
water would be pressurized to a maximum of 89 psig, which is less than the
static rupture pressure of all components in the system. It is assumed for
the analysis that all of the gas is released adiabatically Into the LCCV Cell.
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The result ing cell pressure of about 2 psig is less than the cell design
pressure of 10 psig. It Is also assumed that there Is complete mixing of the
vented LCCV gas and the LCCV cells air atmosphere. The resulting hydrogen
concentration of 2.5%-is less than the 4% explosive limit of hydrogen In air.

Since there is no designed vent between Cell 125 and the RCB atmosphere, the
aerosol would be confined in the cell. Since the pressure in the cell is ony
2 psig, there would be minimal leakage:past the cell penetrations seals and by
the time this leakage works its way up to the RCB atmosphere and through the
system RCB filtration system, the impact on the site boundary would be
negligible,

15.7.3.7.3 Conclusilon

Based on tne analysis described In the preceding sections, it is concluded
that the vessel and system design Is adequate to protect the plant and the
publ Ic, and that there are no adverse consequences to the health and safety of
the public which would resuii from this accident. Specifically:

o An uncontrolled sodium-water reaction in the L CCV Is an extremely unlikely
event.

o The LCCV pressure relief valve Is set to vent the gas to the cell at a
pressure 10% above the design pressure of the vessel. I

o Failure of the relief valve to open will result In a maximum pressure of
89 psig. This is less than the calculated burst pressure for the LCCV and
connected process equipment.

o Release to the LCCV cell of all reaction products will pressurize the cell
to only 20% of the cell design pressure of 10 psig.

o There will be an inperceptible impact on the site boundary dose.

15.7.3.7.4 Enveloping Other Sodium-Water Reactions

To envelope the site boundary dose of all other sodium-waterreactions in any
of the cleaning ,vessels, calculations were made. assuming 100% of the
radioactivity depositedýon the IRP to be released via a hypothetical vent from
the LCCC to the RCBi HVAC and thus to the environment. Activity -content of the
assumed release was derived from information in PSAR Table 11.1-7 decayed for
10 days., Such a release would isolate-the RCB and the postulated effluent
will pass.: through the filter system before release-to theoutside environment.
A decontamination factor of.20 for iodine and 100 for particulates was assumed
In theanalysis. The activity is conservatively assumed to be In the form ofSa "puflf•". ... . .. : ..

Table 15.7..3.7-1 provides, the, resultant doses from this set of conservative E
assumptions and event. All doses are well within the appropriate requirements
and guidel lne values of 10CFRI0.ý
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Table 15.7.3.7-1

Release From LCCV - Potential Site Boundary Doses

Whole Body

Thyrotd

Bone

Lung

Dose at
Site Boundary (0.4 ml)

(Rem/2 hrs.)

2.60xi0-2

2.70x10-I

1 .93xi0"1

S1.07xi0-2

Dose at Low
Population Zone (2.5 ml)

(Rem/30 days)

7.14xi0-3

7.39xi0-2

5.29xi0-2

2.92x10-3
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40
15.A.1 INTRODUCTION

In accordance with Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50
(IOCFR50), the CRBRP Project has submitted an Environmental Report (ER)
and a Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) to support an application

401 for a license to construct the CRBRP. These reports include an evaluation
of a spectrum of postulated accidents. For each accident an analysis of
the potential consequences to the health and safety of the public is
presented. Consistent with the intent of Regulatory Guide 4.2, "Pre-
paration of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power Plants", the accident
evaluations presented in the ER are based on realistic accident analyses
and analytical assumptions. The evaluations presented in the PSAR are
based on conservative accident analyses and analytical assumptions. The
spectrum of accidents considered-in Chapter 15 of the PSAR and Chapter 7
of the ER encompass Class 1 through Class 8 events. This spectrum con-
stitutes the accidents included in the design base for the plant. Class
9 events are of such low probability that they can be excluded from the
design bases.

129
In accordance with Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 100

(IOCFRlO0), a major fission product release from the core has been hypo-
thesized for the purpose of determining the suitability of the selected
site for the construction and operation of the CRBRP. In compliance with
IOCFRIOO, the potential hazards resulting from this hypothesized release
are not exceeded by those from any design basis accident analyzed in Chapter
15 of the PSAR. The radiological source term associated with this hypo-
thetical release is specified in terms of percentages of fission products
and fuel material released from the core to the Reactor Containment Building.
The source term used for site suitability assessment is as follows:

100% Noble Gas Inventory
50% Halogqen Inventory (25% Airborne)
1% Solid Fission Product Inventory
1% Plutonium

The applicant has utilized this source term in compliance with
specific direction from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Ref. 1). How-
ever, while accepting this source term and committing to design features to
assure acceptable consequences as a result of it, the applicant considers

40 this source term to be overly conservative.
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.The source term specified by NRC not only envelopes all design
basis accidents considered in Chapter 15, but further envelopes a wide
range of conservatively hypothesized core-related events. Evidence, both
analytical and experimental, supports the Applicant's position that
compliance with the requirements of 1OCFRIOO could be demonstrated with a
less stringent source term.

The potential radiological consequences of the above source
term are conservatively calculated and compared to the guideline values
of 1OCFR100, thus providing the basis for conducting an assessment of the
site suitability.

15.A.2 SITE SUITABILITY SOURCE TERM

15.A.2.1 Source Term

The source term is identified in terms of percentages of fission
products and fuel material released from the core to the Reactor Contain-
ment Building. The source term is -itemized in Table 15.A-l. The indicated
percentages of these materials are assumed instantly released to and
uniformly distributed in the RCB. For the halogens, 50% of the halogens
released to the RCB are assumed to immediately plateout on surfaces (con-
sistent with LWR practice), thus being removed from the airborne source
term available for leakage from the RCB, with the net result that 25% of
the initial halogen inventory is assumed airborne in the RCB.

.The initial core fission product inventories are based on end-
of-cycle equilibrium core conditions for.power operation at.975 megawatts-
thermal.

The specific isotopes included in each fission product category,
as identified in Table 15.A-1, are as follows:

129

©

Noble Gases:
Halogens:
Solids:

Xe, Kr
Br, I
All remaining fission products40
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e The plutonium and transuranic element heavy metal inventories
.are itemized in Tables 15.A-2 and 15.A-3.

Plutonium inventories (Table 15.A-2) are provided for core load-ings fueled with low Pu-240 fuel. For low Pu-240 fuel the isotope Pu-238
is a trace element, and was consequently not included in the. discussion
of thisfuel type in Section 4.3. The low Pu4240 fuel specifications
provide that the maximum amount of trace Pu-238 will not exceed 0.15% of
the total Pu. To insure-a conservative source term assessment, this maximum
trace amount of Pu-238 is assumed present since this isotope is a significant
dose contributor. Low. Pu-240 fuel can be obtained.from available sources,

51 and will be used for the initial fueling of CRBRP.

40 15.A.2.2 Source Term Attenuation Within Containment

The principal exposure pathway associated with a major radio-
activity release in containment is leakage of airborne material to the
environment. Potential off-site exposure is dependent on the leakage
rate from containment and the concentration of airborne radioactive mat-
erial within the containment as a function of time. With the exception
of gaseous radionuclides, considerable reduction in the airborne concen-
trati~on of radioactive material is expected as a result of natural de-
position processes. For charactristic LMFBR postulated accident source
terms, and for the CRBRP. site suitability source term in particular, a
large portion of the airborne radioactivity is associated with non-
gaseous species. The suspended concentration-time behavior of such source
terms is predictable with current aerosol behavior models. Character-
istic depletion mechanisms for suspended aerosols include: (1) settling
due to gravity, (2) wall 'plating, and (3) agglomeration due to Brownian
motion and/or agglomeration due to gravity.

The concentration-time behavior•of the airborne radioactive
source term in the RCB was computed with the HAA-3 computer code.

A code description and code references are provided in PSAR
Appendix A.

40
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Previous parametric studies, conducted to confirm the theoretical
401 basis of the HAA-3 code (see Appendix A) indicate that the predicted aerosol

behavior is rather insensitive, to the selection of the Stokes' correction
factor (a)and the gravitational collision effeciency (W). The actual values
of a and • (0.1 and 1.0, respectively) used for the source term analysis are
judged to provide a conservative assessment of aerosol behavior.

HAA-3Jis used to compute depletion factors as a function of time;
401 these factors are used as input to COMRADEX-II Which computes leakage of

the airborne radioactivity from the RCB. Considerations pertinent to
401 leakage from the RCB are discussed in Section 15.A.2.3. Note that depletion

is considered only for non-gaseous species; no credit for depletion via
plate-out or settling is taken for gaseous species.

401 The aerosol depletion factors describe the rate (fraction/sec) at
which the suspended aerosol concentration is reduced via natural aerosol
deposition processes: plateout and settling. Mathematically, this factor
is analogous to a radioactive decay constant, which describes the rate of
decay,(reduction) of the activity of a particular isotope. However, whereas

the rate of radi'oactive decay is constant with time, aerosol depletion is
time-dependent due to the'changing suspended aerosol concentration, and
the fact that the aerosol deposition processes:,are-dependent on the concen-
tration of the suspended aerosol. Physically, for an initially high con-

401 centration of- suspended aerosol , the rate of depletion is relatively rapid;
however, as the aerosol concentration decreases, due to depletion, the rate
of depletion decreases.

401 The time-dependent depletion factors are computed in HAA-3 by
considering the change in the suspended concentration over a series of
many small time increments, the sum of which equal the total time interval
being evaluated.

Consider the time interval t 2 -tI=At, where t 2 >tl, and let

A. = suspended aerosol mass at ti

Pi = plated aerosol mass at ti

S. = settled aerosol mass at t.

A., P. and S. are determined by HAA-3. The aerosol depletion
factor, definedlat timi (t 1 +t 2 )/2, is then computed as follows:

Mass Plateout Rate + Mass Settling Rate
Average Mass Suspended

40 = (P 2 Pl)/At ,+ (S 2 "Sl)/At time-l 2

(A2 + Al./2
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The mass associated with the non-gaseous portion of the source
term, initially airborne in the RCB, is shown in Table 15.A-4. The
resultant initial airborne concentration is also provided.

5715 The quantity of fuel (62.4 kg) included in the source term aerosol
analysis was selected to represent 1% of the total (core plus blanket)

5 plutonium-oxide mass plus 1% of the core uranium-oxide mass. The mass
of the uranium-oxide in the blanket was not included in the aerosol
analysis. This approach is conservative since including the uranium
blanket mass would result in a much higher initial airborne concentra-
tion and subsequently more rapid aerosol depletion. Even though the
uranium blanket mass has been excluded from the aerosol analysis, it
has been conservatively assumed that the radioactive inventory of the
blanket is included in the source term.

Table 15.A-5 presents the important input parameters to the
HAA.3 code, used to compute the concentration-time behavior of the source
term aerosol and resultant aerosol depletion factors. The time-depen-
dent depletion factors computed by HAA-3 for the source term aerosol
and used in the COMRADEX radiological analysis are itemized in Table
15.A-6.

15.A.2.3 Containment Modelin

A complete description of the reactor containment/confinement
system and the engineered safeguards associated with it is presented
in Chapter 6 of the PSAR.

For the radiological analysis, it is conservatively assumed that
all leakage. (except bypass) from the RCB to the annulus is directly
to the intake of the filter system. This assumption neglects any credit
for delay time in the annulus. The recirculation flow was assumed to
mix in 50% of the annulus volume. Only one-half of the annulus volume
is used to be consistent with the 50% mixing assumption specified in

40 Standard Review Plan Section 6.5.3.
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Leakage of airborne radioactivity from the RCB was assumed to )
occur at the containment design leak rate, 0.1% Vol/Day for the duration
of the evaluation... The RCB is designed to, limit leakage to 0.1% Vol/Day
at a containment overpressure of 10 psig. The use of the containment
design leak rate (0.1% Vol/Day) for the duration of the site suitability
source term evaluation is conservative, since assuming a constant 10 psig
containment overpressure for the duration of the site suitability source
term evaluation is conservative.

.A portion of the leakage from the RCB may bypass the confinement.
annulus. Chapter 6 of the PSAR identifies the individual containment
penetrations contributing to bypass leakage; the majority of the bypass
leakage is associated with the containment airlocks. The containment/
confinement system is being designed to achieve a bypass leakage value of
less than 1% of the RCB design leak rate, i.e., 1% x 0.1% Vol/Day =
0.001% Vol/Day. Sixty percent of this bypass leakage escapes directly to.
the outside atmosphere and the remaining forty, percent, escapes to the Reactor
Service Building (RSB). The treatment of leakage to the RSB depends upon
the status of the railroad door in the RSB. When the railroad door is
closed, the RSB atmosphere is maintained at a negative pressure with respect
to the outside atmosphere. When the railroad door is open, maintenance
of a negative pressure in the RSB is not assured.

If the RSB railroad door is open, both doors of the equipment hatch
airlock are secured and the airlock atmosphere is vented to the containment/
confinement Annulus Filtration System. In this mode, essentially all (96.4%)
the bypass leakage from the RCB to the RSB (40% of total bypass) is vented
from the equipment hatch airlock directly to the Annulus Filtration System,
where it is subject to filtration and recirculation prior to release to the
environment. The remainder of leakage into the RSB (3.6%) escapes directly
to the atmosphere. When the railroad door is closed, the airlock vent to
the Annulus Filtration System is closed and the airlock atmosphere is iso-
lated from the containment/confinement annulus. In this mode, all bypass
leakage from the RCB to the RSB (40% of total bypass) escapes directly to
the RSB where it is subject to recirculation and filtration prior to release
to the environment.

Airlock operation with the railroad door open (i.e., with the
airlock atmosphere vented to the annulus) results in larger potential off-
site exposures for the site suitability source term analysis than operation
with the railroad door closed and the radiological consequences are there-
fore presented when the railroad door is assumed open. Confirmation that
this does result in more limiting exposures is given below.

When the railroad door is closed and all bypass leakage to the
airlock escapes to the RSB, this leakage is filtered prior to ultimate
release to the environment. Considering the efficiencies (99% particulate
and 95% iodine) of the RSB filters and the recirculation flow pattern (1700
cfm exhausted per 14300 cfm recirculated), the net filtration efficiency of
the RSB system is greater than 99% for both particulates and.halogens. Conse-

40, quently, non-gaseous releases (which are controlling with respect to off-site D
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exposures for the source term) to the RSB are attenuated by at least two
orders of magnitude when the railroad door is closed. When the railroad
door is open and RSB filtration unavailable, 96.4% of the bypass leakage
to the RSB is vented from the equipment airlock to the annulus, but 3.6%
of the bypass leakage to the RSB leaks directly to the atmosphere. This
provides an attenuation factor of about 28 for bypass leakage to the RSB.
Therefore, the contribution of bypass leakage to off-site exposure is more
limiting when the railroad door is open and the airlock is fully secured
and vented to the Mnulus Filtration System than when the railroad door
is closed and RSB filtration is available.

The final containment related parameter pertinent to the source
term radiological analysis is the shielding attenuation provided by the
containment structures. The analysis considers the shielding provided by
both the steel RCB and the concrete Confinement Building.

A summary of the containment/confinement related parameters used
in evaluating the source term is provided in Table 15.A-7.

40 15.A.2.4 Environmental Dispersion

Atmospheric dilution factors (x/Q's) applicable to discrete time
.intervals following postulated accidental releases have been established

I as a function of downwind distance from the CRBRP site. A detailed dis-
cussion of the development of these xIQ's is provided in Chapter 2 of the

.. 40 PSAR.

The specific xIQ's used for the analyses are itemized in Table
15.A-8. These x/Q's are the "95th percentile" values (atmospheric dilution
is more favorable 95% of the time). Consistent with the Standard Review
Plan, Section 2.3.4, the 0-2 hour exposure intervals at both the exclusion
boundary and low-population zone were evaluated based on the single-hour,
95% x/Q value.

15.A.2.5 Radiological Padameters

The major parameters relating the COMRADEX dose calculations
are as follows;

The standard-man time-dependent breathing rates are identical
to the values recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.4, and are as follows:

Time Breathing Rate, m 3/sec

0-8 hrs. 3.47 x 10-4

8-24 hrs. 1.75 x 10-

40 >24 hrs. 2.32 x10 4

) *15.A-7
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The inhalation dose factors (Rem/Ci inhaled) for internal exposure
to the bone, lung, thyroid,:and whole body are identical to the values
recommended in Reference 2 for a standard adult. A numbertof isotopes
includedin the COMRADEX source term.analysis are not included in Reference

*.2. For these isotopes, the inhalation dose factors are consistent with
those provided in References 3 and. 4.

External gamma whole.body exposure is based on a semi-infinite
cloud model per Regulatory Guide 1.4 for released material and includes
direct exposure from material within the Reactor Containment Building.

40 15.A.2.6 Off-Site Exposure

The potential whole body and organ doses resulting from the
site suitability source term are itemized in Table 15.A-9. In accordance
with 1OCFR100, off-site doses resulting from 2 hour exposure at the ex-
clusion boundary (0.42 miles) and accident duration exposure at the low-

4.0. population zone (2.5 miles) have been determined.

For the actual radiological dose analysis, accident durationis
defined .as 30 days, i.e., dose calculations are continued out.to 30 days.
Basedon the leakage characteristics assumed for the RCB (leak rate
constant atldesign value) and the aerosol depletion effects within con-
tainment, incremental exposure beyond 30 days is insignificant. More

40 j than 98% of the accident duration doses result from the first week of
exposure at the LPZ.

For both the whole body and all organs considered, the most
40 I limiting doses result from 2 hour exposure at the exclusion boundary.

The doses at the low, population zone in all cases are less than the
exclusion boundary doses. Even with the conservative assumptions applied
throughout the analysis, the doses calculated are in agreement with the
applicable 10 CFR 100 guideline values.

15.A. 2 . 7 Conclusions

NRC has specified a site suitability source term for CRBRP which
41 is conservative. The potential radiological consequences associated with

this site suitability source term have been determined with the consistent
401 application of conservative analytical assumptions. The 2-hour exclusion

boundary and accident duration low population zone exposure doses have
been calculated. These doses were compared to the guideline values of
1OCFRIO0 and the guidance provided by NRC in Reference 1. This comparison,

40 summarized in Table 15.A-9 indicates that the potential radiological conse-
quences of this assumed source term are well within the guideline values of
SOCFRlO0 and in agreement with the values established by NRC for use
during the construction permit review, and thus provides the basis for

40 establishing suitability of the Clinch River site with respect to the
criteria set forth in IOCFRIO0.
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TABLE 15.A-1

SITE SUITABILITY SOURCE TERM

Isotope Class

Noble Gases

Halogens.,

Solid Fission Product

% Inventory

100%

50% (25% Airborne)

1%

1%40 Fuel (Including Plutonium)

I

- 2-Y.

r ;:

0:_ 0 0 0@ 3



I.

TABLE 15.A-2

HEAVY METAL* MASS (KG) INVENTORY IN THE CRBRP (EOEC)

Radiai(a) Lower Axial
Blanket BlanketFuel

Inner (a)
Blanket Upper Axial

Blanket

End-of- Fourth-Cycle

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242
*U-235

U-238

Fission Products

Total Heavy Metal

1216.

273.5

32.7

5.2

5.4

3421.

414.2

5368.0

206.8

8.0

11.6

7381.

55.2

7662.6

285.6

11.3

21.3

12936.

55.7

13309.9

34.9

0.9

3.8

2149.

4.4

2193.0

21.2

0.3

4.0

2165.

2.4

2192.°9

e ½

* Heavy metal excludes oxygen.

571 (a) Including axial extensions51

0~
(D
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TABLE 15.A-3

CRBRP TRANSURANIC INVENTORY (EOEC)

Isotope

Np237

Np238

Np239

Am241

Am242m

Am242

Am243

Am244

Cm242

Cm243

Cm244

Cm245

Cm246

Cm247

Cm248

Cf252

Half-Life

2.14 x 106 Y

2.1 D

2.35 D

458 Y

152 Y

16 H
7650 Y

10 H

163 D

32 Y

18.1 Y

9320 Y

5480 Y
1.67 x 10 7 Y

4.7 x 105y

2.55 Y

Mass (gms)

3.38 x 103

1.50 x 100

4.08 x 103

7.33 x 103

1.62 x 102*

3.81 x 100

2.17 x 102

8.69 x 10-4

6.23 x 102

2.27 x 101

8.70 x -0

1.45 x 10"I

-2.19 x lo-3

1.92 x 10-

1.78 x 10-7

4.15 x I016

Curies

2.38 x

3.93 x

9.48 x

2.51 x

1.57 x

3.08 x

4.18 x

2.58 x

2.06 x

1.04 x

7.05 x

2.57 x

6.77 x

1.69 x

7.29 x

2.22 x

100

105

1 O8

104

10 3*

106
101

104

106

103

102

10-2
10-4
10-9

0- 10

10-13
4057 0

511 *Estimated Value
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TABLE ]5.A-4

MASS OF.SOURCE TERMS INITIALLY AIRBORNE IN RCb

Isotope
Class

Noble Gases*

Halogens**

Solid Fission Product

Fuel

Total
Non-Gaseous

Initial RCB
Concentration (pgm/cc)

Mass
(kg)

74.34

1.59

5.55

62.45

69.59

0.68

51
57

*Mass of Noble Gases excluded from aerosol analysis.

**25% of EOEC Inventory.

40
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TABLE 15.A-5

HAA-3 INPUT PARAMETERS-USED FOR SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

0

Parameter

Initial Concentration, Particles/cc

Count Mean Particle Radius, pm

Geometric Mean Deviation, im

Aerosol Material Density, gm/cc

Stokes Correction Factor,

Gravitational Collision Efficiency,

3RCB Volume, cm

RCB Leak Rate, fraction/sec

Plating Constant, A

1.34 x 108

0.1

2.0

10.55

0.1

1.0

1.02 x l0ol

1.16 x 1078

4 x 10-5
57

0
40
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TABLE 15.A-6

AEROSOL DEPLETION FACTORS USED FOR SOURCE TERM

Depletion Factor
Time (Sec) (Fraction/Sec)

6.50-3 9.55-5

4.60-2 9.49-5

2.63-1 9.17-5

1.25+0 8.21-5

3.84+0 6.92-5

9.22+0 5.79-5

1.95+1 4.87-5

3.94+1 4.10-5

7.73+1 3.45-5

1.47+2 2.91-5

5.20+2 2.04-5

1.90+3 1.37-5

6.42+3 9.43-6

1.98+4 7.06-6

1.09+5 6.33-6

4.21+5 4.56-6

1.09+6 2.24-6

57 2.60+6 1.40-6

40
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TABLE 15.A-7

CONTAINMENT/CONFINEMENT PARAMETERS USED FOR SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

RCB Leakage to Annulus
(Direct to Annulus Filter Intake)

Annulus Flow Rates
Filtered Exhaust
Filtered Recirculation

Time Delay from Source Term Release
to Initiation of Annulus Filtration

Time Delay from Source Term Release
to Initiation of Annulus Recirculation

0.1% Volume/Day

3000 CFM
3500 CFM per 1000 CFM
Exhausted

No Delay

<10 Seconds

Total Bypass Leakage
(1% of RCB Leakage)

Bypass Leakage Direct to Environment
(60% of Total Bypass)

Bypass Leakage to the RSB
(40% of Total Bypass)

Sources of Bypass Leakage
to the RSB

Gamma Shielding

0.001% Volume/Day

0.0006% Volume/Day

0.0004% Volume/Day

96.4% Personnel and Airlock
Equipment
3.6% All other sources

1.5" Steel (RCB) Plus
4' Concrete

0
0

Filter Efficiencies
Iodine
Particulate
Noble Gases40

95%
99%
0

0
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TABLE 15.A-8

METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS USED FOR SITE SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT

Exclusion Boundary (0.42 Miles)

0-2 Hours

Low Population Zone (2.5 Miles)

0-2 Hours

2-8 Hours

8-24 Hours

1-4 Days

4-30 Days

3
X/Q (sec/mr)

3.12 x 10-3

8.55

2.85

2.60

1 .30

8.70

x

x

x

x

x

10-4*
10-

10-4
10-5

10-
1I0-ý6i)

401 * 0-2 Hour X/Qs based on single-hour 95% X/Q Values.

.7i~
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TABLE 15.A-9 C)
OFF-SITE EXPOSURE SUMMARY

(Power Level = 975 Megawatts-Thermal)

Dose (Rem)

Organ

Bone

Lung

Thyroid

Whole Body**

10C FRI 00

150*

75*

300

25

2-Hour
Site Boundary
(0.42 Miles)

7.2

1.6

23.1

3.7

30-Day
Low Population Zone

(2.5 Miles)

4.1

.9

12.6

1.757 P11

*Equivalent to IOCFR1O0 guideline values; see Reference 4.

**Includes inhalation, external gamma cloud, and direct gamma
shine exposures.

40

0
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U 40
TABLE I S C T D UM

REFERENCE DESIGN SITE SUITABILITY SOURCE TERM DOSE SUMMARY

Site Boundary LPZ
(0.42 Mi.) (5.0 Mi.)

Organ l OCFRO0 2 Hours, Dose Accident Duration Dose
Rem Rem Rem

Bone 150* 14 2.7

Lung 75* 6 1.1

Thyroid 300 11 1.9

Whole Body** 25 3.6 0.13

Beta Skin 1.2 0.11

C

F C'

F
1

F,

F'

0,m

* Not covered in 1OCFR100; used as guideline values.

** Includes inhalation, external gamma cloud, and direct gamma shine exposures.



ATTACHMENT 1

Analyses of Three Extreme-Conditions

Considered in Developing Source Term
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1. Purpose

Thepurpose of this attachment .is: to present the principal
parameters, assumptions, and analytical :methods used in-the analysis
of the three extreme hypothesized Conditions discussed in the main text
of this Addendum. The three conditions considered are as follows:

1. Complete-::reaction of all RCB oxygen with radioactive
primary sodium.

2. Instantaneous release, during reactor operation, of
the radioactive cover gas;;with the cover gas burdened
with the equivalent of the total noble gas inventory
of an end-of-cycle equilibrium core fuel assembly.

3. Complete and instantaneous release of all radio-
activity in a Primary Sodium Cold Trap at the end
ýof its design life.

Section II. presents an outline of the analyses leading to the
specification of:.aninitial RCB radioactive source.term for each of the
hypothesized conditions. Considerations pertinent to:(1) the attenuation
of the non-gaseous portion of these source terms via. natural aerosol
depletion mechanisms, and (2) releases to the environment via RCB
leakage are discussed.in Sections III and IV, respectively.

II. Specification of Initial RCB Source Terms

As discussed in the main text of this Addendum, the three
extreme hypothesized conditions do not .represent mechanistic sequences.
Rather, each condition was arbitrarily hypothesized to result in an
instantaneous radioactive source term release to the RCB. Considera-
tions pertinent to the definitiion of this instantaneous source for
.each event considered are as follows:

1. Complete RCB Oxygen and Primary Sodium Reaction

During reactoroperation, all primary sodium is
contained within inerted Cells. Therefore, during
operation, even if primary system sodium leaks are
postulated, reaction of this-leaked sodium with RCB
oxygen could not occur. Communication between
primary heat transport system cells and the.RCB
could only occur during maintenance or refueling
operations. Consequently, for the evaluation of this
extreme condition, it was assumed that the primary
sodium has decayed for 10 days after reactor shutdown.
This 100day period is typical of decay times required
for maintenance operations involving de-inerting
and opening primary sodium containing cells. During

Amend. 4
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. s.such maintenance operations, reaction of primary
sodium (10 days..decayed) with the RCB oxygen is
possible although highly improbable,. since the
failure of -a.. primary,.system. sodium containing
component-must be postulated.

The radioactive content of the sodium used for
thifs evaluation is based on continuous plant operation
for 30 years. The design basis radioisotope concen-
trations..(fission and corrosion product concen-
trattions, resulting from 30 years operation with 1%
failed fuel and.. a plutonium concentration of
1,00.: ppb).at 1o days after shutdown, were assumed
present in the sodium., The radioisotope concen-
trations in the sodium under these conditions are
summarized.in Table 15.1.1.1-1 of the PSAR. For
convenience, the radioisotope concentrations
per Table 15.6.1.1-1 have been grouped by isotope -

class as follows:

Isotope. Class pCi/qm Sodi um

Na 1l.94
I 21.68 .

Pu 0.415
All Others 84.90

Based on the RCB free volume 4.1 x 106 ft 3 ), a normal )
air.RCB.:atmosphere (21 vol% 02), and the formation of
sodium monoxide (Na20), a total, of approximately
200j,000 lbs. of sodium can be reacted with the RCB
oxygen,. Arbitrarily assuming that this.quantity df"
sodium is reacted, and assuming that the radioisotope
concentrations in the reacted sodium are..the same as
the initial concentrations, in the primary sodium,
the, initial .RCB radioactive source term for this
.condition is calculated as follows:

(2 x 105 ibs) (453.6 gm/Ib (10 Ci/ 1ICi) (XpCi/gm)

where the :above expression is. computed for eah-ch
isotope class. The resultant RCB initial radioactive
source, term is as follows:

Isotope Class Source Term, Curies

Na 180
.I 2,000

Pu 38
All Others' 7,700

Amend. 4 %J
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It is recognized that long burning times (days)
would be required to react a substantial fraction
of the RCB oxygen. However, the total reaction
products are assumed to be instantly dispersed
throughout the RCB atmosphere.

2.. :Instantaneous Reactor'Cover Gas and One Fuel Assembly
Noble Gas Inventory Release to the RCB

Based on the design basis cover gas radioactive
inventory per Table 11.3-2 of the PSAR, and the noble
gasinventory of one end-of-cycle equilibrium core
fuel assembly,.this hypothesized condition results
in an initial RCB source term of 2.56 x 106 curies of
noble gas.

3. Complete and Instantaneous Release of Cold Trap Activity

For this evaluation, it-is assumed that the total,
end-of-life, design basis radioactive inventory of
a Primary Sodium Cold Trap is instantly released to
the RCB. Based on the design basis Cold Trap
Inventory per Table 12.1-10 of the PSAR, and the
assumed instantaneous release, the initial RCB source
term, per isotope class, is as follows:

Initial RCB
Isotope Class Source Term, Curies

Na 6.7 x lO4
I 2.8 x 10 3

Pu 2.3 x 102
All'Others 2.7 x .105

III. Source Term Attenuation Within Containment

As discussed in detail in the main text of this Addendum,
(see Section.15.A.3.2.1), with the exception of gaseous species,
considerable reduction in the RCB airborne concentration 'of radioactive
material is expected as a result of natural deposition processes. For
the three'extreme hypothesized conditions investigated, a conservative
estimate of the attenuation afforded by characteristic aerosol deple-
tion mechanisms has been made. The estimate is based on a number of
parametric aerosol case studies, to be discussed shortly. The
concentration-time behavior of the aerosol for.the cases considered
was computedwith the HAA-3 computer code. The following discussion
outlines the methodology used.to provide a conservative aerosol
attenuation factor for the three extreme conditions evaluated.

Because the three extreme conditions have been derived non-
mechanistically, a precise statement of the mechanism or nature of
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release to, the..conitai~nment i s not possible. However, a spectrum of
po .tential release mechanisms can be ex .amined. A range of plotential
release conditi-ons ,has been selected to _parametrically evaluate the
behavior of thea a irb~o'rne radioactive concentra~tio'n in containment.
This range e ncompasseis hypothetical rele~ases as well as mechanistic,
.although highly improbable, re~leases.. The. purpose of this parametric
inve Is.:t-i gat-ion i -s to demonstrate, that.ov Ier th Ie entiIr e range of. pote~ntial
release. mechanisms -hypothetical. to mechanistic co nsiderable depletion
of the airborne containment source term can be expected.

*Four. parametric cases based on the Cold Trap release• have
been examined. ý4,,As ,wi~l~l ,bedi~scussed lIate6r, these parametric cases
also encompa~ssaerosol cnetrations associated -With .the other
extreme conditions(exmcept the instantaneous cover gas release plus
fuelpassembly nobleagas release, which does not have adn aerosol
characteristic)., The parametric caseseaare:

,.Case 1. Hyhpotheticalinstantaneousrelease of the entire sodium
and radjonuclide'inventory. The total sodium inventory is
apprx yima y5000lbs. I r and ..the end-oflife rad ionuclide mass
is approximately 30mlbs. For F this evaluationr the entire
" i ven oryn s ( u andnradionuc t des) ist, asismed ispersed
oteirns e ta tainmentt srcB aInitial containment ae concen-

tration, characterized by Na2O poetis is S:p ecIfie.
FNor mechanism can be identified. that could lead to such a
released .but. .- the case is included to maximize the suspended
sodiumemass in containment.

Case 2 Hypothetical instantaneous release of the entire radio-
nucldide i.denventory with no sodium. For this evaluation, an
initial contaCinment aeroslol concentration, characterized by
Cesium properrties (more than 99% of the radionuclide mass
consists of Cs), is specified. No mechanism can be identified
that could lead to such a release, but.the case is included
to minimize the suspended sodium Mass in containment.

,Case 3 Postulated Cold Trapnrupture and resultant sodium pool fire
inuthe Cold Trap celI The Col d Trap celI is inerted (2% 02)
duringmnormal operation, macintenance-and replacement operations
wil beconducted in" an inerted atmosphere orwhen the sodium
in thestrap, to be replaced,.Nisfrozen, thus eliminatimng the

ntial fou r Ia sodi fire A complete failure ws aumed

to result in a 500s0nlb. sodium fire in the inerted cell. A
SOFIRE 11Panalysis Was conducted tordetermine the resulting
burning rate and aerosol generation rate., No. credit for
retentionplate out, or settling, of the aerosol in thescell
was .taken..n Ihet was conservatively assumed that all the
aerosol generiat.ed during combustion Was released directly
tothe upper containment. volume. The pool fire analysis
indicateso that combustion is completed (02rdepleted) in
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approximately 5 hours. A time-dependent.aerosol source term,
5 hours. in duration, characterized by Na20 properties, is
thus defined. The total available oxygen in the cell can react
approximately 30lbs.. of the 5000 lb. Na spill. Therefore,
for this more mechanistic, yet still highly improbable
release, only a small fraction of the radioactive inventory
could be released to containment. However, for conservatism
and comparison purposes with the other cases, the entire radio-
active inventory is assumed evenly distributed in the aerosol
released to the RCB.

Case 4 Postulated Cold Trap inlet.piping rupture and resultant
sodium spray fire. A rupture of the inlet pipe of the Cold
Trap regenerative heat exchanger was evaluated because this
location is subject to the highest system pressure and
temperature. The entire sodium discharge from the rupture
was assumed to react as a spray. A-SPRAY I analysis was
conducted todetermine the sodium burning rate and aerosol
generation rate. No credit for retention, plate-out, or
settling of the aerosol in the cell was taken; 100% of the
sodium reacted during the spray was assumed to be released
as aerosol directly to the upper containment volume.. The
spray fire analysis indicates that combustion is complete

•(02'depleted) in approximately 200 seconds. A time-dependent
aerosol .source term,-200 seconds in duration, characterized.by Na20 properties is thus defined. For conservatism and
comparison purposes with the other cases, the entire radio-
active inventory is assumed evenly distributed in the aerosol
released to the RCB.

For each case, the suspended aerosol concentration-time behavior
in.the RCB was calculated with the HAA-3 computer code. The results"Of
these analyses are shown in Figure I, and summarized in Table I.
Recal.l that for each of these parametric cases, the total radioactivity
released to the RCB is identical. The differences in the magnitude
of the suspended aerosol result from the varying quantity of sodium
assumed released for each case. The slopes of the curves in Figure I
are indicative of the rate at which the containment radioactive source
term for leakage is reduced by aerosol depletion. The significant
parameter with respect to source term reduction is the:rateof suspended
aerosol depletion. For each case, three characteristic depletion times,
Tx, have been computed and itemized in Table I. As used here, depletion
time is defined as the time, measured from the start of the assumed
event, at which the suspended aerosol concentration has been reduced
to some fraction of its peak value. As the data in Table I indicate, the
initial depletion times decrease (more rapid depletion) as the initial
mass of sodium released increases. For example, the peak aerosol
concentration for Case 1, maximum sodium, is reduced to one-half its
value in approximately I hour; whereas, for Case 2, minimum sodium,
Tl/2 is approximately 20 hours. At very long times, the airborne
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concentration" in. containment is relatively insensitive to the initial
aerosol.conditions.. Regardless of the me'chanism assumed for aerosol
release to the containment, the airborne ;radioactive source has. been
reduced by a factor of 10 within 4 days and by a factor of .100 within
20 days .. (Note:" This reduction is due to aerosol depletion mechanisms
and not to source depletion via containment leakage..At the RCB
design.:leak rate, 0...1%/day., only 2% of the initial source' is removed
via leakage within 20 days.)

'It is clear from this parametric investigation that a signi-
ficant aerosol reduction factor can reasonably be applied. Based on
the. data presented i n Table .I,. an aerosol., reducti on factor, of 2 could
reasonably be applied& within 1 day after.the postulated event. A'
reduction factor greater than 10 would be reasonable for times greater

than 4 days.: However, to insure the conservatism of the evaluation,
it was assumed that (1). no depletion occurs for the first 24 hours
following the postulated release, (2) depletion between 1 day and 30
days results in.a.factor 'of 10 reduction and (3) long term depletion
effects,(from.30 days onward) results in an additional factor of 10
reduction in th'e RCB 'source term.

.. In, haddition:"to being .applied to the instantaneous release of
activity.foma col trap. faiur1e, these depletion factors are also
consev=ativel y ..appl ied. to 'the extreme. condition:. of the.compl.ete RCB
okygen reaction:. with primary sodium. As noted.previously, the.. depletion
rate increases as the initial aerosol concentration increases. The
four cases .presented in Figure I and Table I have peak concentrations
rang.iigh'from.O04 to ,-26 jigm/cc.. The aerosol. reduction factors were
selected to .be conservative over this entire range of concentrations,
and would'be even more conservative for higher concentrations. The
complete RCB oxygen. reaction with primary sodium would result in an
initial aerOsol concentration.of 103 Ogm/cc if the aerosol concentration.
were (unreal.istically) assumed to be formed and released ins-tantaneously.
More: real i*stic rates of aerosol formation, based on pool burning
phenomena, would reduce the peak concentrations by about two orders
of magniftude. Nevertheless, over this whole range,..the aerosol
reduction factors applied to the source term. are quite conservative.'
The other extreme condition evaluated is.the instantaneous releatse of
all reactor cover gas burned with the noble gas from one fuel assembly.
This condition does not ,involve aerosols; consequently, no aerosol
.reduction factors are applied in that case.
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IV. Environmental Release Via RCB Leakage

Leakage of airborne radioactivity from the RCB to the environ-
ment was assumed to occur at the containment design leak rate. The
RCB is designed to limit leakage to 0.1% Vol/Day at a containment
overpressure of 10 psig. Use of the containment design leak rate is
conservative, as discussed in the main text of this Addendum (see
Section 15.A.3.2.2).

The fractional containment leakage, Xt, corresponding to
0.1% Vol/Day is 1.16 x 10- 8/sec. Since the volumetric rate of contain-
ment leakage is constant, but the mass leakage rate is decreasing
because the contained mass within the RCB is decreasing as a result
of leakage and aerosol depletion, the containment leakage as a function
of time is computed exponentially, where xa is the mass leakage decay
constant.

Based on the conservative assessment of aerosol depletion
effects, discussed in Section III, a time-dependent aerosol depletion
factor, Xa, has been defined. This depletion factor is applied only
to non-gaseous species; no credit for depletion of gaseous species
is taken. A non-depleting in-containment source is assumed to persist.
for 24 hours (Aa = 0). Between one day and 30 days. the in-containment
source is attenuated exponentially (Xa = 9.19 x 0- '/sec) such that at
30 days, a factor of 10 reduction is effected in the in-containment
source, which conservatively accounts for the cumulative effects of
aerosol depletion during the 30 day period. At the end of 30 days,
the remaininq, non-gaseous, in-containment source is further reduced
by a factor of l0,and conservatively assumed released to the environment
as a puff release.

Based on continuous containment leakage at its design rate,...
and the aerosol depletion effects discussed above, the initial RCB
source terms (where the specific isotopes comprising each isotope,
class are treated separately to account for radioactive decay burning
holdup within containment), the activity released to the environment
per isotope class and time increment (2 hours and -) was determined for
each of the three extreme conditions considered. The results of these
analyses have been previously summarized in Tables 15.A.3-1 and -2.
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TABLE I

PARAMETRIC AEROSOL DEPLETION STUDIES

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
... Instantaneous Instantaneous:- Time Dependent Source: ':Time Dependent Source

Source Source,. 30 lbs. 5 hour 200 seconds

Parameter 5000 lbs. Na Radionuclides Na Pool Fire Na Spray Fire

Peak Aerosol

Concentration, pgm/cc . 26.40 0.109 .0.044 0.133

Time to Reach Peak, sec. 0 0 6052 202

Tx- Depletion Time, sec.

T4.0 x I' 7.0 x 14, 5.9 x,104 ý5. 9 x 104
(1.1 hrs..) (19.4 hrs.) (16.4"hrs.) (16.4 hrs.)

TI/IO 7.5 x 103 3.0 x 105 3.0Ox10 5  2.5 x 105,

(2.1 hrs.) (3.5 days) (3.5 days) (2.9 days)

T 2.7 x 104 1.2 x 106 1.6:x 106 1.3 x 106.(7.5 hrs.) (13.8 days) (18.5 days) (15 days)0,
N,.

T -Time, measured from t =0, at which Concentration x(Peak Concentration).

xA

a-1

0m
~j.
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16.1 DEFINITIONS

16.1.1 Reactor Operating Condition

16.1.1.1 Rated Power

Rated power is defined as a steady state thermal power output of
975 MWt.

16.1.1.2 Thermal Power

Thermal power is the total rate of thermal energy input to the primary
coolant from components inside the reactor vessel.

16.1.1.3 Normal Reactor Power Operation

The reactor is operating between and including the state points of
59L 40% rated power an.d rated power.

16.1.1.4 Two Loop Reactor Power Operation

The reactor is critical, two loops are in operation, and the neutron
flux power range instrumentation indicates not more than TBD reactor power.

16.1.1.5 Transitory Operation

The reactor is operating between the state points of refueling, hot
shutdown, hot standby, and 40% rated power, exclusive of these.

16.1.1.6 Hot Standby

See Table 16.1-1.

16.1.1.7 Hot Shutdown

See Table 16.1-1.

16.1.1.8 Refueling

See Table 16.1-1.

16.1.1.9 Reactor Startup

Reactor Startup is the sequence of operations in which the reactor is
brought from hot shutdown to.Normal Reactor Power Operation of 2 loop
Reactor Power.

Amend. 59
Dec. 1980
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16.1.1.10 Operating Cycle

'The interval between the end of one refueling outage to the end of the
next subsequent refueling outage is one operating cycle.

16.1.1.11 Refueling Outage

Refueling Outage is that period of time between the shutdown of the
unit prior to a refueling and the startup.of the unit after that refueling.
When refueling outage is used to designate-a surveillance 'interval, the sur-
veillance will be performed duriing the refueling outage or up to six months
before the refueling outage. When a refueling. outage occurs within eight
months of the previous refueling, outage, the surveiillance testing need not be
performed. The maximum interval:.between surveillance tests is 20 months.

16.1.1.12 Changes in Core Geometry

The addition, removal, relocation, or other movement of any material
above the core support plate, below the upper internals or within the core
barrel except for functions normally performed during reactor operation in
accordance with intended design of equipment such as control rod movement
shall constitute a change in core geometry.

16.1.1.13 Reactor Critical

The neutron chain reaction is self-sustaining and keff 1.0.

16.1.1.14 Reactivity Units

i Reactivity units expressed as dollars, multiplied by the effective de-
511 layed neutron fraction of 0.0034 gives reactivity units .expressed as Ak/k.

16.1.2 Reactor Core

16.1.2.1 Fuel Assembly

A Fuel Assembly is an arrangement of 217 fuel rods, containing pellets
of (Pu,U) 02 and axial blanket pellets of U02, held in a triangular array by a
spiral wire wrap spacing inside a hexagonal duct.

16.1.2.2 Blanket Assembly

A Blanket Assembly is an arrangement of 61 rods containing only
U02 pellets in a triangular array.

16.1.2.3 Control Assembly

A Control Assembly is an assembly of clad boron carbide .pins in a
hexagonal lower guide assembly which has the same outside geometry as the fuel

assembly. "

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979
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16.1.2.4 Failed Fuel Pin

- A fuel pin has failed when the cladding cannot conta.in the radioactive
fission products generated within the fuel, or the fill gas for new fuel.

16.1.3 Plant Protection System Instrumentation

16.1.3.1 Plant Protection System

The Plant Protection System consists of both the Reactor Shutdown
System and the Engineered Safety Features System. The protection system encom-
passes all electric a'nd-mechanical devices and circuitry (from sensors through
actuated devices) which are required to operate in order to place or restore a
Nuclear Steam Supply System to a design safe state.

16.1.3.2 Instrument Channel

An,,Instrument Channel is the combination of sensor(s), signal process-
ing elements,.output devices and other components and circuitry as~required to
measure and evaluate a process variable'for the purpose of observation, control
and/or protection of the process system. A channel may.produce both analog
signal outputs and discrete (signal or electromechanical component operation)
outputs.. The channel terminates and loses its identity where individual chan-
nel outputs are combined.

16.1'.3.3 Protective Logic Channel

Protective Logic Channel is defined as an arrangement of relays, con-
tacts, or other components which operate in response to instrument channel
outputs to produce a decision output. At the channel level, the decision out-
put is the initiation of a protective action signal or the operation of an
actuation device (relay, breaker or other). At the system level, the decision
output is the operation of a sufficient number of actuation devices and the
associated actuated equipment as required to place or restore a Nuclear Steam
Supply System to a design safe state. The channel is deemed to include the
actuation devices.

16.1.3.4 Actuation Device

An Actuation Device is a component or assembly of components that
directlycontrolsthe~motive power (electricity, compressed air, etc.) for
actuated equipment, The following are examples of an actuation device: a
circuit breaker, a relay, and a valve (and its operator) used to control com-
pressed air to the operator of a containment isolation valve.

16.1.3.5 Operable

For a component or system to be operable, it shall be properly
installed. in the system and capable of performing the intended functions in
the intended manner as verified by testing and tested at the frequency required
by the Technical Specifications.

16.1-3



16.1.3.6 Operating -

A component or system is operating when it is performing the intended (.h)
functions in the intended manner.

16.1.3.7 Actuated Equipment

Actuated Equipment is defined as a component or assembly of components
that performs or directly contributes to the performance of a protective func-
tion such~as reactor trip, containment isolation, decay heat removal. The
following are examples of actuated equipment: an entire control rod and its
release mechanism, a containment isolation valve and its operator, and an
auxiliary feed pump and its prime mover.

16.1.3.8 Instrument Channel Calibration

Instrument Channel Calibration shall consist of the adjustment of
channel output(s) such that it responds, with acceptable range and accuracy,
to known values of the parameter(s) which the channel monitQrs. Calibratipn
shall encompass the entire channel, including all channel outputs and shall
be deemed to include the channel functional test.

16.1.3.9 Instrument Channel Functional Test

The injection of simulated signal(s) into the channel as close to the
primary sensor(s) as practicable to verify operability,. including all channel
outputs, as appropriate, shall constitute an Instrument Channel Functional
Test;... .

16.1.3.10 Instrument Channel Check

An Instrument Channel Check is defined as the qualitative determina-
tion of acceptable operability by observation of instrument behavior during
operation. This determination shall include, where possible, comnarison of
the instrument outputs with the outputs of other independent instruments
measuring the same variable.

16.1.3.11 Logic Channel Functional Test

A Logic Channel Functional Test consists of the application of input
signals, or the operation relays or switch contacts, in all thecombinatipns
required to produce the required-decision outputs including the Qppration of
allac:.tuation devices. Where.practicable, the test shall include the operation
of the actuated equipment as, well; i.e., pumps will be started, valves

.operated,.etc.

16.1.3.12 Degree of Redundancy

With reference to redundant instrument or logic channels, the Degree
of Redundancy is the difference between the number of operable channels and
the minimum number of these channels which, when tripped, will cause an auto-
matic system actuation.
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16.1.3.13 Protective Function

A Protective Function is the monitoring of one.or more plant variables
associated with a particular plant condition, and the initiation and completion
of aparticular Protective Action, at values of the variables established.in
the Design. Basis. Protective Action is considered complete when the condition
initiating the action is brought to a status at which the consequences of ter-
minating the Protective Action.are considered to be acceptable.

16.1.3.14 Engineered Safety Features

Engineered. Safety Features are all Protective Subsystems which function:

to mitigate the consequences of an incident, and to provide for decay
heat. removal, for example:

Containment Systems
Reactor Guard Vessel
PHTS Major Components Guard Vessel
Residual Heat Removal System
Habitability Systems

The Reactor Shutdown System is excluded.

16.1.3.15 Class.lE System (Electrical)

The systems that provide electric power .used to shutdown the reactor
and limit the release of radioactive material following a design basis event
constitute a Class lE System.

16.1.4 Safety Limit

Safety limits for nuclear reactors are Ilimits upon important process
variables which are-found to be necessary to reasonably'protect the integrity
of certain of physical barriers which guard against the uncontrolled release
.of radioactivity. If any safety limit is exceeded, the reactor shall"
be shut down. The licensee shall notify the Commission, review the matter and
record the resultsof the.review, including the cause of the condition and the
basis for corrective action.taken to preclude reoccurrence. Operation shall
not be resumed until authorized by the Commission.

16.1.5 Limiting Safety System Setting (LSSS)

Limiting safety system settings for nuclear reactors are settings for
automatic protective devices related to those variables having significant
safety functions. Where a limiting safety system setting is specified for a
variable on which a safety limit has been placed, the setting shall be so chosen
that automatic protective action will correct the abnormal situation before a
safety limit is exceeded. If, during operation, the automatic safety system
does not-function as required, the licensee shall.take appropriate action,
which may include shutting down the reactor. He shall notify the Commission,
review the matter and record the results of the review, including the cause
of the condition and-the basis for corrective action taken to preclude

.59 reoccurrence.

Amend. 59
Dec. 1980
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16.1.6 Limiting Conditi.ons for Operation (LCO)

Limiting conditions for operation are the lowest functional capability
or performance levels of equipment required for safe operation of the facility.
When a limiting condition for operation of a nuclear reactor is not met, the
licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by
the technical specification until the condition can be met. The licensee shall
notify the Commission, review the matter, and record the results of the review,
including the cause of the condition and the basis for corrective action taken

59 to preclude reoccurrence,

16.1.7 Surveillance Requirements

Surveillance Requirements are requirements relating to tests, calibra-
tions, or inspections to assure that the necessary quality of a system and its
components is maintained; that the facility operations will be within the
safety limits; or that the limiting conditions for operation will be met.

16.1.8 Containment Integrity

Conformance with all the following conditions:

1. All automatic containment isolation valves are operable, or
secured in the closed position or isolated by closed manual valves
or flanges. 0

2. All nonautomatic containment isolation valves which are not
required to be open during accident conditions are closed and C
blind flanges are installed where required.

3. Refueling Hatch is closed.

4. At least one door in each air lock'is closed and sealed.

16.1.9 Abnormal Occurrence

An abnormal pccurrence means the occurrence of a plant condition that
results in any of the following conditions:

1. A safety system setting less conservative than the limiting set-
ting established in the Technical Specifications.

A

2. Violation of limiting condition for'operation established in the
Technical'Specifications.

3. An uncontrolled or unplanned release of radioactive material from'
any plant system designed to act as a boundary for such material
in an amount in excess of the limits prescribed in Technical
Specifications.

4. Failure of a component of a Plant Protection System that causes
the.feature or system to be incapable of performing its intended
function as defined in these Technical Specifications or in the
Safety Analysis Report.

Amend. 59



5. Abnormal degradation of one of the several boundaries designed to
contain the radioactive materials resulting from.the fission
process.

6. Uncontrolled or unanticipated changes in reactivity greater
than 1% Ak/k.

7. Observed inadequacies in the implementation of administrative or
procedural controls such that the inadequacy causes the existence
or development of an unsafe condition in connection with the
operation of the plant.

8. Conditions arising from natural or manmade events that, as a
direct result ofthe event, require plant shutdown, operation of
safetysystems, or other protective measures required by technical
specifications..
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TABLE 16.1-1. OPERATIONAL STATE POINTS ki)

Refueling Condition Hot Shutdown Hot Standby 40% Rated Power Rated Power
Reactor Subcritical Keff Subcritcalritical with the Critical @40% Power Critical @100% Powe

<.tS power level not to

<.95 exceed 5% of rated
power

Control Rods Primary & Secondary Primary & Secondary Secondary-Parked' Secondary-Parked Secondary-Parked
Rods fully inserted Rods fully. inserted Primary - Critical Primary - Critical Primary - Critical
and disconnected and unlatched. elevation in banked elevation in banked elevation in banked

configuration with configuration with configuration with
Row 4 fully with- Row 4 fullywlth- Row 4 fully with.-
drawn. drawn drawn

Scram Breakers Open Open Closed Closed Closed

Turbine Generator
Output Breakers Open ýOpen Open Closed Closed

PHTS Pony Motor FlI, Na TBD Main Motor Flow Main Motor Flow Main Motor Flow
Temp @ 400F- 250 F Na Temp @ 600W F + (40% nominal) Na (40% nomihal) Power/Flow I

50VF - 100F Tenp @ 600UF + 506F

fINTS Pony Motor Flow Pony Motor Flow Main Motor Flow Main Motor FlW Main Motor Flow
(40% nominal) IRTS (40% nominal) Power/Flow. b 1
temp consistent
with PHTS

SGS Reclrc Pump & Motor Recirc Pump & Motor Recirc Pump & Motor In Operation In Operation
cooling & seal cooling & seal cooling & seal
cooling/injection cooling/injection cooling/injection
systems operating systems operating systemsoperatlng

SGAHRS PACCs operating as PACCs operating as PACCs operating as On Standby On Standby
rcquired(see 1.3.B) required required-

SOP TBD Supply feedwater to Steam dump operat- Operating @ 40% Operating @ Rated
SGS to support main ing as necessary. Power .Conditi6hs Power Conditions.
steam system heatin, Feedwater system Main steam flow

operating and main- 3.32 x 106 lbs/hr
taining proper
feedwater temp.

(1) All plant operations involve operating at, or about, a set of steady state conditions or making a
transition from one set of conditions to another. These sets.of conditions defined as state points
are characterized in this table.
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16.2 SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

. - 16.2.1 Safety Limit, Reactor Core

16.2.1.1 Applicability

Applies to the limiting combination of coolant temperature change,
thermal power, and primary coolant flow.

16 2.1.2 Objective

To prevent clad melting and thereby maintain a coolable core geometry.

16.2.1.3 Specification

For inlet temperature < TBD°F and outlet temperatures < TBD°F the com-
bination of thermal power and primary coolant flow shall not exceed the coolant
boiling curve(to be shown in the FSAR),

16.2.1.4 Basis

By requiring that the coolant boiling curve not be exceeded, a coolable
core geometry can be guaranteed.

16.2.2 . Limiting Safety System Settings.

16.2.2.1 Applicability

Applies to trip settings for protective subsystems which monitor
reactor and plant process variables.

16.2.2.2 Objective

To provide for automatic protection action such that the principal
process variables do not exceed a safety limit.

16.2.2.3 Specification

The limiting safety system settings for the subsystems listed below
will be supplied in the FSAR.

16.2.2.4 Basis

(To be supplied in the FSAR)

16.2-1
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TABLE 16.2-1

PLANT PROTECTION SYSTEM PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS

Primary Shutdown System Secondary Shutdown System

Flux-Delayed Flux Modified Nuclear. Rate

Flux- Pressure e Flux-Total Flow

High Flux a Startup Nuclear

Primary to Intermediate . Primary to Intermediate Flow

Speed Ratio Ratio

Primary Pump Electrics 0 Steam Drum Level

Reactor Vessel Level e Evaporator Outlet Sodium
Temperature

Steam-Feedwater Flow Mismatch

IHX Primary Outlet Temperature
a Sodium Water Reaction

501

Amend. 50
June 1979
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16.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

16.3.1 Reactor Operating Conditions

16.3.1.1 Applicability

Applies to the reactor core and upper internal structures.

16.3.1.2 Objective

To assure that core parameters remain within the acceptable range.

16.3.1.3 Specification

a. The reactor power shall not be allowed to exceed the limiting
curve of Figure 16.3.1 for three loop operation or Figure 16.3.2
for two loop operation. (Figures to be supplied in FSAR.)

b. The initial core of the CRBRP shall not be operated with fuel
assemblies whose peak burn-up exceeds 80,000 MWD/MT.

c. The reactor shall not be made critical unless each core assembly
position is occupied with an assembly which has been tested and
approved for proper flow characteristics.

d. The average power coefficient, as measured by a change
in control bank height between 40% and full power,
shall be negative.

The net feedback reactivity in the startup range (0 + to
40% of full reactor power) may be slightly positive but
shall be consistent with the reactivity requirements of

42 Section 3.1.3.2 (Criterion 9 and 1Q).

e. 1. The Upper Internal Structure (UIS) shall not be
rotated until it has been determined that the
main primary pump motors have been shutdown.

2. Prior to startup of the mai.n primary pump motors, the (UIS)
shall be verified to be in its normal position for reactor
operation.

If the reactor is critical and any of the above specifications are not
met, it shall be placed in hot shutdown in an orderly fashion. The reactor
shall not be taken critical again until a review has determined that continued
operation shall represent no danger to the health and safety of the public.

Amend. 42
1A R-1 Nov. 1977
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16.3.1.4 Basis

By restricting the maximum combination of power and flow, the plant
protection system will be able to mitigate'the effects of the normal, upset,
and emergency transients described in Appendix B of this report.

The peak burnup limit is specified to ensure fuel cladding integrity.
As described in Chapter 15.1.2, the fuel cladding integrity is affected by the

peak burnup.

0
0

Amend. 42
Nov. 1977
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The specification on the loading of flow tested assemblies is intended
.) to ensure that core coolant flow is not bypassed through an empty grid location

or that an assembly w.ith improper flow characteristics is not loaded into the
core.

The dynamic characteristics of the reactor have been analyzed for a
variety of power excursion events. These analyses used, as a minimum negative
power coefficient, a value of TBD. The sum of the individual components, which
make up the power coefficient, is TBD. By using a value of TBD the analysis
includes a -20% uncertainty in the Doppler calculations. In power excursions:
studies, the minimum power coefficient results in maximum full assembly
temperatures.

The final set of specifications are provided to ensure that the backup
holddown functions of the. UIS are operative whenever the main primary coolant
pump motors are energized.

.16.3.2 Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS).

1.6.3.2.1 System Components

16.3.2.1.1 Applicability

This specification applies to the operational limits of the PHTS
components.

) 16.3.2.1.2 Objective

To specify the operational limitation of the PHTS components to assure
continued power operation of the PHTS over the service life of the plant. *The
PHTS components consist of the primary pump, check valve, intermediate heat
exchanger and connecting piping.

16.3.2.1.3 Specification

A. The PHTS components shall not be operated at temperatures and
pressures exceeding those specified in Table 16.3.2.1.1.

B. In the event of a component boundary failure or if the sodium
system is open for maintenance, the pumps shall not be operated
at a speed greater than pony motor speed.

If any of the above specifications are not met, or cannot be com-
plied.with by the corrective action delineated in the appropriate
operating manuals, an orderly shutdown of the plant shall be ini-
tiated. Follow-up action such as, system/component check-out,
inspectionand incident evaluation shall be performed in accord-
ance with the approved procedures.

16.3-2



C. Upon indicationof sodium leakage from any point in the reactor
or HTS, the following action is required.

1. Preparation for a:reactor shutdown shall be made and an
investigation shall be initiated to establish the cause of
the alarm.

-.2. If the existance of a sodium leak has been confirmed, the
reactor shall: be shutdown.

16.3.2.1.4 Basis

A. Specification 16.3.2.1.3A defines the structural design parameters
of the PHTS components and piping.

B. Specification 16.3.2.1.3B insures that the sodium inventory above
the minimum safe level of the reactor vessel is maintained to pro-
vide safe reactor shutdown and decay heat removal capability
following a PHTS boundary failure.

C. Specification 16.3.2.1.3C defines the precautions to be taken
when a possibility of a sodium leak is suspected. For such events,
reactor scram is not immediately necessary since a combination of
sodium make-up control and normal reactor shutdown would suffice
'to ensure adequate core cooling.

Confirmation of sodium leakage is defined by response from a
leak detection method with a high reliability or redundant and/or
diverse leak detection methods.

16.3.2.2 Startup and Shutdown

16.3.2.2.1 Applicability

Applies to the operating status of the primary sodium system during
startup and shutdown operations.

16.3.2.2.2 Objective

To specify those limiting conditions to ensure continued reliable
cooling of the reactor core and to limit potential radioactivity releases
from the primary sodium system during plant startup and shutdown operations.
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16.3.2.2.3 Specification

A. The reactor shall not be taken critical or operated with less than*,
two heat transport system loops operating.

B, The reactor shall not be made critical unless each of the three
primary sodium loops has been filled with sodium coolant to the
normal level..

C. The reactor cover gas pressure shall be at a positive differential

pressure not greater than 15 inches of.water with respect to the

reactor cavity and heat. transport system cell pressures, whenever
the reactor is loaded.with fuel.

D. -The maximum heat transport system heatup/cooldown rate between
refueling and 600OF shall not exceed an average of 50°F/hr.

E.. The maximum rate of change.of the temperature of the primary heat
transport system hot leg shall not exceed an average of .150 0F/hr
between standby and 40% thermal power operating conditions.

16.3.2.2.4 Basis

A. Specification 16.3.2.2.3A prohibits operation with only one loop
in service when the.reactor is critical to ensure sufficient
redundancy for decay heat removal.

-B. The precautions listed in Specification 16.3.2.2.3B ensure adequate
sodium inventory for reactor core cooling and to eliminate the 0
possibility of anomalous reactivity fluctuations due to gasentrainment from operating or idle primary loops.

C. A positive differential cover gas pressure is required at all
times to prevent sodium oxidation due to in leakage of air. The
upper limit on the cover gas pressure given in Specifica-
tion 16.3.2.2.3C is set at a value that ensures that no excessive
loss of primary sodium inventory occurs following a sodium bound,-
ary leak. Since the top of any of the guard vessels is 7 ft.
above the minimum safe level in the vessel, and the pony motor
shut-off head is limited to 5 ft., the specified limit of
15 inches of water (corresponding to 1.5 ft. of sodium at 1050°F)
provides approximately a 1/2 foot of sodium margin, sufficient to
preclude'the possibility of excessive sodium inventory loss.

D. Specifications.16.3.2.2.3D and E ensure that the heat transport
system piping and component structural design heatup/cooldown rate
limits are not exceeded.
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16.3.2.3 Maximum Cover Gas Activity

16.3.2.3.1 Applicability

Applies to the maximum concentration of radioisotopes in the reactor
cover gas.

16.3.2.3.2 Objective

.. To• specify the limiting concentration, of
gas for continued reactor operation.

16.3.2.3.3 Specification

(To be provided in FSAR if required.)

16.3.2.4 Maximum Impurities in Reactor Coolant

16.3.2.4:.1 Applicability

Applies *to the sodium purity requirement
port System. '

16.3.2.4.2 Objective

To sspeci'fythe sodium purity requirement
Heat Transp Iort',System.

radioisotopes.in the cover

for the Primary Heat Trans-

for operating the Primary

16.3.2.4.3 Specification

1. The Primary Heat Transport System shall be normally operated with
the plugging temperature at least 50OF below the temperature of
coldest-part of the sodium system.

2. The pluggiing temperature shall not exceed 300'F when anypart-.of
the;Heat Transport System is above 8000 F.

If the above specifications are not met, or cannot be complied with
by the corrective action delineated in the appropriate operating. manuals in
TBD hours, an orderly shutdown of the plant shall be initiated.

16.3.2.4.4 Basis

To ensure reliable operation of the PHTS to prevent the plugging of
system components, and to minimize corrosion.
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16.3.3 Intermediate Heat Transport Coolant System

16.3.3.1 'I ntermed iatte System: Components

16.3.3.1.1 'Applicability

Applies to the Intermediate :Heat Transport System (.IHTS) -which con-
nects".the Steam!' Generator .System- (SGS). to the Intermediate -Heatý Exchanger (IHX)..

16.3.3.1.2 Objective

To •specify' the.operational limitation-of the IIHTS .components,:to assure
continued power operation of the IHTS over the service l.ife.of the .plant.

16.3.3.1.3 Specification

1. During plant operation, at least two ,IHTS coolingcircuits (associ--
ated.with the operable primary loops) shall be-operablie.

2. The argon cover gas pressure in the intermediate.sodium pump, and,
in the intermediate sodium expansion tank. shall notexceed
150 psig.

3. The I:HT.S' temperatures- and-pressures, as determ~ined.at the. various.
instrumented locations, shal I be maintained.-ator be.low ',t-he-,-;val]ues
shown in Table 16.3.3.1..1 .

4.. 0
4: The intermediate heat exchanger -must-be maintained with a positive

i-,nt'ermediate-to-ýprimary -pressure d,i.fferential.

If any of the above specifications are not met, or-cannot-be:complied
with by.the-corrective action-delineated in the appropriateopera,t-ing-manuals,
an orderly shutdown of the-plant shall be initiated. Follow-up-action such as,
system/component check-out, inspection and incident evaluation.shall be.per-
formed in accordance with the approved procedures.

16.3.3.1.4 Basis

During plant operation, at least two of the three ,Intermedia-te-Heat
Transport (I-HTS) loops will be operational to assure an-adequate heat,,removal
capability if- one of these loops should suffer afault- which would-interfere
with its -heat removal function.

The-maximum argon-cover gas pressure combined with the,.pump head

shall not be allowed to exceed the structural design limit of 325 psig.
Limiting the cover gas pressure to 150 psig provides this.assurancewith a

29 suitable margin.

The values in Table 16.3.3.1.1 represent the structural.design
parameters of the Intermediate Heat Transport System.

Amend..29
Oct. 1976
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The intermediate system is maintained at a higher pressure than the
primary to insure that radioactive sodium does not enter the intermediate
system from the primary system.

16.3.3.2 Maximum Impurities in.Intermediate Coolant

16.3.3.2.1 Applicability

Applies to sodium purity requirements for the Intermediate Heat Trans-
port System (IHTS).

16.3.3.2.2 Objective

..To specify the sodium purity requirements for operating the Interme-
diate Heat Transport System.

16.3.3.2.3 Specification

1. The Intermediate Heat Transport System shall be normally operated
with the plugging temperature at least 50'F below the temperature
of the coldest part of the sodium system.

2. The plugging temperature shall not exceed 300°F when the tempera-
ture of any part of the Heat Transport System is above 800'F.

If the above specifications are not met, or cannot be complied with
by corrective action delineated in the appropriate operating manuals in
TBD hours, an o~rderly shutdown of the plant shall be initiated.

16.3.3.2.4 Basis

To ensure reliableoperation of the IHTS during high temperature
operation, and prevent the plugging of system compounds.

16.3.41 Steam Generation System ,(SGS)

16.3.4.1 Steam Generators

16.3.4.1.1 Applicability

Applies *to the Steam Generator Systemý(SGS) which provides independent
steam generation capability for each of the three Reactor Heat Transport
Systems.

16.3.4.1.2 Objective

To assure reliable and adequate cooling to maintain the IHTS sodium
cold leg temperature at a value which will assure proper core cooling.
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16.3.4.1.3 Sp.ecification

1. During operation, at least two SGS cool~iing.circuits shall be t
operable, corresponding to the two operable PHTS and IHTS loops.

2. During reactor power operation, the water level in at least
2 steam drums shall not be below TBD inches. These shall corre-
spond to the two operable PHTS and IHTS loops.

3. During reactor power operation, all power/safety relief. valves
on the steam generator system shall -be operable for the SGS cir-
cuits operating in conjunction with PHTS and IHTS loops.

If the above specifications are not met, or cannot be complied
with by corrective action within TBD hours, an orderly shutdown
of the plant shall be initiated, and. the plant, or. affected loop,
shall be placed on shutdown condition in TBD hours.

4. During plant shutdown, the recirculation watertemperature in at
least one SGS loop shall not.drop below TBD°F.

If the specification of item No. 4 above is not met, immediate
corrective action shall be taken to bring the plant within this specifica-
tion within 24 hours.

16.3.4J1.4 Basis.

During plant operation,.at least two of the three Steam Generator
loops will be operational to assure an adequate heat removal capability should
one of. these loops suffer a fault which would interfere with *its heat removal
function.

To assure adequate operation, the water level in. the steam drum will
not be below TBD inches. If the water level drops below the low limit, there
is a possibility that the steam drum may dry out.;.This event could result in
loss ofthe Steam Generator heat removal capability and must be avoided. In
order to assure that at least two independent flow paths are.available for
decay heat removal, the water level in at least two steam drums shall not be
allowed to drop below the lower limit.

All power/safety relief valves included in the steam generator system
must be operable to provide adequate relief during overpressurization. In the
present design, there is no redundant capacity.

During plant shutdowns for periods longer-than about two hours, the
reactor decay heat is transferred to the atmosphere by the SGAHRS protected
air cooled condenser. The condensate returns to the steam drum and is recir-
culated through the evaporator. The process must.be controlled to. prevent
cooling IHTS sodium below the plugging temperature.
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16.3.4.2 Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System

16.3.4.2.1 Applicability

Applies to the Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System (SGAHRS)
and related ýystems.

16.3.4.2.2 Objective

To assure adequate post shutdown core cooling capability if the normal
*nuclear steam supply heat sink is unavailable.

16.3.4.2.3 Specification

1. During normal reactor power operation (three loops) the SGAHRS
short-term and two SGAHRS long-term removal subsystems shall,
be operable. The operable short-term heat removal subsystems
must correspond to operable long-term subsystems.

2. During two loop reactor power operation the SGAHRS short-term
and two SGAHRS long-term heat removal subsystems shall be
operable. The operable long-term heat removal subsystem
must correspond to two operating heat transport loops.

3. 'During two loop and three loop reactor power-operation, the tur-
bind driven auxiliary feedwater pump may be taken out of service
for maintenance provided the emergency diesels are activated for
the two electrically driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. The two
feedwater pumps shall be tested for operability on both the normal
and emergency power supplies.

4. During two loop and three loop reactor power operation, one of
the electrically driven auxiliary feedwater pumps may be taken
out of service for maintenance provided the turbine driven auxil-
iary feedwater pump has been tested and shown to be operable and
the other electrically driven auxiliary feedwater pump has been
tested and shown to be operable with normal and emergency power

.supplies. The emergency diesel corresponding to the operable
ýpump must be operable.

5. During normal and two loop reactor power operation and during
standby operation, the protected water supply system shall be
operational, and the volume of water in the protected water
storage tank shall be greater than TBD gallons.

If the above specifications are not met, an orderly transition
to hot shutdown conditions shall be initiated.
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6. During periods of hot shutdown or refueling shutdown, PHTS and
IHTS temperatures shall not subsequently rise above the steady
state design temperature limit (See Sections 16.3.2 and 16.3.3,
respectively). This is assured by the following considerations:

a. At all times during plant shutdown periods, a minimum of 2
decay heat removal loops individually capable of removing
the full decay heat load shall be available. The two loops
may consist of two main HTS loops and their associated heat
dumps or 1 HTS loop and/or EDHRS.

b. At least one auxiliary feedwater pump in the short term
heat removal subsystem must be operable. The short term
heat removal subsystem must be available to supply.
makeup water to the operable long term heat removal sub-
system as required.

If the specification of Item Number 6 above 'is not met, the compo-
nents subjected to high temperatures shall be examined and evaluated for
.suitability for return to power operation.

16.3.4.2.4 Bases

During plant operation at least two of the three SGAHRS long-term
cooling circuits shall be operable to assure heat removal capability if one of
these loops suffers a fault which would interfere with its heat removal function.
The remaining loop(s) will be capable of removing the required heat load with-
out exceeding plant safety limits.,

The Protected Air Cooled Condensers (PACC) and piping connecting them
to the steam drum constitute the long term heat removal circuit. Each circuit
is uniquely associated with a steam drum. To assure redundant long-term cool-
ing, the two circuits associated with theoperating heat transport loops must
be available during two loop operation. Then, if one of the heat transfer
loops loses its ability to remove heat, the plant can be shutdown and decay
heat is removed by the remaining heat transfer loop with redundancy being pro-
vided by the Direct Heat Removal Service (DHRS)

The Auxiliary Feedwater System which supplies feedwater from the
Protected Water, Supply (PWS) to the:steam drum, in combination with the power
relief valves in the Steam Generator System, constitutes the short-term heat

Amend. 26
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removal circuit. The Auxiliary Feedwater System consists of three pumps and
..associated piping and.valves which permit delivering water to all or any combin-
ation of steam drums.. During, plant operation, this system shall be capable of
supplying feedwater to at least two steam drums to assure adequate removal of
decay heat and to avoid steam drum dry out if the normal feedwater supply is
interrupted.

During plant operation on two loops, only two short-term cooling
circuits are available since the third heat transport loop is not operating.
To assure redundant short termcooling, the two short-term:circuits associated.
with the'operating heat transport loops must be available.

During peri'ods of reactor shutdown, three independent decay heat
removal means must be available to provide redundancy in the unlikely event oneL of them becomes inoperable. Therefore, when the Direct Heat Removal Service,:
(OHRS) is not available, three main heat transport loops must be available for

6 long term decay heat removal. If DHRS is available then only two main heat
transport loops must be available. When decay heat is sufficiently low that
the long-term heat removal circuit(s) and/or DHRS-can maintain plant tempera-
tures steady or decreasing, then it is not necessary to. maintain active short.-

26 .term circuit(s). Short-term circuit(s) must be available to provide makeup
water if needed by active long-term circuit(s). This is done to.assure the
availability of cooling water to keep the long-term circuit(s) operating as
long as required.

During plant operation the protected source of water shall be available.
to the auxiliary feedwater pumps to guard against a loss of normal feedwater
accident. The protected water volume shall be greater than (TBD) in order to
provide an adequate supply for the short-term heat removal circuit venting and
to assure that the steam drums have adequate water inventory for long term
heat removal.

16.3.4.3 Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure Relief Subsystem (SWRPRS)

16.3.4.3.1 Applicability

Applies to the Sodium Water Reaction Pressure Relief Subsystem of the
Steam Generator System.

16.3.4.3.2 Objective

To assure overpressure protection for the Intermediate Heat Transport
System, Intermediate Heat Exchanger, and sodium side of the Steam Generator
System, and to limit the consequences of a sodium-water reaction by removing
the sodium reaction products, water, and steam from the effected components.

16.3.4.3.3 Specification

Any time there is water/steam on the tube side of the evaporator/
superheater and sodium on the shell side of the evaporator/superheater, the

F Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure Relief System (SWRPRS) shall be operational.

16.3-11 Amend. 26
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If the above specification is
corrective action within TBD hours, an
i n i ti a ted ,: a:nd -t he effected l oop s hal 1
prevent a. sodium-water reaction. The
HTS loops.in service at a power level
capabilities.

not met, or cannot be complied with by
orderly shutdown of the plant shall be
be placed in a conditiion such as to

-eactor may then be operated with two
commensurate with heat transport

('U

16.3.4.3.4 Basis

During all modes of plant operation, the sodium sidee pressure relief
systems must be fully operable for the operating heat transport loops. These
systems are required to limit the consequences of a water-toýsQdium leak in the
Steam Generator System and to-protect the Intermediate Heat.Exchanger, Inter-

.mediate Heat Transport Systems, and steam generator components from the result-
ing sodium Water reactions.

16.3.5 Auxiliary Liquid, Metal System

16.3.5.1 Applica-bility

This specification applies to radioactivity limits for operation of
the Auxiliary.Liquid ,Metal System.

16.3.5.2 Objective

To define radioactivity limits for normal operation and maintenance..
of the Ex.:vessel. Storage (EVS) Cooling Subsystem and :the ex-containment primary
sodium stora~ge syStem.

16.3.5.3 .:S'pecifi catioon

1. The activity of the EVS sodium shall not exceed the following
limits:

A. Inerted cell

1. Total plutonium activity - TBDcuries

2. Total gross ý-y activity - TBD curies

B. Deinerted cell

1. Total plutonium activity TBD curies

2. Total gross a-y. activity- TBD curies

C

2. The activity of the sodium transferred
shall not exceed the following limits:

to ex-containment storage

0
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A. Deinerted cell

1. Total plutonium activity - TBD curies

2. Total gross•-py activity - TBD curies

16.3.5.4 Bases

The bases for these specifications are the accidents analyzed and
reported in Chapter 15.6. In all cases, the limits assure compliance with
1OCFRIO0.

16.3.6 Inert Gas System Cover Gas Purification System

16.3.6.1 Purity of Gas

16.3.6.1.1 Applicability

Applies to the concentration of gaseous impurities in the recycle
argon (argon after processing by the RAPS).

.16.3.6.1.2 Objective

To define the maximum allowable concentration of impurities in the
argon to be supplied to the reactor and PHTS pump cover gas spaces.

16.3.6.1.3 Specification

(To be specified in the FSAR.)

16.3.6.2 Limiting Activity in the Radioactive Argon Processing System (RAPS)

16.3.6.2.1 Applicability

Applies to the inventory of the Radioactive Argon Processing System.

16.3.6..2.2 Objective

To define-the limiting activity in RAPS.

16.3.6.2.3 Specification

1i 1. The radioactive inventory in the RAPS cryostill shall not exceed
591491 TBD Ci.

2. If the above limit is exceeded an orderly shutdown of the plant
shall be initiated within TBD hours after this has been determined.

59

16.3.6.2.4 Basis

The specification is designed to limit the site boundary dose to con-
91491 form to lOCFRlO0, in the event of a RAPS cryostill rupture as described in

Chapter 15.7.2.

Amend. 5916.3-13 Dec. 1980



16.3.6.3 Cell Atmosphere-Oxygen Control

16.3.6.3.1 Applicability

This specification applies to the primary heat transfer cells and the
.EVS cooling system cells during normal operation.

16.3.6.3.2 Objective

To assure that accident'design limits in inerted cells are not
exceeded in the event of a large sodium spill because of a high oxygen concen-
tration in the cell atmosphere.

16.3.6.3.3 Specifications

1. If the oxygen level in the inerted cell atmosphere is greater than
2% or less than 0.5%, corrective action shall be implemented to
bring the level to within the. specifications.

2. If, after TBD hours-of corrective action, the oxygen level in the
inerted cells is not within specification, an orderly isolation, drain,

591 or cooldown of alkali metal inventory in the cell shall be initiated.

16.3.6.3.4 Basis

The upper limit of 2% oxygen is based on the allowable level developed0
in the accidents analyzed in Chapter 15.6.1.1 and 15.6.1.5. The lower level
of 0.5% is established to prevent nitriding.

16.3.7 Auxiliary Cooling System

16.3.7.1 Fuel Storage Heat Removal

16.3.7.1.1 Applicability

Applies to the limiting conditions for operation of the. spent fuel
storage facilities.

16.3.7.1.2 Objective

To ensure that no incident could occur during spent fuel storage that
would adversely affect the public.health and safety.

16.3.7.1.3 Specifications

Items a and c through f shall be continuously satisfied.

a. Two independent power supplies shall be available for spent fuel
storage facilities and their cooling systems when spent fuel
decay heat removal is required.

16.3-14
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b. All three (3) EVST heat removal systems shall be operable (capable of
removing up to TBD power) at the beginning of a refueling which will
Increase the decay power in the EVST to TBD. If one of the heat
removal systems becomes Inoperative durlng refueling, operations will
be suspended If the power level exceeds TBD or the Inoperative cooling
system Is not restored In TBD hours.

c. The EVST shall have at least two heat removal systems operable. Each
of the two systemsshall be capable of handling the maximum design
heat load: of 1800 kW. Prior to scheduled Inspection or routine
mai ntenance 'of any heat removal system the two remaining heat removal
systems shall be in operable condition. If during the Inspection or
maintenance period one of the two remaining heat removal systems
falls, the heat removal system undergoing scheduled inspection or
routine mai ntenance shal I be 'returned to :service within the time which
would be required for the EVST sodium to reach 7750 with no cooling.

i. The tw6o forced convection, normal, independent EVST sodium cooling
loops, shall not be-operated simultaneously, except when switching
trains. when the loop Is 'in operation, the other loop shal I be kept
:on standbywilthý its outlet valve closed.

e. Except when required for EVST cooling, the Isolation valve In the
l.ower EVST outlet iine: of loop 2 shall be locked closed.

f. Before an Inerted cell containing one of the EVST sodlum cool.ing loops
is. to bee -exposed to the RSB atmosphere, -the enclosed sodium cooling
Sloop shallI be Isol'ated from the EVST"and, If the sodium radioactivity

.concentrifatoionexceeds TBD p CI /CC, the.I oop wl1 I be dral ned.

g. Gool ant leve-lsin the EVST shall not be less than TBD.

.If any of the above limiting~conditions are not met, corrective action must be
Initiated to resolve the deficiency.

16.3.7.1.4: 136tzk

The first five speciflications In Section- 16.3.7.1.3 ensure equipment
redundancy for cooling spent fuel so that a single failure or an Initiating
event following a single failure cannot cause overheating of fuel.

Specification f. is required on the basis that a potential sodium spill. In the
EVST sodium cooling loop cell might result In radioactivity release with a
site boundary dose •exceeding one tenth of the IOCFR100 limits.

Specification g. ensures the the EVST storage vessel sodium level Is
maintained above the inlet lines to each of the three cooling systems even In
the event of a storage vessel rupture.

I
:)
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16.3.7.2 Fuel Handling. Heat Removal

16.3.7.2.1 Applicability

"Applies to the l]imiting conditions for operation .of. the ex-vessel
transfer machine (EVTM).

.16.3.7.2.2:,, Objective

To ensure that no incident could occur. duri~ng.,spent fuel handling
operations that would .adversely affect the public health and safety.

16.3.7.2.3 Specifications

The following conditions shall be continuously satisfied while the
20 EVTM is transferring spent fuel pr blanket assemblies.

a. Two independent power supplies shall be..available for the EVTM.

b. The EVTM shall have two heat removal systems operable, each
capable of removing 20 Kw of heat, before being used to handle
spent fuel.

c. The EVTM shall not be used to handletfueli assemblies from the
5.I reactor until their calculated decay heat is less than 20 kw.

;,If any.of the above•, limiting conditions are not met, corrective
action must be initiated to resolve the deficiency. No spent fuel or blanket
assemblies,. shal l ..be handled by the. EVTM before: the above conditions are
restored. However, any fuel or blanket assembly in the EVTM may be trans-.

20. ferred to the ENST or the reactor fuel transfer position, whichever is closer.

:16.3.7.2.`4 Bases

The first two specifications in Section 16.3.7.2.3 establish equipment
redundancy for cooling spent fuel so that a single failure cannot cause over-
heating of fuel. The last specification ensures that no fuel assembly is
handled with a decay heat exceeding the cooling capacity of the EVTM.-

16.3.7.3 Direct Heat Removal Service (DHRS).

16.3.7.3.1 Applicability

Applies to the Auxil:iary Liquid Metal Subsystem as related to the
Direct Heat Removal Service function.

26 •.• "
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16.3.7.3.2 Objective

To provide adequate long term post shutdown core cooling capability
for the remote case in which the normal nuclear steam supply heat sink and the
steam generator auxiliary heat removal systems cannot provide adequate heat
removal with sufficient redundancy.

16.3.7.3.3 Specification

1. During two loop reactor power operation, with the out of service
41 HTS loop unavailable for decay heat removal, the DHRS shall be J 39

capable of being brought into service within TBD hours after shut-

down. If this specification cannot be met, an orderly shutdown
of the core shall be initiated..

2. During periods of hot shutdown or refueling shutdown, reactor
vessel overflow temperatures shall not exceed the steady
state design temperature limit (Section 9.3.2.2.1). This
is assured by the operating considerations defined in Section

41 16.3.4.2.3. If this specification is not met, DHRS compo- I 39
nents subjected to the high temperatures shall be examined
and evaluated for suitability for return to power operation.

16.3.7.3.4, Basis

ben During plant operation on two loops, the D-RS shall be capable of 39
41 being brought into service within. TBD hours to assure continuous removal of

core decay heat in the event that one of the two operating heat transport.
loops are lost to decay heat removal. This is intended to assure that at
least two independent flow paths are available following the loss of a flow
path. 'This condition exists, if the out-of-service loop cannot be brought

.into service..in time to satisfy the safety function..

The DHRS utilizes the normally operating components of the Auxiliary 39
41 Liquid Metal Systems which includes two air blast heat exchangers associated

with the.EVST cooling subsystem. This circuit is sized to provide long term

41 cooling capability for the DHRS. 39

If the plant is shutdown with two main HTS loops available for decay
heat removal, the DHRS must be operable to guarantee an alternate heat removal I.39path if one of these loops is lost.

If the plant is shutdown with one main HTS loop available for decay
41 I heat removal, DHRS must be operated continuously to guarantee an alternate I 394 heat removal path if this single HTS loop should become inoperable.

Amend. 41
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.16.3.7.4 "Compartment .and Structural Cooling Systems

16.3.7.4.1 Applicability

This specification applies to the temperature limits of the gas in
inerted cells cooled by the Recirculating Gas Cooling System (RGCS) in relation
to cell liner and concrete temperatures.

16.3.7.4.2 Objective

To define the gas temperature limits for cells cooled by RGCS.

16.3.7.4.3 Specification

1. The cell gas temperature shall be maintained below 250'F.

2. If the cell gas temperature exceeds this temperature, the reactor
shall be shutdown and the primary coolant temperature will be
reduced to TBDOF.

16.3.7.4.4 Basis

The maximum cell temperature of 250'F is set 20'F below the value of
270'F from ASME "Proposed Standard Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels. and Con-
tainments" for abnormal loads.

16.3.7.5 Ultimate Heat Sink Train

16.3.7.5.1 Applicability

133 1ld Applies to the operation of the Emergency•Cooling Tower Structure,
the Emergency Plant Service Water System, and the Emergency Chilled
Water System.

16.3.7.5.2 Objective-

To define the conditions necessary to assure immediate avail-
ability of the Emergency Cooling Tower structure, the Emergency Plant

151 Service Water System, and the Emergency Chilled Water System.

16.3.7.5.3 Specification

The reactor shall not be made critical unless the following
conditions are satisfied.

A. Emergency Cooling Tower

1. The Emergency Cooling Tower Basin shall contain the
required water quantity for 30 days uninterrupted
operation of the Emergency Plant Service Water

33 System.
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!
2. .The two Emergency:Cooling Tower fans are operable.

3. The water temperature in the Emergency Cooling Tower Basin
is not higher than TBD.

B. Emergency Plant-Service Water. System (EPSW)

1. The EPSWSystem.pumps are operable.

2. The manual isolation valves provided, at all equipment served
by the EPSW system,: are in "locked open" position.

33 C. Emergency Chilled Water System (-ECHW)

1. The ECHW pumps are operable.

2. The ECHW system water chillers are operable.,.

3. The manual isolation valves' at the ECHW system chillers are
'in "locked open" position.

4. The manual isolation valves at the Air Conditioning System's
cool'ing coils and Unit Coolers cooling coils are 'in "locked
open" position.'

5. The automatic isolation valves separating the ECHW system
from the Normal Chilled Water System are tested and'proved
remotely operable. Normally, the valves shall be in.the
open position..

1.5

Amend. 43
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D. Conditions During Maintenance

Maintenance is allowed, during power operation of the plant, on any
I component(s) in the Emergency Plant Service Water and Safety Related

Chilled Water Systems which will not remove more than one
interrelated.train of all systems from service. Components shall not be
removed from service so that the affected system train is inoperable for more
than a specified period. If the system is not restored to meet the require-
ments of 16.3.7.5.3 within a specified time, the plant shall be placed in a
standby condition. If the requirements of Specification 16.3.7.5.3.. are not
met within an additional time period, the plant shall be placed in cold
Shutdown condition.

The time period indicated above, will be supplied in the FSAR.

The above conditions are subject to the following l imitations,:

33I

(a) A certain percentage of the Unit Coolers connected to the Emer-
gency Chilled Water. System. can be out-of-service for an extended:
period of time. -The permissibl.e number of unitcoolers and the
extended time period will be presented in the FSAR.

`) Prior to initiating maintenance on any of the components, the"
..duplicate (redundant) component shall .be tested to assure
operability.

16.3.7.5. 4 Bases

The requirements of Specification 16.3.7.5.3 assure that before the
reactor can be-made critical, adequate Safety Related features are operable.
Redundant equipment and piping are specified for the entire interrelated
Ultimate Heat Sink Train. However, only one train is required to supply ECHW "
.to the safety related equipment in the event of an accident.

The EPSW system is designed to remove the heat from the ECHW system chiller-,condensers, and from the standby Diesel Generator coolant heat exchanger".

The ECHW system is designed to remove heat from the control and
battery rooms., the Oiesel Generator Building, emergency chiller and switchgear
rooms, Steam Generator Building, Reactor Service .Building,. and the Reactor
Containment Building.

16.3-20 Amend. 33
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16.3.7.3.2 Objective

To provide adequate long term post shutdown core cooling capability
for the remote case in which the normal nuclear steam supply heat sink and the
steam generator auxiliary heat removal systems cannot provide adequate heat

:removal with sufficient redundancy.

16.3.7.3.3 Specification

1. During two loop reactor power operation, with the out of service
411 HTS loop unavailable for decay heat removal, the DHRS shall be I 39

capable of being brought-into service within TBD hours after shut-
down. If this specification cannot be met, an orderly shutdown
of the core shall be initiated.

2. During periods of hot. shutdown or refueling shutdown, reactor
vessel overflow temperatures shall not exceed the steady
state design temperature limit (Section 9.3.2.2.1). This
is assured by the operating considerations defined in Section

41 16.3.4.2.3. If this specification is not met, DHRS compo- . 39
41 nents subjected to the high temperatures shall be examined

and evaluated for sui.tability for return to power operation.

16,3.7.3.4 Basis

bn During plant operation on two loops, the DHRS shall be capable of 9I
41 being brought into service within TBD hours to assure continuous removal of

core decay heat in the event that one of the two operating heat transport.
loops are lost to decay heat removal. This is intended to assure that-at.least two independent flow paths are available following the loss of a flow

path. This condition exists if the out-of-service loop cannot be brought
into service in time to satisfy the safety function.

41 The DHRS utilizes the normally operating components. of the Auxiliary I 39
Liquid Metal Systems which includes two air blast heat exchangers associated
with the EVST cooling subsystem. This circuit is sized to provide long term

411 cooling capability for the DHRS. .. I 39

If the plant is shutdown with .two main HTS loops available for decay

41 heat removal, the DHRS must be operable to guarantee an alternate heat removal I 39
path if one o.f these loops is lost.

If the-plant is shutdown with one main HTS loop available for decay
41 I heat removal, DHRS must be operated continuously to guarantee an alternate 1 39

heat removal path if this single HTS loop should become inoperable.

Amend. 41Oct. 197716.3-17



0
16.3.7.4 Compartment and Structural Cooling Systems j.

16.3.7.4.1 Applicability

This specification applies to the temperature limits of the gas in
inerted cells cooled by the Recirculating Gas Cooling System (RGCS) in relation
to cell liner and concrete temperatures.

16.3.7.4.2 Objective

To define the gas temperature limits for cells cooled by RGCS.

16.3.7.4.3 Specification

1. The cell gas temperature shall be maintained .below 250'F.

2. If the cell gas temperature exceeds this temperature, the reactor
shall be shutdown and the primary coolant temperature will be
reduced to TBD°F.

16.3.7.4.4 Basis

3311 51

The maximum cell temperature of 250'F is set 20'F below the value of
270F from ASME "Proposed Standard Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Con-
tainments" for abnormal loads.

16.3.7.5 Ultimate Heat Sink Train

16.3.7.5.1 Applicability

Applies to the operation of the Emergency Plant Service Water System,
and the Emergency Chilled Water System.

16.3.7.5.2 Objective

To define the conditions necessary to assure immediate availability
of the Emergency Cooling Tower, the Emergency Plant Service Water System, and the
Emergency Chilled Water System.

16.3.7.5.3 Specification

The reactor shall not be made critical unless the following conditions
are satisfied.

010

151

33 00
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A. Emergency Plant Service Water System (EPSW)

33

1. The EPSW System pumps are operable.

2. All EPSW air blast heat exchangers required for safe shutdown

are available.

3. The manual isolation valves provided, at all equipment served
by the EPSW system, are in "locked open" position.

B. Emergency Chilled Water System (ECHW)

1. The ECHW pumps are operable.

2. The ECHW system water chillers are operable.

3. The manual isolation valves at the ECHW system chillers are
in "locked open" position.

4. The manual isolation valves at the Air Conditioning System's
cooling coils and Unit Coolers cooling coils are in "locked
open" position.

5. The automatic isolation valves separating the ECHW system
from the Normal Chilled Water System are tested and proved
remotely operable. Normally, the valves shall be in the
open position.

16.3-19 Amend. 33
Jan. 1977
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D. Conditions During Maintenance

Maintenance is allowed, during power operation of the plant, on any
;f component(s) in the ...Emergency Plant Service Water and Safety Related
*| Chilled Water Systems whichý. will not remove more than one

interrelated train of all systems from service. Components shall not be
removed from service so that the affected system train is inoperable for more
than a specified period. If the system is not restored to.meet the require-
ments of 16.3.7.5.3 within a specified time, the plant shall be placed in a
standby condition. If the requirements of Specification 16.3.7.5.3 are not
met within an additional time period, the plant shall be placed in cold
shutdown condition..

The time period indicated above, will be supplied in the FSAR.

The above conditions are subject to the following limitations:

331

(a) A certain percentage of the Unit Coolers connected to the Emer-
gency Chilled Water System can be out-of-service for an extended
period of time. The permissible number of unit coolers and the
extended time period will be presented in the FSAR.

() Prior to initiating maintenance on any of the components, the
duplicate (redundant) component shall be tested'to assure
operability.

16.3.7.5.4 Bases

The requirements of Specification 16.3.7.5.3 assure that before the
reactor can be made critical, adequate Safety Related features are operable.
Redundant equipment and piping are specified for the entire interrelated
Ultimate Heat Sink Train. However, only one train is required to supply ECHW
to the safety related equipment in the event of an accident.

31 The EPSW system is designed to remove the heat from the ECHW system chiller-condensers, and from the standby Diesel Generator coolant heat exchanger.

The ECHW system is designed to remove heat from the control and
battery rooms, the Diesel Generator Building, emergency chiller and switchgear
rooms, Steam Generator Building, Reactor Service Building, and the Reactor
Containment Building.

16.3-•20 Amend. 33
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I The Chilled Water System is designed to remove heat from the
151

EVST E. M. pumps and components, Fuel Handling Cell and reactor makeup pumps.

When'the plant is operating, maintenance is allowed-per Sections B, C,
D, and E which assure operability of the duplicate components. The specified
maintenance down time is the maximum time period that can be allowed, consider-
ing the absence of redundancy in one of the Ultimate Heat Sink Trains. An
allowable maintenance period may be utilized if the operability of equipment
redundant to that removed from service is demonstrated immediately prior to
removal. Operability of the specified components shall be based on the result
of testing.

16.3.8 Containment Integrity

16.3.8.1 Applicability

16.3.8.2 Objective

To define the status of the containment required to ensure no undue
risk to the health and safety of the public.

16.3.8.3 Specification

Containment integrity (as defined in 16.1.8) shall not be violated
unless the reactor is sub-critical by at least 4% Ak/k, and the inlet coolant
temperature is less than TBD°F.

) 16.3.8.4 Basis

The circumstances under which a violation of containment is permissible
*are chosen such that the remaining provisions available to prevent a release of
radioactivity can be relied upon to perform their function. Thus, by maintain-
ing the reactor in a shutdown condition, the control system will provide suffi-
cient assurance that excessive radioactivity releases can be prevented. The
value of 4% Ak/k is consistent with the discussion in 16.3.10.4
($11.0 subcritical).

16.3.9 Auxiliary Electrical System

16.3.9.1 Applicability

Applies to the availability of electric power for operation of plant
auxiliaries and to the availability of electric power required for safe shut-
down of the plant.

16.3.9.2 Objective

ý.To define those conditions of electric power availability necessary to
provide for safe power operation and to provide for the continuing availability
of Safety Related Class 1E equipment.

16.3-21 Amend. 15
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16.3.9.3 Specification.

1. The. reactor shall not be made critical unless all of the following
conditions are satisified:

a. Two independent offs.ite power sources shall be available from
the reserve station service switchyard and capable of provid-
ing power supplies, to the Class IE buses.

b. Both diesel generators are operable, with sufficient on-site
fuel supply for seven days of continuous full load operation.
of both diesel generators.

c. All Class iE 4.16-KV buses and 480-V buses are energized. .137

d. All 125 Volt and 250 Volt DC Station Batteries are operable
and at full charge, each with an operable charger.

e. All 120 V vital AC instrumentation and control power supply
buses are energized.

f. Power to the Reactor Shutdown System, the Containment Isola-
tion System, SGAHRS, and diesel loading system are energized.

2. During reactor power operation or the return to power-from
standby conditions, the availability of the auxiliary electric
system shall be as specified above except as amended by one ofthe fol lowi ng :

a. Operation of the plant may be permitted for up to seven days
with only one source of offsite power available from the
reserve-station switchyard, provided that both diesel genera-
tors are demonstrated to be operable daily.

b. Operation of the plant may be permitted for up to seven days
with one diesel generator out of service provided that:

1. Two independent sources of offsite power are available
from the reserve station-service switchyard.

2. The redundant diesel generator is determined to be oper-
able daily.

3. All Class IE equipment of the redundant load group is
operable.

c. Operation of the plantmay.be permitted for up to seven days37 -KV bus or one Class 1E 480-V bus outwith one Classi E 4.16redundan deel gEnertor bso•of service provided that the redundant diesel generator is

determined to be operable daily and redundant equipment is
available to assure safe shutdown of the reactor under postu-
lated accident conditions.

Amend. 37
March 1977
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d. Operation of the plant may be permitted for up to seven days
with one Station battery out of service provided the battery
chargers and the other batteries remain operable with the
battery charger, which i.s associated with the failed battery,
carrying the DC load in its subsystem. However, if the loss
also results in the loss of DC power for controlling the

371 Class lE 4 .1 6 -KV and 480-V buses or for diesel generator
field, the requirement of (c) above shall apply.

e. In the event two diesel generators are inoperable, a plant

shutdown shall be initiated within two hours.

16.3.9.4 Basis

The electrical system is designed so that no single failure can impair
the ability of the system to supply sufficient power to the Engineered Safety
Features equipment required for. plant safety under all conditions of operation
or postulated accidents. The Engineered Safety Feature equipment is divided
.into redundant load groups, either of which is capable of safely shutting down
the plant.

The offsite power system provides a reliable source of AC power to
the plant. .The system consists of the preferred.AC power supply and the
.reserve AC power supply. The preferred AC power supply provides two connec-
tions to the TVA 161-kV grid. The reserve AC power supply provides two
physicallyseparate connections to the TVA 161-kV grid. All four'of these
grid sources are continuously energized and any one of them can supply the..
:plant auxiliary distribution system to facilitate and maintaina safe plant
shutdown,

37 .'Power for each of the Class lE load groups is distributed by a 4,16-KV
.switchgear, 480-V load centers and 480-V motor control centers.

Two diesel generators are provided as standby power supplies for the
371 two 4.16-KVyClass.lE buses. . They are automatically started by a bus under-

voltage condition as described in Section 8.3. Each generator is capable of
supplying all the loads of one Class lE load group. Both diesel generators
have-sufficient onsite fuel supply for seven days continuous full load opera-
tion. Sufficient maintenance and test procedures ensure that power for the
.Class KE loads is always available during and after any design basis event.

Control power for each of the redundant Class 1E load groups and
associated standby power supplies is fed from separate Class l.E DC power
suppl 1 es.

.. One redundant Class 1E, DC power supply or standby AC power supply
may be taken out of service for TBD hours to permit maintenance, repjr and
testing.

Amend. 37
March 1977
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16.3.10 Refueling

16.3.10.1 Applicability

Applies to the limiting conditions for operation of the Reactor Re-
fueling System (RRS) equipment and facilities, and to refueling operations.

16.3.10.2 Objective

To ensure that during refueling operations, core reactivity is within
controlled limits and to ensure that the release of radioactivity from the con-
tainment or RSB in the event of a fuel handling accident is within the limits
,of 10CFR20 and IOCFR100.

16.3.10.3 Specification

16.3.10.3.1 The following conditions shall be continually satisfied while the
Reactor Refueling System (RRS) equipment and facilities are operating.

441 a. The EVST and FHC gas activities shall be less than TBD
pCi/cc, and TBD pCi/cc, respectively.'

591 b. The railroad doors into the hardened portion of the
RSB shall be closed and shall remain closed during the foll owing
conditions:

(1) When the EVTM is transferring irradiated core fuel
assemblies;

(2) When irradiated core.fuel assemblies are handled in the.FHC
44 or are being inserted into the spent fuel shipping cask.

If the above limiting conditions are not met, corrective action shall
be taken to resolve the deficiency. No EVTM mating operation shall be initiated
to the EVST or FHC if the respective gas activity is higher than specified.

16.3.10.3.2 The following conditions shall be met before initiating refueling
operations involving the reactor.

a. The reactor shall be maintained in the Refueling Shutdown Con-
dition as defined in Section 16.1.1.

b. The primary pump main circuit breakers shall be racked out and
tagged.

c. During any movement of fuel within the core, a licensed operator
shall be present in the Refueling Communication Center or the
IVTM mezzanine.

5d. All refueling system equipment required for the refueling
operations shall be checked out and verified to be
operational.

Amend. 598Dec. 1980



591 e. The primary and secondary control rod'drive mechanisms shall be
disconnected from the control assemblies and the UIS raised and

1y51 pinned. Prior to movement of the large rotating plug, a verifi-
cation shall be made that all control rods.-are disconnected from
their drive line assemblies.

591 f. The reactor cover gas activity shall be less than 2.2 iCi/cc.

4 Y. The IVTM limit switch which precludes premature release of fuel
591 and blanket assemblies shall be set less than 1.38 inches above

the fully seated position as indicated in Figure 9.1-16B. 11' 116

If any of the above specified limiting conditions are not met, the
refueling shall not be initiated.

16.3.10.3.3 The following conditions shall be met during refueling operations
involving the reactor.

a. Direct communications among personnel in the plant control
59 ruurr at the IVTM control console, and in the refueling communications

center shall exist whenever changes in core geometry or fuel transfers
are taking place.

Sb. All three source range flux monitor (SRFM) channels shall be
operating with any fuel assemblies in the core. If.any one of
the channels fails, operations in progress to transfer fuel into
or out. of the reactor core shall be stopped or-reversed to place
-the reactor in a safe hold point configuration until the defective

-1 channel is restored to operation.

The Source Range Flux Monitoring System (SRFM) trip
points will be set at signal levels equivalent to a subcriticality

51 of TBD for the first core and TBD for the equilibrium core.

If the trip points are exceeded, the refueling operation must be
stopped immediately and a determination made as to the cause of
the reactivity anomaly.

c. During refueling operations, not more than two vacant positions
in the coremay exist at any one time. These vacant positions
may not be adjacent to each other.

If any of the specified limiting conditions for refueling are not met.,
refueling shall cease until the specified limits are met, and no operations will
be initiated which may increase the reactivity of the core beyond the reactivity
resulting from normal temperature fluctuations within the refueling temperature
dead band.

16.3.10.3.4 Following refueling operations involving the reactor, the following
conditions shall be met prior to reactor startup.

Amend. 59
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a. The reactor rotating plugs shall be secured and their drive power
sources physically disconnected.

b. The refueling hatch between the RSB and the RCB shall be closed
and leak tested.

16.3.10.3.5 The following conditions shall be met before initiating fuel handl-
ing or shipping operations in the FHC.r.

Both FHC cooling grapple blowers, both argon cooling system trains,
the dynamic seals, and the FHC radiation monitors, shall be checked
and verified to be operational.

If the above specified limiting condition is not met, FHC fuel handl-
ing or shipping operations shall not be initiated.

16.3.10.3.6 The following leak rate tests shall be performed at periodic
intervals.

a. The EVTM shall be leak rate tested at 11 psig. The leak rate
shall not exceed 1 vol. % per day.

b. The FHC shall be leak rate tested at -3 inches water-gauge. The
leak rate shall not exceed 0.14 vol.. % per day.

If the abovelimiting conditions are not met, correction action shall
be taken to resolve the deficiency. No EVTM or FHC operations involving irradi-
ated core assemblies shall be initiated if the respective leak rates are higher
than specified.

16.3.10.4 Bases

The respective limits in Section 16.3.10.3.1 are established on the
basis that if either amount of activity was all released instantaneously into
the RSB operating area, the radiation dose at the site boundary would be less
than the limits of 1OCFR20 (Annual).

59'

591

44

Immediately prior to refueling, Section 16.3.10.3.2 lists the condi-
tions which must be satisfied. Item a is based on permissible core
shutdown levels. Item b is written to prevent the operation of
the primary pumps during refueling and Item c is intended to assure that proper
supervision will exist during movement of fuel within the core. Items d and e

59 are written to prevent unexpected movement of core components during refueling
which could affect core reactivity. Item f is intended to control the release

44 ofradioactivityto the atmosphere. The level specified in Item f is based on
the premise that if this amount of activity was all released instantaneously
into the RCB operating area, the radiation dose at the site boundary would notI exceed the limits of IOCFR20 (Annual) and the airborne radiation dose in the

441 RCB would be below the quarterly IOCFR20 limits for restricted areas. Item g
44 is intended to prevent dropping of a core assembly or insertion of a core

9 assembly into an incoorrect position.

(1

AMend. 59
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) The specifications of Section 16.3. 10.3.3 during refueling establish
control of the operation. During any subcritical operation other than the
intentional approach to critical, the SRFM must provide a warning to the
operator and thereby assure that the reactor does not approach criticality
any closer than that level from which criticality could be attained by the
worst single refueling error with adequate margin for the associated un-
certainties. The minimum shutdown reactivity requirement during refueling
is based on this criterion. An alarm will sound in the control room if the

51 minimum shutdown requirement, describel, above, is violated.

Shuffling of blanket assemblies cannot be done without temporarily
leaving open two core positions. If two adjacent core assemblies are removed,
the resulting misalignment could exceed the design value, so that a new core
assembly or an assembly to be reinserted could either not be inserted or be in-
serted in the wrong position. Item c of Section 16.3.10.3.3 is written to prevent
this event. Note•, however, that shuffling is not part of'the cui`rent fuel
management scheme, but is only a capability provided for any future fuel

59 management scheme.

591 The specifications in Section 16.3.10.3.4 are written to assure that modi-
fications made to accommodate the refueling are corrected before reactor startup.

The specification of Section 16.3.10.3.5 is mainly intended to ensure
spent fuel cooling capability of the FHC to prevent potential fission gas acti-
vity release resulting from overheating of fuel pins. In addition, proper per-
formance of inflatable and dynamic seals will be checked as a further backup
of 16.3.10.3.6 b for maintaining a low leakage cell. Operational checkout of
FHC radiation monitors is required to ensure that the limits of 16.3.10.1.a
will not be exceeded.

The specifications of Section 16.3.10.3.6 are intended to control the
release of radioactivity to the atmosphere as a consequence of the respective
design basis accidents.

The maximum leakages specified in Section 16.3.10.3.6 Items a and b
are determined by the activities of the highest power fuel assemblies handled
by the EVTM and in the FHC which, if released to the RSB operating area and
subsequently to the site boundary, at the specified leak rate, would be less

44 than the limits of IOCFR20 (Annual).

Amend. 59
Dec. 1980
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16.3.11 Effluent Release

16.3.11.1 Liquid Waste

16.3.11.1.1 Applicability

Applies to the liquid radioactive effluents from the radioactive waste
system to the environment.

16.3.11.1.2 Objective

To assure that liquid radioactive material released to the environment
is kept as low as practicable and, in any event, is within the limits of
IOCFR20.

16.3.11.1.3 Specification

1. If the experienced release of radioactive materials in the liquid
wastes, within a calendar quarter period, is such that these
quantities, if continued for a year, would exceed twice the design
objectives, the following actions will betaken:

a) An investigation shall be made to identify the causes for such
releases.

b) A program shall be defined and initiated to reduce such
releases to within thedesign values.

2. The release rate of radioactive materials in liquid waste from
the plant shall be controlled, by in-line monitoring, such that
the concentration in thecooling tower blowdown will not exceed
the concentrations specified in IOCFR20.106.

3. All radioactivity liquid effluents released from the plant shall

be reported in accordance with 16.6.7.B.

16.3.11.1.4 Basis

Liquid effluent release rate will be controlled in terms of the con-
centration in the discharge tunnel containing cooling tower blowcown. This
basis assures that even if a person obtained all of his daily water from such
a source, the resultant dose would not exceed that specified in 1OCFR20.
Since no such use of the discharge tunnel is made and considerable natural
dilution occurs prior to any location where such water usage could occur, this
assures that offsite doses from this source will be far less than the limits
specified in IOCFR20.

In addition to the sampling and analysis of each batch prior to dis-
charge, a radiation monitor on the radioactive waste discharge line and a
sampler in the discharge tunnel give further assurance that annual average

h discharge concentration is kept within the specified limits.

16.3-27
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16.3.11.2 Gaseous Waste

16.3i11.2.1 A] 1licability -•

Applies to the release of radioactive gaseous effluents from design
release points.

16.3.11.2.2 Objective

To assure that the amount of radioactivity released as low as is reasonably

achievable and will result in site boundary doses which are below 1OCFR50,

Appendix J1 limits.

16.3.11.2.3 Specification

1. Radioactive gases released from design release points shall be continuously
monitored and/or sampled such that the total release can be quantified.

59
2. The effluent monitor for CAPS shall be operable and capable of

alarming when radioactivity is detected at a maximum pre-set

concentration of TBD vCi/cc.
59

3. The effluent monitor for undefined mixtures from the exhaust of
radwaste area of the Reactor Service Building shall be operable
and capable of. alarming when radioactivity is detected at a level
corresponding to (TBD) percent of the maximum permissible radio-
nuclide concentrations given in 1OCFR20,

4. The effluent monitor for undefined mixtures from the reactor ser-
vice area (RSB) exhaust shall be operable and capable of alarming
when radioactivity is detected at a level corresponding to
(TBD) percent of the maximum permissible radionuclide concentra-
tions given in IOCFR20 for unrestricted areas.

5. The effluent monitor for undefined mixtures from the Intermediate
Bay exhuast shall be operable and capable of alarming when radio-
activity is detected at a level corresponding to (TBD) percent of,
the maximum permissible radionuclide concentrations given in
IOCFR20 for unrestricted areas.

6. The effluent monitor for undefined mixtures from the T~rbine
Generator Building exhaust shall be operable and capable of
alarming when tritium activity is detected at a level correspond-
ing to (TBD) percent of the maximum permissible concentration
given in lOCFR20for unrestricted areas.

7. In the event of an alarm due to high radioactivity in the
effluent of a design discharge point, appropriate action will be
taken as defined (to be supplied in FSAR).

Amend. 59
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• -. If an effluentmonitor is inoperable, appropriate action will be
inr,tiiat.pe and bP in effect until the monitor is restored to

operational status (action to be defined in -SARJ.

9. If the quantities of radioactive material released during any
semi-annual period are significantly above design objectives,
the CRBRP shall:

1) Make an investigation to identify the causes of such releases.
2) Define and. initiate a program of correctiveaction.

16.3.11.2.4 Basis

Dose rate estimates have been .made for the CRBRP design release points
for. off-normal occurences. Based on .these calculations, release of activity at
the alarm limits will result in an off-site annual dose-rate which will not
exceed (.TBD) mr/yr, well below 1OCFR20 limits. Estimates of the activity inven-
tory assume failed fuel conditions described in Section. 11.3. "

16.3.11.3 HVAC and Radioactive Effluents

16.3.11.3.1 Applicabibility

Applies to the release of radioactive effluents through the HVAC
exhausts.

16.3.11.3.2 Objective

To assure that radioactivity released to the environment is kept as
low as practicable and, in any event, is within the limits of 1OCFR20
guidelines.

To assure that the release of radioactivity to unrestricted areas
meet the "as low as practicable" concept, the following design objective
applies:

a). The release rate of radioactive isotopes, averaged over.a yearly
interval except for halogens and particulate radioisotopes with
half-lifes greater than 8 days, discharged from the plant, should
not exceed:

Qi 3
1 <800 m3/sec

1(MPG)

where Q is the annual average release rate (Ci/sec) of radio-
isotope i and (MPC)i in Ci/cc is defined for isotope i in
column 1, Table II of Appendix B to 1OCFR20.

16.3.11.3.3 Specification

1) The instantaneous release rate of radioactive isotopes, discharged
from the plant, shall not exceed:

Q. 3
" < 40,000 m /sec

*~(MPC).

where Qi and (MPC)i are as defined above. Amend. 59
~Dec. 1980



2a) The gaseous and particulate activity of the potentially contami-
nated HVAC discharge paths shall be monitored and recorded along
with the corresponding effluent flow rates.

2b) Radiation monitors as required in 16.3.11.3.3-2a above shall be
operable and capable of detecting a-composite radioactivity release
rate less than the design objective rate.

2c) Whenever any of the radiation monitors are inoperable, grab
samples shall be taken in the affected discharge path and
analyzed.

3) When the annual projected release rate of radioactivity, averaged
over a calendar quarter, exceeds the annual objective, corrective
action shall be taken to reduce such release rates to below the
objective rate and/or orderly shutdown of the reactor shall be
initiated.

4) When the instantaneous release rate or radioactivity exceeds twice
the design objective rate, the licensee shall identify the cause
of such release rates, initiate action to reduce such release
rates to below the objective rate.

16.3.11.3.4 Basis

The specifications provide reasonable assurance that the resulting
annual exposure rate from noble gases at any location at the site boundary will
not exceed 10 millirems per year. At the same time, these specifications per-
mit the flexibility of operation, under unusual operating conditions, which
may temporarily result in releases higher than the design levels but well
below the concentration limits of IOCFR20.

The release rate stated in the objective sets the concentration of
radioisotopes, except for halogens and particulate radioisotopes with half-
lives greater than eight days, at less than 2% of lOCFR, Part 20 requirements
at the site boundary (<10 mrem per year).

Specification (1) requires the licensee to limit the release of all
radioisotopes such that concentrations at the site boundary are less than the
levels specified in 1OCFR20.

Specification (2) requires that suitable equipment to monitor radio-
active releases are operating during any period these releases are taking
pl ace.

Specification (3) establishes an upper limit for the quarterly average
releaserate for noble gases equal to the annual.design rate. The intent of
this specification is to permit the licensee the flexibility of operation
under unusual operating conditions which may result in short-term release
higher than the annual objective rate.
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Specification (4) requires the licensee to initiate action to reduce
instantaneous release rates to the annual design level whenever the measured
release rate exceeds twice the annual design rate. The intent of this speci-
fication is to require the licensee to control and report short-term releases
that exceed the annual design rate.

16.3.12 Reactivity and Control Rod Limits

16.3.12.1 Shutdown Reactivity

16.3.12.1.1 Applicability

Applies to the minimum control rod reactivity worth of the primary
and secondary control rod systems.

16.3.12.1.2 Objective

To ensure reactor shutdown from any operating power condition to zero
power following reactor scram using either the primary or secondary control
rod system.

16.3.12.1.3 Specification

1. Control rod bank insertion limits for the primary and secondary
control rod systems are TBD.

2. If any of the above conditions are not met, an orderly shutdown
of the plant shall be initiated.

16.3.12.1.4 Basis

The primary control rod bank limits assure sufficient worth at all
times in the reactor cycle, assuming the failure of any single active component
(i.e., a stuck rod), to shutdown the reactor from any operating condition to
zero power and to maintain shutdown over the full range of design coolant tem-
peratures. Allowance has been made for the maximum reactivity fault associated
with any anticipated occurrence.

The secondary control rod limits assure sufficient worth at all times
in the reactor cycle, assuming the failure of any single active component
(i.e., a.stuck rod), to shutdown the reactor from any operating condition to
600'F. Allowance has been made for the maximum reactivity fault associated
with any anticipated occurrence.

The reactivity fault allowance is included in the requirements on both
control systems in place of a specific subcritical shutdown margin. The maxi-
mum reactivity fault is postulated to occur upon the accidental uncontrolled
withdrawal (not ejection or drop-out) of the highest worth control rod in the
reactor from its fully inserted position. Thus, if the faulted rod withdrawal
is initiated from a partially withdrawn position, or the fault does not exist,
substantial subcritical shutdown margin exists.
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16.3.12.2 Rod Axial Misalignment Limitations

16.3.12.2.1 Applicability. c..
Applies to the limits on the deviation of an. individual control rod in

a. bank from the average bank position.

16.3.12.2.2 Objective

To ensure that the minimum scram performance requirements are met and
to prevent distortions in the core power distributions due. to.the axial mis-
alignment of control rods in a bank, in the power range exceeding 5 percent of
full power.

16.3.12.2.3 Specification

If an operable primary control rod is axially misaligned from its
bank, as indicated by the Rod Position Indicators, by more than TBD inches, it
will be realigned within TBD minutes. If the realignment cannot be accomplished
within the specified time, the rod shall be declared as inoperable (16.3.12.4).

16.3.12.2.4 Basis

The rod axial misalignment specification is intended to preclude
excessive distortions in the radial power distributions and. to assure that the
minimum scram performance requirements are met.

16.3.12.3. Inoperable Rod Position Indicator

16.3.12.3.1 Applicability

Applies to the rod position indicating systems.

16.3.12.3.2 Objective

To provide indication of rod position to the operator during plant
operations.

16.3.12.3.3 Specification

During operation of the reactor, either the absolute or~the relative
rod position indication system for, each rod that is manuevered during opera-
tion must be operational. Failure of both systems requires reactor shutdown
(.not scram). Restart can be undertaken only after the absolute Rod Position
Indication system is restored to operational status.

16.3.12.3.4 Basis

Rod position indication is required to provide information on correct
banking of the control rods. Correct banking assures that the appropriate
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scram reactivity characteristics are met. The rod position indication systems
provide the basic input to this-banking determination. Sustained operation
with both relative and absolute position indication systems inoperable for any
rod that is to be maneuvered is not permissible.

16.3.12.4 Inoperable Rod Limitations

16.3.12.4.1 Applicability

Applies to the control rods of the primary and secondary system.

16.3.12.4.2 Objective

To assure safe shutdown and control capability at all times for the
reactor.

16.3.12.4.3 Specification

1. A rod is defined to be inoperable if, in the course of normal
operations, the rod fails to respond normally to a design command.

2. If an operable rod, with the exception of the four secondary rods,
is within TBD inches of fully inserted, the reactormay be oper-
ated at a power level not greater than TBD percent of full rated
power for not more than TBD hours.

3. If the inoperable rod is located at a position other than within
TBD inches of fully inserted, corrective action shall be taken to
determine the cause of the malfunction and correct it. If after
TBD hours, the inoperable rod has not been restored to an oper-
ating status, an orderly shutdown of the reactor shall be
initiated.

16.3.12.4.4 Basis

Operation of the reactor with a rod within TBD inches of fully inserted
does not compromise the shutdown capability or rate of reactivity insertion
during a scram. However its affect on local and general power distribution
requires a limit on the power level and time at power.

For a rod inoperable at some other position, the primary and secondary
control systems each have the capability to safely shutdown the reactor with a
single stuck rod in each system. However, this capability is provided to
accomodate the unexpected event, and is not intended as an operating condition.
Time is provided to repair an inoperable rod condition to avoid unnecessary
plant shutdown. However, if the condition cannot be relieved promptly, the
plant must be shutdown.
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16.3.12.5 Rod Drop Time

16.3.12.5.1 Applicability

Applies to all control rods at all operating temperatures.

16.3.12.5.2 Objective

To assure prompt operation of all control rods.

16.3.12.5.3 Specification

For all operating temperatures and flow rates, the drop time of each
control rod shall be less than-TBD seconds from tripping of the Plant Protec-.
tion System Logic to dashpot or damper entry.

16.3.12.5.4 Basis

The allowable control rod system insertion times from start of rod
motion for all operating conditions are presented in Section 4.2.3.1.3 and are
consistent with safe operation of the plant. The delay between tripping of
Plant Protection System logic and start of rod motion is required to be less
than 0.1 seconds, consistent with plant safety. The maximum time specified is
the sum of the delay time and insertion time.

This requirement is preliminary and represents the maximum insertion
time'allowed to assure that the allowable damage severity limits are not
exceeded for all design basis transients. Iterative transient evaluations
such as in Chapter 15 of this PSAR have led to the specified minimum insertion
rates. Anticipated transients such as the loss of off-site power have been
particularly influential in establishing this requirement.

This requirement is to be satisfied under all potential control rod
positions within the design limits established and within worst case positional
uncertainties for banked primary system control rods. The delay time of
0.1 sec. is specified for consistency with the insertion speeds. Potential
tradeoffs between the delay time and insertion speed requirements may be made
while assuring that the overall insertion speed requirements are met. This
specification is. not intended to require rod drop testing during'power
operation.

16.3.13 Plant Protection System

16.3.13.1 Applicability

Applies to the equipment included as part of the Plant Protection
System.

16.3.13.2 Objective

To assure operability of the Plant Protection System.
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16.3.13.3 Specification

During all operations requiring PPS action, the following conditions
for operability of the PPS shall be met:

1. At least two instrument channels of each subsystem shall be
operational. If one channel is inoperative, the comparator out-
put of that channel shall be in the tripped state.

2. At least two logic trains shall be operational. For the primary
and secondary shutdown systems where 3 logic trains are provided,
the logic output shall be in the tripped state if that logic
train is inoperable.

3. Where on-line testing disrupts the capability of the element to
initiate channel trip, the output of the channel shall be placed
in the tripped mode whenthat channel is placed in the test mode
and the detector is disconnected.

4. The manually instated bypasses for infrequent operating modes

shall be properly configured.

16.3.13.4 Basis

For all operating conditions, the PPS provides sufficient redundancy
to tolerate a single failure without affecting the ability of the PPS to initi-
ate appropriate protective action. Specifications 1-3 assure that suitable
redundancy is preserved even if single element failures occur during test
operations. Since certain bypasses are provided for infrequent operations,
such as two loop operation, which are not automatically taken out, it is
necessary to assure that these bypasses are configured properly for the current
operations. Verification of trip settings prior to startup after refueling
provides assurance that PPS performance meets the specifications of 16.2.2.
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TABLE 16.3.2.1 .1

PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM LIMITING
TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES

Pressure
System Section/Component (psig)

Reactor Outlet to Pump Inlet 30

Pump Tank and Suction 30

Pump Discharge to IHX 200

IHX Shell Side 200

IHX to Reactor Inlet 200

Check Valve 200

Temperature(OF)

101 5

1015

1015

775

775

Amend. 41
Oct. 197716.3-36



TABLE 1.6.3.3.1.1

INTERMEDIATE HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM LIMITING
TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES

Pressure
System Section/Component (psig)

Hot Leg Piping 325

Cold Leg Piping 325

IHX Tubes 325

Fl owmeter 325

Pump 325

Expansion Tank 325

0

Temperature..OF).

965

775

1015

775

7,75

775

0
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16.4 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

16.4.1 Operational Safety Review

16.4.1.1 Applicability

Applies to equipment directly related to Safety Limits and Limting
Conditions for Operations.

16.4.1.2 Objective

To specify the minimum frequency and type of surveillance to be
applied to plant .equipment and conditions.

16.4.1.3 Specification

(To be supplied in the FSAR.)

16.4.2 Reactor Coolant System Surveillance

16.4.2.1 In-Service Inspection

16.4:.2 i .1 Applicability

Applies to in-service inspection of the HTS and SGS system.

16.4.2.1.2 Objective

To insure the integrity of the HTS over the life of the plant.

16.4.'2.1.-3 Specifications

(To be supplied in the FSAR.)

16.4.2.2 Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System

16.4.2.2.1 Applicability

Applies to the surveillance of the Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat
Removal System (SGAHRS) and related systems.

16.4.2.2.2 Objective

To establish the surveillance requirements necessary to assure SGAHRS
operability and early detection of system degradation.

16.4.2.2.3 Specification

1. The active components of the SGAHRS shall be operationally tested
4 times per year.
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A 2. The components of the SGAHRS with the exception of the protected
air cooled condenser shall be visually inspected 4 times per
year. Additional details of the required surveillance will be
provided in the FSAR.

16.4.2.2.4 Bases

The primary purpose of the SGAHRS is to provide an alternate heat
removalpath for reactor decay heat and primary and intermediate system stored

heat in the event that the normal nuclear steam supply and condensate system
or normal feedwater system not be available. The SGAHRS is a safety system
which must operate when called upon. Accordingly, the SGAHRS will be tested
and inspected periodically to assure:

1. The structural and leaktight integrity of the components,

2. The operability and the performance of the active components, and

3. To the extent possible, the operability of each complete system,
and under conditions as close to design as practical, the per-
formance of the full operational sequence that brings the systems
into operation for reactor shutdown and following postulated
accidents, including operation of applicable portions of the pro-
tection system and the transfer between normal and emergency
power sources.

16.4.2.3 Sodium Water Reaction Pressure Relief Subsystem (SWRPRS)

16.4.2.3.1 Applicability

Applies to the surveillance of the Sodium Water Reaction Pressure
Relief Subsystem.

16.4.2.3.2 Objective

To establish the surveillance requirements necessary to assure
operability of SWRPRS.

16.4.2.3.3 Specification

1. The Sodium Water Reaction Pressure Relief System (SWRPRS) activa-
tion sensor will be functionally tested at (TBD) intervals.
TBD sensors must be available to initiate plant shutdown.

2. The atmosphere within the SWRPRS piping will be monitored at
(TBD) intervales to verify that the oxygen content is less than
(TBD) percent.

3. The nitrogen pressure within SWRPRS piping and components will be
monitored at TBD intervals to verify that it is between TBD psi
and TBD psi. Additional details of the required surveillance
will be provided in the FSAR.
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4. The space between the two rupture discs is continuously monitored
by sodium leak detection sensors and instrumentation. If the
inboard disc is leaking, this disc must be replaced at the next
shutdown provided TBD days are not exceeded. If another disc leak
is detected in any of the remaining rupture discs in the plant, an
immediate shutdown is initiated.

If the specification of items 1, 2, or 3 above are not met, an
orderly transition to hot shutdown conditions shall be initiated.

If the specification of item no. 4 is not met, the affected rupture
disc assembly shall be replaced at the next shutdown provided TBD days are not
exceeded. Otherwise, shutdown and correction must be initiated after TBD days.

16.4.2.3.4 Bases

The components of SWRPRS are required to protect against the conse-
quences of sodium water reactions resulting from water to sodium leaks in the
Steam Generator System. Since this system is maintalined in a standby condition
during plant operation, it requires periodical function testing to assure its
operability when required.

There are three activation sensors located in each inerted relief line
just downstream of the rupture discs. It is important that they be functional
because coincident signals from two out of three of these sensors ind:icate the
rupture discs have burst. The signals automatically initiate reactor scram,
sodium pump shutdown, and water/steam side dump, depressurization and isolfation.'

This system (SWRPRS) will receive and store sodium and reaction pro-
,ducts in the event of a large sodium water reaction. The system is inerited
and separated from air by a check valve and atmosphere seal (low-pressure .
rupture disc.). Should air leak into the system and the specified oxygen limit
be exceeded, a sodium fire could result following actuation of the SWRPRS.

16.4.3 Containment Tests

16.4.3.1 Integrated Leakage Rate Test (Type A)

16.4.3.1.1 Applicability

Applies to leakage rate tests of the primary cohtainment structure.

16.4 3 I.2 Objective

To define the integrated leakage rate tests for the primary Contain-
ment structure.
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16.4.3.1.3 Specification

A. Frequency: three tests, at approximately equally spaced -intervals,
during each ten year service period.

B. Test Pressure: Integrated leakage rate tests shall be performed ...
at reduced pressure in accordance with 1OCFR50 Appendix J3.

C. Test Duration: Integrated leakage rate tests shall be performed
for the test period of 24 hours.:

D. Acceptance Criteria:

1. The integrated leakage rate test shall be preceded by con-
tainment inspection and maintenance as specified in Sec-.
tion 16.4.3.3.'

2. The containment leakage rate shall not exceed that allowable
with B above..

.3. If two consecutive periodic integrated leakage rate tests
fai.l to: meet this acceptance criteria an integrated leakagee
rate test will, be conducted during each yearly plant shutdown
:for refueling until two'consecutive integrated leakage rate
tests meet the acceptance criterion, at which time the test•
frequency.reverts to that specified jin A above.

16.4.3.2 -. Local Leak Rate Tests (Type B & C)

16.4.3:.2.1 Applicability

Applies to leakage rate tests of primary containment penetrations and
containment :isolation valves. All containment penetrations and isolation valves,
will be leak tested., -2... . ... " •i ..- , 12 0
16.4.3.2.2 Object-iVe

To define the local leak rate tests for the primary containment pene-
trations and the containment isolation valves.

16.4.3.2.3 Specification

Local leakage rate tests shall be performed with a test pressure of
10 psig. and with the containment at atmospheric pressure.

A local leak rate test shall be considered satisfactory if the total.:
:combined leakage rate is equal to or less than 0.06 percent by volume of the
air.contained by the containment at 10 psig per 24 hours.

leak .ie 0. .1.1 we lekits

; .A )ek rite 'f-Ol1eight* per 24 hour intergr ted.leak l' spedifted
for: the contai-nment vessel. "In oider to conform to Secmon I1T, C, 3 of 1OCFR50
Appendix J, the leakage rate allotted to type B & C tests-is specified as
-.06% wt. per 24 hrs. with 0.04% wt. per day allotted to the Containment
Vessel itself. 20
*It should be noted that weight percent leak rate is the same as a volume
percent leak rate. 30

16.4-4 Amend. 30
Nov. 1976



All chilled water lines penetrating the containment will beprovided with vents and drains to permit their being drained as follows:
1. Normal chilled water supply and return headers immediatelyupstream and .dowstream of the containment isolation valveswill be drainable.

2. Emergency chilled water supply and return lines immediatelyupstream and downstream of the containment isolationvalves will be drainable.

Vents and drains will be opened to permit drainage and to permit communicationof the containment test pressure to the closed isolation valves. 20

I
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16.4.3.3 Containment Inspection

, 16.4.3.3.1 Applicability

Applies to the primary containment structure.

16.4.3.3.2 Objective

To define the extent of the required annual inspection.

16.4.3.3..3 Specification

A visual examination of the accessible interior and exterior surfaces
of the containment structure and its components shall be performed prior to
any integrated leak test, to uncover any evidence of deterioration which may
affect either the containment's structural integrity or leak-tightness. The
discovery of any significant deterioration shall be accompanied by corrective
actions in accord with acceptable procedures, non-destructive tests and
inspections, and local testing where practical, prior to the conduct of any
integrated leak test. Such repairs shall be reported as part of the test
results.

16.4.3.4 'Containment Modification

16.4.3.4.1 Applicability

Applies to modifications to the primary containment structure.

16.4.3.4.2 Objective

*To define the conditions and tests required after containment
modification.

16.4.3.4.3 Specification

Any major modification or replacement of a component(s) of the con-
tainment performed after the initial leakage rate test shall be followed by
either an integrated leak rate test, or a local leak rate test, and shall meet
the acceptance criteria of 16.4.3.1.

Modifications or replacements performed directly prior to the conduct
of an integrated leakage rate test shall not require a separate test.

16.4.3.4.4 Basis

Regular testing and inspection of the primary containment structure
and its penetrations is necessary to guarantee the design leak rate, and, in
the event of an accident, acceptable dose rates at the site boundary.
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16.4.4 HVAC and Radioactive Effluents

16.4.4.1 HVAC Monitoring

16.4.4.1.1 Applicability

Applies to the monitoring and recording of radioactive effluents
through the HVAC exhausts.

16.4.4.1.2 Objective

To assure that radioactive releases from the plant are maintained as

low as practicable and within the limits of. Specification 16.3.11.3.

16.4.4.1.3 Specification

1. Airborne Effluents

a), All potentially contaminated HVAC discharge paths shall be
monitored and records retained showing the identify and quan-
tity of radioactive isotopes released to the environs. The
station records shall indicate the existing meteorological
conditions for the period of release. For abnormal releases,
hourly meteorological data shall be recorded for the periods
of actual release.

b) Monitoring systems shall be functionally tested and calibrated
every 3 months.

c) The monitors shall be capable of measuring release rates of
noble gases of 500 pCi/sec, particulates of 0.5 VCi/sec, and
iodine of 0.5 UCi/sec. Whenever any of the monitors is
inoperable, grab samples will be taken in the affected dis-
charge line.

2. Noble Gas and Tritium Release to the Atmosphere

Gases continuously released to the atmosphere shall be sampled
and analyzed for the isotopic activity:

a) Within one month after the initial criticality of~the reactor
and at least monthly thereafter, and

b) Following each refueling, process change, or other occurrence

which could alter the mixture of radionuclides.

This analysis shall provide the identity and quantity of the
principal radionuclides, except tritium, released each month.
The sensitivity of the analysis should be such that at least
150 PCi/sec of each nuclide released continuously to the
atmosphere is measurable and,
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c) the release rate of tritium shall be determined at least
quarterly. The sensitivity of the analysis shall be such
that at least 150 pCi/sec released continuously to the atmos-
phere is measurable.

3. Iodine Releases to the Atmosphere

For discharge paths which contain, or potentially contain iodines,
a representative sample shall be drawn continuously through an
iodine sampling device. The sample collected shall be analyzed at
least weekly for 1-131. An analysis shall also be performed of
a weekly sample at least quarterly for the radionuc1ides 1-133.
and 1-135. The sensitivity of the analysis for radionuclides
shall be such that at least 4 x 10-2 pCi/sec released continuously
to the atmosphere is measurable. The results of these analyses
shall be used as the basis for evaluating, and reporting the
quantities of radioiodines released during the sampling period.

4. Particulate Release to the Atmosphere

For discharge paths that contain or potentially contain radio-
active material in particulate form, a sample shall be drawn con-
tinuously through a particulate filter. Measurements shall be
made on these filters to determine the quantities of radionuclides
with half-lives greater than 8 days that are released in particu-
late form. The particulate filters shall be analyzed,

a) At least weekly for gross radioactivity •, y, and analyzed for
the principal gamma-emitting nuclides (at least for the radio-
nuclides barium-lanthanum-140 and iodine-131), and

b) at least quarterly, on a composite of all filters, for
strontium-89 and strontium-90, and

c) at least monthly, on a composite of all filters, for gross
alpha radioactivity.

The sensitivities of the analysis shall be such that at least
1 x 10-2 pCi/sec of each gamma-emitting nuclide, 1 x 10"- pCi/sec for Sr-89
and Sr-90, and 2 x 10-3 pCi/sec for gross alpha.radioactivity and
4 x 10-3 pCi/sec for gross 6, y radioactivity released continuously to the
atmosphere is measurable. The results of. these analyses shall be used as the.
basis for evaluation and reporting the quantities of radioactive material in
particulate form released during the sampling period.

16.4.4.1.4 Basis

The surveillance given under Technical Specification (1) and (2) pro-
vide assurance that radioactive effluents released from the plant through the
HVAC exhausts are properly monitored and recorded. These surveillance
requirements provide the data for the, licensee and the Commission to evaluate
the plant performance relative to radioactivity released to the environment.
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The sensitivities for monitoring and analysis are based on technical
feasibility, taking into account the ventilation parameters, and on the poten-
tial significance in the environment of the quantities released. For some
radionuclides, lower detection limits than those given herein may be achievable
and when measurements below the stated sensitivities are attained, the results
should be recorded and reported.:

b For certain, mixtures of gamma-emitting nuclides, it may not be possi-
ble to measure specific radionuclides at the stated sensitivity limits when
other radionuclides are present in the sample in much-greater concentrations.
Under these circumstances, it will be more appropriate to calculate releases
of such radionuclides using observed ratios of these radionuclides, in other
processes, to those radionuclides which are routinely identified and measured.

16.4.4.2 Control Room Ventilation System

16.4.4.2.1 Applicability

Applies to components of the Main Control Room Emergency Supply Filter
Units.

16.4.4.2.2 Objective

To verify that these components will be able to perform their design
function.

16.4.4.2.3 Specification

In-place tests of each HEPA filter section and each charcoal absorber EI
unit will be performed following installation and at refueling intervals there-
after. In addition, in-place test of individual entire filter trains will be
performed after each filter or absorber unit change and after any maintenance
that may affect the structural integrity of either the filtration or absorber
components or the unit housing.

The in-place HEPA filter section DOP test shall conform toANSI N 101.
1-1972 - "Efficiency Testing of Air Cleaning Systems Containing Devices for
Removal of Particles." HEPA filter sections shall be tested to confirm a
penetration of less than 0.05% at rated flow. HEPA filter sections that fail
to satisfy this requirement shall be replaced or otherwise repaired to meet
the test requirement; visual inspection of the filter section will be made
after each unsuccessful test to locate any repairable leakage paths that could
result in inability to meet the test requirements.

The charcoal absorber section shall be leak-tested with a gaseous
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant (Freon F-112 or its equivalent) in accord-
ance with USAEC Report DP-1082, "Standardized Nondestructive Test of Carbon
Beds for Reactor Confinement Application," to ensure that leakage through the
absorber section is less than 0.1%. Absorber sections that fail to satisfy
this requirement shall be replaced or otherwise repaired to meet the test
requirement.
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16.4.4.2.4 Basis

The design of the Control Room HVAC System provides for emergency
filtration of airborne particulates and removal'of iodine by means of HEPA fil-
ters and charcoal absorbers. Two emergency air supply filter units are provided.
In the event of high radionuclide concentrations in the outside environment, as
detected by the Radiation Monitoring System, outside makeup air is-routed
throughone of the emergency filter units in compliance with the requirements

491of CRBRP General Design Criterion 17(defined in Section 3.1),

Since these filter units are not normally in operation, periodic
operation is required to ensure their operability when needed. Wetkly operation
of these units will.show that they are available for their safety function.
Periodic tests of the filter and absorber sections are required to verify
system efficiencies.

This technical specification has been written under the assumption
that emergency filtration of airborne radioactive particulates and absorption
of radioactive elemental iodine will be required to meet the requirements of

49 ICRBRP General Design Criterion 17. In the event that analysis of all postulated
accidents, including extremely unlikely events, shows that there is no hazard
due to the presence of iodine the HVAC system design may be modified to elimi-
nate the charcoal absorber sections. Under these conditions, this technical
specification will be modified accordingly.

16.4.4.3 HVAC System Isolating Valves

16.4.4.3.1 Applicability

Applies to testing of the RCB HVAC system isolating valves.

16.4.4.3.2 Objective

To assure the continual operability of the HVAC valves.

16.4.4.3.3 Specifications

I. At specified intervals, the HVAC isolating valves shall be cycled
starting with normal flow conditions and verified by valve posi-
tion indicator.

2. At specified intervals, isolating valves shall be fully closed
and reopened by power operation.

3. At specified intervals, automatic operation shall be verified by
simulating the initiating signal.

4. At specified intervals, isolating valves shall be tested for leak
491 tightness and closure time. Closure time of less than-four (4)

seconds shall be verified. Leakage rate shall satisfy the require-
ments of 16.4.3.2.

Amend. 49

April 1979
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Note: 0
Test frequency.to be determined following valve manufacturer's
recommendations.

49] o,:, .

If the above specifications cannot be complied with in TBD hours, the
reactor shall be shutdown.and not be taken critical until .the deficiencies are
remedied.

16.4.4.3.4 Basis

The RCB HVAC system is described in Section 9.6.2., The system is pro-
vided with double isolation valves where the air supply and exhaust ducts
penetrate the containment., These valves permit isolation of the RCB air atmos-

lphere under accident conditions precluding the release of radioactivity to the
.. environs. Monitors are provided in the exhaust duct work, to. continuously

monitor the containment exhaust for air-borne particulates and radioactive
gases. Signals from these monitors are sent to the plant protection system to
automatically actuate closure of the valves in the event of an accidental
release of radioactivity into-the containment air atmosphere.

16.4.5, Emergency Power System Periodic Tests

16.4.5.1 Applicability

Applies to the periodic testing and surveillance requirements of the
emergency power system.

16.4.5.2 Objective C)
To verify that the standby diesel generators, the Class 1E DC power

system, and the standby power and power transfer control systems and the vital
AC transfer control system will respond promptly and are capable of performing
their intended functions when required.

16.4.5.3 Specification

The following tests and surveillance shall be performed. In the event
of failure to pass in-service or shutdown tests, continued reactor operation or
reactor restart shall be only in accordance with Section 16.3.9.3.

.1) Standby Diesel Generators

a) Each'diesel generator shall be manually started, synchronized
with the auxiliary AC power distribution systemand at least
75% loaded at intervals of at least once a month. The set
shall be run for a period necessary to normalize all operating
temperatures. The time to reach operating voltage and speed
shall be measured. Only one diesl generator shall be tested
*at a time.

Amend. 49
April 1979
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b) During the monthly test, diesel generator starting air com-
pressors shall be checked for operation. Their ability to
recharge the air tanks is checked by reducing the air pressure
in each set of tanks below the point at which the correspond-
ing compressor automatically starts. One set of tanks must
be full whilethe other set is being tested.

c) During the monthly test, ability of the diesel fuel oil trans-
fer pumps to refill the day tank shall be demonstrated.

d) During each refueling outage, the condition of a loss of all
offsite power signal shall be simulated and the functional
operation of the following subsystems shall be checked:

1) Diesel generator start and time to reach operating voltage
and speed.

2) Tripping of offsite supply breakers and subsequent closing
of diesel generator breaker.

3) Shedding of loads and starting of required engineered
safety feature loads in the proper sequence wherever possi-
ble within specified time limits.

e) Each diesel generator will be inspected at intervals based on
the criteria recommended by the manufacturer. If the recom-
mended interval is expected to occur during an operation
cycle, the inspection will be performed during the preceding
refueling outage.

f) All test and inspection results shall be recorded.

2) Class 1E DC Batteries

a) Once a week all battery cells shall be visually inspected for
cracks, electrolyte leakage damage or discoloring of plates
and general cleanliness. The terminals and connectors shall
be inspected for evidence of corrosion.

b) Once a week, the electrolyte temperature of pilot cells shall
be measured and recorded.

c) Every month, electrolyte level of all cells shall be checked
and any water addition shall be recorded.

d) Every three months, cell voltage and specific gravity of all
the cells shall be measured and recorded. Total battery
voltage shall be measured and recorded.
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e) During refueling outage, intercell connections shall be
checked for tightness, and an anti-corrosion coating shall be
appliedto intercell connections and cell terminals.

f) Once a year, a detailed visual inspection of all cells shall
be performed-and recorded.

g) Once a year, the integrity of the battery racks shall be
c~hecked and recorded.

h) During refueling outage, cell to Cell terminal connection
resistance-shall be checked and recorded. The data thus
recorded shall be compared with the previous record.

i) A performance test of battery capacity shall be made within
the first two years and thereafter at intervals and in
accordance with procedures.

j) Spare battery chargers shall be tested to confirm operability
during each refueling period.

3) Standby Power Control System

Every six months all diesel generator start, load sequencing con-
trol systems, and load shedding shall be tested to demonstrate
that the components are operable.

4) Power Transfer Control System

Every refueling period the sequencing control systems, which trans-
fer the two AC distribution systems from the plant AC power supply
to the reserve (off-site) AC power supply shall be tested to
demonstrate that the components are operable.

5) Vital AC Transfer Control System

Every refueling period, the control systems which transfer the
vital buses from the inverter system to its Class IE backup power
source, shall be tested to demonstrate that the components are
operable.

16.4.5.4 Basis

The purpose of the standby diesel generators, the Class IE DC batter-
ies, the standby power control system, and the vital AC transfer control system
is to provide a Class 1E source of electrical power to Class IE loads. Accord-
ingly, these Class IE systems and equipments will be tested and inspected
periodically to confirm their intended performance and to detect any
degradation.
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The testing of the power transfer control system provides confidence
in the availability of the Reserve (off-site) AC Power Supply to provide power
to Class IE loads. (The Reserve AC Power Supply and the power transfer control
system are not Class IE systems.)

16.4.6 Inert Gas-System

16.4.6.1 Applicability

Applies to the cover gas purification *system.

16.4.6.2 Objective

To define the surveillance requirements on the reactor cover gas.

16.4.6.3 Specification

1. The recycle argon from RAPS processing shall be analyzed for
gaseous impurities on the schedule indicated in Table 16.4.6-1.

2. If concentration limits in excess of those listed in
Table 16.4.6-2 are confirmed, the source of the contamination
shall be determined and corrective action initiated. If the
specifications of Table 16.4.6-2 cannot be met in TBD hours, an
orderly shutdown of the plant shall be initiated.

16.4.6.4 Basis

-The proper operation of RAPS is essential to ensure the necessary
cover gas purity.

16.4.7 Reactivity Anomalies

16.4.7.1 Applicability

Applies to potential reactivity anomalies.

16.4.7.2 Objective

To define the requirement for detection of gross reactivity anomalies
during reactor startup and operation.

16.4.7.3 Specification

A. Before the reactor is taken critical, a calculation of the Esti-
• mated Critical Position (ECP) of the controlling bank shall be
completed and recorded.

B. If criticality is achieved with the controlling bank at a height
which is above or below the ECP by an amount consistent with
TBD dollars, the core power level will not be increased above
TBD until the discrepancy has been resolved.
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C. After initial normalization of predicted control rod bank height
accord~ing.to measured initial positions,.the measured bank height
will be compared to the predicted bank height during power,opera-
tion (accounting fully for the expected power defect, fuel burnup
and previous operating history) every full, power, week and follow-
ing startup after a shutdown of 72 hours or longer duration.

If the deviation in rod bank height (measured from the bottom of
the core) about the expected, heig:ht corresponds to. a reactivity
.of Ž40¢ per full-power-week or following startup after a shutdown
of 72 hours or longer, the reactor will be shutdown for an evalua-
tion of the cause of the reactivity anomaly, which should include
an evaluation of the rate.of reactivity deviation.

If the deviation from expected bank height corresponds to a
reactivity of less than 40t per full-power-week', normal operation
may continue as long as the total cumulative reactivity anomaly
does not exceed $1.50-during an operating cycle. If the cumula-
tive reactivity discrepancy exceeds $1.50, the reactor will be
shutdown for an' evaluation of, the anomaly.

16.4.7.4 Basis

During any approach to criticality, the ECP will be calculated on the
basis of expected core loadings and control bank worths. Any significant devi-
ation from the expected critical position may indicate a core misloading, con-
trol rod inoperability or other unexpected reactivity change. The maximum
allowable deviation from the. ECP is based on consideration of the uncertainties
in the predictions of criticality and control rod worth, and uncertainties in
the fissile fuel loadings, fuel replacement worth (refueling), and the control
rod position indicators.

Small, progressive and cumulative reactivity anomalies may be detected
by observing the deviations from the expected control.,rod bank height. The
initial uncertainties in bank height are nulled early in life by normalizing
the expected height to the observed height.

An increase in bank height above that expected wouldindicate such
occurrences as loss of-fuel from the rods, more rapid fuel depletion or less
rapid buildup of fission products. In general, less excess reactivity would.
need to be controlled. The 40¢ limit (60¢ less uncertainties)'is specified to
account for mechanical motion of core components. This limit is consistent'with
with the plant safety analysis assumptions (Chapter..15).

The $1.50 long term limit is specified-to account for the largest
expected calculational uncertainty associated with the prediction of the rate
of reactivity change during one operating cycle.

An anomaly analysis of the rate of deviation can be used to detect
small, progressive and.cumulative reactivity anomalies.%
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.36

16.4.8 Pressure and Leakage Rate Test of RAPS Cold Box Cell

14.4,8.l Appl icabi I ity

This specification applies to the pressure retaining capability
and leak-tightness of the cell containing RAPS cold box.

16.4.8.2 Objective

To assure than:an undue risk to the public health and safety does
41.will not exist because of a failure of the RAPS pressure boundary within

the RAPS cold box cell.

16.4.8.3. Specification

36

I. The RAPS cold box cell will be leak-rate tested prior to initial
plant startup at TBD psig..

2. The RAPS cold box cell will be leak-rate tested prior to initial
plant startup and thereafter, only if the cell is accessed
or as may be dictated by inservice inspection requirement,
in accordance with the requirements of Table 16.4.8-1.

16.4.8.4 Basis

The basis for the pressure test is the analysis of the maximum
cell pressure as a result of worst-postulated accidents that may occur
•within the cell. The test for Cell leakage rate is based on accepted
extrapolations from design leakage rates or leakage rates assumed in
accident analysis, whichever is less.

36

-- '-A
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16.4.9 Pressure and Leakage Rate Test of RAPS Noble Gas Storage Vessel Cell

16.4.9.1 Applicability

This specification applies to the pressure-retaining capability
and leak-tightness of the.cell containing the RAPS noble gas storage
vessel.

16.4.9.2 Objective

To assure- that an" undue risk to the public health and safety will
not exist because of a failure of the RAPS pressure boundary within the
RAPS noble gas storage Vessel cel]l.

16.4.9.3 Specification

1. The RAPS noble gas storage vessel cell will be leak-rate
tested prior to initial plant startup at TBD psig.

2. The RAPS noble gas storage vessel cell will be leak-rate
tested• prior to initial plant startup and thereafter, only
i• f the-cell is accessed or as may be dictated by inservice
inspection requirement, in accordance with the requirements
of Table 16..4,.9-1.

16.4.9.4 Basis

The basis for the pressure test is-the analysis of the maximum
cell overpressure as a result of worst-postulated accidents that may occur
within the cell. The test for cell leakage rate"is based on accepted
extrapolations from design leakage rates or leakage rates assumed in
accident analysis, whichever is less.

0
0
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TABLE 16.4.6-1

SCHEDULE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF RECYCLE ARGON

TBD
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TABLE 16.4.6-2

MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION OF IMPURITIES IN
RECYCLE ARGON

0

Impurity

Oxygen

Nitrogen

Total Hydrogen

Total Carbon

Concentration,
ppm by Volume

10

TBD

8

25

0

0
0
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TABLE 16.4.8-1

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS ON RAPS COLD BOX CELL

SDesign Leakage Rate

491 Acceptable Accident Leakage Rate

Test Leakage Rate

12 %/day at

29 %/day at

TBD

16 psid

.15.1 psid 136

TABLE 16.4.9-1

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS ON RAPS NOBLE GAS.STORAGE VESSEL CELL

Design Leakage Rate

491 Acceptable Accident Leakage Rate

Test Leakage Rate

10%/day at 10 psid

28%/day at 7.3 psid

TBD

Amend. 49
April 1979
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16.5 DESIGN FEATURES

.16.5.1 Site:

16.5.1.1 Applicability

Applies to the location and extent of the reactor site.

16.5.1.2 Objective

To define those aspects of .the site which affect the overall
safety of the installation.

16.5.1.3 Specification

The Clinch River Site is in east central Tennessee, in the eastern
part of Roane County approximately 25 miles west of Knoxville and consists
of 1364 acres. The site is on a peninsula bounded on the south by the
Clinch River from approximately Clinch River Mile (CRM) 15 to CRM 18 and
on the north by AEC's Oak Ridge Reservation.

The point of minimum exclusion distance from the center of the
containment will be the opposite river bank and will be approximately
2200 feet.

16.5.2 Confinement/Containment

16.5.2.1 Applicability

Applies to those design features of the reactor containment
18- structure.

16.5.2.3 Specifications

Containment for the reactor consists of a steel containment vessel
surrounded by a reinforced concrete, confinement building. The annular
space between the two buildings is maintained at a negative pressure with
respect to the atmosphere in order to achieve as close to zero leakage out

181 of the confinement building as possible.

Structure

The containment vessel is a low leakage, steel structure consisting of a
vertical cylinder, a hemispherical dome, and a bottom line. plate encased
in concrete. The interior is divided into two volumes: a lower volume
and an upper volume. The reinforced concrete confinement building
surrounds the containment vessel, with an annular space between the
containment and confinement. During an accident, the annulus ventilation
exhaust is discharged through a high efficiency filter with a 99%
particulate and 95% absorbant efficiency.

Amend. 18
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The reactor confinement/containment system and penetrations are designed K
to limit the leakage of radioactive fission products to less than 1OCFR100
values for the largest credible mass and energy releases following a
design basis accident.

The containment vessel is designed for an internal pressure of
10 psig. The confinement/containment system is designed for an earthquake
with simultaneously acting maximum horizontal and-vertical ground
accelera ti ons.

18
16.5.3 Reactor

16.5.3.1 AppliCability

51 Applies to the CRBRP nuclear fuel and inner blanket region and axial
and radial blanket regions.

16.5.3.2 Objective

To define those system features which are essential in providing for
safe system operations.

16.5.3.3 Specification

The CRBRP features a mixed plutonium/uranium dioxide fueled, sodium
cooled fast breeder reactor design. The initial fuel loading contains approxi-

mately 5189 kg of heavy metal (Pu + U) of which 1502 kg is fissile plutonium
51 (Pu - 239 + Pu - 241). A single fuel enrichment is used in all fuel assemblies.

The fuel is in the form of sintered powder pel:lets, encapsulated in nonvented.
20% cold worked austenitic stainless steel tubing to form fuel rods. Blanket
pellets made of depleted uranium.dioxide are placed in each fuel rod above and
below the fuel pellet stack to form upper and lower axial blanket regions. A
space is provided in each rod above the upper axial blanket for collecting the
fission gases released from the pellets during power operation. The fuel rods
are held in a triangular array by spiral wire wrap spacing inside a hexagonal
duct to form a fuel assembly; Each fuel assembly contains 217 fuel rods.

The initial core contains 156 fuel assemblies, 82 inner blanket.
assemblies, 9 primary system control assemblies and 6 secondary system control
assemblies. The fuel and blanket assemblies are arranged in-alternating rows
near the center of the core (a so-called radial parfait arrangement). Fuel

51 assemblies are selectively clusteredaround the control rods.

* Surrounding the fuel and inner blanket assemblies are 132 radial
blanket assemblies which are arranged in two rows and are of construction

51 similar to the fuellassemblies. Each radial (and inner) blanket assembly
contains 61 rods that are fueled with depleted uranium dioxide pellets which
have an overall stack height that matches that of the core fuel plus the two
axial blankets.

The outer four rows that complete the reactor assembly lattice group-
51 I ing are made up of 306 radial shield assemblies. These assemblies protect the



core restraint former rings and the core barrel structure, which supports the
. rings from excessive structural damage by neu.tron fluence.. The core barrel
S is. a. thick wall upright circular cylinder that surrounds-the reactor assembly

group and is welded to .•the core support ,pl ate... It .extends upward to .the. top
of the reactor assemblies. :The annular space between the core barrel and the
reactor vessel is closed. at *thetop of the barrel by .a.,horizontal baffle.. This
ring-like structure is .thiick to: provide insul.ation and •.is flex-ri.ng seated. at
the barrel and .vessel interfaces so that it forms-a barri'er.between the hot
sodium above in the outlet plenum and the cooler sodium below.

Reactor core cooling is provided by the upward flow of the liquid
sodium. The sodium enters the inlet plenum of the reactor vessel and flows
upward to the 61 inlet modules inserted in the core support plate. After enter-
ing each module the flow is distributed to the seven reactor assemblies it
holds.. The coolant then flows upward and through each reactor assembly.

The reactor core is arranged in five flow zones and the radial. blanket
*in four. Mechanical devices are provided to prevent fuel assemblies from being
inserted into positions where they would be undercooled. Radial blanket assem-
blies also are provided with mechanical devices which preclude their insertion
into positions other than radial blanket positions. Flow orifices at the bot-
tomi of each. core and radi`al blanket duct and in the inlet modules establish
reactor coolant flow control. Shield pieces in the bottom ends of the core andp radial -blanket assemblies attenuate the neutron fluence to the core support
The core and radial blanket assemblies have identification notches and a conical

- surface on their outlet nozzles for remote identification and ease of engage-) ment by the fuel handling machines. For the radial blanket assemblies, this
provides means for avoiding shuffling of radial ,blanket assembl:ies, in the fuel
management plan, into.flow zone pos.itions in the blanket..reg.i:on where they
would be undercooled "

The core assemblies are held down against their respective inlet
modules by a hydraulic, balance arrangement and their own weight with mechanical
backup provided by the upper internal structure. A passive radial restraint
system is provided in the design. which involves all of the reactor assemblies,
core support and upper internal structures, and core. restraint former rings.
The two core restraint former rings girth the outside contours that are formed
by the upper and lower load pads on the outer row radial shiela assemblies.

Lateral actions by the reactor assemblies are limited by reactionsat the former rings which are placed at the same elevations as the hard faced

load pads on the outsides of all reactor assemblies. Interactions between
reactor assemblies and the former rings are limited to these pads since they
are raised above the outer surfaces of the ducts.

The reactor assemblies are controlled by the core restraint system.so
that they bow. under thermal gradients in a way that the fuel rods spread a con.-
trolled amount as power is increased. This action contributes to the negative
temperature and power coefficients of reactivity which the reactor has. The

Amend. 5
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ratio offý'issile to fertile nuclei in the fuel is such that Doppler broadening
also slightlydecreases reactivity as power, is increased. •These negative feed-
back coefficients provide inherent dynamic power stability of the reactor.

Net reactivity operational •control in the reactor core is accomplished.
-by the two control rod systems which include two independent.shutdown systems
to enhance the overall.CRBR shutdown reliability. Reactor.shutdown can be
achieved by either system with the dther system completely inoperable and, with
the control rod of highest worth stuck in the operable system. Both.systemsý
use:boron carbide pellets that are sealed in tubes to form neutron absorber
pins.

The isotope B-lO in the B4 G has a significant. absorption cross section
for fast. neutrons and therefore the pins of the control: rod assemblies act as a
poison in controlling reactivity in.the core by depth of insertion into the 15
strategically located lattice positions occupied by the primary and secondary
system control assemblies. The secondary control rods are parked in above-core
positions and are used only for shutdown. The absorber pins of all 15 control

51 rods are 92% enriched in B-0..

The additional features provided in the reactor design.include the
51 f ollIowi~ng.:

S .a. Redundant flow paths• in the inlet modules, support..plate and
reactor assembly.,nozzles ito preclude flow blockage.

b. Strainers in the inlet modules to prevent particuloar. matter that
has a major:dimension greater than 1/4 iinch.from,.entering the core
and radial blanket assemblies.

c. Spiral wire wraps on the outsides of the. fuel and blanket rods and
: the neutron absorber pins to promote sodium coolant mixing and
hence more uniformcladding and duct wall temperatures.

d. Ex-vessel flux detectors for continuous monitoring of the neutron
flux level of the reactor core.

51 I e. Thermocouples at fuel,, inner.and radial. blanket assembly outlets and
outlet plenum positions for measuring and monitoring reactor
thermal performance.

51 I . f" Discrete duct enclosed fuel, inner and radial blanket assemblies to limit
the potential. for propagation of local, fuel failures and promote
safety in fuel handl'ing operatiorts..

g. Radial key extensions on the upper internal structure which
engages the upper core barrel former ring to assure proper align-
ment with the core and provide seismic support.

h. Vortex suppressor plate to minimize entrainment of argon cover gas
in the liquid sodium reactor coolant.

Amend. 51
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i. Tag gases in the fuel rods, that differ for each.assembly, to per-
mit identification and location of leaker.fuel assemblies by
means of mass spectrometer examination of the coVer gas.

j. Measurements of Reactor Vessel sodium level to ensure adequate
sodium for core cooling.

16.5.4 Heat Transport System

16.5.4.1 Applicability

Applies to the primary and intermediate heat transport systems boundary.
and cooling capability.

16.5.4.2 Objective

To define the design features essential to provide continued reactor
core cooling and to assure the integrity, of the primary and intermediate heat
transport systems boundary.

16.5.4.3 Specification

1. The heat transport system (HTS) consists of the piping and compo-
nents required to transport reactor heatto the steam generators.
The HTS is comprised of three independent cooling circuits each of.
which includes a primary sodium loop and an intermediate sodium
loop thermally coupled by an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX).

2. The primary heat transport system (PHTS) piping and components are
located in nitrogen inerted cells within the containment building.
The cells are separated from each other by concrete shielding and
flexible seals. The physical layout of the primary and intermedi-
ate heat transport systems shall preclude the propagation of a
failure in one loop to the remaini.ng loops.

3. Each PHTS loop is arranged inman "elevated loop" concept (see Fig-
ure 5.1-3) to provide protection against loss of coolant in the
*unaffected loops in the event of a sodium boundary failure in one
of the loops.

4. The intermediate heat transport system (IHTS) loops circulate non-
radioactive sodium coolant from the tube side of the intermediate
heat exchangers (located in the containment building) to the steam
generators (located in the steam generator building). A rigid
seal is provided at each piping penetration through the contain-
ment wall.

5. Design, fabrication, erection, and testing of the HTS piping and
components which comprise the sodium boundary shall be in accord-
ance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III
for Class 1 components and the applicable code cases and RDT Stand-
ards given in Sections 5.3, 5,4, and 5.5.
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6. *The HTS shail-be designed to accommodate the thermal transients
resulting from the normal, upset, emergency and faulted conditions
described in the CRBRP Design Duty Cycle given..in Appendix B,
Specifically the system shall be designed such that:

a. Normal or upset event does not adversely affect the useful life
of any component;

b. Following an emergency condition, resumption of operation must
be possible following repair and reinspection of the compo-
nents; and

c. Following a faulted condition, the system must remain-suffi-
ciently intact to be capable of performing its decay heat
removal function.

7. The HTS shall be designed to accommodate the pressuretransients
without loss of decay heat removal capability, resulting from the
following conditions:

a. The pressures imposed on the IHTS by a major sodium-water
reaction.

b. The pressures resulting from a PHTS check valve closure caused
by the most severe flow degradation, such:as a primary pump,
seizure.

8. All HTS piping and components are Category 1 and shall be designed
and analyzed in accordance with the environmental design criteria
as given in Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.

9. One sodium pump is provided in the hot leg of each of the three
PHTS loops., The pump is a centrifugal unit equipped With a vari-
able speed drive. An auxiliary pony motor on each pump units
provides low flow capability for decay heat removal and other low
power standby conditions.

10. Each IHTS loop contains a centrifugal pump with similar hydraulic
characteristics to the primary pump. The pump is located in the
IHTS cold leg and is provided with the same basic speed control
system and auxiliary pony motor as the primary unit.

11. The shell and tube, vertically mounted, IHX transfers thereactor
heat from-the PHTS to the IHTS and acts as the barrier between
the primary radioactive sodium and the secondary non-radioactive
sodium. There is one IHX in each of the three HTS circuits on
the primary side, the IHX is located down stream of the primary
pump just ahead of the check valve; on the intermediate side, the
IHX is located between the intermediate pump and the superheater.
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12. The HTS shall be designed such that decay heat removal can be
effected by utilizing the normal heat removal train. This capa-
bility must be assured for both three and two loop operation for
all upset, emergency and faulted events. For these events suf-
ficient coolant flow shall be provided to ensure that corres-
ponding fuel design limits defined in Chapter 4 are not exceeded.
The relative elevations of the reactor core, IHX tube bundle and
the steam generator modules are arrahged to promote natural
circulation of sodium in the PHTS and IHTS loops in the event of

loss of all electrical power to the pumps.

16.5.5 Fuel Storage

16.5.5.1 Applicability

Applies to the storage of new and spent fuel assemblies.

16.5.5.2 Objective

To define those system features which are essential in providing for
safe fuel storage.

16.5.5.3 Specification

The fuel storage facilities consist of new fuel storage and spent
fuel storage.

A. New Fuel Storage

New fuel is stored in the RSB in the EVST (see Item B). In addition
to the EVST, new fuel is temporarily retained in shipping containers after a
truck with the Safe Secure Trailer arrives in the hardened part of the RSB
and in two new fuel unloading stations below the RSB operating floor. Each
fuel unloading station consists of a pit which can contain one shipping con-
tainer with. a single new fuel assembly. New fuel assemblies are Unloaded from
the shipping containers in the two unloading stations using the EVTM.14 .201

New fuel is also stored under sodium in the EVST, described below.

B. Spent Fuel Storage

Spent fuel is stored in the RSB in two locations: in the EVST and, on

a temporary basis, in the spent fuel transfer station of the fuel handling

cell (FHC).

The EVST is a single vessel, sodium-filled storage facility with a
two-tier rotatable turntable. It is located between the EVTM gantry rails in

201 the RSB. It can store approximately 650 new and/or spent fuel assemblies,
each in a core component pot (CCP). The primary vessel is surrounded by a
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guard tank as a safety measure against any sodium leaks. The guard tank is
situated in a nitrogen gas-filled concrete vault. The space between primary
vessel and guard tank is sized to maintain a minimum safe sodium level above

59'201 the fuel assemblies (i.e., 31 inches above the upper edge of the lower axial blanket)
1in the extremely unlikely event of a gross primary vessel failure. The primary ves-

sel is supported from its upper flange, suspended into the guard tank. The
turntable is supported through a bearing and seal configuration above the

20i primary vessel flange. The guard tank is bottom supported from the vault floor.
The fuel assembly storage positions are cylindrical tubes, arranged in con-
centric rows, restrained and supported by a stainless steel gridwork in the
rotatable storage rack. Each storage tube holds two CCP's one above the other.
Sodium coolant flow enters each tube at the bottom and leaves at the top, as
well as circulating aroundthe outside of the tube. Heat is removed by two
independent, redundant sodium cooling loops. The primary vessel is sealed
and shielded from the RSB operating floor by a heavy closure head. The closure
head and a striker plate above it also prevent internal EVST damage .from ex-

420 ternal drop loads.

The FHC spent fuel transfer station is located directly below the
FHC fuel transfer port. It is a temporary storage facility cooled by natural
argon convection with a rotatable basket holding up to 3 fuel assemblies in

20 core component pots in a triangular array. The transfer station is supported
at its upper flange. The rotatable basket consists of a stainless steel web
structure and cylindrical sockets for support of the CCP's. Each storage
location holds one fuel assembly. The method of heat removal is by natural
convection to the FHC argon atmosphere. Sealing and shielding at the RSB
operating floor is provided by the heavy FHC steel roof plug structure. It

44 also provides protection of the FHC interior against external drop loads.

The safety features provided in the EVST and FHC spent fuel trans-
441 fer station design include the following:

591 a. Physical separation of fuel assemblies with struc-
tural support to prevent changes in separation distance or
displacement due to combined normal and SSE or other abnormal
loads.

b. A heavy roof structure and steel-lined concretevault walls
protect the RSB operating floor, FHC operating gallery and

20 neighboring cells from radiation.

c. Double seals around the fuel transfer port plugs, FHC viewing
windows~and manipulator penetrations, between the EVST
primary vessel and head, and between EVST cover plate and
vault lining prevent radioactivity release from the EVST
and FHC.

d. The location of sodium inlet and outlet pipes, provisions of
antisyphon devices, and the presence-of a guard vessel prevent
any loss of sodium coolant from the EVST that could prevent
cooling of spent fuel.

Amend. 59
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e. Temperature instrumentation, sodium level sensors, and sodium
leak detectors monitor the thermal performance and the coolant
inventory of the spent fuel storage facilities. Local area
radiation monitors at the RSB operating floor and in the FHC
,operating gallery warn of any potentially hazardous radioactive
release from the storage facilities.

.1

)
Amend. 44
April 1978
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" 16.6 ADMINISTwRATV CONTROLS
16.6.1

1. The plant manager has onsite responsibility for the safe
operation of the facility and shall report to the Assistant
Director of Nuclear Power (Operations). In the absence of
the plant manager, the assistant plant manager will assume

61 his responsibilities.,

2. The portion of TVA management line of responsibility which
relates to the operation of the plant is shown in Figure
16.6-1.

3. The functional organization for the operation of the plant
shall be shown in Figure 16.6-2.

4. Shift manning requirements shall, as a minimum, be as
delineated in Section 16.6.8.

5. Qualifications of the CRBRP management and operating staff
shall meet the minimum acceptable levels as described in
ANSI/ANS-3.1-1978, Selection and Training of Nuclear PowerIi Plant Personnel, dated January 17, 1978.

6. Retraining and replacement training of plant personnel shallj be in accordance with ANSI/ANS-3.1-1978, Selection and
"11 Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel, dated January 17,

1978. The minimum frequency of the retraining progran shall
be every two years.

16.6.2 ReView and Audit

The Manager of Power has delegated responsibility to the
Nuclear Safety Review Board (NSIE) to monitor the Plant Operations Review
Ccxmittee activities and to ensure the proper operational safety review by
off-site personnel who have no direct responsibility for plant operations.
The Office of Power Quality Assurance and Audit Staff has the
responsibility for the plant audit functions.

16.6.2.1 Nuclear Safety Heview Board

The Nuclear Safety Review Board (NSRS) advises the Manager of
Power on the adequacy and implementation of TVA nuclear safety policies and
programs and assures that these policies and programs are in ccmpliance
with NRC regulatory requirenents. In general, the review and investigation

611 functions are performed independently of NSRB. The NSRB is responsible for
evaluating the results of such activities to determine that all nuclear
safety-related aspects are being adequately considered. In, addition, the
NSRB may conduct reviews or investigations of any nuclear safety-related
activity in order to evaluate the WA nuclear safety program.

Amend. 61
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The NSRB is comprised of a chairman and at least five othermembers appointed or approved by the Manager of Power. Members of the NSRBmay be from the Office of Power, or other TVA organization or external to6 TVA. The NSRB meets on a periodic and as-required basis to perform those61 functions identified above.

Membership requirements and responsibilities of the NSRB willbe defined in the Nuclear Safety Review Board Charter and the NuclearSafety Review Board Guidelines, both of which are formally approved by theManager of Power.

16.6.2.2 Office of Power Qiality Assurance and Audit Staff61
The Office of Power Quality Assurance and Audit (QA&A) Staff61 Organization will be responsible for assuring the impl.nentation andmaintenance of an effective quality assurance program, including theauditing of all safety-related activities of the CRBRP. Through the auditprogram, existing and potential deficiencies are identified and appropriatecorrective actions are assigned. Through formal audit reports, the NuclearSafety Review Board and Manager of Power are advised of any identifieddeviations fram procedural requirements and licensing ccvuitments,

6 The Quality Assurance and Audit Staff Organization is comprised
611 of two sections plus a number of Quality Assurance Representatives who areresident in the operating nuclear plants and report directly to the QA&AManager, on the status of in-plant quality assurance. Its functionalarrangement, is "shown in Figure 16.6-4.

16.6.2.3 PlantOperations Review Committee (POR=)

The FORK shall consist of the plant manager, assistant plantmanager, maintenance supervisors, health physics supervisor,operations supervisor, plant engineering supervisor, andSupervisor, Quality Assurance Staff. An assistant plantsupervisor may serve as an alternate committee member whenhis supervisor is absent; howevers, no more than twoalternates shall participate as voting members" in POWCactivities at any one time.

The plant manager will serve as chairman of the PORC. Theassistant plant manager will serve as chairman in theabsence of the plant manager.

2. Meeting EFeuenry_

The PORC shall meet at regular monthly intervals and forspecial meetings as called by the chairman or as requestedby individual members•.

16.6-2 Amend. 61
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*i3. AQfuoru

The chairman or his designated alternate, plus four of the
other members, .or their , alternates, will constitute a

61 quorum. A member will be considered present if he is in
telephone communication with the commuittee. The member who
is absent and whose .alternate has not been provided must not
be that member having principal responsibility or expertise
in the area being reviewed.

4. Duties and Responsibilities

The PORC serves in an advisory capacity to the plant manager
and as an investigation and reporting body to the Nuclear
Safety Review Board in matters related to safety in plant
operations. The plant manager has the final responsibility
in determining the matters to be implemented and/or referred
to the Nuclear Safety Review Board.

The responsibilities of the committee will include:
a. Review all standard and emergency operating and

maintenance instructions and any proposed revisions
thereto, with principal attention to provisions for safe
operation.

Sb. Review. poposed changes to the license and Technical
611 Specifications.

1> c. Review proposed changes to equipment or systems having
safety significance, or. which may constitute "an
unreviewed safety question," pursuant to 10CFR50.59.

d. Investigate reported or suspected incidents involving
safety questions, violations of the Technical
Specifications, and violations of plant instructions
pertinent to nuclear safety.

e. Review reportable occurrences, unusual events, operating6 anomalies, and abnormal performance of plant equipment.

f. Maintain a general surveillance of plant activities to
identify possible safety hazards.

g. Review plans for special fuel handling, plant
maintenance, operations, and tests or experiments which
may involve special safety considerations, and the
results thereof., where applicable.

h. Review adequacy of quality assurance program andp recommend any appropriate changes.

i. Review adequacy of Technical specifications and recommend
any appropriate changes.

16.6-3
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611[ j. Review unit operations to detect potential nuclear:safetyhazards.
•C

k. Review all proposed tests and experiments that affect
611 nuclear safety.

1. Review the site Radiological kner ency.Plan and the Plant61 Physical Security Plan.

m. Review adequacy of employee training programs and
recommended changes.

n. Review every unplanned onsite release of radioactive
material to the environs.

o. Review changes to the Radwaste Treatment, System.

p. Review meeting minutes of the Radiological Assessnent
Review Camnittee (RARC).

61 q. Performance of reviews as requested by plant manager.

5. Authority

The PORC shall be advisory to the plant manager.
6. Records

Minutes shallbe kept for all PORC meetings with copies sent
to Direct0or,.- Division of Nuclear Power, Assistant Director
of Nuclear Power. (Operations), and Chairman of the Nuclear

61 Safety Review Board.

Written administrative instructions including applicable
check-off lists prepared and maintained describing the
method for submission and content of presentations to' the
committee, review and approval by members of cc•mittee
actions, dissemination of minutes, agenda and scheduling of
meetings,

16.6.3 Insttions

A. Detailed written instructions, including applicable
check-off lists covering 'items listed below shall be
prepared, approved and adhered to.

1. Normal startup, operation, and shutdown of the reactor
and of all systems and components involving nuclear
safety of the facility.
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2. Refueling operations.

3. Actions to be taken to correct specific and foreseen
potential malfunctions of -systems or components,
including responses to alarms and abnormal reactivity
changes.

.4. Emergency conditions involving potential or actual
release of radioactivity.

5. Preventive or corrective maintenance operations which
.could have an effect on the safety of the reactor.

6, Surveillance and testing requirements.

7, *Radiation control procedures.

8. Radiological Emergency Plan implementing procedures.

9. Plant security program implementing procedures.

B. Written procedures pertaining to those items listed above
shall be reviewed by PORC and approved by the plant manager
prior to implementation except that temporary changes to.
procedures which do not change the intent of the original
procedure may be made with the concurrence of two-persons
holding senior reactor operator licenses. : Such temporary
changes shall be documented and subsequently reviewed by
PORC and approved by the plant manager.

C. Drills on actions to be taken under energency conditions
involving release of radioactivity are specified in the
radiological emergency plan and shall be conducted annually.
Annual drills shall also be conducted on the actions to be
taken following failures of safety-related systems or
components,

D. Radiation Control Procedures

Radiation control procedures shall be maintained and made
available to all plant personnel. These procedures shall
show permissible radiation exposure and shall be consistent
with the requirements of 10OCFR2. This radiation protection
program shall be organized to meet the requirements of
10CFR2O. The project is proposing, however, that the
provisions of Section 20.203(c) subparagraphs (2), (3), and
(4) apply only to areas where the radiation levels are
continuously 1,000 mRef/hr or greater.

43
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611 16.6.4 Actions to be Taken in the Event of Rerortable'Occurrence in Plant

A. Any reportable occurence shall be promptly reported to the
Director, Division of Nuclear Power, and the NSRB, and shall
be promptly reviewed by PORC. This committee shall prepare
a separate report for each reportable occurrence. This
report shall include an evaluation of the cause of the
occurrence and recommendations for appropriate action to
prevent or reduce the probability of a repetition of the

61 occurrence.

B. Copies of all such reports shall be submitted to the
Assistant Director of Nuclear Power (Operations); Manager,
Nuclear Regulations & Safety; Chief, Radiological Hygiene
Branch; Supervisor, Nuclear Safety Review Staff; and the

61 Chairman of the NSRB for their review.

C. The plant manager shall notify the NRC within 24 hours, as
specified in Specification 16.6.7 of the circumstances of
any abnormal occurrence. A written report shall follow
within 10 -days.

16.6.5 Action-to be Taken in the Event a Safety Limit is Exceeded

If- a safety limit as defined in 10CFR50.36(c) (1) (i) is
exceeded, the reactor shall be shut down and reactor operation shall not be
resumed until authorized by the NRC. :A prompt report shall be made to the
Director, Division of Nuclear Power and the Chairman of the NSRB. A
,complete analysis of the circumstances leading up to and resulting from the
situation, together with recommendations to prevent a recurrence, shall be
prepared by the PORC. This report shall be submitted to the Assistant
Director of'Nuclear Power (Operations); Chief, Radiological Hygiene Branch;
Manager, Nuclear Regulation & Safety; Supervisor, Nuclear Safety Review
Staff; and the NSRB. Notification of such occurrences will be made to the
NRC by the plant manager within 24 hours as specified in Specification
16.6.7 followed by a written report within 10 days to the Director, Office
of Management Information and Program Analysis US NRC. " ,

16.6.6 Station Operating, Records

A. Records and/or logs shall be kept in a manner convenient for
review as indicated below:

1. All normal plant operations including such items as power
level, fuel exposure, and shutdowns.

2. Principal maintenance activities.

3. Abnormal occurrences.

• : . .
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4. Checks, inspections, tests, .and calibrations' of
components and systems, including such diverse items as
source leakage.

5. Reviews of changes made to the procedures or equipment or
reviews of tests and experiments, to comply 'with
10CFR50.59.

6. Radioactive shipments.

7. Record of annual physical inventory verifying
accountability of sources on record.

8. Gaseous and liquid radioactive waste release to the
environs.

9. Off-site environmental monitoring surveys.

10. Fuel inventories and transfers.

11. Plant radiation and contamination surveys.

12. Radiation exposures for all plant personnel.

13. Updated, corrected, and as-built drawings of the plant.

14. Minutes of meetings of the Nuclear Safety Review Board.

B. Except where covered by applicable regulations, items 1
through 6 above shall be retained for a period of at least 5
years and items 7 through 14 shall be retained for the life
of the plant. A canplete inventory of radioactive materials
in possession shall be maintained current at all times.

16.6.7 Reporting Requirements

A. Routine and Reportable Occurrence Reports to NRC

Information under this category to be reported to the NIC
includes the following:

1. Reports required by Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations.

2. Reports of radioactive discharges and radiological
monitoring which have been transferred, per directive
fran NRC, fran 1Appendix B to Appendix A of Regulatory
Guide 1.16.

3. Reports required by the current revision of Regulatory
Guide 1.16, "Reporting of Operating Information
Appendix A, Technical Specifications", as applicable to
liquid metal fast breeder reactors with exceptions to be

61. determined.61
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B Special Reports to h a ri

Special reports to teN -are required covering
inspections, tests, -and maintenance activities, and
nonroutine activities which are specified in parts of Title
10, Chapter I, Cýode of Federal Regulations.

Specific requirements will be included in the FSAR.

C. Environmental Monitoring Reports to Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)

Reporting information to the EPA concerning non-radiological
environmental surveillance and environmental impact will

61 follow the guidelines and requirements :of the NPDS permits
issued to the CRBRP.

16.6.8 Minimum Staffing

A. Table 16.6-1 shows the number of shift personnel whenever
the plant is not at shutdown or refueling shutdown
conditions.

B. A licensed senior operator shall be present at the site at
all times when there is fuel in the reactor.

C. A licensed operator shall be in the control room when the
reactor contains a potential critical mass. )

D. A licensed senior operatQr shall be in direct charge of a
reactor refueling operation; i.e., able to devote full time
to the refueling operation.

E. A Shift Technical Advisor shall be onsite at all times
except when the reactor is at refueling temperature.

F. A health physics technician shall be present at the facility
at all times when there is fuel in the reactor.

G. Two licensed operators shall be in the control roan during
startups, while shutting down the reactor, and during
recovery from any plant trip.

H. Either the plant manager or the assistant plant manager
shall have acquired the experience and traihing normally
required for examination by the N1C for a Senior Reactor
Operator's License, whether or not the examination is taken.
In addition, the coerations supervisor or assistant

61 operations supervisor shall have an SRO license.

Amend. 61
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611 TABLE 16.6-1

MINIMUM SHIFT CREW REQUIREMENTS

611

611i

Shift- Position.

Shift Engineers (SE)

Shift Technical Advisor(STA)

Assistant Shift Engineers (ASE)

Unit Operators (UO)

Assistant Unit Operators (AUO)

Health Physics Technician

Minimum Shift Crew

Member

1

2

2

1

8

Type of License

SRO(a)

None

SRO(a)

RO(b)

None

None

None611

(a) SRO - Senior Reactor Operator

(b) RO - Reactor Operator
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